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FOREWORD

The 1988 annual conference of the North East Association for
Institutional Research revolved around the topic "Strategic
Choice: Making Better Decisions Through Better Understanding
Harvey R. Stone, U.
of Institutions and Their Environment".
of Delaware, gave the welcoming address on Sunday night and
Richard H. Hall, SUNY Albany, addressed the group on Monday.

This year was a first in the recognition of "The Best Paper
Ellen Armstrong Kanarek, Rutgers
of the Conference".
University, received this award for her paper entitled
Performance and Their
in Freshman
"Gender Differences
Relationship to Use of the SAT in Admissions", which can be
found on page 236 of these Proceedings. Congratulations to
Ellen!

Another first, the publication of IRIS Monograph, written by
Linda Suskie of Millersville University, entitled "Survey
Research - What Works for the Institutional Researcher".

Program Chair, Mike Middaugh, U. Delaware, planned the 1988
conference program and convened the jury which selected the
Larry Metzger, Secretary,
Best Paper of the Conference.
compiled and mailed our newsletters and kept our membership
database up-to-date.

Lee DeLucia
volunteers.

led a tremendous team of Local Arrangements
included an architectural
Special events

walking tour of Providence, RI topped off by an evening at
Entertainment included an expert Yo
the Turk's Head Club.
All attendees received NEAIR Yo Yo's and
Yo demonstration.
some even received private lessons after the show.
Ron Doernbach, Dickinson College, worked throughout the year

as liaison to AIR and

in

further defining the role of

Treasurer Peter Farago, Bentley College,
President-Elect.
was willing to continue in his financial role until a
replacement could be elected.
Jennifer Presley, Publications Chair, continued to serve the
organization in that role by assuring a timely issuance of
In fact, the 1988 Proceedings contain
the 1988 Proceedings.

the largest proportion of papers presented at the meeting
(35 of 40).

Many thanks to the members of the Steering Committee,
conference attendees, and contributors to the Proceedings.

Paige V. Ireland
President, NEAIR 1987-88
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Note: *** indicates paper is included in the Proceedings
******************************************************************************
Sunday. October 23
******************************************************************************
11:15 - 12:30 Ph

President's Brunch

12:00 Noon - 5:00 PM

Registration

12:30 - 3:30 PM

PRE-CONFERENCE WORESHOPS

Newcomers to Institutional Research
Michael F. Middaugh, Director of
University of Delaware.

Institutional Researen and Planning,

This workshop is designed to give new practitioners in
institutional
research a hands-on approach to getting started in the field.
Using a
carefully designed manual of instructional materials, workshop participants
will walk through a series of exercises designed to address
such issues as:
How to ensure data integrity; developing factbooks and reports that
are read
and used by college presidents; defining critical issues for
instructional
research at your college or university; identifying sources of
data;
conducting survey research; using personal computers and commercial software
in institutional research and strategic planning; developing forecasting
models.
The workshop will also address the political pitfalls in
institutional research, and will discuss how the new practitioner
can
effectively link his/her office with the strategic planning/decision
making
center at their institution.

Test Development Workshop

Linda A. Suskie, Assistant to the
University of Pennsylvania.

President for Planning. Millersville

Topics discussed include clarifying your testing needs, the pros and
cons of
published and "homemade" tests, the merits of essay and multiple choice
formats, identifying potential tests, interpreting test scores, and what
"validity" and "reliability" mean.
Actual tests that might be used in
assessment prograns are evaluated by participants.

Statistics Refresher for the Real World
Dr. Marian N. Steinberg, Director, System Research and Planning,
Connecticut State Technical Colleges.

This workshop will review basic descriptive and
correlational statistics
commonly used in developing institutional research studies.
Matching the
proper statistic to the research design and interpreting and analyzing
the
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Sunday Afternoon
3:30 - 5:00 PM

PRESENTATION

***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Fact Books:

A Few New Twists

Thomas E. Gusler, Clarion University; John Jacobsen,
Higher Ed; and Linda Swab, Clarion University, PA

PA State System of

This session will center on two types of fact books.
The first type is
similar to the traditional paper-based fact book but with a few unique
twists. The second type is a fact book that uses SAS as the basic software
and is shared by fourteen institutions via PROFS technology.
TRACK I:

ENRULMENT MANAGEMENT - MARKETING

Moderator:
***

Dawn G. Terkla, Tufts University

A Comparative Analysis of Community College Administrators' and Adult Evening

Credit Course Students' Attitudes Toward College Programs, Services and
Environment in a Theoretically Formulated Marketing Context
Peter J. Murray, SUNY Central Administrat_on, Albany NY
A Framework for marketing is described. Principle elements of marketing are
used in this study to analyze and evaluate the degree of congruence between
the perceptions of those in administrative role positions to those of adult

evening students with respect to each attitudes of adult evening students
toward programs, services and environment in comnunity colleges.
***

The Use of Census Data to Identify New Student Markets
Dr. Donald l- Coan and Dr. Richard Nigro, Neumann College, PA
This paper explores the application of geo-demographic methods using census
data to identify new student markets. This analytical approach can be useful
in identifying geographic areas for marketing intervention, clarifying
questions related to matching ilstitutional mission to new external
environments, and preparing needs srveys of prospective student populations.

***

A Model Program to Assess a College's Impact by Census Tract

Arnold J. Gelfman and J. Robert Banacki, Brookdale Community College, NJ
In this era of declining enrollmentf,, it is even More important that colleges
adapt new techniques to identify the changing marketplace. This program will
show how Brookdale Community College used census tract matching to determine
its impact throughout its county.
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3:30 - 5.00 PM
Sunday Afternoon, continued
TRACK IV:

POLICY - STRATEGIC CHOICES

Moderator:
***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Susan Shaman, University of Pennsylvania

The Role of Institutional Research in Maintaining Academic
Standards During
a Period of Declining Enrollments

Robert M. Karp, North Country Community College, Saranac Lake,NY

This paper summarizes the efforts of an institutional research office to
focus attention on academic standards during a
period of declining
enrollments. A summary on the extraction and
presentation of longitudinal
data will be discussed, as well as the effects that the
exercise had on
institutional mission, philosophy, standards, and delivery services.
*** Strategic Decision Making in the Context of Shared Governance
Dr. Pathan Weiss and Dr. Henry Ross, Kean College of New Jersey
The twin issues of institutional integrity and accountability,
as they relate
to the process of governance, are the focus of this paper.
How can decisionmaking best be shared while retaining a clear vision of
institutional
mission? This paper uses both literature and practice in addressing
these
questions.
***

Use

of Demographic and Financial Projections in the

Strategic Long-Range Plan

Development

of

a

Richard Hoffman, Michael McGuire, and Jane Anderson,
Franklin and Marshall
College, PA
Faced with a projected steep decline in the number of
traditional applicants
in the next decade, Franklin & Marshall College made
a strategic decision to
reduce the size of its student body while maintaining
or increesing both the
selectivity of the admissions criteria and the financial
resources needed to
enhance program quality. This paper outlines the
planning information used
to support this decision, and its effect to date.
***

Information for Planning:

Campus Perspectives and Practices

Frank A. Schmidtlein and Toby H. Milton, 'Jniversity of Maryland
This paper eKamines campus practices and perspectives
related to collecting,
analyzing, and disseminating data for institutional
planning. These findings
were obtained through a nationwide study conducted by the National
Center tor
Postsecondary Governance and Finance. The study revealed
differences between
assumptions about data use in planning and realities at campuses.
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Sunday Evening
5:00 - 6:30 PM

Social Hour

6:30 - 8:30 PM

Dinner and Welcoming Address
Speaker: Harvey R. Stone,
Special Assistant to the President for
Economic Development, University of
Delaware

8:30 PM

Cocktails and Conversation

?

******************************************************************************
Monday, October 24
******************************************************************************
7:00 - 9:00 AM
COMPLEMENTARY COFFEE AND DANISH
8:00 - 9:00 AM

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS:

SUNY AIRPO
Convener:

Jeffrey Dutton, SUNY at Buffalo

TUFTS/EDUCOM
Convener:

John A. Dunn, Jr. VP Planning, Tufts University

8:00 - 12:00

REGISTRATION CONTINUED

9:00 - 12:00

GENERAL SESSION

Dr. Richard H. Hall, Professor of Sociology, State University of
New York at
Albany

*

"Making Better Decisions through a Better Understanding of the
Organization and its Enviroment."

12:00 - 1:30 PM

LUNCH, including Annual Business Meeting

19
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Monday Afternoon
1:30 - 3:00 PM

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

PANEL :

*** Assessment at Albany - The Impact of College Experiences on Students and
Alumni

J. Frederick Volkwein, Wendell G. Lorarg, and Laurie Webster-Saft, Marious
H. Agrotes, SUNY-Albany
This presentation illustrates the ways Albany is using its Assessment Data
Bases.

The

results of several outcomes studies will be presented as
examples: attrition/retention/achievement analyses for several student subpopulations; freshman to senior year change in student values, attitudes, and
intellectual growth; and alumni satisfaction, success, and gift giving
patterns differentiated by major field of study.
TRACK I:

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT - ADMISSIONS

Moderator:

Linda Suskie, Millersville University

Student Characteristics and Admissions Rates at

70 Private, Four-Year

Institutions

Jennifer Mauldin, Tufts University, MA

This study explores the relationship between student and institutional
characteristics and retention rates at 70 private, residential four-year
institutions. Variables examined include student demographics, background
characteristics, and attitudes plus institutional factors of size, financial
aid policies, co-educational status and total resources.
Data sources for

the study are Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP)

survey
responses and institutional profile data from the Tufts-EDUCOM Data Sharing
Project. The Project consists of approximately 105 colleges and universities
that share financial, enrollment and other types of management data.
***

Institutional Images:
Process

Factors Affecting the Student Enrollment Decision

David J. Costello, Suffolk University, MA
The image that an institution sends to the academic marketplace may impact
the student enrollment decision process. A clear, well marketed image may
increase a university's enrollment numbers. Conversely, a mixed or a muddled
image may lead to enrollment declines.
This paper uses survey data to
measure the effect of "institutional images" on the student enrollment
decision process.
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1:30 - 3:00
Monday Afternoon, continued

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT - ADMISSIONS1 CONT'D

TRACK I:
***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Post Baccalaureate Plans:

Factors that Influence Graduate School Selection

Dawn Geronimo Terkla, Tufts University, MA
This paper will examine three specific aspects of graduate school selection:
(1) the major factors in the applicants' selection of a graduate school; (2)

the influences of specific sources of information on the graduate school
selection process; and (3) the majoi attributes that differentiate between
matri2u1ants and non-matriculants.
TRACK II:

ADMINISTRATIVE - TUITION CONSIDERATIONS

Moderator:
***

Elizabeth Taylor, Schenectady County Community College

When is it Going to Stop?
University

A Speculation on Tuition Rates at One Private

John A. Dunn, Jr., Tufts University, MA
Reviewing thirty years of national and institutional data, the author looks
for reasons for the sharp tuition rise from 1980 on, and wonders whether
self-imposed enrollment restrictions might not be largely responsible.
***

The Interactive Effect of Concern about Price on College Choice
Yuko Mulugetta and Susan H. Murphy, Cornell University, NY
The study investigated how the concern about education price interacts with
other variables in the student's enrollment decision-making process,
Multiple discriminant analysis revealed that academic ability was a
significant determinant regardless of the level of price concern, while a
cost-related factor (distance from home) had a significant impact only in the
group with high level of concern.

***

Trends in Student Aid:

1980 to 1988

Gwendolyn L. Lewis, The College Board

This report provides the most recent and complete statistics available on
student aid in the 1980s, complementing the publication by Gillespie and
Carlson, Trends in Student Aid: 1963 to 1983 (New York: The College Board,
1983).
it revises figures presented earlier for the 1980s and, fol the
first time, gives estimates for academic year 1987-88, replacing three
previously published updates (Trends in Student Aid:l_cT_to 1986 and Trends
in Student Aid:

1980 to 1987).

1I
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1:30 - 3:00
Monday Afternoon, continued
TRACK IV:

POLICY - POTPOURRI

Moderator:
***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Larry Metzger, Ithaca College

Symbiosis:

Community College - High School Partnership

Dr. Alan J. Sturtz, South Central Community College, CT
The purpose of this study is analysis of the effectiveness of the SCCC Nigh
School Partnership Program with regard to enrollment from service area high
schools, enrollment of seniors agd juniors from the different schools
(including sex/ethnic data), diversity of courses selected and grades
awarded, and enrollment/student flow trends among program participants.
***

Institutional Responses to State Mandate for Outcomes Assessment: Strategic
Choice Based on Rationality, Bureaucracy and Politics

Angela C. Suchanic, Trentcn State College, NJ

Institutional researchers are increasingly expected to respond to mandates
in responding,
This paper proposes that,
outcomes assessment.
institutions make strategic choices based on rational decision-making and
By
understanding these forces,
bureaucratic and political forces.
for

institutional researchers can fulfill their responsibi lities more effectively
and potentially help shape the institution's response.
***

Providing Distributed Access to Student Data Through the Use of an Integrated
Data Base System

Dianne P. Bills and Joellen S. Shaffer, RIT/NTID, NY

The purpose of this presentation is to descr4.he the use of INGRES, an
Integrated Data Base Product, to provide acaeemic department members the
ability to access institutional registration information while having the
flexibility to use the system to store depar.ment specific information. Such
an on-line system permits the people who interact with a student to share
information in a real time environment. In addition, the system can be used
to 'flag' students who are having problems in the college environment and
perhaps to avert later attrition.

0
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3:00 - 4:30
Monday Afternoon

TRACK I:

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT - ADMISSIONS

Moderator:
***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Dale Trusheim, University of Delaware

Gender Differences in Freshman Performance and Their Relationship to Use of
the SAT in Admissions
Ellen Armstrong Kanarek, Rutgers University, NJ

Despite a 60-point deficit in total SAT, freshman women at a large public
university perform significantly better than men in both total CUM and GPA
in humanities and social science courses.
Because GPA differences are
greatest for high SATs, underprediction for women is of most concern for
scholarship selection.
***

Admissions Standards and the Under-Prepared Student in an Urban Context: How
Institutional Research is Helping to Frame the Debate
Jennifer B. Presley and

Peter Langer, University of Massachusetts at Boston

This presentation will describe how institutional research at UMass/Boston
is informing the institutional debate with regard to the underprepared
student and admissions standards. Results will be presented from a study of
the relationship between admission characteristics, placement on basic skills
tests, and subsequent performance at UMass/Boston, as well as a description
of the policy context before and after the study.
***

A Strategic Planning Model for Admissions
Anthony Lolli, University of Rochester, NY
This session will introduce a strategic planning model which helps identify
new admissions recruitment opportunities. For researchers not familiar with
admissions operations, the model also promotes an understanding of the
existing recruitment portfolio.
The model meets these objectives by
uncovering opportunities resulting from the intersection of five di-aensions:
resources, market types, student segments, information recipients and
recruitment chronology.
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3:00 - 4:30
Monday Afternoon, continued

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

TRACK II: ADMINISTRATIVE - COST STUDIES
Moderator:
***

Wendell Lorang, SUNY at Albany

Faculty Salary Equity:
Support

Integrating Policy and Practice Through Decision

Jeffrey E. Dutton, SUNY-Buffalo, and Kathleen K. Bissonnette, West Virginia
University

The social ideal of salary equity challenges higher education to institute
procedures to ensure equity rather than to defend against inequities. The
regression analyses and accompanying reports described in this papey were
designed specifically for decision support, i.e., to monitor salary equity,
support for salary decisions, and integrate policy and practice.
***

lewd-Raising Proceeds and Costs:

Trends and Patterns, 1978-1987

John k. Dunn, Jr. and Audrey Adam, Tufts University, MA
The paper summarizes the findings of a set of recent studies on fund-raising
costs, staffing, ant!, proceeds for 15 universities and 30 colleges.
It
describes tvmds in total and in alumni support, and gives new data on the
relative importance of large gifts, the cost per dollar raised, and the
patterns of staffing.
***

The Use of Microcomputer in Discipline Cost Analysis
Koosappa Rajasekhara, Dundalk Community College, MD

The Discipline Cost Analysis

is

one of the valuable tools of college

administrators for making decisions of both short and long-terni significance.
The cost per course, cost per student credit hour, and the cost per fulltime equivalent student by discipline can be analyzed using LOTUS 1-2-3 with
a personal computer.
The microcomputer approach provides flexibility in
preparing the cost data and serves as a tool for "what if" scenarios looking
at past trends and future discipline and cost projections. A step-by-step
approach of determining the unit cost is discussed.
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3:00 - 4:30
Monday Afternoon, continued

TRACK II:

ADMINISTRATIVE - ALUMNI

Moderator:
***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Rtchard Rugen, Kutztown University

Alumni Research in Practice:
Experiences

Assessment of the College and Post-Graduate

Crane Willemse and Mary Ann Coughlin, Smith College, MA
This paper presents the research of Smith College's Alumnae Biography office,
which maintains and reports on several data bases of over 27,728 student and
alumnae respondents. Biographical and statistical information provides data
for the study of employment and graduate study patterns, and the assessment
of acadenlic and social experiences of women's undergraduate education.
***

The Development and Application of an Individually Tailored Al
up System

ai Follow-

William A. Welsh and Gerard G. Walter, National Technical Institute for the
Deaf

The process tniough which an institutional research office constructs a
questionnaire tailored to individual alumni respondents is described. The
utility of the individual alumni data for admissions recruiting, development
activity, program planning, and other institutional activities is described.

Using Perceptions of Educational Outcomes to Predict Alumni Involvement
Dr, Robert C. Froh and Dr. David B. White,

Syracuse University, NY

This session will present the results of an alumni outcomes survey project
that enabled alumni programs, development and academic administrators to
determine alumni perceptions of the quality of academic and alumni programs,
and to relate these perceptions to indicators of alumni involvement such as
annual giving and participation in alumni reunions.
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3:00 - 4:30
Monday Afternoon, continued

TRACK III:

STUDENT RESEARCH - WRITING/COUNSELING

Moderator:
***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Webster Trammell, Brookdale Community College

The Impact of Special Counseling and Academic Services on Disadvantaged
Students

Marion Walker, Corning Community College, NY

Research on a grant project to provide special counseling and academic
services to disadvantaged students at Corning Cortmunity College showed
Special Services Students performed significantly cetter than the control
group on GPA, retention, graduation, math and English. The rates were also
higher than the overall college group on retention and graduation.

*** Assessment of Freshmen Writing Skills:
of Measurement

Faculty Concerns and the Principles

Zandra S. Goldberg Gratz, SUNY-Farmingdale
The efficiency and accuracy of several writing placement measures is
In particular, the essay, high in face validity and faculty
described.
support, is compared to a multiple choice tool which sports superior
A two stage placement program
reliability and predictive validity.

capitalized on the strengths of each device.
***

A Comparison of Two Methods for Placement in Developmental Writing Courses
Kathleen Keenan, Massasoit Community College, MA

A study conducted by Institutional Research, with faculty participation,
compares standardized tests with holistically scored essays as placement
In addition, the project
instruments for introductory writing classes.
demonstrates the value of collaboration with faculty in research to achieve
credibility for results and to inform academic policy change.

4:30 - 5:00

DEMONSTRATION

A PC Factbook
Denise A. Krallman, State University of New York at Buffalo

The purpose of this PC demonstration is to share a method of automating a
Using a menu-driven LOTUS
factbook for use by institutional researchers.
spreadsheet, the factbook system has been develored to allow users to move
away from hard copy printouts, tables, and inforial verbal requests, to a
more systematic, work-command approach to the PC as ultimate data source.
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***************************************.4************************************
Tuesday, October 25
7:00 - 9:00 AM

COMPLEMENTARY COFFEE AND DANISH

8:00 - 9:00

Steering Committee Brf kfast

9:00 - 12:00

CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

Newcomers to Institutional Research
Michael F. Middaugh, Director of
University of Delaware.
(Repeated from Sunday Afternoon)

Institutional Research and

Planning,

Test Development Workshop

Linda A. Suskie, Assistant to the President
University of Pennsylvania.
(Repeated from Sunday Afternoon)

for Planning, Millersville

Ethical Issues Workshop
Robert F. Grose, Amherst College;
William Lauroesch, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst; Sandra J. Price, Smith College; Michael E. Schlltz,
Loyola University of Chicago; Jay A. Halfond, Northeastern University

The workshop sponsors seek to draw from the experience of conference
attendees insights into the nuances of difficult and sensitive ethical
problems in the practice of institutional research issues.
Extensive
discussions will follow brief presentations. Several short case studies will
be available at the opening of the conference, and attendees are encouraged
to obtain and
read them.
Willingness to participate is the sole
qualification for attendance.

9:00 - 10:15
Tuesday AM

TRACK IV:

CONTRIBUTED SESSION

ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY

Moderator:

***

Jennifer Presley, University of Massachusetts,
Boston

Teaching Institutional Research to the Reluctant Institution
Mark Bagshaw, Clark jniversity, NY

Assisting institutional leaders to learn to value and use institutional
research is as important to the successful researcher as technical and
interpretational competence. This paper looks at the organizational learning
process, sources of resistance in colJeees and universities.
and some
remediation strategies.
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9:00 - 10:15
Tuesday AM, continued

***

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

Examination and Analysis of Planned Organizational Change in Higher Education
Using an Enhanced Normative Systems Model

Betty Millin a,,d John Terry, University of Lowell, MA
Examination and analysis of the arplicat in of an enhanced normative systems
model of planned change in a higher education setting suggests a practical
participative model for planned change which is highly applicable for
institutions of higher education.
TRACK II:

ADMINISTRATIVE - FACULTY

Modereor:
***

Ron Doernbach, Dickinson College

Demcgraphic Analysis of Connecticut's State Technical College System Faculty
and Professional Staff: Potential Retirements and Estimated Costs

Dr. Marian N. Steinberg, Director, System Research and Planning, UT State
Technical Colleges,
This re:eaf.:h was carried out to determine the extent and potential cost of
retirements.
Distribution by unit for age, years of service, sick and
vacation accruals are described. Potential retirements are projected based
upon the provisions of each of three retirement plans, including costs and
effect by unit and department.
***

Survey of Part-time Faculty Members.

Overview of Results

D. A. Hemenway and Ruth S. Garies, Montgomery College, MD
Both administrator:: and full-time faculty need to know more about the parttime faculty recruited each semester. Too frequently they regard their needs
as conflicting and cooperation as impossible. This paper reports the success
of one community college in overcoming this barrier and presents the results
of its survey of part-time faculty,
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10:30 - 12:00
Tuesday AM, continued

TRACK I:

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT - RETENTION

Moderator:

Felice Billups, Rhode Island School of Design

Implicit Factors in Rates and Proportion:

A Look at Undergraduate Non -

Success

Joseph C. Lanni, Montgomery College, MD
University X's undergraduate applicants for graduation failed to graduate in
the designated semester in approximately one-third of the cases.
It was
determined that a numbe!. of implicit factors were combined in an aggregated
error formation. Recommendations for screening applications for graduation
and interpreting educational rates and proportions were submitted.
***

Factors Which Affect Retention of Adult Learners During the First Year of
Graduate-Level Study
Christine A. Oatis, University of Lowell, MA
This study investigated perceptions and persistence patterns of adults who

enrolled in graduate courses for the first time at a mid-size, public
university.
Statistical analyses of questionnaire responses revealed
differences according to age cohort as well as race and full-time/part-time
status among those who persisted into the second semester and those who did
not persist.
***

An Analysis of the Student Persistence and Attrition Process:
College Perspective

An Urban

David J. Costello and Barbara Pfeiffer, Suffolk University, MA

As many colleges and universities face declining applicant pools they are
turning toward the issue of retention as the means to stabilize enrollment
numbers.
This paper uses a log-linear approach to understanding the
persistence and attrition issue. The singular and combined effects of three
independent variables (race, program of study and academic achievement) are
measured as to their effect on student persistence.
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10:30 - 12:00
Tuesday AM, continued

TRACK III:

CONTRIBUTED SESSIONS

STUDENTS - GENERAL STUDENT ISSUES

Moderator:

Crane Willemse, Smith College

The Role of Student Perception of Quality of Care and
Privacy as Factors
Affecting Student Utilization of Infirmary and Local
Hospital Services
Scott Meyer, Plymouth State College, NH

This study was designed to examine which factors
may underlie a student's
decision to use the college infirmary or local hospitals
for heiAlth care
needs.
It is postulated that the issues of quality of care and individual
privacy are central to utilization rates.
This paper presents data in
support of that hypothesis.

A Comparison of Attitudes of White College
Students toward Black College
Students in 1982 and 1987
Robert J. Bisantz and Richard J. McCowan, SUNY-Buffalo
The presentation compares the results of two
surveys that examined attitudes
of white college students toward black students in
1982 and 1987. A brief
review of the literature and a description of
the procedures followed in
developing the Bogardus social distance scale used in the
study is included.
***

An Analysis of Factors Related to Student Learning Outcomes
Jean Morlock, Tom Moran, Tom Gonyea and Diana Green,
SUNY-Plattsburgh

Research suggests that variables related
to faculty/student relationships,
student peer interactions, and the quality of student
effort are likely to
have significant impact upon student learning.
This study empirically
identifies factors related to these broad constructs.
The study also
analyzes the relative importance of these factors
in influencing student
learning.
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GENERAL SESSION ADDRESS

MAKING BETTER DECISIONS THROUGH A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE

ORGANIZATION AND ITS ENVIROMENT

Richard H. Hall
State University of New York at Albany

wrote (Hall, 198 1) that organizational theory does not
provide guidance for practitioners in higher education. Today, I am
here to contradict myself---I believe that some descriptive work and
some perspectives from organizational theory actually has a lot to say
to practitioners. You, of course, will be the ultimate judge of this.
In 1981,

I

I

have arranged my remarks today to be like a symphony.

movement will deal with the basic issue of decision making.

will consider the dimensions of the enviroment.
with

theoretical

interface.

perspectives

on

the

The first
The second

The third will

deal

organizational-enviromental

The final movement will bring these themes together. Do
not expect a large and triumphant finale; rather, the finale will be
one in which questions remain unanswered and themes unresolved.
Hopefully these questions and themes will develop a coda of enduring
inter est.

DECISION MAKING

My understanding of IR is that it is based firmly and squarely in what
is known as the rational model of decision making. This model relies
on the input of good data, making a rational decision on the basis of
the information inputs, implementing the policy or plan, and then
assessing the outcomes.

Contemporary organizational research and theory has cast some major
doubts on the utility of this model. In this section I am goinu to
borrow liberally from recent works of David Hickson (1985; 1986; 1987).

Hickson's work on strategic decision making is both original and
insightful.

There are three dominant theories or ways of thinking about decision
making.
The first traces its roots back to March and Simon (1958) and
their notion of "bounded rationality" and has found expression in the
work of Lindblom (1959).
This is the incrementalism approach to
decision making.

This approach emphasizes that decision makers have

limited information handling capabilities and that they have to pick

through internal politcal processes.
This approach
de-emphasizes the rational and emphasizes that decisions are made on a
theh-

way

"bit-by-bit" basis.
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The second dominant approach is the sarbaae can model. As Hickson
notes (1987: 184) "Its evocative terminology conjures up the tangled

innards of a garbage can as an alternative to the vision of rational

orderliness (Cohen et al 1972; March and Olsen 1976).

Inside the can,

there are quite a few oddities, or so they appear. Individuals fight
for the right to participate and then do not exercise it; information
that is available is ignored, more is requested, and then that too is
ignored; there is acrimonious contention over the adoption of policies,
but relative indifference to whether policies are implemented; and so
on.

To account for what goes on, the model turns the conventional view

back to front. Instead of assuming that one thing causally leads to
another in the logical 'conventional order,' which is not the way

things seem to happen, it postulates "temporal order as being the more
opposite."

Solutions, problems and participants are all in the garbage can--it is

temporal simultaneity that accounts for decisions that are made.
Solutions come before problems. Participants wait for an opportunity
to apply their favorite solutions when a problem happens by. I would
imagine that many of you know some vice presidents who seem to be the
embodiment of the garbage can model. Despite the cutesy terminology,
this approach is advanced seriously by serious scholars.

In its stress on politics and chaos, the garbage can model is the exact
opposite of the mission of institutional research. At the same time,
there Is a message, or at least a warning here that must be heeded.
Most interestingly, for our deliberations here, the Garbage Can model
was developed and refined in the course of studying higher educational
institutions in a series of studies at Stanford.

Hickson offers a third approach to decision making, which he labels

"dual rationality." The dual aspect is that that decision making
involves both problems and politics. It is critical to note that

Hickson does not suggest that decision making is by rational deduction,
with succesive limited comparisions, and with agreements reached by
mutual partisan adjustment, which is the excessively rational approach
suggested by some decision theorists. Rather, the dual rationality

approach recognizes that decisions vary in their complexity and

politicality. Very complex and political (weighty and controversial)
issues are vortex issues. Less complex and least controversial issues
are called tractable matters, while least complex, but more political
issues are labeled as familiar matters.

Hickson then goes on that the problem aspects of these matters are
handled by organizational elites (decision makers) in ways which
attempt to approximate classic problem-solving rationality; this
rationality is impacted, of course, by the sorts of issues raised by
the incrementalist and garbage can theorists. In a similar way, the
political aspect of decision making is handled by a implicit
"interest-accommodating rationality that weighs up what is at stake for
each for each interested party and what the range of acceptable
alternatives may be" (p. 186). Hickson's conclusions, by the way, are

based on a series of empirical studies of strategic decision making.
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Figure 1
DUAL RATIONALITY DECISIONS

COMPLEX

POLITICAL

Hickson's work is a major contribution here, The incrementalists and
garbage can theoritsts have provided a tremendously important
corrective to overly rational decision models. At the same time, their
success deflected attention from the fact that decision makers do pay
attention to their enviroments and even to organizational goals, The
dual rationality approach is an approach which brings us back to where
I believe decision making research
and theory should begrounded in
the experiences of people who participate in decision making on behalf
of their organizations.

A critical component of decision making is the environment in which
organizationscolleges and universities--operate. I will now turn to
a consideration of the enviroment. This consideration will be largely
descriptive.
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THE ENVIROMENT

Figure 2 contains the context and analytical dimensions of the
environment that will be considered herr
I have developed these
dimensions (Hall 1987) for general organizational analysis, but they
fit here in considering higher education.
FIGURE 2
ENVIROMENTAL DIMENSIONS
AN4LY77CAL CATEGORIES

CLUURAL
TI.,M1..114MO

"Mrl

critical for all organizations.
Technology involves the ways in which raw materials are transformed.
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider students and knowledge as
the major raw materials. Technology takes many forms. We can see the
The

technological

dimension

is

impact of the technological enviroment in terms of the spread of

mainframe and micro-computers.

At the present time, the technological
innovation of "writing across the curriculum" appears to be sweeping
the country.
This conference itself has a program full of
technological tools and tricks for people in institutional research.
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Publications like The Chronicle of Higher Education are the bearers of
There are technological leaders and
potential technological change.
Quite obviously, technological change is adopted through
followers.

the decision making process (as are decisions not to adopt some

change). Organizations of every kind contain their own radicals and
reactionaries in terms of approaching technological change.

Legal conditions involve the myriad of laws and regulations affecting

These can range from the legal drinking age
(in New York, the change from 21 as the legal age for drinking played
havoc on many campuses) through reporting requirements for the federal
grants and contracts, of course. Formal and informal lobbying are the
accepted way of life.
colleges and universities.

Political conditions are more subtle.

When

I

taught at the Unversity

of Minnesota there was a general belief that the university fared

While there is no
the importance of

better when Republicans were in office in the state.
empirical

evidence

here,

the

belif

reflects

political conditions for colleges and universities. Political shifts
to the left or right have had dramatic influences on campuses, as
during the Viet Nam era or now with a apparent shift to the right, with
fraternaties and sororities coming back strongly.

Economic conditions are obviously important for all organizationsa
There is no
point in belaboring the issue here.

point that is strangely neglected by most sociologists.

Demographic conditions are squarely at the center of decision making in

higher education. The number of 16-year-olds is well known for
planning purposes, as is the distribution of people by race, gender,
and ethnicity. My own best guess is that the race and ethnic factor
will

be the key demographic condition in the years to come.
Demographic conditions are /inked to political considerations, of
course, so that these enviromental dimensions, while analytically

distinct, in fact interwine a great deal.

frequently overlooked.
Changes in the physical ecology of colleges and universities are slow
Ecological

conditions

are

important,

but

and rare, but the combination of acid rain and the greenhouse effect
does raise frightening spectres for parts of the Northeast. The social
This involves the
ecology is probably of more direct importance.
networks of organizations in which an Jrganization finds itself. Rural
different ecological patterns than do their urban
Similarly, a system such as SUNY is lifferent from a
completely independent college or university.
colleges

face

counterparts.

Cultural conditions are the most subtle dimension. These are clearly
important if a college or university begins an overseas program (as in
our Ph.D. program in China), but there are also domestic cultural
factors that are important. These can range from tastes in majors to
id sororities to bk-liefs in bi-or
emphases
on
fraternities
!nono-lingualism.
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The analytical dimensions are somewhat more complicated.

These are

drawn from the works of Aldrich (1979) and Dess and Beard (1984).
Munificence refers to the richness or leaness of the various content

Thus, organizations can be faced with many technological
options or very few. Demographic conditions can contain a wealth of
potential students or a very limited pool, and so on.
dimensions.

Complexity

refers

to both

enviromental

homogeneity

versus

hetergeneity

and the extent to which environmental factors are concentrated or
dispersed. A research university with Ph.D. programs faces a widely
dispersed and very heterogeneous enviroment on almost all of the

content dimensions. A community college in a black urban area has an
enviroment that is more homogeneous and less dispersed.
Dynamism refers to the rate of change in the enviroment and the extent

to which changes in one aspect of the environment are linked with other
environmental factors--the ripple effect. The importance of dynamism
can be seen in the Northeast in terms of the impact of plant closings
(economic dimension) on the remaining environmental elements and the
colleges and universities in the area.

have attempted to specify the critical elements of the environment of
The importance of these elements is
undoubtedly self-evident. The question now becomes, how can these
I

colleges and universities.

environmental conditions be linked to the decision making process
within higher education. Some partial answers to this question can be
developed by a consideration of some organizational theories.
ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY

consider three theoretical approaches here--the population
Each approach
ecology, resource dependence,and institutional theories.

will

its advocates and critics. Each also has important applicability
and severe limitations. Overall, organizational theorists are becoming
more sophisticated and are attempting to use theories in simultaneous,
rather than oppositional pattern (Fligstein 1985; Singh et al 1986).
My purpose here is to indicate how these theoretical perspectives can
illuminate the decision making process.
has

The

population

ecology

model

is

determinist approach to organizations.

essentially

environmental
Aldrich and Pfeffer (1976),
an

Hannan and Freeman (1977), Aldrich ( 1919), McKelvey (1982), McKelvey
and Aldrich (1983), Bidwell and Kasarda (1985), and Hannan and Freeman

(1988) have presented the major arguments supporting this perpective
(See Young 1988 for a devastating criticism of the model). According
to Aldrich and Pfeffer (1976, p. 79) "enviromental factors select those

organizational characteristics that best fit the envirofnent."
causal ordering here is from the enviroment to the organization.
is Darwinian natural selection

The
This
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The logic of the population ecology model is that variations occur in
organizational forms. These variations can be planned or unplanned.
Once

occur,

variations

the

election

process

takes

place,

with

variations that fit the environment being selected for survival, and
those that do not fit selected tor extinction.
Once selected,
organizational forms are then retained by preservation, duplication,
and reproduction. In its extreme form, the population ecology model
essentially dismisses

the

importance o'

decision

making and management.

Most population ecology theorists claim that the approach is most
applicable

to

populations

individual organizations.

organizations, rather than
Thus, the hospice, for example, is a new
or

forms

of

form of organization that has emerged as medical technology in
developed countries has permitted people to stay alive even with
life-threatening symptoms.

The abortion clinic as an organizational
form was made possible by an enviromental change in the form of a court

decision and could disappear by the same process. Of course, we all
know what the Land Grant act did for higher education as a form.

There is another aspect of the population ecology model which is
important for our consideration here. Research carried out in the
population ecology tradition has identified the liability of newness

smallness."
This refers to the fact that new and small
organizations are very vulnerable. Garner (1983) found this to be the
and

case among private colieges and universities

in

New York State--younger

ones had much stronger tendency to close or merge.

While the

population ecology perspective may appear to be extreme,
will try to
demonstrate that it in fact has relevance for institutional research
and higher e( acation decision making.
I

The resource dependence approach also treat the environment

as

crucial

for organizations, but in a quite different manner (Aldrich and Pfeffer
1976; Pfeffer and Salancik 1978).
In this approach, organizational
decisions and actions are brought back into the equation.

che argument
is that no organization can generate all of the resources that it
needs, nor can it perform every activity needed to make it

self-sustaining.

Instead the organization must turn to its environment

for raw
materials,
personnel,
finances,
services,
production
operations.and technologies. The role of management is managing the
enviroment.
Strategic choice is a key element of We modelit is
squarely a decision making approach to organizations, with the focus on
externalities.
According to Aldrich and Pfeffer (1976, p.87)

organizational
actions
are
"conscious,
planned
responses
to
environmental continge ocies.
Organizations attempt to absorb
interdependence and uncertainty either completely,
aS
through
merger,--or partially, as through cooperation,- .or movement of

personnel among organizations--."

Decision makers have autonomy, according to this perspective.
They can
decide how to structure their organization to fit t he enviromental
niche in which they are operating.
They can also attempt to manipulate

the environment itself to make it more favorable for tlie organization.

The focus of the resource dependence model is on the environment and

the organizational response to it.

This is a Ihnitation, in my
opinion, but few would deny the importance of obtaining resources.
We

wilt shortly consider the extent to which resource dependence is the

sole basis for organizational decision making.
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The institutional model has become the darling of the late 1980s.
model

The

is associated with the works of Meyer and Rowan (1977), Meyer and

Scott (1983), Di Maggio and Powell (1983), Di Maggio (1988), Scott
(1988), and Zucker (1988) and appears to be particularly well suited
for organizations like colleges and universities (Pfeffer 1982).
The institutional model contains two distinct strands of relevance for

us. The first strand says the organizations within the same field tend
to become isomorphic because they share a common belief system. This

common belief system emerges as organizations exchange key professional

personnel, as they mimic each other's practices,and as they react to
Again, this
enviromental forces, such as government regulations.
conference is a classic
exchanging ideas.

case

of

organizations

in

the

field

same

The second strand of institutional theory deals with the fact that
organizational practices come to be given a value of their own over
time. Practices turn into belief systems. Thus, when a practice is
brought into an organization by one of its professional staff members,
the practice becomes part of the organizational value system.

A key component of institutional theory is that the organizations
technologycause and effect
This
would
clearly fit our colleges and
relationships are not clear.
universities. My own observation is that the institutional approach is
The movement of key
strikingly powerful in our setting.
administrators, meetings such as this, the mind set of institutional
involved

have

an

indeterminant

researchers, and the absence of clear standards of judgement lead our
organizations to be perfect specimens of institutional theory. At the
same time, I personally believe that there are some major shortcomings
of this approach and will touch upon them briefly in the next section.
CAN INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN ALL OF THIS?

My own answer to this question is a strong and positive YES.

I

will

try to develop the reasons for this answer, but let me first briefly

review where this discussion has gone. I first summarized the major
approaches to decision making. The incrementalist, garbage can, and

dual rationality approaches all are strong denials of a simplistic
rational approach to decision making in which In there are clear
alternatives which can be evaluated on some sort of cost-benefit

I
next reviewed the multi-dinoensional and constantly
analysis.
changing environment of organizations which can be a bewildering mosaic
in which decisions have to be made. I then considered our dominant
for institutional
organizational theories which either see no real rc

research at all, as in the population ecology moc.el; would force
institutional research to look only at resource acquisition, as in the
resource dependence model; or constantly remind institutional research
that it can only mimic what is happening at other similar institutions.
If all of this were to be completely accurate, organizational theory

would have succeeded in taking over from economics the title of the

dismal science.
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am going to try to develop the case that things are not as dismal as
they might at first appear. In order to do so, am going to assume
I

that Hickson is right and that the dual rationality approach to

decision making is an appropriate model. This is not to deny, and
Hickson himself does not deny, that there are strong elements of both
incrementalism and garbage can causal ordering in the attempts to dual
rationality. Nonetheless, rationality is intended.
If we begin with the population ecology approach we can see that our
organizations face strong technological, economic, demographic and so
There are several things we must

on kinds of envirommental pressures.

realize, however. First, all of our organizations (perhaps not really
all) have already survived the vulnerability of newness and sroallness.
We have reached the stage where even some population ecologists admit
that their theory has fewer insights than it might have had in an

earlier time in the history of colleges and universities.

A second point we can glean from the population ecology approach is
that some programs at our colleges and universities do face highly
uncertain futures as they struggle for survival. Without getting into
have worked or
a case study of Albany or other campuses where
consulted, I can think of numerous programs which have disappeared
because of no or low enrollments (demographic dimension), elimination
I

financial support, or strong faculty or student opposition
(political dimension).
can also think of programs that have failed
because they simply did not work well in the setting in which they were
inserted (technological dimension).
The point for institutional
research here is that new programs are like new organizationsthey are
highly vulnerable. They exist in a pressure-filled environment that
contain the dimensions that have been described.
of

I

Institutional research has an important role in regard to established
programs within colleges and universities.
Hambrick and D'Aveni (1988)

have recently analyzed the patterns associated with the "downward
spiral" that corporations take on their paths to bankruptcy. Their

research found some tell-tale signs of serious problems up to ten years
prior to the final corporate failure.
It appears to me that
isistitutional research might well monitor the organizitional health of
programs and try to determine when programs are facinti problems before
they become serious.

The population ecology approach can inform us about ole other matter.
This is that the environment is real out there.
T he demographic
conditions that we all face are not in the minds of the beholders.
Organizations do face concrete environmental threats. Another role for
institutional research is to monitor and interpret this ;fiviroment.
The resource dependence approach

it.

is

informative if we idd something to

None of the discussion thus far has mentio,ied goals at all.

Hickson

does

not

use

the

term

in

his

approach

to

dual

rationality--indeed, think he skirts the issue. My o,vn perception is
that obtaining scarce and valued resources is a major k. omponent of the
I

decision making process. SO TOO ARE THE PRESENCE (-. GOALS. In my
opinion, the resource dependence approach is onl y me side of the
decision making equation.
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Bringing goals into the picture does not make things simpler.
rather makes life much more complicated.

It

The goals that our colleges
and universities attempt to achieve are
frankly multiple and
incompatible, as are the environmental pressures
faced. At the same
time we do not acquire resources simply for the sake
of acquiring them.
We do attempt to develop and disseminate knowledge, plus
other things. This means that institutional research do a myriad of
must be mindful
of j u s
lat the organization is attempting to accomplish
in its
comi.
environment.

This also means that
and
univ.
and their institutional research wings, mustcolleges
be
able
to
ive
J ngoing contradictions and cross pressures. By opening up
the
rce dependence model, we are thus able to see more of the
organizational whole we are attempting to understand.
,

The institutional model contains some crucial insights for
We here
are the embodiment of institutional knowledge and skills.us. While
the
institutional model contains a good number of insights, it
contains
elements that have a potentials for organizational
problems.
It also
misses a crucial consideration.

One of the major ideas developed by DiMaggio

and Powell (1983) is that
organizations exist in "fields" of other similiar
know that Albany regularly compares itself withorganizations.
perceived to be peer campuses (who shall go nameless). a set what are
Probably most
of the colleges and universities represented here belong
to such
fields, which
I

a-e sometimes formalized through athletic conferences or
other forms of consortia.
One potential problem is that an
oroanization can select the wrong set of other organizations
for their
comparisions. I vividly remember one instance when I
serving as
Vice President.
Another vice president (not anwasinstitutional
researcher, by the way) began comparing Albany with set of
other
universities (which shall also go nameless) which frankly did
not
and
could not achieve the quality that Albany
was clearly seeking.
Continued comparisions with an inappropriate field have potential
for
leading an organization down an inappropriate path.

The second potential field problem

occur when the field selected is
appropriate at one point in time,can
but with changes in the
wider

environment, the field becomes inappropriate. My example here
comes
from CIC schools (the Big-10 universities, plus
Chicago).
tkt one
point, and I do not remember whether was at Indiana or Minnesota,
the
Big-10 schools compared themselves with each
other
in
terms
of
faculty
salaries.
For faculty, this was fine
the rest of the country
began raising salaries, but the Big-10,until
with their self comparisions,
saw no need to make major increases. It was only after
major
faculty losses that the comparision began to include placessome
like
New
York, California, and Texas. The point here for
institutional
research
is that scanning the field for comparisions
necessary and healthy,
but that one must be extremely careful inis composing
the field for
comparisons.
I
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The institutional model misses the crucial issue of what ideas become
institutional in the first place. We all know that fads and fashions
sweep the higher educational landscape, but why does writing across the
curriculum hit in the late 1980s, but not earlier. We could go on with
examples of such developments, but the point here is simple.
The
institutional model does not inform us in regard to the types of ideas
that will catch hold and which will not.

Finally, the institutional model also does not consider goals. As
such, it falls into the trap of the resource dependence approach.

Practices may be adopted because other similar organizations are doing

the same popular thing. At the same time, my conclusion is that
decision makers have more on their minds than simple copying. What is
copied may not be completely goal directed, but it is also not random.
What does all of this mean for Institutional Researchers? That is your
questions to answerprobably beyond my earshot. I do think that there
are a couple of major conclusions that can be reached.
First, the
environments of our institutions have complex and interactive

influences on the institutions.

But, you already know that as

conventional wisdom. Organizational theories provide, in my opinion,
some major advances on conventional wisdom. Population ecology tells
us

that there

is

a

strong sense of inevitability in regard to some

environmental pressures. Resource dependence theory reminds us that
the acquisition of scarce and valued resources are a crucial component
of decision making.
Institutional theory alerts us to be extremely
careful in our choice of organizational comparisioos and to be very
aware of the sources of our ideas.
The second conclusion involves decision making.

By moving away from an

unrealistic overly rational model, we can see how our information and
interpretations fits into the political ebb and how of decision
making.
The strength to some of the issues
have raised will be
enhanced by attention to some of the issues I have raked. If we want
to be "dually rational,' as opposed to perpetrators f incrementalism
or denizens of garbage cans, we can only do so by a ealization of the
dual rationality to which we and our work is subje, ed.
I

CODA

hope that these remarks have been helpful.
Dt ision making in
complex or conizations is complex.
hope that you ca return to your
campuses with at least a few tunes from this in your i ad.
I

I

Thank you

t"-
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FACT BOOKS: PAPER-BASED OR ELECTRONIC?
Thomas E. Gusler
Assistant Academic Vice President
Clarion University
Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214

Discussions regarding various aspects of fact books have
occurred at many institutional research conferences during the
past two or three decades.

Recently, however, the discussions

have included a growing emphasis on the electronic fact book -- a
fact book that is computer based and distributed electronically
between campus offices via some computerized networking system.

The electronic fact book seems to be getting billed as the more
progressive format for sharing information usually found in fact
books.

Mention has often been made of the advantages the

electronic fact books have with the abilities they offer to the
user to offer current data that can be retrieved, restructured,
and reviewed as the user desires.

Speed, flexibility, and the

general pizzazz that accompanies electronic media all seem to be
factors adding to the growing interest in the electronic fact
books.

At the same time, paper-based farlt books are being increasingly referred to or regarded as passe.

But are they?

This

paper will present some points regarding paper-based fact
books that an ..nstitutional research officer should consider

before making a final decision whether to direct institutional
fact book efforts towards the electronic mode or towards the
paper-based design.

The paper will then present a series of

questions an institutional researcher should ask during the
development of a new fact book or the enhancement of a current
fact book, regardless whether it is electronic or paper-based.
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Lki.lyantagpsiFactBook
There are several distinct advantages of a paper-based fact
book.

For example:

1. IMMEDIATE ACCESS: The printed fact book is right there on
or near the administrator's desk.

There are no terminals to

activate, passwords to remember, or systems to bring up.

The

book is quickly available at an arm's reach.

2. PORTABLE: The book can easily be taken to meetings to
serve as a reference source for responding to unanticipated
questions and information needs.

3. NO TERMINAL ACCESS LIMITATIONS: On many campuses not
everyone who needs the data usually contained in a fact book has
a computer terminal.

Therefore, the access to a terminal defines

in a most limited way who has (and does not have) access to the
institutional data in a terminal based fact book.

4. PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE: Paper-based fact book pages can
be quickly copied and presented in a finished, professional
format that is acceptable for sharing with trustees and other
professional level audiences.

5. AUTHORITY OF THE PRINTED WORD: The printed word is
sometimes regarded as having much greater authority than numbers
from a computer printout or on a terminal.

That differential

treatment is apparently decreasing, but it has not disappeared.
6. LIMITATIONS OF THE ELECTRONIC LURE:

Campus planners and

institutional research personnel need to recognize that there are
limitations of the electronic lure to many administrators on many
campuses.

For both good and not-so-good reasons, many people
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still prefer paper-based information and still reject the use of
a computer terminal.

The fact is, however, that these people

might be a important part of the constituency that should have
access to a fact book.

7. BUDGET LIMITATIONS:

Some smaller institutions cannot

easily afford to purchase and maintain a computerized
networking
system and associated computer hardware and software required to
adequately support data retrieval needs of multiple offices.

The Development of a Fact Book

There are several methods of developing a fact book.

One of

those methods involves posing a series of questions listed
below.
The intent of the questions is to help develop a fact book that
is innovative, attractive, and responsive to the needs of the
users.

QUESTION #1: WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR FACT BOOK TO DO?

WHAT ARE THE

PURPOSES OF THE PUBLICATION (AND WHY ARE YOU DOING ALL OF THIS
WORK, ANYWAY)?
A. Is it to inform, to tell a story about the institution
or
some trends within the institution? Some books that have this

basic purpose are actually public relations
publications.

That

reference is not intended to be derogatory, but in this case the
fact book will include information that reaches
beyond the data
needs of those employed within the institution.
For this type of
a publication the information needs and interests
of legislative
groups, pressure groups, alumni groups, etc. need to be
considered.
Less detail, more graphics, and greater general
public
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appeal will be a part of this type of publication.

B. Is the book to serve as an on-campus statistical reference source?

If so, for what data and for whom?

This is

the most common purpose of fact books, and this purpose usually
leads to a greater level of detail being included in the text.
C. Is the purpose of the book only to meet immediate five
year and ten-yea: accreditation self studies data needs?

This

then will be a very limited publication, both in scope of
information and in terms of its life expectancy.

The book will

However, the five and ten

also have a very limited circulation.

year data source goal can be part of a fact book with a broader
goals, including some combination of the two mentioned above.
D. Is the purpose of the book to meet departmental self
studies data needs?

This singular goal will result in a text

that is even more limited in scope, but still be very helpful to
departments.

Again, however, this purpose can be part of a

broader set of goals for the publication.
QUESTION #2.

WHO GETS WHAT DATA IN WHAT FORMAT AND WHEN DO THEY

GET IT?

A. WHO GETS...

The answer to this will be, in part, determined by the
purpose and goals of the fact book.

The public relations type of

book will get wide spread circulation, while the otner goals will
mean less copies are needed.
B. ...WHAT DATA IN WHAT FORMAT...

One of the best ways to determine this is to list the types
of data requests the campus institutional research office gets
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Determine a cut off point somewhere on the list,

most often.

depending on the anticipated size of the book (and therefore, the
cost), and revitm these potential table topics for data availability and expected accuracy, political sensitivity, general
interest, etc.

Space might not permit all the various breakfi( ,ns of the

data an institution might initially want to include, but the
reader can always telephone for additional data if needed.
A fact book will be more useful to the reader if it is
divided into different topical sections such as: enrollment,

admissions, staff information, alumni, finances, space and
facilities, degree information, etc.

Also, consider a general

section for miscellaneous topic information that might be

important to the readers but which is not of sufficient length to
merit a separate section.

A fact book could also contain an

"executive summary section" that give a quick source of summary
facts most often requested by upper level administrators.

A distinct advantage of compiling a fact book is that the
process cf.fers a very handy management tool to resolve some long-

standing differences between conflicting data sources.

If the

data in a fact book are well researched and documented, they
eventually become the accepted information regardless of the
existence of conflicting (and perhaps, self-serving) statistical
information.
C.

...AND WHEN AND HOW DO THEY GET IT?

Hopefully, updated information will bL produced and
distributed P

soon as the data are available.

The use of loose

I
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leaf notebooks has worked very well at some institutions.

One of

the disadvantages of fact books whose pages are bound by printers
and are not in loose leaf containers is that the information in
these bound books are obsolete as soon data updates become
available or when errors are discovered in the bound text.

Updating (or correcting) with a loose leaf book is quite
simple.

An office can keep the various data tables on word

processing or spreadsheet software and simply update the information as soon as new data are available for a specific table.

The

updated tables (or several tables) can then be sent out in preaddressed envelopes to the people who have fact books.

Instruc-

tions can be included with the new pages that direct the recipients to put the new data pages into the notebook and to discard
the old tables.

For this type of updating, it is helpful if each table has a
revision date to insure when pecple call regarding a question
about the data, the institutional research office can insure the
caller has the latest information in their hands.
QUESTION #4: WHAT WILL THE BOOK LOOK LIKE?

Uso an eye catching color and cover design that will make
the book stand out on a shelf.

Several advantages of the

looseleaf design were mentioned above, but another advantage is
that the looseleaf notebook will stand up on a bookshelf and be
easier to locate and retrieve.

As patt of a plan for later expansion of a fact book to meet
the changing needs of the recipients, the desjgn might include a
page numbering system that is consecutive only for each topic
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section.

This will permit the addition of tables as needed

without requiring the renumbering and reprinting of the entire
book.

A SUGGESTION: JUST SAY NO

A fact book can grow to be too large, and therefore become
intimidating and awkward to its users, resulting in a diminished
le to its users.

Sometimes institutional research officers

have to tactfully say no to requests or suggestions for the
inclusion of data that are used only by very few fact book
recipients.

ANOTHER SUGGESTION: DEFINE THAT TERM!

Some fact books contain a terms definitions section.

Usually, it is helpful to use the definitions from a system of
which your institution is a member or from a nationally accepted
source of higher education definitions of terms.

Again, the

definitions that would be included would depend on your experience with and feel for the level of sophistication of the
fact book recipients, plus your experience with what terms are
questioned the most.

In conclusion, a paper-based fact book can be a viable asset
to many groups and individuals at higher education institutions.

The institutional rsearch officer need only apply some basic
marketing skills, some imagination, and a lot of hard work to
off

valuable information source to a campus community.
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ELECTRONIC FACTROOKS

John P. Jacobsen
Data and Information Manager
State System of Higher Education
Box 809, 301 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17108

Problem:

Data Information for Federal, State and Local Users

The Office of the Chancellor, State System of Higher Education, needed
immediate access to data by means of data transmission over telephone lines from
a host institution.
The method worked on during the past three years has been the development
of an electronic data information system called SIR (System Information
Retrieval).
The System Director of Research and Planning, the computer systems
analsyt at the host institution, the institutional research directors and
computer center directors, including yours truly, were instrumental in building
the system.

Part of the Solution:

Beginning in the Fall of 1985, the System Director of Research and Planning
began meeting with the computer center directors regarding the development of a
plan to pass data information among the individual institutions and other users.
Immediate problems developed over what data would be collected, when, and
by whom.
In most cases, these problems have been solved with much knashing of
teeth and many cries of anguish.
"It can't be done or we don't ask for the
data." Obviously, it has taken a good deal of time to iron out what is avail-

able and what can be tolerated when the data is absolutely not available.
Compromises have been worked out so that all individuals involved have felt they
provided some kind of input into the final product.
It was agreed that those immediately affected must have some say as to how
the information is gathered and reported to the Office of the Chancellor. This
would make the decisions less of a burden for all facets of the university
community.
There is, of course, the problem that some institutional areas find
that changes can be extremely worrisome.
This is all the more obvious when some
sacred cows are gored. The approved list of academic programs is one example.

Reporting Process to the Office of thn Chancellor:
A student data collection plan has been produced and is updated on an
annual basis.
This plan is constantly under revision and is used each year to
make data reporting easier for each individual institution.
The IPEDS ad, for
Pennsylvania, the OCR or as they are now called the PDE (Pennsylvania Department
of Education) forms are produced from the student data tape or Symphony
spreadsheets by use of diskette-templates.
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Each System university submits a tape to the host institution where
files
are created by reading the tapes via the DITTO program, an IBM utility.
The
files are then edit checked by programs invoked under SAS/AF.
The files which
pass the edit checks are then written to SAS data sets.
Once the data sets are
created, summary reports are then produced for submission
to federal and state
agencies using the federal grant tape formats.

While submitting data, the System universities are also accessing the
data
thru CMS via dialup modems to the host institution's computer.
Each university
has a password that allows the institution to automatically
link Up thru CMS to
SSRENET (repository user id) and then is able to access SIR (the data base
information previously summarized) which operates under SAS/AF. The individual
university can also edit some of the data on the minidisks.
This is undertaken
by the same dialup modems and using SAS/AF which invokes SAS/FSP.
When the user
exits the edit program, another user can use the common write disk.
This
prevents a large bottleneck if all 14 institutions wanted to edit at
the same
time.
This aspect of the program is still undergoing revisions and changes
to
effect even more quicker data turn around.

Data Information Formats:

The following overhead transparencies will show what
the system looks like
to the user and how data displays are summarized in order to respond
to
inquiries by university presidents, legislators, and others:
Main Menu of SIR--

Enrollment Information (example)--a combination of
institutions, or
all State System universities. This information is in
IPEDS format so that
an individual could use specific line numbers to view particular
types of
information.

The information available today on the SIR program is current data
only.
The SIR program will have historical data available in the near future.
This
will be taken from current Symphony worksheets and added to
an historical file
by means of Symphony macro ASCII file creation with
subsequent transfer to the
host mainframe as a CMS file via SAS DS and then added
to the SIR menu system.
Each individual menu file has its own
access system, i.e., what the user
must do to get the information he or she wants.
This method was used since it
is unlikely that an administrator will sit in
front of a computer screen and try
to figure out what is needed.
As is mostly the case, there is instant data
access by the push of a button or pressing of a key.
A continuing problem is
that in some cases it is still easier for
an individual to call and ask for
information rather than use the retrieval system.
This will change with more
education and further demonstration of the system
as it evolves.

One final note--the system is still in its infancy
stage and, hopefully,
will improve when it is more readily used by all System
institutions.
My thanks
to Kerry Moyer (System Director of Research and
Planning), Robert Lahr (Computer
Systems Analyst), and the research and computer
center directors for helping get
the SIR program off and running.
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Master Menu

Select Option ===>

Press END t.

ret.

Please choose which information retrieval system
you want to access by typing its corresponding
number on the Command line at the top of this
screen and pressing the Enter key.
1

System Information Retrieval (SIR)

2

Resource Files

3

Planning Files

To exit,

Press Function Key 3 (FF3).

Primary Retrieval Menu - SIR

Select Option ===>

Press FORWARD for more.

**

WELCOME TO STATE SYSTEM of HIGHER EDUCATION'S * *
SYSTEM INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (SIR)
*******************************************************************************
Please make selection by typing number
appropriate to your interest
and then press the ENTER key.
1

2

University Characteristics.

10

Enrollment Information - Totals
If
EF1 Reports.
I/
II
Age Classes.
II
ft
By CIF Codes
.

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

20

11
12

IT

13
14

Academic Program Listings - Search
u
u
u
- Page Display

Facilities Inventory - Search
u
u
- Page Display
HELP

15
16

Human Resources
Financial Information
Libraries
Post Secondary Institutional
Addresses & Codes (ATP,ETS)
Post Secondary Student
Activities
Post Secondary Completions;
By CIP Codes
By Race

HELP - HELP
21
HELP in Searching files
*
>>>>> Please press PF8 to view additional choices Waiting Development

««<
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Primary Retrieval Menu - SIR
Select Option ===>

Press FORWARD for more.

Congressional Addresses:
17

18
19

Pennsylvania House
I/
Senate
U.S. Congress *

Enrollments by Congressional Districts:
22
23
24

Pennsylvania House
Senate
U.S. Congress *

Alumni by Congressional Districts:
25
26
27

Pennsylvania House *
Senate *
U.S. Congress *

>>>.» Please press PF7 to view previous choices ««<

GENERAL.HELP
Press END to return.

Command ===>

Helpful Information for Accessing SSHE
Computerized Information Data Bases.
**********************************************************************

You control information retrieval via interaction with two types of
screens, namely Menu and Program. Menu screens contain numbered choices,
while Program screens contain underlined fields next to the choices.
You make selections from Menu screens by typing the number associated
with that selection on the "Command" line and then press the ENTER key.
You make selections from Program screens by typing anything (generally
a "X") on the dashed line. When you have made all selections, press
Function Key 3 (PF3).
To EXIT

:

Press (PF3) from either Menu or Program screens.

PREsS PF3 TO RETURN TO THE MENU
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General student enrollment totals

.

Command ===>

Please select University or System and make one choice of
Enrollment summarization. When selections are made, press PF3.
University enrollments may be combined by selecting several
Note:
universities.
Kutztown
Bloomsburg
Lock Haven
California
Mansfield
Cheyney
Millersville
^ Clarion
Shippensburg
East Stroudsburg
Slippery Rock
Edinboro
West
Chester
Indiana
All SSHE Universities
Please make only one choice.
Enrollment Summarization:
--Participdtion Level-Total
Part-time
Full-time
Program Level
Undergraduates
Graduates
Grand Total

Screen
Obs

Browse SAS data set: WORK.0
Command ===>

Student Enrollment Information. Bloomsburg University
Total Students
--Race-Women %Women
% Men % Grand Total
Men

NR Alien
Black
Am. Indian
Asian
Hispanic
White
ToTAL
--Race---

NR Alien
Black
Am. Indian
Asian
Hispanic
White
GRAND TOTAL

32

1

0

13

80

3
0

1

75

2

0

3

11

0

20

1

0

18
15

2,344
2,489

94
100

34
36

4,323
4,447

% Grand Total

Total
45
155

1

5

0
0

29
35

6,667
6,936

% Grand Total

0
2
0
0
0

0

97
100

62
64

1

0

0
0

*****Universities Selected ****

BLOOMSBURG

2

1

96
100

IS

1

1
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General student enrollment totals

.

Command ===>

Please select University or System and make one choice of
Enrollment summarization. When selections are made, press PF3.
University enrollments may be combined by selecting several
Note:
universities.
Kutztown
x Bloomsburg
Lock Haven
California
Mansfield
Cheyney
Millersville
Clarion
Shippensburg
East Stroudsburg
Slippery Rock
Edinboro
West Chester
Indiana
^
All
SSHE
Universities
^
Please make only one choice.
Enrollment Summarization:
--Participation Level-Full-time
Program Level
Part-time
Total
Undergraduates
Graduates
Grand Total

^1.

Browse SAS data set: WORK.0

Screen
Obs

Command ===>
Student Enrollment Information. Bloomsburg University
Full-time GradUates
--Race-Men
% Men % Grand Total
Women %Women

NR Alien
Black
Am. Indian
Asian
Hispanic
White
TOTAL
- -Race- --

NR Alien
Black
Am. Indian
Asian
Hispanic
White
GRAND TOTAL

16

5

26
31

84
100

21
25

% Grand Total

Total
7

6

2

2

113
122

% Grand Total

2

2

2

2

2

2

87
91

96

71

100

75

4

1

*****Universities selected ****

BLOOMSBURG

49
100
MIN

NI

I
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screen
Obs

Browse SAS data set: WORK.0
Command ===>

Student Enrollment Information. All State System Universities
Total Full-time and Part-time Undergraduates
Women %Women % Grani Total
Men
% Men % Grand Total
--Race-522
NR Alien
2,209
Black
49
Am. Indian
234
Asian
217
Hispanic
31,749
White
34,980
TOTAL

NR Alien
Black
Am. Indian
Asian
Hispanic
White
GRAND TOTAL

1

272

1

0

6

3
0

2,304

5

3

0

1

0

1

45
261
217

0

0
0

0

0

91
100

40
44

41,909
45,008

93

52
56

0
1

% Grand Total

Total

--Race---

1

794

1

4,513

6

94

0

495
434

1

73,658
79,988

92
100

100

*****Universities Selected ****

1

General student enrollment totals

.

Command ===>

Please select University or system and make one choice of
Enrollment summarization. When selections are made, press PF3.
Note:
University enrollments may be combined by selecting several
universities.
Bloomsburg
Kutztown
California
Lock Haven
Cheyney
Mansfield
clarion
Millersville
East Stroudsburg
Shippensburg
Fdlnboro
slippery Rock
west chester
ticitana
A11 SSHE Universities
n

,artl

Slmmarization:
Pleae
--Participati
Level
Full-time

iclatts

n.

Total

1
1

I.

I
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Browse SAS data set: WORK.DATA4
Command ===>
Note: This application uses 2 screens.
Enrollment Summary of Students by Age.
Deg.Seek

Non-Deg.Seek

Screen
Obs

Graduate

I
1

TOTAL

Men
% Men Total
% Grand Total

53

100
46

Women
% Women Total
% Grand Total

62
100
54

Men and Women
Degree Seeking Undergraduate
Non-Degree Seeking Undergraduate
Graduate Students
GRAND TOTAL

% Grand Total

115

100

Press PF11 to view Age and University Selections. PF3 to Return to Menu.

Browse SAS data set: WORK.DATA4
Command ===>

*Ages Selected and Line 4

25 - 29

****Universities Selected*A*****
BLOOMSBURG

05

*Ages Selected and Line 4

Press PF10 to view calculations, PF3 to Rettitnx-to Menu.

Screen
Obs

2
1
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Fac.iflities inventory.

Command ===>
***

INSTITUTIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORY

***

Please select institution you are interested in by
placing an X next to its name and then pressing
function key three (PF3).
x

Bloomsburg
California
Cheyney
Clarion
East Stroudsburg
Edinboro
Indiana

Kutztown
Lock Haven
Mansfield
Millersville
Shippensburg
Slippery Rock
West Chester

Browse SAS data set: WORK.DD
Command ===>

University: BLOOMSBURG
Building name:

ANDRUSS LIBRARY

Facility type: Instructional

Years of
construction: 1966
Square Footage:

62,400

Please press Function Key 8 (PF8)
to display next ,
PF7 to display previous record, type a record num;,e'
display a particular record, or PF3 to return to m

.17

cren
Obs

1

1
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Screen
obs

Browse SAS data set: WORK.DD
Command ===>

University: BLOOMSBURG
BEN FRANKLIN

Building name:

Facility type: Instructional
Years of
construction: 1930
Square Footage:

29,373

to display next record,
Please press Function Key 8 (P18)
P17 to display previous record, type a record number to
display a particular record, or P13 to return to Main Menu.

Facilities inventory - Page Display
Command ===>
***********

INSTITUTIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORY

***********

Please select institution you are interested in by
placing an X next to its name and then pressing
function key three (PF3).

x Bloomsburg
California
Cheyney
Clarion
East Stroudsburg

Edinboro
_ Indiana
_ Kutztown
_ Lock Haven
Mansfield

_ Millersville
_ Shippensburg
_ Slippery Rock
- West Chester
All

When the dataset is displayed, you may view additional
information which describes the facility by pressing PF11.
Continue to p!-ess PF11 until you hear a beep, which indicates
that you have reached the right hand margin. To scroll
to the left, press PF10.
To scroll through the dataset to its
end press P18 repeatedly. To scroll back to the top, press P17.
f!' 3

To return to the Main Menu, press P13.
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Observations
1
First

SAS Data Set: WORK.DD
Command ===>

Last

BLDNAME

TYPEFAC

ANDRUSS LIBRARY
BAKELESS HALL
BEN FRANKLIN
BOYER BUILDING
CARPENTER SHOP
CARVER HALL
CENTENNIAL GYM
COLLEGE STORE
SECURITY
COLUMBIA MILL
ELWELL HALL
GREENHOUSE
HAAS AUDITORIUM
HARTLINE SCIENCE CENTER
HEATING PLANT
KEHR STUDENT UNION
LOWER CAMPUS HPE FACILITY
LUZERNE HALL
LYCOMING HALL
MAINTENANCE CENTER

Instructional
Instructional
Instructional
Instructional
Administrative
Instructional
Instructional
Student Service
Residential
Residential
Service
Instructional
Instructional
Utility
Student Service
Instructional
Residential
Residential
Administrative

'<it

SAS Data Set: WORK.DD

Observations
First
1
Last
19
GSFMON

Command ===>
BLDNAME

CONSTYRS

ANDRUSS LIBRARY
BAKELESS HALL
BEN FRANKLIN
BOYER BUILDING
CARPENTER SHOP
CARVER HALL
CENTENNIAL GYM
COLLEGE STORE & SECURITY
COLUMB/A HALL
ELWELL HALL
GREENHOUSE
HAAS AUDITORIUM
HARTLINE SCIENCE CENTER
HEATING PLANT
KEHR frUDENT UNION
LOWER CAMPUS HPE FACILITY
LUZERNE HALL
LYCOMING HALL

1966
1968
1930
1919
1938
1867
1939
1956
1970
1968
1942
1967
1969

62,400
61,399
29,37?
1,482
7,994
27,356
58,882
48,944
86,615
150,517
189

77,327
74,60o
20,954

1938,53541
1973
0

1967

'7

I

I

I

-CI

19

r:

II
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A CCMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS'
AND ADULT EVENING CREDIT COURSE STUDENTS' ATTITUDES
TOWARD COLLEGE PROGRAMS, SERVICES AND ENVIRONMENT,
IN A THEORETICALLY FORMULATED MARKETING CONTEXT
Peter J. Murray, Associate
Central Administration Office of Institutional Research
State University of New York Central Administration
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to analyze and evaluate the degree of
congruence i,etween the perceptions of administrators to those of adult

evening students, in a theoretically formulated marketing context.
Specifically, the study compared the differences in perceptions of those in
administrative role positions to those of adult evening credit course
students with respect to the attitudes of adult evening credit course
students toward programs, services, and aspects of the environment in
community colleges affiliated with the State University of New York.
of the questions addressed in this study were:

(1)

Some

What do adult evening

credit course students perceive as the major reasons why they enrolled in
the community college?

(2) What do administrators perceive as the major

reasons why adult evening credit course students enrolled in the community
college?

(3) To what degree are adult evening credit course students

satisfied with programs and services offered, and aspects of a community
college environment?

(4) What degree of satisfaction do community college

administrators feel adult evening credit course students have with programs
and services offered, and aspects of a community college environment?
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Administrators in community colleges should acknowledge the fact that
the numbers of adult students are continually increasing.

Adult studew-s
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twenty-two years of age or older presently comprise over fifty percent of
the total enrollment of the community colleges affiliated with the State
University of New York (Central Administration Office of Institutional
Research 1988).

1n addition, in 1987, part-time credit course student

enrollments in community colleges affiliated with th,,, State rni,'ercitv of

New York exceeded full-time enrollments by approximately nine percent (p.
105).

Over seventy percent of the part-time stude.ai:s In these insLituti,las

are twenty-two years of age or older (Central Administration Office oi
Institutional Research, 1988).

Such figures reveal the magni(ude of adt;

part-time students presently enrolled in community colleges.

Thiel (19S4)

states that "the influx of the adult learner raises the questioe as to
whether or not institutions are aware of the needs of the adult population
seeking higher educat1on opportunities and whether or not the programs and
services as presently designed and delivered are approprfate to the
clientele" (p. 4).

Evidence suggests that perceptio-ls about an institution influence an

individual's decision to enroll in a particular college.

The decision to

attend a particular college is affected by a decision to spend this time in
a pleasant and rewarding environment and to seek programs and services that
will lead to career and social success (Grabowski 1981).

Students seek out

programs, services and other aspects of a college environment that they
believe will provide then satisfaction (Appel 1986).

Thus, the focus of

any institutional activity should be on an underlying orientation toward
students, and on the benefits and satisfactions delivered by programs,
services, and aspects of a college environment (r

12).

Any type of

institutional activity, such as admissions, counseling, advising,

developing academic programs, or maintaining the quality of student life
will have an effect on the persistence of students (Tinto 198i).

6

"An
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institution's capacity to retain students is directly related to its
ability to reach out and make contact with students and integrate them into
the social and intellectual fabric of institutional life" (p.180).

It is

important, therefore, for a community college to assess the attitudes of
adult students toward programs, services and aspects of the college
environment.

Marketing is a process that uncovers specific needs, satisfies those
needs through the development of goods and services, informs
people of
their availability, and offers them at appropriate pr4ces, and places
(Krachenberg 1972).

Litten (1980) emphasizes that successful marketing has

the capability of serving students,

institutions, and society through the

implementation of educational programs that reach and satisfy studonts
while at the same time achieve institutional and social objectives.

An

effective marketing approach will research and understand the needs of the
customer, design a valued offering to meet those needs, communicate the
offering effectively, and present it at the right time and place (Kotler
and Fox 1985).

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MARKETING
This framework helps identify the key elements of the marketing
concept.

This concept must be accepted both as an overall organizational

philosophy for the community college, as well as a functional tool to be
used by the college (Appel 1986).

The following framework (Figure 1) has

been adopted from Appel's (1986)

framework of the marketing function in a

higher education institution (p.

17).

It highlights and explains the

important elements of a marketing program for community colleges in the
process of marketing to adult students.
The first step in any higher education institution's marketing effort
F,hould he deciding on its mission, goals and objectives, and
environmental
5 7'
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MARKETING

(1)
Mission,

Adult Students'
Satisfaction with
Programs, Services,
and Aspects of a
College Environment

Adult Students
Needs, Wants
Preferences

Objectives,
Coals

And

Satisfactions

(4)
Designing Programs,
Services, and a

(2)
Marketing
Research

College Environment
Product, Place
Price, Promotion

surveys,

studies, etc.

(3)

Strategies,
Resources

Internal
Communication
Cooperation
arid Suppor t

President and
Administration
Knowledge of
Students' Needs, Wants
Preferences and
Sufis icUons

Figur e 1
restrictions (Draves 1983).

A community college must define its mission,

philosophy, and goals before arriving nt a marketing position.

The mission

and goal statements must be clear and communicated to everyone in the
institution.

The second step In the marketing effort is to know the needs, wants,
and interests of adult students.
is crucial to knowing the learner

Beder (1986) asserts that market research
his or her needs, Interests, and

desires that are likely to be incurred through participation.

He also

mentions that through market research institutional personnel can
understand the things that compete for the learners' participation (p. 6).

Appel (1986) states that before a community college can develop appropriate
programs and services, it needs to assess how the programs and services ate

5S
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perceived by adult students.

Market research in the form of consumer analysis must be undertaken
by
a community college (Beder 1986).

There are several measures available for

conducting market research in the form of consumer analysis
in community
colleges.

A major method for collecting student data is through the
use of

a survey questionnaire.

Surveys are not only useful in helping decide on

the target market (adult evening credit
course students), but also in
identifying adult students' needs, attitudes, opinions, and
preferences
(Berkeley 1986).

The third step in the framework identifies the need for the
cooperation, communication, and support of administrators and the rest of
the college community in an effort to be involved in
a successful marketing
program.

The

internal organization of a community college must know,

understand and be committed to the needs and wants of adult
students
(Grabowski 1981).

Effective marketing, in its broadest sense, is a

"wholistic" process that involves everyone in the
institution (Grossman
1987).

In doing so, a competitive position can be developed
through

coordination and cooperation of internal decision making (Brooker
and Noble
1985).

By collecting and sharing adult students' perceptions, and by

structuring the organization to assure "leadership and coordination of
obiectives and operations, administrators will know the
target market, and
their role in the process of marketing to adult evening
credit course
students (Muston 1985).

The fourth step in the marketing program and at the heart of the
marketing process are the marketing program elements
of product, place, and
promotion (Vaccaro 1979).

Appel (1986) explains that developing the right

"marketing mix" for a community college means developing
the right programs

and services to meet adult students needs, wants, and
preferences.

Then,
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as he explains, the exchange is completed by getting the programs and
services to the right place, at a price affordable to adult students (in
time and money), while promoting the programs and services to help
facilitate the exchange.

METHOD
Nineteen community colleges affiliated with the State University of
New York who participated in the State University of New York Central
Administration-sponsored Spring 1988 administration of the American College
Testing service (ACT) Student Opinion Survey, participated in this study.
The respondents in this study were administrators and adult evening credit
course students at the participating commoricy colleges.

Adult evening

credit course students were defined as students 22 years old or older who
were enrolled in courses for credit in the evening.

Approximately 1600

adult evening credit course students responded to the Student Opinion
Survey in the participating community colleges.

Approximately 700

questionnaires were collected from administrators at the nineteen community
colleges, and coded according to a taxonomy developed by the researcher.
The classification scheme was organized into the following taxonomy:
Position

1

Role

- President; Role Position 2 - VP's, Deans, Directors, or

Managers of Student Affairs or Community Serwices/Relations; Role Position
3 - VP's, Deans, Directors, or Managers of Administrative Affairs or
Academic Affairs; Role Position 4 - Associates, Assistants, Coordinators,
or Counselors of Student Affairs or Community Services/Relations; Role
Position 5 - Associates, Assistants, Coordinators, or Counselors of
Administrative Affairs or 14,7ademic Affairs; and Role Position 6 -

Department Chairperson or Head of Department.

The responses from administrators were compared vith those from adult
evening credit course students.

The items In the questionnaire designed

60
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for administrators were parallel to the items in the ACT questionnaire
designed for students.

The items pertaining to the reasons why adult

evening credit course students enrolled in the college were coded as:
"Major Reason"; 2 - "Minor Reason"; and 3 - "Not A Reason".

1

-

The items

pertaining to a level of student satisfaction with programs, services and
aspects -.7f the college environment were coded as:

1 - "Very Satisfied"; 2 -

"Satisfied"; 3 - "Neutral"; 4 - "Dissatisfied"; and 5 - "Very
Dissatisfied".

RESULTS
The data in Table 1 serves to answer the two questions regarding

administrators and students perceptions as to the major reasons why adult
evening credit course students enrolled in the college.

A chi-square test

of association was calculated for each item and it was used to determine
whether there were significant differences in the pattern (or frequency) of
response between administrators and students.

It is evident from the

chi-square test that the responses of the administrators and students were
significantly different on six items.

However, it is noteworthy to

mention that there were only two items ,good chance of personal success and
good vocational or academic reputation) in which the majority of students
responded differently than the majority of administrators,
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF ADMINISTRATOR AND STUDENT RESPONSES TO THE \IAJOR REASONS WHY
ADULT EVENING CREDIT COURSE STUDENTS ENROLLED IN TIE COLLEGE

ITEMS

Administrator Response
Major
Not A Major
Reason
Reason
7

1.Convenient Location 495
2.0ffered the Courses
Students Wanted
573
3.Low Cost of
Attending
540

Student Responses
Major
Not A Major ChiReason
Reason
Square

f

f

f

%

*p.01

78.7

134

21.3

1071

71.7

422

28.3

.001 *

90.8

58

9.2

1056

72.4

403

27.6

.000 *

85.4

92

14.6

842

58.3

o01

41.7

.000 *
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(continued)
TABLE
Student Responses
Administrator Responses
Not A Major ChiMajor
Not A Major
Major
Square
Reason
Reason
Reason
Reason
1

ITEMS

f

4.Could Work While
578
Attending
5.Good Vocational or
Academic Re utation 375
,J.Liked the Social
20
Atmos here
7.Liked the Size o
56
the College
8.Good Chance of
344
Personal Success
9.Availability of
Scholarship or
75
Financial Aid

7

7

*p.01

91.6

53

8.4

1078

74.2

375

25.8

.000 *

59.6

254

40.4

470

33.7

923

66.3

.000 *

3,2

611

96.8

65

4.7

1331

95.3

.111')

8.9

573

91.1

128

9.2

1269

90.8

.851

54.9

283

45.1

398

28.6

995

71.4

.000 *

12.0

550

88.0

154

11.1

1237

88.9

.545

Table 2 serves to answer the two questions regarding administrators
adult evening credit
and students perceptions of the level of satisfaction
aspecrs of the college
course students have with programs, services, and
environment.

The table compares the mean scores of administrators to those

of students to each item.

An investigation of the mean scores for each

indicated
item reveals a relatively high level of student satisfaction as

by both administrators and students.

There are only five items which

indicate a difference of 0.4 or greater between the mean scores of
administrators to those of students. These items are: 1) Cafeteria/food
and
services; 2) College-sponsored social activities; 3) Cultural programs

activities; 4) Study areas; and 5) Student community center/student union.
For each of these items, as with most of the other items, students
indicated a higher degree of student satisfaction than administrators.

Cenerally, the mean scores appear to indicate a relatively small difference
between students' and aiministrators' responses.

I
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TABLE 2
ADMINISTRATOR AND STUDENT MEAN SCORES TO EACH ITEM

ITEMS

Student
Mean
Scores

Admin.
Mean
Scores

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

1. Academic advising/course planning
service
2. Personal counseling services
3. Vocational guidance/career planning
service
4. Financial aid services
5. Library/learning resources center
facilities and services
6. College-sponsored tutorial services
7. Cafeteria/food services
8. College-sponsored social activities
9. Cultural programs and activities
10. College orientation program
11. Credit by examination program
12. Parking facilities and services
13. Veterans services

2.5
2.5

2.3
2.4

2.5
2.4

2.3
2.2

1.8

1.7

2.6
2.9
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.6
2.3

2.4
2.4
2.3

1.5

1.8

1.8

2.0

1.7

1.8

2.3

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.8

2.2

2.1
2.2

2.2

2.1

2.4

2.5

2.2

2.2

2.1

2.0
2.7

2.1

2.5
2.6
2.5
2.4

ASPECTS OF A COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT
1. Quality of instruction
2. Variety of courses offered at this
2-year college
3. Class size relative to the type
of course
4. Flexibility to design students
program of study
5. Challenge offered by students
program of study
6. rreparation students are receiving
for their chosen occupation
7. General admissions/entry procedures
8. Accuracy of college information
students receive before enrolling
9. Availability of financial aid
information prior to enrolling
10. Assistance provided by the college
staff when students entered this
college
11. College catalogue/admissions
publications
12. Student voice in college policies
13. Personal security/sdfety at this
college
14. Classroom facilities
15. Study areas

3.0
2.3
2.3
2.7

2.2
2.2

i

r,
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Admin.
Mean
Scores

ITEMS

16. Student community center/student
union
17. College bookstore
18. General condition and appearance
of the buildings and grounds
19. General registration procedures
20. Availability of courses students
want at times they can take them
21. Billing and fee payment procedures
22. Overall concern for adult evening
students as individuals
23. Attitude of the college nonteaching
staff towards students
24. Opportunities for personal
involvement in college activities
25. This college in general

Student
Mean
Scores

2.9
2.5

2.

2.2
2.4

2.0
2.2

2.5
2.3

2.4
2.2

2.5

2.4

2.2

2.3

2.9
1.8

2.6
1.9

2.3

tA one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to test for the

significance of the difference between the mean scores of student role
position to each of the administrator role positions.
that with the exception of administrator role position

Table 1 indicates
1

(presidents), the

mean scores are significantly different between administrator role
positions and students.

Missing from this table, however, are the data

revealing the fact that the mean scores for the different administrator

role positions are not significantly different from each other.
TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN SCORES OF STUDENTS TO THOSE OF ADMINISTRATIVE
ROLE POSITIONS TO THE DEGREE OF SATISFACTION ADULT EVENING CREDIT
COURSE STUDENTS HAVE WITH THE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES OFFERED
AND WITH ASPECTS OF THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT
1 OWFR

ROLE

Students
Students
Students
Students
Students
Students

COMPARISON
Admin.
Admin.
Admin.
Admin.
Admin.
Admin,

Role
Role
Role
Role
Role
Role

1

2

3

4
5

6

CONFIDENCE
LIMIT
-0.3823
-0.3279
-0.3316
-0.2963
-0.3919
-0.3272

DIFFFRENCE
UPPER
BETWEEN
CONFIDENCE
MEANS
LIMIT
-0.0396
0.3032
-0.1927
-0.0575 ***
-0.1866
-0.0417 ***
-0.1594
-0.0225 ***
-0.2258
-0.0597 ***
-0.2233
-0.1194 ***

*** Comparisons significant at the .05 level of significance

6 I
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DISCUSSION
The results appear to indicate a relatively high degree of

effectiveness that community colleges have achieved in marketing to this
clientele.

The relatively high levels of satisfaction indicated by

students suggest that the community colleges have focused on the mission to

serve the adult evening student, and have pursued adult evening credit
course students through appropriate programs, services, and aspects of
college environment.

a

In general, the mean scores of students and

administrators are relatively congruent, and appear to indicate that a

certain degree of marketing research has been undertaken in order to
understand and gain knowledge of this market.

It does not appear, however, that the information obtained from this
clientele has been widely disseminated and communicated throughout the
college communities.

The data in Table 2 suggest that many administrators

in these community colleges lack some information regarding the major
reasons why adult evening students enrolled in the college.

The data in

Table 3 appear to indicate that presidents have a better knowledge of adult

evening credit course students' attitudes than other administrators.

The

data reveal that while administrator role positions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
differ from students, they are not significantly different from each other.
This information further indicates that these administrators lack some
information regarding the attitudes of adult evening students.

The

Theoretical Framework for Marketing suggests that information concerning
adult students' attitudes toward all programs, services, and aspects of the

environment should he shared with each and every administrator.

Therefore,

based on the results in this study, it is this aspect of the Theoretical
Framework for Marketing that community colleges should improve upon in the
quest to involve the "whole" community college in the marketing effort.
r-
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THE USE OF CENSUS DATA TO IDENTIFY NEW STUDENT MARKETS
Donald L. Coan
Director of Research and Planning
Neumann College
Richard A. Nigro
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
Neumann College
INTRODUCTION

A recent article in the Chronl-le of Higher Education
(August 10, 1988) confirms the obse

.tion that is is possible to

say almost anything about college enrollment and be correct.
Quoting a recent study by the American Council on Education,

Campus Trends, the Chronicle reported that the forecasts of
enrollment crises have not only been incorrect, but that "enroll-

ments at the majority of American colleges and universities have
been on the rise since 1980..." (p.

1).

This increase, the

article suggests, is explained by higher participation rates
among both traditional and older students.

We soon learn, how-

ever, that the experiences of more than a few colleges and universities corroborate the predictions of decline which we have
heard for the last decade.

"At least four in ten institutions

have had net decreases in enrollment since 1980...

Among Inde-

pendent institutions, 47% reported decreases," with 28% experiencing "...losses of 10% or more" (p.15).

This paper explores

one attempt by a small, private college to compensate for these
kinds of losses by uncovering new markets using census data.

Neumann College is a four year Catholic, liberal arts college located in suburban Philadelphia.
is escalated by at least three factors:

Competition for students
(1) wlthin the Philadel-
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phia region there are approximately 65 institutions of higher
learning; (2) Neumann is a commuter

111ege; and (3) the demogra-

phic indicators within the college's recruiting area point to
either stability or decline.

For example, the number of high

school graduates in the tri-state area has declined since 1980
and is projected to continue.

By 1990, the decennial decline

will be 27.2% in Pennsylvania, 15.2% in New Jersey. and 35.2%
Delaware (WICHE, 1988).

in

More specifically, Delaware County

Neumann's home county and the source of a majority of its
students -- shows similarly threatening school population
figures:

between 1970-1980 there was a 40% decline in the 5-14

year cohort (Delaware County, 1983); from 1980-1990, public
school enrollment in Delaware County will have declined by 25%
(PA Economy League, 1982). Barring sudden and unexpected inmigration, these trends are expected to continue up to the mid905.

It was within this demographic context that Neumann's Presi-

dent decided in 1985 to explore establishing an off-campus site
in South Philadelphia, to be known as Neumann College South
(NCS).

South Philadelphia was chosen for two reasons:

(1)

it

is

a heavily populated section of Philadelphia (pop. 180,000) without a college or university within its boundaries; (2) the sponsoring body of Neumann College, the

Sisters of St. Francis,

owns St. Agnes hospital in South Philadelphia, a well-known,
accessible facility with an excellent but underutilized educatinn
building.
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To determine the feasibility of establishing such a site,
the President co-amissioned a major public accounting firm. The

feasibility study concluded that while there was
existing and potential market demand..

"

.sufficient

(Pannell et al., p.

II-

1) to support the proposed site, the projected level of enrollment could not support the financial viability of the project.

Unfortunately, the study addressed demand in only the most general terms, speaking encouragingly of "latent demand," meaning
individuals who might at some time desire some amount of higher

education. This concept of demand, we felt, might be helpful to
the water company, but for us, it offered little direction.

Furthermore, the study did not identify where the greatest potential demand for higher education existed within this large urban
area.

Determined to test the South Philadelphia market possibilities, the President went ahead with the experiment and Neumann
College began offering courses in South Philadelphia during the
summer of 1986.

After three semesters of marginal success wlth

the operation, the college planning committee advised the Presi-

dent that in order to build a viable program in South Philadelphia. one with clear educational goals and enrollment objectives,
more precise information about demand was needed. The President
then instructed the Office of Research and Planning to do a
demographic analysis of South Philadelphia to refine our understanding of market demand and to ass st decision making about

where resources could be used most effectively to promote the
site.

UI

I
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METHOD

This study employed geo-demographic analysis, a method used
to describe the characteristics of populations within specified
geographic boundaries (i.e., census tracis).

Figure 1 is a

census tract map of the area we scanned, commonly known as South
Philadelphia:

Figure 1. Census Tract Map of South Philadelphia
,
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The area is comprised of 50 census tracts (Tracts 1-50).

Three "water" tracts (26, 43, 49), located aiong the Delaware
River and unpopulated, were not included in our analysis.
Census tract statistics were derived primarily from twL, 1_08R

U.S. Census reports, one on populat_on and housing characteris7,

tics and another on characteristics of income.

Both reports were

obtained from the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
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Regional Information Services located in Philadelphia.

Data on

relevant variables (e.g., numbers of persons, race, age, sex,
education, income, etc.) were extracted from these two reports

and entered into a spreadsheet format using Lotus 1-2-3.

Rows of

the spreadsheet contained the variables and columns represented
the census tracts.

The resultant spreadsheet,

a matrix of 124

rows and 58 columns, was used to generate tabular and graphical
summaries for the target area as a whole (all 47 tracts), for
selected groups of census tracts, and for individual

trac',..s.

ANALYSIS

Our analysis of the census data was carried out in a series
of steps leading to the identification of a small number of
tracts that were judged to have high market potential.

The

analysis also helped to shape plans for further marketing studies
on the educational needs among selective population sub-groups
living within those tracts.

The following discussion briefly

describes each of these steps.
Step 1

Aggregate Profile

The first step in our analysis produced a demographic profile of the entire target area

(

.e. all 47 census tracts).

The

aggregate picture was in stark contrast to the general demography
of the suburban area surrounding the main college campus.

It wac,

evident even at this initial stage in the analysis that this new
environment would not necessarily support the college's proposed
venture without significant modifications or additions to exist
ing programs and services.

Particularly revealing about this

population were its relatively low levels of educational attain-
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Nearly half of the population had not

ment and family income.

completed high school; only 10 percent completed 1-3 years of
college, and 15 percent had attended college four or more years.

More recent estimates (1987) derived from a marketing study
conducted for a major Philadelphia area newspaper put college
attendance at 12% for South Philadelphia (ABC, 1987).

With

respect to income level, about 18 percent of families and 27
percent of non-families were living below poverty level.

While

the aggregate profile provided a useful demographic description
of the target area, it was not a sufficient basis for planning a
focused marketing effort.
Step 2

Cluster Profile

Step 2 sub-divided the target area into clusters of tracts.

Each cluster, consisting of a relatively homogeneous set of geographically adjacent tracts, was identified by means of inspecting
line graphs like the one shown for median family income in Figure 2:

Median Family Income by Census Tract

Figure 2.
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While Figure 2 shows significant variation in family income
across tracts, roughly four distinct clusters are apparent:
Tracts 1-12 (middle to high income); Tracts 13-22 (mostly low
income); Tracts 23-36 (low to middle income);
(middle income).

and Tracts 37-50

Profiles similar to Figure 2 were also devel-

oped separately for educational attainment, age, race, and size
of population.

When these profiles were compared, common geo-

demographic patterns began to emerge from which it was possible
to construct five socio-economic zones or clusters of tracts.

These SES zones are described in Table 1:
Table 1.

Five SES Census Tract Clusters

Avg. %
Pop.

Cluster

Tracts

(%)

43.552

1-12

Avg. Median
Fam. Income
$25,000

Some
College
64

Avg. %
White
Race

Pop.

Age 5-24
(% Pop.)

84

8,700

(19)

13-17

15,119

(20)

513,000

32

42

3,961

(7)
III

15,170

18-22

(26)

$ 9,000

11

4,608

13

(7)
IV

23-36

73,201

(30)

$12,000

13

47

23,253

(32)
V

83,252

37-50

(32)

$16,000

13

83

26,162

(36)

Cluster

I

(31)

and Cluster III represent the extremes of family

income and education within South Philadelphia.

Cluster

I

ap-

pears to have a younger, highly affluent population, whereas
Cluster 111 contains large numbers of economically and education-
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ally disadvantaged persons.

Neither cluster seems to fit real-

istically with our institution's
traditional student profile or
service capability.
In short, these two clusters were deemed

less congruent with our existing college
mission or enrollment
policies.
In contrast, Clusters II,
IV, and V. with income and
education characteristics more similar to
our market profile,
suggested places for potential student
recruitment.
In general,
Step 2 was useful in eliminating large
geographic areas with low
marketability and in identifying areas with potentially
high
marketability.
Step 3

Identification of Primary Tracts

The overriding problem, we realized,
was generic to strategic planning: how to define the right "fit"
between the institution and its environment.
Our reasoning was that tracts having
"good" fit would be mpre marketable
theoretically --- that is,
yield higher college enrollments
than tracts with "bad" fit.
To determine the degree of such fit or marketability
of a given
tract with our institution,
a rating system based on institutional marketing guidelines was developed.
Each tract was rated using
a five-point scale ranging from
Very Good (5 points) to Very Poor (I point)
on each of three

variables: Median family income,
educational attainment (number
of years of college attendance),
and age (numbers of persons of
college age).

These variables were chosen because
previous
research stud es have shown that
income and education are xmportint factors in understanding
college access and college choice.
In brief, higher ratings were
assigned to tracts with "average"
income, mid-to-high levels of college
education, and with rela-
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tively large numbers of persons of college age.

Tracts which did

not meet these criteria received lower raings.

A total score

for each tract was then obtained by simply adding the ratings on
each of the variables.

This score was used to construct a dis

tribution of ranks. The highest ranked tracts, 37, 39, 40, and

42, all of which fall into Cluster V (see Table 1), were selected
for further study.
Step 4

Micro-Analysis of Tracts

Step 4 involved a combination of on-site observation and use
of census tract statistics obtained from the 1988 Cole
Publication for Philadelphia County to describe further the
economic, physical, cultural and demographic characteristics of
the streets and neighborho:ds within these four prime tracts.

With notepads in hand, we drove through at least two of the
four primary tracts and made notes on the physical appearance of
the neighborhood, type cf housing, age and ethnicity of the
population, on income indicators (e.g., types of cars), and other
special points of interest (e.o., churches, community centers,
businesses, etc.).

These observations gave us a good "feel" for

the tract environment as a whole, and for the diverse subenvironments which exist within the tracts.

Our synthesis of

observation notes and census tract data have now prepared us to
undertake more meaningful marketing studies of the f.ducational

needs and interests of specific communities within South Philadelphia.

Step 5

Preparation of Needs Analysis Survey

The Cole Directory mentioned above provides information by
census tract.

Telephone numbers can be found for individuals whn
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live within specific blocks of a given census tract.

Using this

information, our plan is to conduct a limited telephone marketing
survey of households, followed by focus group interviews designed

to ascertain community educational interests and needs within the
targeted areas.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this geo-demographic analysis, then, is yet
to be realized fully:

to provide empirical marketing information

which will help make the decision to open a site in South Philadelphia become the right one.

While the modest increases in

enrollment at the site seem to auger well,

If

is too soon to know

if this research will lead to the kinds of decisions which will
produce success.

Even at this stage, however, we believe that the project has
yielded several benefits.

First, the heterogeneous population in

South Philadelphia has caused us to examine our mission operationally and philosophically.

Simply, programs and structures

which are efficacious at the predominantly white, middle class
suburban campus find a less comfortable home in the environment
we have described.

As we look for new markets, to what extent

can we, should we change7

The second benefit is related to the first.

The population

characteristics derived from the study led Neumann to offer GED
classes at the South Philadelphia site, something we had never
done at t13 main campus.

There are about 50 students enrolled -N

these classes during the current semester, and we believe many nr
these students will continue with college-level classes.
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Third, the target tracts identified in our analysis are the
basis for changing our public relations, recruiting, and advertising strategies

in South Philadelphia.

Until now, blanket

approaches have been employed, using print and cable television
media.

While we will not abandon newspapers, subway placards,

and commerLials on CNN, we now have the ability to mount an
information-based targeted mall campaign.

Finally, this study demonstrates that even at a small,
liberal arts college,

IR can contribute to understanding the

populations we now serve and those we seek to serve.

Anecdotal

evidence about expensive yet inadequate market audits conducted
iy outsiders need not become part of the mythology of every
institution.

Surely, we should not inflate our claim:

are limited and the research agenda is full.

resources

But as the kind of

need for marketing information we have been describing grows
within our institutions,

it seems reasonable to conclude that IR

offices are the place to begin.
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A Model Program to Assess a College's
Impact by Census Tract

Arnold J. Gelfman
J. Robert Bana.:ki

Brookdale Community College

Introduction
In order to properly identify the impact of a college
or university on the communities served by that institution,
it is necessary to
totally understand the demographics of those communities.
Most colleges maintain a system for identifying
the demographics of its student population.
However, few, if any, colleges are aware of the
relationship between its demographics and th'se of the communities
they serve.

One of the most powerful ways to determine
the demographics of a
college's community is through the use of census tracts.
This is
especially true for community colleges
where the community is usually
defined by the boundaries of the county.
For example, Monmouth County is composed of 53 distinct boroughs,
townships and cities. However, the total number of census tracts is 124.
For each of these

census tracts, the following demographic information
is available:
Twelve profiles from STF 3 (1980 Census)
1.

Total population, race, sex by age, race by sex by age, marital

status, and children ever born
2.

Persons in household, household relationship,
group quarters,

and family type by presence of children
3.

Language spoken, ancestry, nativity, place of
residence in 1975,
veterans status, and disability
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4.

Labor force status by race & sex & by presence of children,
occupation, industry, & class of worker

5.

Place of work, journey to work, automobile availability, employment in 1979

6.

School enrollment and years of school completed

7.

Household, family, and per capita income in 1979

8.

Poverty status of families and persons in 1979

9.

Housing units, occupancy status, units in structure, and year
structure built

10.

Bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchen facilities, heating equipment and
fuel, and telephone availability

11

Gross rent and monthly owner housing costs

12.

Mean value of housing, heating equipment by year structure
built, and plumbing characteristics

This same information is also available for the county as a
whole.

Therefore, it is possible to determine the relationship of

each of the demographic characteristics in each of the census tracts
to the mean of those characteristics in the county.
It is important to point out at this point that most colleges
seem to rely more heavily on zip code data.

Unfortunately, the infor-

mation listed above is not available for zip codes.

In addition, zip

codes tend often to transcend city or town borders so that the demographic mix is much more heterogeneous than in census tracts.

Since a census is defined by distinct boundaries, it is possible
1.)

7 3

to determine the streets and addresses contained within the tract.
Furthermore, since Brookdale's student data base contains the street
address for each student, it is then possible to determine the number
and percentage of students who attended this college from each of the
census tracts.

Once able to accomplish this task, the College would

also have the capacity to compare other demographic data with that
available for the census tract.

Therefore, the objectives for the

project were as follows:
1.

To identify the exact street addresses for every census tract
in Monmouth County.

2.

To develop a computer program that would match all students
who have attended Brookdale since 1980 with th,

appropriate

census tracts.
3.

To determine the impact of Brookdale in each census tract by
comparing the unduplicated headcount with the population of
the census tract.

4.

To L.Limpare Brookdale's demographics with the demographics of

each census tract in the following arers: age, sex, and ethnic status.
5.

To determine the means and standard deviations for each of

the following census tract characteristics by perc-ge and
number: sex, white population, black population,

Asian/Pacific Islander population, Puerto Rican population,

Hispanic other than Puerto Rican population, American Indian
population, English proficiency, unemployment level, highest
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education level, family income, and income below the poverty
level.
6.

For census tracts that fall one standard deviation or more
above or below the mean for the county, to determine Brook-

dale's impact and to com-re them with the data for the county as a whole.
7.

To publish a report that summarizes the data, highlights
areas of impact, and recommends plans of action.

Procedures

Since census tracts are defined by physical boundaries, such as

streets, it is possible to determine the census tracts for most Brookdale students through the use of their street addresses.

However,

there are a number of streets that traverse more than one census
tract.

Originally, it was expected that it would be necessary to

have one individual travel through the county delineating the street
address boundaries for each of these tracts.

However, it was later

discovered that some commercial firms specialized in this matching
process.

One of these firms, Urban Data Processing of Billerica

Massachusetts, appeared to have the most capabilities and was thus
granted a contract to provide c'ensus tract numbers for all Brookdale
students from January, 1980 through the July 1987.

The principals

had been involved with the Census Bureau when it developed its
program in the early 1980's; however, this program was not supported.

When a member of the project staff contacted the Census

Bureau, he was informed that the programs still available were not

.K4,11
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guaranteed to provided accurate address matches.

Conversely, Urban

Data Processing did guarantee a match of 80 percent or greater.
The complexity of address matching is obvious.
colleges, Brookdale inputs v

As with most

data base information by hand.

There-

fore, it is not uncommon to ha -... the same streets or municipalities

spelled in numerous different ways.

For example, the town of Atlan-

tic Highlands could be spelled A. Highlands, Atl. Highlands, Atlntc
Hglnds and so forth.

Therefore, to create an acceptable match, it

would be highly recommended that other institutions also contract
with firms that can perform this task accurately at a reasonable

.

cost.

The result was that Urban Data Processing was able to match 86.94
percent of the 70,113 records that were able to be processed.

Origi-

nally, 73,178 records were submitted: however, 3065 were rejected due
to the fact that post office boxes or rural route delivery codes were
used.

A total of 9150 processed records could not be matched to

census tracts.

The total cost for this matching service was $4.50 per thousand
records processed up to 1,000,000 records.

As the number of records

processed increases, the cost per thousand decreases.

The minimum

charge is $750 which would allow for the processing of 167,000
records.

After the computer tape was received from the contractor, the
Brookdale Computer Services Center added the other demographic data
specified including age at time of entry, gender, and ethnic status.

2
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Age had to be computed by comparing the first day of the first term
of entry with the breasted as supplied by the student.
The STF 3 profiles for earh ce-

Monmouth County Planning Board.

as tract were obtained from the

A Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet was then

developed that included nli the information by the proposal.

By way

of formulas available in Lotus, it was then possible to compute
means, standard deviations, and the appropriate ranges for further
investigation.

Student demographics by census tract were added to

the spreadsheet as soon as they were made available.

One major obstacle in this study resulted from the fact that the
STF 5 profole data sometimes included the same census tract more than
once with different data each time.

When the United States Census

Bureau was contacted, it was learned that in some cases rather than
create a new census tract, the same census tract number would be used
for an newly developeu adjacent area to an existing census tract.
For the purposes of this study, these census tracts were combined.

The findings discussed below focus on these census tracts that
fall one or more standard deviation units above or below the means
for the variables studied.

It should be obvious that due to the

magnitude of the elements studied, this repre-ents only the beginning
of Brookdale's study.
Findings

Impact Rdtes

Census tracts are small ar as into which cities and their adjaTract

cent areas have 13en divided for statistical reasons.

s3
wimp

P
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boundaries are established cooperatively by a local committee and the
United States Bureau of the Census.

Tracts are designed to be rela-

tively uniform with respect to population characteristics, economic
status, and living conditions.

The average United States tract contains about 1,500 households.
The average tract in Brookdale's service county contained 1,420 households in 1980.

The range of households per tract in Monmouth County

in 1980 was wide, from 62 to 4,100 households.

The mean number of residents in Brookdale's service county during
1980 was 4/193 per tract with a wide range of 242 to 11,965.

Further-

more, the mean number of persons most likely to be utilizing a college in the years following a census (those aged fifteen years and
over at the time of the census) was 3,248 per Monmouth County tract.
The range of this population was from 126 to 8.840 persons per
tract.

It is this population which is used as a base to calculate

Brookdale's 198n - 87 impact rates when student's addresses are able
to be matched to a census tract.

Tablo I is a frequency distribution of these impact rates into
Monmouth County's 120 census tracts.

Upon inspection, it is clearly evident that ths Brookdale impact
rates into the tracts form neither a flat nor a steeply peaked nor an
intensely skewed distribution indicating that the College is not
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serving all tracts equally nor is it serving only a relatively few
tracts within Monmouth County intensively.

While ku-tosis of the

distrioution of impact rz'.:es is certainly not equal t. zero, the

distribution of rates am3ars to sufficiently resembla a Gaussian
distribution to indicate zhat normally distributed tract characteristics affect Brookdale imFact rates and that the use of standard deviation units to isolate, study, and describe extreme tracts seems not
only warranted for purely descriptive analysis purposes but also

warranted as a more objective method than isolation by simple ranking.

Population and Impact Rates

The mean impact or penetration rate into tracts is 14.8 percent
with a range of 0.0 to 31.4 parcent.

Tracts at or above 21.3 percent

in impact rate are one or more standard deviation units above the
mean.

Tracts at or below 8.4 percent in impact rate are one or more

standard deviation units below the mean.

Twenty Monmouth County tracts fell more than one standard deviation unit below the mean along a distribution of tracts by total 1980
population.

The identical twenty tracts also fell more than one

standard deviation unit below the mean along a distriuution of tracts
by the total number of persons aged fifteen and over in 1980.

Con-

versely, fifteen Monmouth County tracts fell more than one standard
deviation unit above the mean.

These same fifteen tracts also fell

more than one standard deviation unit above the mean when the total
number of persons aged fifteen and over was distributed.

3 5
I
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With the
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exception of two tracts, tracts
above one standard deviation unit
above the mean in total were the
identical tracts identified as being
similarly situated along a distribution
of tracts by the total number
of persons aged fifteen and over.
Tables II, III, and IV present
those Monmouth County tracts which
fell above plus one standard
deviation unit from the mean in total
number of blacks, Puerto Ricans
and other
Hispanics,respectively.
Brookdale's impact rates into the
adult population (aged fifteen or
more in 1980) are also presented
in these tables.

A review of the series of
Tables II-IV clearly shows the
differential dispersion of the minority
population throughout Monmouth County.
The black population is
heavily concentrated
geographically, the
Puerto Rican population
somewt less, and the other
Hispanic population is widel4 dispersed throughout
the county. Fully 66 percent of
the county's entire black
population is concentrated in the
fifteen
tracts shown.
Blacks comprise from 21 percent
to 94 percent of the
population in these tracts.

Only 52 percent of the Puerto
Rican
population is concentrated in the
12 tracts shown and it
comprises
only 5 percent to 14 percent
of the population in these
tracts. It
is difficult to find a
significantly sized other Hispanic
community
-- only 48 percent of the county's
other Hispanic entire population
resides in the twenty-three tracts
shown and other Hispanics account

6

40
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for only 1 percent to 6 percent of the population in these tracts.
Minority outreach efforts, of course, are affected by this differential concentration/dispersion of minority groups in Monmouth County.
Inspection of the tracts having the largest black populations
indicates that the fifteen tracts are located in only five
municipalities.

While large Puerto Rican populations are also found

in four of these same municipalities, only four of the twenty-seven

tracts shown for blacks and Puerto Ricans are mutually shared by
large populations of both groups.

Only five of the twerty-three

tracts shown for other Hispanics are heavily populated by a black
and/or Puerto Rican population.

Due to the necessary brevity of this paper, it was not possible
to include all the tables that were prepared.

Needless to say, the

information gained has proved to be highly beneficial to the College
and will be used in our marketing and recruitment efforts.
information can be obtained by writing directly to:

Further

Arnold J.

GeIfman, Director of Planning & Special Projects, Brookdale Community
College, Newman Springs Rd., Lincroft, NJ 07738.
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TABLE

I

Frequency Distribution of BCC 1980-87 Impact Rates
into Sevice Area Census Tracts

====

================
Number of
Tracts

Impact
Rate (%)

0
1
2
3
4

XXXXX

5
6

XX
XX

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Total

5

1

1
0

0
2
2
1
0

xxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxx
xxx
xxxx
xxxxxxxx
.

xxxx
xx
xx

6
7

11
9
7
8

7
5
8
8
5
3
4
8
1
4
0
2
1
2

1
0
1

120

MI
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TABLE II

Census Tracts Above +1 Standard Deviation Unit
in Total Black Population and Associated
Impact Rates into Adult Population
(All Ethnic/ Racial Designations)
Tract

#

Name

1980-Number of
Blacks

Neptune Twp.
Red Bank
Asbury Park
Asbury Park
Long Branch
Long Branch
Neptune Twp.
Neptune Twp.
Asbury Park
Asbury Park
Neptune Twp.
Tinton Falls
Freehold Boro
Long Branch
Neptune Twp.

76
34
73
72
55
56
77
78
71
70
75
45

108
54
79

==
Impact
Rate (%)
9.1
12.6
12.1
6.8
14.0
10.6
14.0
21.6
14.1
9.8
9.9
23.6
10.6
16.6
31.4

2889
2637
2588
2578
2105
1814
1802
1758
1677
1692
1552
1335
1283
1175
1145

TABLE III

Census Tracts Above +1 Standard Deviation Unit in
Total Puerto Rican Population and Associated
Brookdale Impact Rates into Adult Population
(All Ethnic/Racial Designations)
Tract

70
58
59
56
54

112
57
110
82
20
75
19

#

Name

Asbury Park
Long Branch
Long Branch
Long Branch
Long Branch
Howell/Candlewood
Leng Branch
Freehold Boro
Bradley Beach
Keyport
Neptune Tvp.
Keyport

1980-Number of
Puerto Ricans

Impact
Rate (%)

415
442
429
421
349
273
248
236
231
229
227
184

9.8
12.8
12.7
10.6
16.6
8.9
13.7
11.7
13.2
10.0
9.9
12.4

S9
IpPP'

I
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TABLE IV

Census Tracts Above +1 Standard Deviation Unit in
Total Other Hispanic Population and Associated
Brookdale Impact Rates into Adult Population
(All Ethnic/Racial Designations)
Tract #

Name

= =
1980-Number of

Other Hispanics
97
36
72

105
7

23
18

21
100
50
78
24
33
34
17

117
96
59
6

55
49
113

Marlboro/Robertsville
Red Bank
Asbury Park
Freehold Twp.
Middletown
Hazlet
Union Beach
Hazlet
Manalapan/Gordon's C.
Eatontown
Neptune Twp.
Hazlet
Holmdel
Red Bank
Keansburg
Millstone
Robertsville
Long Branch
Middletown
Long Branch
Eatontown
Howell

162
161
160
151
146
13r.,

A27
122
122
121
119
118
114
114
113
112
98
95
95
93

91
91

=

Impact
Rate (%)
26.7
14.9
6.8
17.4
21.9
17.2
10.9
18.6
19.9
18.5
21.6
21.3
29.3
12.6
9.0
0.0
24.2
12.7
13.8
11.7
21.9
11.8
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Ihe Role of Inetitutional e,search
In Maintaiing Academic Standarde Du, ing

A Period of Declining Eerollmees
Robert M. Karp, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean Inetitutional Research
North Country Cummunity College,
Introductions
There

have

presentations
fluctuating

ueen

during

numeroue

1980s

the

demographiL

trends

of this

articles,

concerning
upon

enrollment patterns (Lope, 1985:
The focus

studies,

the

college

Hearn

and

and

impact

of

and university

Heydinger, 1985).

research clearly indicates there h8s been a
S.

decline in the traditional
and Taylor,

college-age applicant

This has

1987. )

pool (Taylor

resulted in greater competition

for students, particularly among and between various enrollment
(elven

public

institutions

of higher education (Cope, 1985).

This competition has toeteree
eelf-studies

and

encoutaged

the

development

of

increased

1995.

strategic

plann ng.

revitalization
new

of

tie delivery of

student

These eeKercises have

curriculums,

relevant

and

toward institutional

academic

services

promoted the
programs,

(Doucette

and

et al,

Concurrently, an emphasis on enrollment management has

)

evolved where quotas are
program.

set

and

pursued

fur

each academic

In order to meet those quotas, admission offices have

expanded their efforts with
techniquee to
prol

a movement

(Alpert,

successful for

grFater

utilization

of marketing

oncour,Age Applications from a divere population
1905).

Many

of

enrollment purpose.

those
Ypt,

efforts

have proven

they have raised

a
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number of philosophical and ethical questions

particu)arly for

open admission community colleges.

HJnoamentally, community colleges were developed to meet the
edueational needs of a wide spectrum of constituency
a well defined geographical region (Cross, 1981).
their enrollments have been
traditional college-age

affected

Nonetheless,

decline

the

in the

the competition from other

cohort and

post-secondary sectors (McCartan,

by

groupe le

1983).

an

In

attempt to

justify their viability while lacking the appropriate services,
institutions

seme of these

either lacks

pursued

have

the essential

a

population which

acedemic preparation, capabilities

and or

emotional maturIty

to pursue

Due to

these limitations,

this population

a post-secondary degtee.

will either have a

high attrition rate or will force the institution
stanthirds in
a

negative

order to retain them.
impact

on

Ultimately, this will have
ability

institutions

the

to lower its

to att.,-t

qualified students from its serviee region.

Pursuant to the aforementioned scenario, several Issues need
to be carefully addressed.
an open

ethics of

First,

what are

door philosophy

which soliLits uri'qualified

students without appropriate services
minimal

academic

skills?

review the

utilized to

perpetuate

the

Second,

integrity of

advancement

of

the institutional

insure

to

what

they acquire

criteria are being

academic standards which

these

students

within

ttle

institution'?

Whi12 it is not the function

office to

of the

institutional rese-i,

establish or maintain admission policies or acadeJlic

9 9
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standards,

can

it

integrity

by

the

substantial

a

properly

Cheir outcomes.

describe

have

presenting

Hence,

strategy

the

relevant

purpose

employed

impact

upon

their

data to evaluate

of

this

paper

is to

by an institutional research

office to examine the outcomes of the open

door philosophy and

academic standards of a small, rural community college during

a

period of declining enrollment.
Background
The

community

college

geographically rural
New York.

this

in

and remote

study

located

is

in

a

(yet growing area) of upstate

Approximately 76% of the students

come from

a 3500

square mile, two county service region.
The major

related

industries in

functions

facil ties,

the

the area,

are

Olympic

state
Regional

and

in addition to, tourist
federal

Development

correctional

Authority and

related state, county and local government jobs.

The college has one main campus, three branch
several

extersion

centers.

There are approximately 50 full

time faculty with 100 to 150 adjuncts teaching
500 courses

during the

campuses, and

respective Fall

between 425 and

and Spring semesters.

In keeping with its mission statement, the college
door admission

policy (with

the exception

has an open

of certain majors)

which mominally requires evidence of a High School diploma.
rhe

college

operat ng

budget

is

developed

c,)ntributions, tuitiQn revenues, and ,-;tate FTE's.

the bodget are derived
order to

from

enrollment

driven

from

courty

Thus, 2/3 of
sources.

In

maintain the integrity of the budget, tuition charges

33
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By

have been increased to Just below the state maximum level.

reserves

large

maintaining

academic

the

during

and

allocations

center

budget

individual

restricting

the

year,

institution has built a satisfactory fund balance.
Since

there

year,

academic

1984-85

the

decrease in duplicata head counts.

been a 16%

accompanied by

generated FTE's

decrease in credit hour

has

a

177.

The latter is partially due

to lnwer service area high school graduating classes (which are
espected to

increasei, restricted course offerings (leading to
and outdated majors

limited selection)

larger class sizes and

(which are being upgraded).
While an

empirical study

reputation

the college's academic
the

:ndicates

feedback

has yet to be conducted regarding

institution

region, subjective

the

in

eAtensicn c- secondary school than a college.

as

an

This may account

relatively leir-ge 88% of highly qualified regional high

fur tne

admissions program
high

interoal

school

data

enroll

wno

students

school

their

more

viewed

is

in

but eventually

be

uti:ized

to

o-,3rception by eamining the 49% overall

college's

ente,ing

transcripts be sent to

freshman
another

early

matriculate elsewhere after
not

Although

graduation.

can

institution's

the

class,

conclui.

substantiate
attrition rate
of

which

post-secondary

Pie state.

9

53%

the

of the
request

'Anstitution
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Procedures/Data Analysis
The

impetus

first-time

entering

academic mean characteristics

of select

longitudinal analysis
for

preliminary study resulted from a

this

for

students

York State high school graduates during the same
the mean
class

The data

lower in comparison with New

67 points

59 and

1).

math scores consistently

indicated student mean SAT verbal and
ranged between

Table

(see

period.

Yet,

high school GPA and percent in high school gradulting
indicated

rank

average high

school students.

high school GPA was

In

essence, the mean freshmen

equivalent of

in the

were basically

freshmen

ente,ing

the

the C

letter range

while the mean rank in class averaged in the middle quadrant.
TABLE

1

Select Mean Academic Characteristics of NCCC First Time Students
Fall Semester
HS Class
HS_GPA

'A Rank

406

76

56

366

404

76

53

1985

359

41

74

54

1984

347

393

73

52

Year

SAT V

1987

366

1986

SAT

11

Having analyzed the preceding data, questions began to
arise concerning

the academic

their chosen program of
regarding

that

semester,

cumulative

population

were

study.

cohorts

Due

GPA'5

GPA's

generated

those students in

viability of

at

for
for

the

sorting limitations

to

end

the

analysis.

of

entire

their

first

matriculated

Table 2 provides a
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TABLE 2

Mean Cumulative GPA Total Students by Major
Fall Semester

General Studies
Humanities
Social Science
Math/Science
Physical Education
Canton ATC (1+1)
Extended Radiologic Tech
Individual Studies
Lib Arts Bus Adm
Crafts Management
Wilderness Rec Leadership
Computer Science
Env Science/Forestry
Criminal Justice
Wanakena Forestry Program
Radiologic Technology
Secretarial Sci/Executive
Bus Adm Career
Biological Technology
Secretarial Sci/Medical
Retail Business Mgmt
LPN Army Reserve
Ext Prac Nur (SL)
Ext Prac Nur (ML)
Prac Nurs (SL)
Prac Nurs (ML)
Com Men Health Asst
Secretarial Studies
Community Res Care
ADN/RN
Com Men Health Asst/Geron
Clerical Studies
Gerontology
Ski Area Mgmt
Pulp I. Paper Tech
Rec Facilities Mgmt

AA
AA
AA
AS
AS
AAS
AAS
AA
AS
AAS
AS
AS
AS
AAS
AS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
CERT
CERT
CERT
CERT
CERT
AAS
CERT
CERT
AAS
AAS
CERT
CERT
CERT
CERT
AS

1984

1985

1986

1987

2.31

2.47
2.69
2.94

2.62
2 73
3.07

2.61
2.39

2.81

2.49
2.93
2.98
2.76
2.00

2.66
2.87
2.37
2.08
*
*
*

2.73
2.56
2.28
2.82
2.57
2.32
2.10
2.93
2.60
2.93
3.00
2.81
2.51

2.06

*

--

*

*
*

*

*
*

*

2.83

2.84

2.65

2.47
3.20

2.32
3.08

*

1988

*

2.43
2.79
2.56
2.43
2.39
3.00
2.71
2.63
2.60
2.79
2.29

*

2.41

2.30

2.52

*

2.81

2.99
2.80
2.64
2.92
2.52

*

3.26
2.87
2.81
2.47
2,84
2.72
..-

2.22
2.40
2.82
3.21

2.80
2.73
2.85
3.16
2.84
2.34
*

2.59
*

*

*

*

2.73
2.87

2.90
2.88

3.21

2.71

2.76

'2.47

.98
3.31

2.70
3.16

2.40
2.17

2.56

2.71

*

d.87
2.52
2.82
2.34
2.88
2.90
2.88
3.13

*

2.35

*

*

*

2.15

*Data generated during Spring semester. Majors with 5 or less students are
listed.
Contact IR office for additional explanations.

not

0
u1

6
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breakdown of that data.

A cursory review of that data revealed mean
majority of
now

ware

majors to
generated
Figure

receiving.

be close
about

the

to the

3.0 level.

actual

grades

was prepared

1

GPA's for the
Guestions

students weie
an overview of

to provide

grade percentage distributions over a similar longitudinal time
frame.

The grade distribution data indicated the percentage of

A's were consistently
with

level

14%

bo.,? the 33%

D's

F's

and

level, B's

307. level, C's

combined at the 137. level.

In

essence, there existed a skewed curve with a di ,proportionately
excessive

percentage

of

A's

and

accompanied

B's

by

a

disproportionately low percentage of C's, D's and F.
Further longitudinal analysis of
population indicated

the matriculated student

a higher percentage of the student cohort

classified as academically disadvantaged (42% in 1984 to 667.
who had

1987;

to 39% in 1987
:.33%

in

the

a lower percentage attrition r ite (46% in 1904

than the remaining population

remained at a

percentage

of

constant proportional

students

notices (29% in 1984 to 14Z
statistic

having

being rlaced

.23% in

1984 to

In addition, the percentage of students on the

1987).

Dean's lists

lr

a

in

direct

nn academic

receiving
1987)

impact

academic

decliiied.

level while

deficiency
The latter

on the number of students

warning, which

also declined during

thEi, same period :14% in 1984 to 9.37. in 1987).

Thu5. an

oveiall analysis

of academic quant fiable measule

(which were defined as standards) revealed the eollege was in a
massi.,e state

of grade

inflation.

Essentially, some form of

Figure

1

Grade Percentages 1984-88
100%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

40%
30%
20%
10%

Fail 194

Fall 1985

Spring 1985

fall 1986

Spring 1786

Fall 1991

Spring 1987

Spring Ins
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structural

subjective,

combinations

environmental

or

thereof)

were

interventions

employed

being

to

(or

encourage

academically marginal students to persist at higher achievement
levels than their secondary school performances would indicate.

Outcomes/Implications/Recommendations
Having presented the aforementic,ned data to an appropriate
managerial

institutional

there

group,

was genuine consensus

that an ethical Inconsistency did indeed exist with
academic grades.
the

Initially, the discussion focused on raising

student

entering

regards to

marketing strategy.

characteristics

through

a

sustained

That was dismissed as unrealistic pursuant

to the institution's open door philosophy and distinct mission;
the socio-economic

subjective image

environment of
the

the service

institution

apparently

area; and, the
carried

in the

community.

The discussion then evolved around potential strategies to
improve the institution's image.

grade inflation
high grades.

dilemma.
First,

generation college
encourage them to
grades would

the

and the
persist;

cut the

a

period

of

related

back

to the

Two rationales were offered for the
majority

students

of

were first

institution had a moral mandate to
and

second,

overall attrition

the institution's head count
(hiring

That

and

projected

it

was

felt higher

rate thus maintaining

therefore,

declining

fiscal via,Jility

enrollments.

In

e-osence, the college was facing a Catch-22 scenario.

lhe first action

in ltion problem

plan

developed

to

confront

the grade

centered around informing the faculty of the

9
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Because of

data.

faculty, this

was to

be done professionally in a constructive

non-threatening manner.
asl,ed

review

to

both the substance of their

strengthen

and

adjuncts, a series ot

to establish their

standards used

Concurrently,

policy.

faculty would be

Basically, full time

academic curriculum and the
grading

and a unionized

freedom issue

the academic

due

the large number of

to

sessions

information

was

suguested to

with the situation and to advise them or college

acquaint them

grading policy and procedures.
The

second

action

plan

learning assistance

advisement and

.4-eater emphasis be placed

standards

Their

In

should

enroll in

ad,r1seJ to

on

It was suggested

institutional

placement tests.

variety

of

'2omorenensive

offe.-ed.

includod a

wh icri

learni iig

a-ditional tutoring, careel

go for

Finally, a 1-aster student program was

first-time

issues,

stuaents properly

and

standards fur those courses

3nd

c..cre established

and personal counseling.
initiated where

college

specific
remedial/developmental courses.
-

students could

lab) 6,:nere

the

urogram.

wuuid be uniformly maintained wnereYe
3dvisement centers

a ound

tightened

be

curriculum

regard,

th,3t

evolved

students

polities

and

would

be

exposed

required

skills

to a
to

be

successful college students.

As previously stated this was a

preliminary investigatios

initiated by tne analyis of mediocre first time student select
characteristics.
support,

and

Pending institutional priorities, eommitment.

resources,

further research

are

the

suggested

follosiing
in

recommendatiuns

order

100

to

for

ascertain what

ML
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affect the

aforementioned plans

have had on the institution's

academic standards:
A detailed

1.

should

longitudinal

generated

be

between

grade

campuses

distribution analysis
by

faculty status to

ascertain if significant differences exist. (In Progress)
An extended student

2.

should

major

be

designed

affect the master student

tracking

program

campus and

by

implemented to ascertain what

and

prdqram

has

on

student

GPA's and

ietention.
A

3.

campus-wide

(emedialidevelopmental
ascertain if

pre

and post test procedure for all

courses

students have

should

be

implemented

to

acquired appropriate college-level

skills.
4.

A select random sample of students Dy major

not require

state licenses)

(which do

and campus should be administered

appropriate proficiency tests prior to graduation

to ascertain

what relationship exists between their scores and GPA's.
5.

A longitudinal attrition study should be conducted to

aricertain specific reasons students choose to leave the college
prior to graduation.
6.

A

(In progress)

community

assessment survey should be developed,

funded and implemented to ascertain what impact the college has
on the
college.

service a'-ea. and what image the service area has of the
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STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING IN

THE CONTEXT OF SHARED GOVERNANCE
Nathan Weiss

Henry Ross

Kean College of New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

The factors that will impact
most strongly on governance
processes of public institutions of
higher education during
the years ahead are rooted both in
general considerations
regarding the nature and direction
of academic leadership and
in particular concerns deriving from
the special character of
individual institutions.
While these latter characteristics
may (and frequently do) include an institution's
location and
proximity to heavily urbanized areas, a non-traditional
and
pluralistic student body, and an uncertain level
of public
funding, these particular factors
are entwined in a broader
set of issues. These larger
issues, which have received
considerable and widespread attention,
have been identified
and summarized by the Carnegie
Foundation's report
on

governance in higher education, The
Control of Val Campus, as
the need to strike an appropriate balance
between what is
termed the "twin obligations of
institutional integrity and
1
public accountability."
It is clear that the governance
issue is indeed
fundamental, for the health of the
educational enterprise is
in the long run determined not
only by the "formal
decision arrangements" by which institutions
carry on their
tk 9
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work, but also by the "informal procedures
by which standards
are maintained."
In the words of the Carnegie Foundation
report, the "task of governance
is to sustain and strengthen
2
the essential core," that is to say, teaching
and research.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND AUTONOMY
The concept of accountability, in
the context of a
college or university, requires that those
who make decisionv
(or provide services) be answerable
to those who support them
and those who are affected by them.
Accountability requires
that decision makers or service
providers explain and, where
appropriate, defend what they do.
The institutional integrity of a college or university
refers, on the other hand, to a venerable
tradition of

collegiate autonomy and faculty
self-governance extending
back to the medieval universities
of Paris, Oxford, and
Bologna and embraces what the Carnegie
Foundation has called
the "essential functions" that
relate to teaching and
research: selection of faculty,
the content of courses, the
process of instruction, the establishment
of academic
standards, and the aszessment of performance.
Early in this century, an attempt
was made to resolve
the inherent tension between
the principles of

10

Li
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accountability and autonomy.

In 1915 the General Declaration

of Principles, adopted by the newly established American

Association of University Professors (AAUP), endorsed the
principle of responsible faculty self-regulation.

That

faculty autonomy was to be exercised responsibly is evident
in the AAUP's assertion that a "shelter" would not be

provided "for inefficiency, for superficiality, or for
3

uncritical or intemperate partisanship."

If the faculty

fails to provide effective self-regulation where such abuses
do occur, the AAUP predicted:

"it is certain the task will

4

be performed by others."

Hence, at the core of the argument

for participatory governance in the academy lies a

longstanding awareness of the requirement for adequate forms
of responsibility and accountability.

More recently, in 1966, the same principles were again
endorsed when the AAUP, the American Council on Education,
and the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges issued its Statement on Government of Colleges and
Universities:

The faculty has primary responsibility for such
fundamental areas as curriculum, subject matter
and methods of instruction, research, faculty
status, and those aspects of student life which
relate to the educational process. On these
matters, the power of review or final decision
lodged in the governing board or delegated by it to
the president should be exercised adversely only
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in exceptional circumstances, and for reasons
communicated to the faculty.
5

The integrity of the essential' academic core thus
requires faculty participation and self-regulation, although
subject to review and accountability at broader levels of
institutional responsibility.
goes on to state:

However, as the 1966 Statement

"Agencies for faculty participation in the

government of the college or university should be established
at each level where faculty responsibility is present."

In

addition, "an agency should exist for the presentation of the
6

views of the whole faculty."

The broadest level of faculty representation in
institutional governance has, historically, been embodied in

the faculty senate and evidence clearly suggests that the
senate as a vehicle for faculty representation continues to
Carive.

However, since the time of the 1966 Statement,

unionization of faculties, particularly at public
institutions of higher education, has proceeded apace and, in

this decade, the faculties on many hundreds of campuses are
represented by an elected bargaining agent.

Among New Jersey

state colleges, for example, the principle of faculty
participation in institutional governance has, while still
subject to rigorous review and accountability, thus been
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provided with additional and at times alternative structures
and processes for implementation.

THE MORAL BASIS OF SHARED GOVERNANCE
In a recent work, Donald E. Walker identified the link
between the moral dimension of shared governance in the
academy and its practical results:

At the heart of the moral vision of the university
is the centrality of the individual.
The belief
that operates as a conscious and unconscious dynamic
is that the individual celebrating his or her own
intelligence through industry informed by moral
vision will make the best contribution to the
university and to the world.
People are regarded
as more important than procedures.

There are lso implications for [decision making]
style in a stress on grass-roots problem solving.
Again, the more the individual affected by a
decision can be involved in that decision, the
better it will "stick." Decisions reached at the
lowest possible level acquire added validity
because there is a moral rightness about them.
The recognition of the moral quality of the
decision-making process in a university makes
understandable many phenomena of campus life
that are [not] otherwise comprehensible....
7
Past history, both at the authors' own institution (Kean
Ccllege of New Jersey) and on the campuses of many other
colleges and universities, provides substantial evidence that
when affected constituencies participate in governance
processes, they are more likely to support the results of
those processes.

As Roger Fisher

and William Ury point out:
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"Even if the terms of an agreement seem favorable, the other

side may reject them simply out of a suspicion born of their
exclusion from the drafting process.

Agreement becomes
8

much easier if both parties feel ownership of the ideas."
Conversely, "if you want the other side to accept a
disagreeable conclusion, it is crucial that you involve them
9

in the process of reaching that conclusion."

A perspective very different from the concept of shared
governance is what has been termed the "top-down" or
hierarchial view of administration.

This approach is

sketched by Walker:

The trustees make the policy for the institution.
The president carries it out as an enlightened
despot.
The deans and other administrators take
orders literally and exactly from the president
and carry them out without murmur. The professors
leave the running of the institution to the
president and the policy to the trustees. Their
only concerns are their teaching and scholarly
work and, of course, their students. The students
are at the university to learn from those who know
more than they. When the scenario is not played
out according to this pattern, something is wrong.
Pathology is present.
10

As Walker points out, however, when this approach is tried,
"chronic tendencies to confrontation between administration

and campus constituencies emerge.

And eventually

administrators pay a price in resentment created by the so-
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called pathologies with which they must deal."

11

An

unfortunate example of this scenario was the period soon
after collecti-.e bargaining had been implemented at New

Jersey's system of state colleges, when an atmosphere of

antagonism, stridency, and confrontation existed between
faculty and administration, including two strikes.

The

lessons of that period demonstrated that "hard-line"
approaches and confrontations were incompatible both with
traditions of shared governance and with advancing the
essential academic core of the institution.

THg SCOPE OF SHARED GOVERNANCE
Shared or participatory governance in the context of a
college or university includes numerous constituencies:
faculty senate, union, student organizations, minority

constituencies, department chairpersons, deans, program
coordinators, and members of academic disciplines.

The need

for participation arises primarily when major policy must be

made and it requires that those who are substantially
affected by a decision (or those who must implement that

decision) be consulted by the decision-makers.

The process

of participation thus entails consultation (including
discussion and negotiation), the forging of consensus, the

10 9
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decision itself, and implementation.
It is important to note that participatory governance

does not entail that every item of college business be
subject to student and/or faculty vote.

Rather, the concept

of shared governance embraces the view that those who are
substantially affected by decisions have some significant
authority as to ho-4 those decisions are made.

The actual

degree of authority will vary according to constituency and

circumstance, and major responsibility for certain decisions
rests with the administration.

But as a general proposition,

shared governance in the academy accepts the view that
participation of autonomous moral agents in decisions which

affect them increases the likelihood that those decisions
will be more effectively implemented.

GOALS OF SHARED gagfimmat
Apart from its obvious moral or ethical dimensions,
shared governance creates a context in which those who must
implement decisions (or who are affected by then) are more

likely to support those decisions.

The ultimate aim,

therefore, is initiative and effective forward movement of
the institution, particularly as it relates to the ,tssential
academic core.
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Participation in institutional governance (whether
formal or informal) is, in operational terms, thus a unifying

concept which integrates process and achievement.

Through

the building of coalitions amont affected constituencies, a
base of institutional support for a comprehensive array of
initiatives can be developed.

At Kean College, for example,

over the past three years a group of initiatives (known

collectively as the Excelleace and Equity Project), assisted
through a special Challenge Grant program inaugurated by
Governor Thomas Kean in 1985, has led to fundamental
institutional change.

These initiatives have included: the

development of an innovative system of faculty-developed
outcomes assessments in academic programs, the introduction
of a six-course interdisciplinary core in the general

education program required for all undergvAduate students, a
freshman center and mandator: freshman :Aeminar, learning
assistance programs for underprepared students, the
integration of computer applications into the academic

disciplines, and a comprehensive program for faculty and
professional staff training and development.
MAJOR CAVEATS

Participatory governance tends to work best with those

lij
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in the mainstream, tLat is, students, faculty and

administrative staff who are deeply involved in the life of
the institution and who are committed to its goals.

Those

who are relatively uninvolved will, therefore,
not be engaged

by a process of participatory governance unless affirmative
and vigorous steps are taken to encourage such
individuals to
identify with the cultures and goals of the campus.

At Kean

College, this remains an important undertaking for the years
ahead.

In addition, participatory governance is a difficult,
lengthy and sometimes tedious process.

Consultation,

discussion, negotiation, and the forging of consensus among

affected parties is inherently more complex than simply
issuing orders in a hierarchial and authoritarian
koanner.
However, the additional effort that participatory
management
requires must be seen as an investment.

Its dividends are

decisions which have far greater acceptability and support
than those which are issued top-down.

12

IRE PRESIDENTIAL ROLE
It is widely acknowledged that it is the
responsibility
of the president to articulate the moral vision of the

college or university and symbolize its most fundamental
values.

On a day-to-day basis, ho wever, the president must
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employ a practical, participatory, problem-solving
approach
in order to assure the institution's commitment
to real (as

opposed to purely symbolic) innovation and excellence.

The

participatory, problem-solving approach is, of course, based
on the premise that "many problems can be resolved to the
mutusl satisfaction of the people affected or else that an
approach can be made that is close enough to these goals that
13

at least there is acceptance."

This fundamentally

integrative approach to presidential leadership is discussed
in some detail by Wallmr:

The problem-solving definition of presidential
responsibility is more realistic than the
hierarchial stereotype of the president as the
master decision-maker for the organization.
Presidents do, of course, make decisions in the
traditional sense. The process deserves discussion.
Most effective administrators I have observed
think of themselves not al responsible for
making
every decision, but as presiding over a process.
Their job, as they see it, is to ensure that
dec:ksions are in fact made, and within appropriate
time limits. They also pay attention to the
procedures by which such decisions are made and
the constituencies represented in arriving at those
decisions. Effective presidents view the fact that
the decisions were made consultatively, sometimes
raggedly, and often with a team, as no rebuke to the
final result.
14
But according to Walker, not all decisions must be
consensual:
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Sometimes the president can advance the dialectic
by saying: "Fine, we seem to have come as far as
we can together.
All the alternatives that we can
see have been explored.
Since there is no
agreement, I'm assuming you wish me to make
the decision.
This is your last chance..." Again,
the point should be emphasized that the president
cannot escape responsibility for the
decision,
however it is arrived at. Presidential action of
this sort may renew the dialectic process.
If not,
so be it. The fact that the group reaches an impasse
probably signals that consent, if not approval, has
been given. Also I'm not suggesting that
every
decision requires a group meeting: there is a
process of consensus creation, consensus seeking,
and consensus affirming that goes on with or without
group meetings.
If a consensus is latently present,
a presidential decision can call it forth and pin
it down.

15

we are reminded, however, that the
source of effective

presidential leadership in the academy derives from the
matrix of shared and participatory governance;
When high-profile, aggressive symbolic behavior
is required of the president, it is important for
him or her to remember the source from which
authority is derived.... The president's Job....
is to summon that authority from its basic sources,
from the people in the organization. He must
remember the huaan and political rights of those
people, using hls authority to transact the business
of the university and to move it in the
directions dici:ated by its character and the
wishes of its constituents on and off the
campus.
16

This is not to deny that the president must initiate,
activate, inspire, and monitor.

He must convey a vision and

be firm with respect to goals,
purposes, and ends, although
flexible regarding strategy and tactics.

To cite Walker once
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again:

Of course, leaders must push.
The most effective
administrators..., push with a sense of direction
and extraordinary persistence. They do not hesitate
to state their vision for the university and to do
so repeatedly. They interpret events in the life
of the university in keeping with this ideal. They
negotiate skillfully and effectively. They use the
established democratic procedures of the institution
to the limit, with all the energy and vision they can
command. Such administrators also, however, cherish
deeply a vision of the way the campus should transact
its business. They are mindful of the tone of
decision making.
They are sensitive to the esprit
of the members of that academic community.
And
they recognize that in spite of vigorous forward
thrust and drive, they do, indeed, serve with the
consent of the governed. When they run contrary to
the wishes of significant numbers of their constituents,
they may persevere or try other alternatives. But
when they sacrifice or modify their position, they
are not petulantly aggrievod because their lofty
vision has been frustrated by academic midgets.
17

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING :IN A CONTEXT OF SHARED GOVERNANCE

Background

While the history of faculty unionization in colleges
and universities has been detailed elsewhere, it should be
pointed out that the rapid growth of collective bargaining
over the past decade is largely the result of an increase in
faculty dissatisfaction due to changes in the environment of
higner education.

Reductions of real income as a result of

inflation, reduced promotion opportunities, greater

difficulty in achieving tenure, actual and pr-jected
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enrollment declines, and uncertain public support combined
with attempts to erode local campus autonomy, have taken
their toll on faculty morale and esprit de corps.

At the

same time "traditional structures do not seem to be working
very well," and according to the report of the Carnegie
Foundation, there is a "curious mismatch between the agendas

of faculty councils and the crisis now confronted by many
18

Faculty unions have stepped into the

institutions."

breach, in large part to achieve aims that more traditional
methods of collegial and participatory governance seemed
unable to provide.

Collegiality

Robert Birnbaum has defined collegiality as "the
establishment of interpersonal and intergroup relationships
based on a mutual commitment to professional values, civility
in interactions, and faculty influence in the decision19

making process."

The tradition of collegiality in the

academy provides a potent basis for transforming strident and
destructive forms of collective bargaining behavior into
patterns that could strengthen, rather than weaken,
institutions of higher education.

As Birnbaum explains:

There are powerful forces in colleges and
universities that tend to make collective

no

bargaining in higher education a productive
and constructive process.
Supporting the
development of problem-solving orientations
between faculty and adl.,intstratons at the
bargainin ,! table are traditions of joint
administrative-faculty participation in decisionmaking, shared values and norms, orientations
toward civility and collegiality, administrative
participation in faculty roles and faculty support
frr the performance of administrators,
1.04 status differentials and reductions relatively
in the
differences of power between the two groups, and
inc:reased willingness of faculty to confront
differences and introduce new points of view
because of the security of union representation.
20

Moreover, it has been argued that the
adversarial model
of collective bargaining is largely inappropriate for
inatitutions of higher education,

Academic institutions originally adopted the
assumptions and structures of industrial
because there were no other references or bargaining
models
to follow.
In particular, its adversarial
orientation
has proved to be difficult to accommodate to
the
academic.environment, because the traditional norms
of the academy have been based upon trust rather than
suspicion.
It has been suggested that the
adversarial
approach to bargaining will change over time
as the
parties to bargaining mature in their relationship.
21
The perspective held by some, that
adversarial

relationships remain the norm for administrations and unions
may, Birnbaum suggests, be related to an unmodified
adoption
of the industrial model of bargaining
to issues of academic
22
governance.
In contrast to the principle of shared and
participatory governance which characterizes
institutions
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of higher education, the "adversary principle is part of the
23

ideology of Amerf.can industrial relations."

An uncritical

acceptance of the industrial bargaining model in the context
of higher educat4on would, therefore, be likely to lead to
the view that any departure from the adversarial norm
represents "collusion" and is suspect.

Such an approach to

relationships between union and administration is.i,nrtain to

freeze both parties into positions and behaviors tlat

seriously weaken the institution's ability to respspd to the
evolving needs of the citizens of our State.

Morm,wer, as

Birnbaum points out:

Rigidity is dysfunctional to the purposes of
higher educational institutions in any situation
but can be particularly damaging when resources
become increaaingly scarce and environments hostile.
More than ever, during such periods institutional
survival may be dependent upon the ability to develop
new missions, exploit opportunities, and increase
responsiveness to the needs of their student
constituencies.
24

Constructive vs. Destructive Relationships
The aim of participants in the process of academic
collective bargaining should be to avoid destructive conflict
and make it "creative, constructive, and supportive of
25

institutional goals."

As mentioned above, there is an

unfortunate tendency among some to assume that destructive
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conflict, which all too often is the norm for collective
bargaining in an industrial setting, must result from
implementing a collective bargaining process in institutions
of higher education.

However, destructive conflict does not

necessarily mean that Zile interests of faculty and

administration are fundamentally divergent.

In New Jersey,

for example, with its two-tier approach to collective

bargaining for its system of senior public colleges, there is
a powerful basis for constructive and creative bargaining
between administration and union.

The advantage of a two-

tier approach to collective bargaining is that
"distributive"
or zero-sum issues (where a gain for one side
represents a
loss for the other) are predominantly addressed on a
statewide negotiating level, while "integrative" or non-zero-

sum issues (in which conflict elicits identification of

mutual interests that could potentially produce gain for all
affected parties) are negotiated on local campuses.

The

danger lies not so much in the absence of a mutual commitment
by administration and union to the integrity of the
institution's processes or to the advancement of its mission,

but rather, as Birnbaum suggests, in the "structure of
bargaining itself and the perceptions of the participants
about the nature of the bargaining process."

1 l;

26

These lead to
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.t

predictable [e.g. destructive] behavioral consequences that

are typical of intergroup competition in situations in which
one or both groups believe it can achieve its goale only at
27

the expense of the other."

It is thus incumbent upon both

union and administration to continue to press for behaviors
which will strengthen responsible participatory governance.
The alternative is starkly characterized by Birnbaum:
Institutions that fail to understand the powerful
dynamics for spiraling conflict inherent in bargaining
and do not take steps to control it may find the
unusual bonds existing between faculty and
administration disrupted, or conceivably destroyed.
If this happens, the institution that remains may
still be called a college or university, but it will
have lost the norms and values that constitute its
essence and make it a distinctive agency of soziety.
The risks may be great; the cost of not acting may
be higher.
28

THE BOARD gE TRUSTEES AND SHAM GOYRRNAKE
The report of the Carnegie Foundation suggests a basis
for a conceptual link between the principle of public
accountability and shared governance.

The test of that

link's strength must be sought in the unique role that
college boards of trustees play in institutional governance.

A brief review of essential board fu=tions would, therefore,
prove useful.

Traditionally, college boards of trustees select

.
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presidents, set policies, pass on budgets and personnel
actions, and, according to the Carnegie Foundation report,
must increasingly "participate in shaping educational
priorities for the future and actively involve themselves in
29

the review of the quality of the institution."

Boards of

trustees, therefore, are being asked to assume a more active
role, and one that focuses with greater intensity on broader
and more fundamental institutional interests.
According to the Carnegie Foundation report:
Trusteeship, by definition means fulfilling a special
trust -- representing the public interest without
compromising the community of learning.... Ideally,
trustees are appointed because they have a broad
perspective and because of their interest in the
institution overall.
30

Much of the same point is made by J.L. Zwingle when he
observes that "academic boards should conceive of themselves

in the way Edmund Burke in the eighteenth century conceived
of Parliament, and trustees should see their role as he
viewed his own responsibility as a member of Parliament from
31

Bristol."

The words of Burke are well worth recalling:

Parliament is not a congress of ambassadors from
different and hostile interests; which interests
each must maintain, as ai . agent and advocate,
against other agents and advocates; but Parliament
is a deliberative assembly of one nation, with one
interest, that of the whole; where, uot local
purposes, not local prejudices ought to guide, but
the general good, resulting from the general reasons
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of the whole. You choose a member indeed; but when
you have chosen him, he is not member of Bristol,
but he is a member of Parliament.

For boards of trustees, question-asking and process-

monitoring should be directed to the essential areas of
institutional performance:

educational program, student

achievement, personnel, and financial process.

In additioi

.

the principle of shared governance calls upon trustees to

assure themselves that the president is indeed monitoring the
integrity, effectiveness, and scope of participatory decision
making.

As Rhoda M. Dorsey notes, trustees "must act as

outside members, bringing an outside perspective and asking
the kinds of questions that lead insiders to explain and
understand their own ideas better.

Necessary for this kind

of task are trustees who know the institution, have

sensitivity to faculty and student feelings about selfgovernment and feel at ease in talking with faculty and
32

students."

This focus on question-asking and process-monitoring by
trustee boards is extended by George W. Angel and Edward P.
Kelley to the role of faculty unions on many campuses,
especially in terms of its impact on traditional forms of
faculty participation in college governance.

Angel and

Kelley argue for the need of trustees to become better

i' F.9, ,2'
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informed on the newly emergent pattern' of collective

bargaining and they advocate special workshops for trustees
on academic bargaining issues.

"Industrial experience," they

note, "does have valuable carry-over relative to the
technical aspects of bargaining....but sheds almost no light
on such special aspects of faculty bargaining as the scope of
bargaining (governance issues), the impact on organizational
and administrative patterns, the psychology of faculty administrative resources and authority, and new governmental
33

and political relationships."

In closing, it is perhaps most appropriate to cite
John D. Millett's view that although the president provides
the essential link between the faculty and board of trustees,

it is, ultimately, the faculty which provides the soul and
lifeblood of the higher educational enterprise:

A college or university acquires prestige through
the competence and the performance f its faculty.
The president is ',wider of a learn-Ag environment
and an eccnomic anterprise. The president can
enoourage intellectual achievement but he or she
cannot direct its realization. Since an institution
of higher education could not exist without a faculty,
it must find the ways and means to incorporate the
faculty into the ongoing life of the college or
university as both an intellectual and economic
enterprise.
34
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Use of Demographic and Financial Projections in the
Development of a Strategic Long-Range Plan

Richard Hoffman, Michael McGuire, & Jane Anderson

Franklin and Marshall Co 'Ile

INTRODUCTION

Most enrollment management plans in higher education include projections of high school

graduation rates to estimate the potential pool of traditional entering freshmen. Interpretations of
these data, however, and the resulting recruitment strategies, can yield a number of very different
enrollment scenarios. This situation can become especially complex at highly selective institutions,
whose target pools tend to have a much narrower range of academic potential and a much broader
geographic representation than those of less selective institutions.
A steep and protracted decline in the number of high school graduates in the United States has
been projected for the late 1980's and early 1990's, without significant recovery until the late 1990's
(WICHE, 1984; WICHE, 1988). Even assuming that the shape of the distribution
of academic potential

for these graduates remains constant

a difficult assumption to test reliably

institutions that hope

to retain the same "quality" of student body will find themselves in a much more competitive
recruitment stance for the next decade. Clearly, not every institution will attain this goal: there
are
simply too few high achieving students to go around. Other institutions will

discover, as some already

have, that freshman classes will be increasingly difficult to fill even if quahty is not an issue. The
purpose of this paper is to discuss in detail the use of demographic and financial projections
at Franklin
and Marshall College to support the viability of a managed (i.e.,
intentional) enrollment decline of
12% between FY85 and FY94.

5111ATIGICTLAISITINSTAIERANKULANILMA,R5BALL

In 1985 the Office of Budget and Planning at Franklin and Marshall College developed,
in
consultation with senior administrative offices and the faculty, a strategic long-range plan to respond
to the general challenge outlined above. This plan included the following 10 information parameters
needed to produce objectives tailored specifically to the College's goals and student population:
-- use of sub-regional and public vs. private high school graduate projections to estimate
the
size of appropriate markets
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use of admission and yield rates to gauge recruitment progress

use of retention rates to project class cohort and total student body size over time
use of resource and expenditure data to project impact of tuition loss and recovery
use of SAT score and high school class rank data to measure the impact of ennallment
management strategies on the academic "quality" of incoming freshman classes

use of ethnic and geographic data to monitor efforts to increase the diversity of the student
body
use of facilities data to project residential occupancy rates

use of faculty size, salary, productivity, and distribution data for need and quality analyses
use of financial aid data to project future funding needs and resource availability
use of course enrollment and major data to monitor shifts in curricular preferences

The fit st four types of planning information assisted in the setting of enrollment goals (e.g., projecting
the size and geographic/academic distributions of incoming freshman classes and the entire student

body for the next 10 years). The other types of information were used to monitor those aspects of the

institution that contribute to the quality of instruction and student life. The latter function is
considered critical to fulfilling the College's mission and, from an enrollment management standpoint,

creating an environment that promotes student success and retention while enhancing the Colleges
reputation among future freshman cohorts.

DATA.SDLIKCEEILA55.1.11MIQM

The 1984 WICHE high school graduate projections were used to formulate the original longrange plan, and the 1988 update was used to refine it. Both internal and comparative budget and
endowment data were used to project resource availability. The major assumption underlying the plan

was that maintaining or increasing the actual and perceived selectivity of Franklin and Marshall was
critical not only to improving its relative position among the prestigious U.S. liberal
arts colleges, but
also to ensuring that it could maintain desired enrollment levels of the most able students when the
demographic decline set in. Related assumptions were that prestige is a function of quality (rather
than empty promotional rhetoric), that quality can be measured using a series of complementary
indices, and that improvements in quality would be difficult or impossible to achieve without adequate
resources. The overarching challenge, then, was to implement enrollment management strategies that
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would heighten selectivity, produce quantifiable improvements in related quality criteria, and
maintain the fiscal strengths of the college.
PLANNING EARAMETERS

Demographic Analyses: The number of annual high school graduates in the 6 states that produce
approximately 85% of the annual freshman class at Franklin and Marshall was projected to decline by
37% between 1979 and 1994, and by 24% between 1985 (the year that the plan was developed) and 1994.

Comparable figures for the tri-state region (Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey) that supplies
approximately 70% of the College's student body were 37% and 22% respectively, while the national
declines were projected tc be 23% and 9% respectively. In light of the greater size and stability of
market share from the tri-state region, those figures were used to project market size for the entire
student body.

There were no reasons to expect a negative skew in the distribution of students academic

potential; in fact, anecdotal observations suggest that a positive skew (i.e., a decline in the proportion
of "top" students) is likely to occur over the next 2 decades. This is due in part to lower birth rates
among those families that have historically viewed higher education as important, and in part to the

lack of an effective national program oriented toward increasing participation rates among other
populations. A simulation model was developed to project the draw from the top of the SAT
distribution needed to maintain vs. improve the current F&M student distribution under conditions of an

evenly vs. unevenly distributed population decline. The results, summarized in Table 1, indicated the
degree to which Franklin and Marshall would need to increase the draw from the high end of the
distribution as 1) that end shrinks, 2) the College becomes more selective, or 3) both.
Table 1

1985 and Projected 1994 SAT Distributions
SAT

1985

Verbal

Franklin and
MarshAllinash

at=

700 to 800
600 to 690
500 to 590

< 500

11

125

298

Total

109
543

Mean

567

% of Total
2%
23%

55%
20%

1985

F&M

1994

F&M

National

Share of

National

Share of

N

National

N

yational

.097%
.190%
.156%
.015%

10,252
59,604
172,959

.107%
.210%
.172%

64.4,130

.01 7%

M5 6%

886,955

.061%

11,297
65,680
190,591
709,793
977,361
431
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Table 1 (Continued)
1985 and Projected 1994 SAT Distributions
SAT

1985

Math

Franklin and

700 to 800
600 to 690
500 to 590

< 500
Total
Mean

49

223

1985

.

National
14r-

9%
41%
45%
5%

1994

Share of

National

te
.140%
.169%
.095%
.005%
.056%

31,739
119,750
233,074
502,382
886,955

16.

34,975
131,957
256,834
553,595
977,361
475

F&M

Share of

National
.154%
.186%
.105%
.005%
.061%

The 1994 national projections above incorporate the 9.25% decline in high school graduates nationally
but the same SAT-taking rate and score disiribu bons as in 1985. They also assume a constant number and

distribution of Franklin and Marshall freshmen in 1985 and 1994. Even under these benign
circumstances, the College would need to increase its draw from a decreasing graduate pool at the high
end of the SAT range in 1994 in order to maintain the same size and quality of freshman class that it
enjoyed in 1985. Under less benign assumptions a larger-than-expected decline in the number of high

school graduates, a decrease in the SAT-taking and college-going rates, a positive skew in the score
distribution, an institutional objective to improve rather than maintain student quality, or some
combination of these circumstances the needed increase in the College's draw from the top Of the

range would be virtually unachievable. Although these latter assumptions involve more intuitive
than statistical forecasting, they are not inconsistent with national educational projections that have
been reported over the past few years.
The impression left by these analyses was that even under the best of circumstances, Franklin
and Marshall College would be hard-pressed to maintain both the number and the academic quality of

students that it has enjoyed in the past. An analysis of comparison colleges' SAT data suggested not
only that more selective institutions attracted more capable applicants, but also that matriculants
at
the most selective institutions tended to have higher SAT scores than the applicant pool. The
reverse
trend was observed at less selective institutions, indicating that the gap between more and less
selective colleges was even larger among accepted and matriculating
students than it was among
applicants. This polarization or "intellectual drift" offered further evidence that maintaining size
while sacrificing quality would be less desirable than maintaining quality while sacrificing size.

The 10-year projection model also included the following targets: a 27% increase in market
share (i.e., the percentage of graduates in our market areas who apply to Franklin and Marshall),

a

maximum admissions rate of 50% of applicants, a minimum yield rate of 30% of acceptances, and
a
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minimum freshman-to-graduation retention rate of approximately 80%. The targets were based on both
historical trend analysis and on the overarching assumption that efforts to improve the quality of the

student body and the institution itself would be successful (one test of this assumption, in fact, is the
difference between targeted and observed enrollment management ratios). These factors, combined
with the sub-regional population projections, produced a set of expected student body sizes consistent
with both the demographic trends and the Colleges goals (see Table 2).

Table 2
Summary of Enrollment Projectien Model

Actual
Fiscal, Year

H.S. Graduates
Market Share

1985

Projected
1%6

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

_1992

1993

1994

424,479 408,844 406,070 416,088 392,189 359,744 337,788 333,311 330,750 329,694
.806
.789
.942
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02

Admissions Rate
Yield Rate
Retention Rate

52.2%
29.6%
76.7%

62.1%
26.1%
75.1%

43.7%
31.5%
81.4%

38.3%
29.7%
77.7%

37.8%
29.7%
77.7%

40.1%
29.7%
77.7%

43.7%
29.7%
77.7%

46.5%
29.7%
77.7%

47.2%
29.7%
77.7%

47.5%
29.7%
77.7%

Applicants
Offers
New Freshmen
Transfers

3,610
1,884
558

3,350
2,080
543
37

3,852
1,683
530
28

4,133
1,583
470

4,235
1,600
475

3,661

28

1,600
475
27

3,438
1,600
475
25

3,392
1,600
475
23

3,366
1,600

28

3,992
1,600
475
29

Total Freshmen
Total Sophomores
Total Juniors
Total Seniors
All Classes
Full-time financial
equivalence (FIFE)

559
493
455
443
1,950

575

553
519

491

491

491

491

491

435

440
1,779

436
413
392
1,732

411
393

1,730

434
409
392
1,726

491
434

446
1,989

434
462
465
1,852

437

469
415
1,950

488
490
488
448
1,914

408
390
1,723

1,890

1,850

1,850

1,864

1,774

1,704

1,659

1,658

1,653

1,651

21

491

'471

411

475
23

NOTES: The Transfers and Totals by classes for FY1988 are also projected figure.
This table represents the planning model in the Fall of 1987.
The net enrollment decrease betwwn 1985 and 1994 was projected to be 227 students (- 12%) and 239 Fli-E
(- 13%).

Financial Analyses: Positive changes associated with down-sizing the student body while increasing
the size of the faculty and improving other pr ,rani features include lower student : faculty ratios,

increased on-campus residency rates, impri-,ed admissions (lower) and yield (higher) rates, and
increased availability of financial aid to students. The major negative implication was a multimillion dollar loss of tuition revenue. Financial projections suggested that this last effect could be
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completely counterbalanced by increases in tuition rates (to peer group norms), in on-campus residency

rates and room and board fees, in annual gift funds, and in the size of and cash draw from the
endowment. Cost containment measures

restricting expenditure growth to relatively modest levels

(approximately inflation plus 2%)

remained important if the College were to down-size without
retrenchment. The following table summarizes the revenue projections developed with respect to a
potential downsizing of the student body.
Table 3

Financial Proektions (in 000's)
Revenues

Tuition/Comprehensive fees
Endowment income

Gifts and Grants
Auxiliary (residence halls, etc.)

Other
Total
As % of Total
Tuition/Comprehensive fees

Endownwt inamie
Gifts and Grants
Auxiliary (residence halls, etc.)
Other

1985

l'.::

1.95/1

1994

$16,358
$948
$2,365
$5,347
$1,975
$26,993

$22,044
$1,205
$3,135
$7,404
$1,644
$35,432

$24,599
$2,884
$3,465
$9,045
$1,981
$41,974

$28,308
$4,003
$3,848
$10,365
$2,255
$48,779

60.6%
3.5%
8.8%
19.8%
7.3%

62.2%
3A%
8.8%
20.9%
4.6%

58.6%
6.9%
8.3%
21.5%
4.7%

58.0%
8.2%
7.9%
21.2%
4.6%

Average
Annual
Change
8.1%
35.8%
7.0%
10.4%
1.6%
9.0%

While all revenue sources are prljected to increase over the years, endowment income and auxiliary
income are expected to comprise a proportionately larger share of the total revenues by 1994. Past
experiences suggest that the average annual revenue increase of 9% should be adequate to cover

expenditure increases during this time period.
EARLY VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

Data from the past year have confirmed that the planning model has been reasonably accurate,

at least in its early stages. Table 4 illustrates the difference between the plan's projections in the Fall
of 1987 and the actual en, ,t1ment patterns through the Fall of 1988. The updated WICHE (1988)
projections of high school graduates revealed a larger number of graduates from both the nation as a

whole and the primary tri-state market area than had been projected by their 1982 publication (and
hence, the pre-1988 versions of our planning model). Combined with the smaller than expected number
of applicants at Franklin and Marshall for the 1988 Fall semester, this resulted in a slight decrease in

market share. In spite of a smaller applicant plol, the large number of highly qualified applicants
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resulted in more admissions and a higher admission rate than originally planned. The number of
matriculating new freshmen was also slightly higher than predicted.
The size of the total student body in FY88 decreased from its FY87 level, though to a slightly
lesser degree (i.e., a 1.8% difference) than predicted by the model. This finding suggests that the

retention rate used to project within-cohort attrition from one year to the next was lower than the
observed rate. Future versions of the planning model will include a more sensitive retention index.

Other changes involve use of the revised WICHE data for future years' high school graduate
projections, and an increase in projected admissions offers to reflect acceptance of a larger number of
applicants from the high-ability end of this expanded market.
Table 4

Comparison of Actual and Projected Figures

Original Model/

Revised Model/

392,189

418,364
.922%
43.2%
29.1%

H.S. Graduates
Market Share
Admissions Rate
Yield Rate
Applicants
Offers
New Freshmen

1.02%
37.8%
29.7%
4,235
1,600
475

3,858
1,667
485

FY88

Transfers
Total Freshmen
Total Sophomores
Total juniors
Total Seniors
All Classes

28
488
490
488
448
1,914

25
473
516
502
458
1,949

The fiscal health of the College is positive, as endowment performance has exceeded
expectations and the tuition hikes, increased cash draw and total endowment growth, and cost
containment strategies have achieved their desired effect to date. As a result, the College has been
able not only to maintain program activities, but also to add new initiatives in such important areas as
faculty development and start-up, computing, networks and other technologies. Careful monitoring of
the financial projections will be needed over the next six years as the cumulative impact of downsizing
the student body becomcs more critical.

In summary, Franklin & Marshall was able to move systematically from the general, dire
predictions of declining high school graduate populations to a constructive plan of action. Careful
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financial planning has proven that a significant decrease in the number of

matriculating students need

not detract from the quality of the student body, the physical plant, the faculty and instructional
environment, the College's fixal health, or any other aspect of the institution.
Indeed, each aspect
appears to be improving as events unfold along the lines projected by the strategic long-range
plan.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the late 1960'a planning has received
widespread attention from
higher education administrators and scholars.

However, although many campuses

have devoted substantial time and money to
planning, there is considerable
agreement that attempts to apply formal
planning methods in the academic
environment often have been disappointing
and ineffective (Baldridge and
Okimini, 1982; Keller, 1983).
Campus difficulties with formal planning
generally have been attributed
to a lack of fit between the assumptions
underlying recommended planning
approaches and the operational realities of
academic institutions.

Most

planning models contain key assumptions regarding
the role of data and
objective analysis.

In fact, the models higher education
institutions

initially tried to implement were largely
quantitative and assumed that
comprehensive data, mathematical projections
and computer simulations would

provide an accurate and useful basis
for determining future institutional
directions and strategies.

After the technical and political problems

involved trying to apply these models
became widely apparent, strategic
planning emerged as the preferred planning
approach for colleges and
universities.

While strategic planning processes
appear to make some attempt
to reflect known academic realities,
they continue to rely heavily on the use
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of comprehensive, analytic data as a means for identifying major
institutional
goals and directions.

Unfortunately, as with earlier planning models, many

campuses have found that obtaining such data is a costly and
difficult
process, and that even if such data are developed, frequently there
is a gap
between expectations for planning and its actual outcomes.
To help avoid continued frustrations and disappointments
in campus
planning efforts, there is a need to develop planning
guidelines that reflect
actual campus conditions and constraints.

The National Center for

Postsecondary Governance and Finance's Institutional Planning Project,
is

addressing this need through a comprehensive three-year
study of planning
perspectives and practices which is designed to develop
a coherent set of
research-based planning guidelines.
from this study.

This paper describes preliminary findings

A brief review of campus experiences with planning,:is

presented, including a description of their use of data in planning efforts.
Then factors which appear to affect the conduct of campus planning
are
discussed, including their implications for practitioners.

Finally, some

general conclusions are drawn about the significance
of the findings.
PROJECT METHODOLOGY
The Institution-' Planning Project included three
major research effc ts:
a literature relliew, a survey of the planning
perspectives of administrators

at 256 campuses, and site visits to 16 diverse
institutions.

The site visit

phase, which provided most of the data for
the findings presented in this

paper, was designed to obtain in-depth information
on campus planning
perspectives and practices.
Sixteen of the campuses in the stratified random
sample of 256
institutions drawn for the project survey were,selected
for site visits.

These included four research universities (two
public and two private), four
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independent colleges (two religious and two non-sectarian), four state
colleges, and four public community colleges.

Given limitations of time and

resources, the site visit institutions were not intended to form a

statistically representative sample of U.S higher education institutions.
However, within each category, a systematic effort was made to include a broad
spectrum of campuses with respect to such basic characteristics as location,
size, mission, and governance structure.

However, since the character of the

governance and planning processes at each campus were not known prior to their
selection, the extent to which the site visit institutions cover a full range
of planning processes is unclear.

Campus staff exhibited a high degree of interest in the study.

Thirteen

of the 16 campuses initial.y selected for a site visit agreed to participate
and the first three back-up campuses each agreed to cooperate.

Each visit was conducted by project staff members over a three-day period
between December 1987 and June 1988.

A total of 255 individuals (including

presidents; senior academic, administrative and student affairs officers;
planning, institutional research and other administrators; department chairs
and faculty; and faculty governance leaders) were identified for interviews.
Of these, 248 (approximately 60 at each major type of institution) were
successfully completed, ranging from 13 to 19 persons per campus.

A protocol, containing largely open-ended questions, was used to guide
interview sessions to ensure essential topics were covered as consistently as
possible.

However, the sessions were structured to provide sufficient

opportunity for interviewees to express their own opinions, insights and
judgments.

The interviewees all were extremely cooperative, responded to the

questions thoughtfully and frankly, and provided many valuable and provocative
insights and practical ideas about planning in the academic environment.
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CAMPUS PLANNING ACTIVITIES
The site visit visits indicated that the current widespread advocacy of
institutional planning in higher education hae influenced a broad spectrum of
colleges and universities and created substantial interest in planning.
First, the study revealed that during the past ten to 15 years, 15 out of 16
institutions visited had conducted or initiated at least 0.%F, f)rmal activity
designe

to clarify their mission and goals and/or to develop a clearer vision

of their future.

Second, despite limited success with most of their past

planning efforts, all but three of the campuses were attempting some type of
planning activity at the time of the visit.

Furthermore, five of the campuses

currently had an administrative position that included "planning" in its title
and several additional eampuses had designated planning as a specific
responsibility of a particular administrative Officer.

Finally, the

enthusiastic reaction to the study also appeared to demonstrate a high degree
of concern about planning approaches and models.
The reasons many site visit campuses were concerned about, and involved
in, planning varied considerably.

External state or system mandates,

requirements of Title III and other externally funded grant programs, and
pressures from accrediting associations were major impetuses for planning
at
many campuses.

However, most frequently, the extent of campus planning

activities mirrored the president's personal interest in formal planning.
Current planning efforts at nine campuses could be traced specifically
to
presidential initiatives.

In particular, new presidents tended to begin their

tenure by devoting considerable attention to formal planning
activities even
though they often were not very specific about their reasons for initiating or
revising formal planning on their campuses.

The planning activities employed by site visit campuses were highly
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varied both in scope and process.

They ranged from a presidential effort to

develop a "strategic vision" for the year 2010 to comprehensive processes
designed to produce detailed annual operational plans to guide budget
allocations.

The extent of constituency involvement also varied considerably.

While some campuses had established broadly representative committees,
involving members recommended by campus constituencies, others relied heavily
on the president's staff to coordinate planning efforts and to make major
planning decisions using information forwarded through existing administrative
structures.

Additionally, particularly when planning appeared to be basically

geared to meeting Title III or state agency demands, institutional research
officers or other administrators independently developed planning documents
that typically appeared to be largely ignored in campus decision-making.
In general, interviewees judged planning approaches that were integrated
with normal campus decision processes to be more satisfactory than those using
broadly based committees and operating apart from traditional decision makers
and governance bodies.

Several campuses, which had experimented with

assigning primary responsibilities to a representative committee, now were
trying to integrate planning into normal campus structures and processes.
In sum, despite extensive efforts site visit campuses devoted to various
formal planning processes at various times over the past five to ten years,
the majority of those interviewed in all types of positions appeared quite
dissatisfied with their outcomes.

Many campuses had tried various processes

for one to three years, then dropped them because of perceptions that they
were not worth their costs or revised them when a new president arrived.
Process benefits of planning were mentioned far more frequently than
substantive benefits.

For example, many interviewees said that, for the first

time, they learned what other areas on their campus were doing.

Purthermore,
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in institutions initiating new processes at the time of the site visit,
interviewees typically expressed considerable skepticism about the durability
and outcomes of these processes.

As one institutional research director

suggested, campuses "periodically do formal planning under different guises."
Nevertheless, the interviewees generally were not ready to abandon efforts to
deliberately plan.
tilt

Generally, they appeared to be still seeking solutions to

problems and dilemmas frustrating planning efforts.

USE OF DATA IN PLANNING
Most recommended approaches to formal planning emphasize the importance
of using good data on external trends and internal conditions.

However, there

appeared to be a serious lack of such data, and only minimal capability to
develop it, at many site visit institutions.

Only five of the 16 campuses

appeared to hame good data on their external environment and internal
operations.

Each of these five campuses had reasonably well established data

collection and analysis units, including two particularly well staffed and
respected institutional research offices (one at a community college and one
at a research university) and one well-staffed office with a somewhat broader
range of responsibilities.

Among the 11 campuses which appeared to have less

than adequate data for planning, six had, or were developing, at least some
institutional research capabilities, including four campuses with new or

minimally staffed institutional research offices and two which specifically
assigned some data collection and analysis responsibilities to other
administrators.

The other five site visit institutions had very minimal data

for use in planning and no staff clearly assigned to the institutional

reohrt

',1r,Ition.

However, senior administrators at three campuies in this

category Lndicated concern about the lack of data and reported that they were
hoping to hire an institutional research officer in the near future.
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PLANNING REALITIES
An initial list of important factors affecting campus planning practices
was developed from information obtained during site visits.

Tbese factors

illustrate some realities confronting campus planning and suggest some
implications for practice.

Achieving Legitimacy and Trust Among Participants

An issue all campuses faced was maintaining the legitimacy of the
planning process and the credibility of its leadership with various
constituencies.

Presidents wrestled with the fear of losing control of

planning processes.

Nevertheless, they often preferred to let others lead

campus planning efforts so they could maintain a more neutral role in
resolving disputes.

Thus, they could avoid becoming so identified with a

position that their room for maneuver and compromise was limited.

The degree to which faculty, administrators, trustees and external
agencies had trust and confidence in one another varied considerably among the
16 campuses.

However, there appeared to be a considerable degree of distrust

between administrators and faculty at all campuses.

Improper motives

frequently were ascribed to both administrative and faculty initiatives and
rumors about these motives flourished.

Establishing trust and confidence

appeared to be a very slow piocess and could be destroyed rapidly by a single
negative incident.

Frequently, communication to faculty about circumstances

confronting the campus, as well as communication among faculty, appeared to be
weak.

This contributed to low levels of trust which, in turn, negatively

affected campus planning efforts.

One interviewee commented that, "if it

weren't for lack of faith in people, strategic planning would work."
Suspicion appeared to generate problems in reaching consensus, resti'.ted the
ability of campus leaders to act on various issues, and caused excessive

Up
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paperwork as attempts were made to justify actions and create records for
defensive purposes.

The practice of placing faculty periodically in positions where they had
to deal with campus-wide issues seemed to contribute to a higher levels of
trust.

One campuses had a policy of generally selecting its high level

administrators from among its faculty.

Additionally, frequent communications

about crucial issues and informal discussions among key campus leaders may be
far more useful than formal planning meetings and documents.
System and state-level planning requirements placed on campuses
frequently appeared to stem from distrust of campus motives and sotions.

Such

requirements sometimes might have been intended to encourage campuses to
examine their policies and directions, and then reveal them to central policy
makers.

However, at campuses they seemed to be largely "make work" efforts

and, generally, appeared to have little affect on campus actions and
decisions.

Their primary usefulness seemed to be in assuring the external

agency that the campus knew what it was doing and was well managed, i.e. it
had plans.

The costs to campuses of such a lack of trust and confidence among

the parties involved, including system level and state level officials,
appears very high and warrants further investigation.

The Political Character of Planning
Some interviewees appeared to see planning as a "rational" means to
eliminate or lessen "political" influences on campus decisions.

Planning was

seen as a way to overcome the effects of individuals and units pursuing their
narrow self-interests and excessively protecting their own "turfs".

Decisions

presumably would be made on the basis of objective data, and the "merits" of
issues, with decision-making occurring primarily through traditional
hierarchial structures.

4
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These views seem to ignore the realities of campus governance.
power on a campus is quite dispersed.

Decision

Faculty have the major role in academic

decisions while administrators power primarily stems from budget control.

Various units on campuses have considerable autonomy, based on norms for
organizations composed of professionals.

Consequently, decisions typically

involve reconciling many values and interests in a democratic fashion.

This

diffusion of power on a campus does not lend itself to the imposition, without
Planning appears

compromise and accommodation, of the views of any one party.

to be one of the ingredients in this political process, not a means to
eliminate or lessen significantly its effects.

One interviewee noted: "Issue

avoidance and lack of follow-up cannot be fixed by planning."

Virtually all faculty and department chairs viewed plann:ng as a means to
obtain more resources for their units.
planning efforts to budget increases.

They related the success or failure of
Since most unit budgets at the site

visit campuses generally increased only incrementally each year, often to
compensate for inflation, department members generally believed formal campuswide planning, as they had experienced it, was largely ineffective and costly.
Administrators, on the other hand, were upset with unit plans that were
"wish lists", unconstrained by realistic expectations of available resources.
Administrators at several campuses were wrestling with how to encourage unit
creativity without creating unrealistic expectations that could result in
disillusionment with the planning process.
Campus leaders who dislike dealing with conflicting campus self-interests
will not find relief through "rational" planning.

Clearly planning is not a

means to overcome the politics of campus decision making.
is a part of planning, not something planning overcomes.

Political conflict

Plans are outcomes

of a campus political process rather than schemes mandated by central policy
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makers based on "objective" facts and analysis.

Sophisticated analysis

improves the quality of planning but does so as an ingredient in the politics

of choice, not as an unambiguous blueprint for "rational" action.
The Character of Planning Documents
Campus mission and role statements appeared to be essentially political
documents used primarily to avoid restricting potential campus roles and
interests.

They did not appear to be attempts to narrowly define the

character of campuses, and their programs, in order to provide clear guidance
for operational decisions.

Comprehensive campus planning documents most

commonly were said to have ended up "on the shelf" while short-range

operational documents typically did not address major strategic choices.
Dean Rusk's (Washington Post, 1988) comment on the role of party

platforms in guiding foreign policy seems equally applicable to campus
planning documents:

"I've attended hundreds of meetings at which decisions had to be made,
...and I have never, never heard anyone ask: 'Well, gee, let's get out
the party platform and look at what it has to say.' Not once." (p. C2)

Producing lengthy planning documents often may not be usefUl.

Preparing

planning documents takes a great deal of time and resources; yet these

documents appear to have a short "shelf life".

Many persons involved in

planning observed that its main value resulted from insights participants
gained during the process, not from the documents produced.

A careful

weighing is needed of documentation's benefits against its costs.
Devoting a great deal of attention to very detailed operational
plans
much in advance of budget formulation processes does not appear to be
particularly useful.

The politics of the budgetary process, so ably described

by Wildavsky (1964), preclude following a clearly defined
recipe worked out in
advance.

New circumstances emerge continuously and important co'Laiderations
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often reveal themselves only in the course of reacting to particular resource
allocation recommendations.

Considerable flexibility is needed to adjust

budgets to cope with unforeseen circumstances.
The Uncertainty of Future Events
Those interviewed expressed considerable support for formal planntng
efforts when first queried.

However, as they reflected further, they began to

note the great difficulties involved in predicting future conditions affecting
the campus.

difficult.
planned.

These uncertainties, they suggested, made planning very
Typical comments were: "What comes up is as important as what is

That's life."; "We react to fnture developments, that is the norm.";

"We engage in crisis management."; and "The provost is a problem solver, not a
planner."

Given these interpretations of their circumstances, interviewees placed
considerable importance on being able to react promptly to emerging
conditions.

They wanted to maintain the ability to implement new ideas

without lengthy delays for amendments to plans, or :or justifying departures
from earlier directions.

Generally, interviewees seemed to be seeking a

balance between formally examining future directions ana maintaining the
flexibility to react quickly to new opportunities or problems.

Plans

sometimes were seen as an impediment to effective entrepreneurship.
Stability of Planning Processes
At most campuses visited, planning processes survived for only one to
three cycles before being abandoned or largely revamped.

Since comprehensive

campus planning efforts were so costly in time, effort and political capital;

many interviewees suggested that they should take place no oftener than every
,

three or more years.

Most of those who had recently been through a major

planning cycle did not expect to repeat it in the near future.

Those most
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enthusiastic about planning frequently were persons who had not been through a
process or were new to the campus.

These findings etrongly suggest that major planning processes should not
be undertaken annually.

Some interviewees recommended they take place no more

often than every five years.
CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary analysis of interview information suggests that many
prescriptions in planning literature, including prescriptions about the role
of data, are inconsistent with campus decision process realities.

The costs

of planning and data collection need to be carefully weighed against presumed
benefits.

While the desirability of reducing uncertainty through formal

planning, based on "rational" analysis, appears compelling, future events are
highly unpredictable.

Careful data collection and analysis are useful in

clarifying many issues but they must be integrated into planning processes
that recognize the political realities of the academy.

Furthermore,

individuals involved in developing and disseminating data for campus planning
should be cognizant of the frequent miscommunications and distrust existing on
many campuses.

They should make concerted efforts tJ ensure various

constituencies understand and trust their data and fully recognize its
implications and limitations.
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ABSTRACT

This presentation illustrates the ways Albany is using its Assessment Data
The results of several outcomes studies are presented as examples:
Bases.
studies of freshmen, transfer and minority student sub-populations; freshman
to senior year changes in student values, attitudes, and intellectual growth
differentiated by major field of study; and alumni satisfaction, success, and
gift giving patterns.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPTUAL FRAmEwon

"Assessment" is a term being used across the nation to describe

multimethod techniques for evaluating the outcomes of the educational
process.

Assessment embraces everything from data on attrition and graduation

rates to measurement of student learning and growth, from Accreditation
Reviews to faculty program evaluation, from student satisfaction ratings to
measurement to knowledge and skill acquisition.

1 -4
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Since the mid 1970's, the University at Albany has been among the
nation's leading campuses in the area of self assessment.

Program evaluation

and assessment have been managerially linked to the University's planning,

budgeting, and priority-setting activities ever since the Reports of the
"Select Committee on Academic Program Priorities" (1975) and the "Task Force

on Priorities and Resources" (1976) led to the first formal Statement pf
Miesipn (1977).

Building on this Mission Statement, the President has, in

each year since 1978, issued "Programs and Priorities" which marks the
Culmination of the annual planning process on the campus.
In 1980, the University at Albany used its Reaccreditation by the
Middle States Association as an opportunity to focus on assessment.

The 1980

Self-Study document was a comprehensive attempt to summarize and organize the
evaluation activities of the campus and to establish a framework for our
on-going assessment of educational and administrative programs.

In 1988 the University completed a five year project which established
a new student information and records system (SIRS).
SIRS are shown in Figure 1.

The key components of

Components from Admissions, SIRS, and Alumni

Systems, in particular, provide the campus with on-line databases which the
Office of Institutional Research, among others, is using to provide
information and analysis.

Assessment Activities at Albany are being guided by the Outcomes Model
in Figure 2 which ls a hybrid of widely recognized research and theory in the
field.

The value of a model is that it guides both the formulation of

research questions and measurement design.

The conceptual framework for our

efforts is provided by the literature which views the outcomes of the college
experience as influenced by both pre-college and college factors.

The
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longitudinal impacts of colleges and universities
on their students have been
the focus of much discussion and study (Astin,
1977; Chickering, 1969; Feldman
and Newcomb, 1969; Pascarella, 1985).
Building especially on the theoretical

contributions by Chickering (1969) and Tinto
(1975), Terenzini and Pascarella
and their associates have developed
instruments and models which explain the
relative strengths of pre-college characteristics
and campus experiences on
student learning and growth. In addition,
another branch of the literature
views social status and occupational
achievement as products of both personal
traits and life experiences (Blau
and Duncan, 1967; Sewell and Hauser,
1975).

Several authors have linked the role
of schooling in general and college
education in particular to subsequent
socioeconomic attainment (Bowen, 1977;
Pace, 1979). Smart and Pascarella
(1986) developed a path model which
assesses the contributions of various
pre-college characteristics,
institutional characteristics, and
campus experiences to the socioeconomic
achievements of a 1980 population who
entered college in 1971.
In the Albany model, educational outcomes
(such as intellectual growth,
academic achievement, satisfaction, and
persistence) are products of a variety
of student traits, pre-college characteristics,
and college experiences.

Likewise, Alumni Outcomes (such as advanced degrees,
occupational status, and
career satisfaction) result from a variety of
earlier experiences, some of
which derive from the student's
background, and others of which result from
the influences and outcomes of an education
at Albany.
Some of the theoretical frameworks and longitudinal
models have guided
research which studies populations of students
ACROSS institutions.
HL

ver, campus managers in general, and institutional

research officers in

rticular, often find themselves in the
position of wanting to know more
about the differential impacts of
programs and policies WITHIN a particular
campus.

This is especially true at a complex
university containing a
diversity of student subcultures and academic
enclaves.
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Consistent with literature on academic organizations, we expect that
the influence of-the academic department plays an important role in shaping
student preparedness.

If so, this should be visible in the differential

educational outcomes of students and in the achievements of graduates.

It is

also expected that the influence of the academic major may even outweigh the
influences of some of the campus-wide experiences reported by the students.

In any case, our research is now giving greater attention to various "within
campus" influences on student and alumni outcomes.

Our databases are now

getting large enough to permit even more departmental analysis in the future.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the assessment databases at Albany.

We

have assembled data on a number of different cohorts including freshman and
transfers, seniors and alumni, traditional students and minorities.

In 1978,

Patrick Terenzini began a series of studies which investigated the impact of
an Albany education on its undergraduates.

By tracking several cohorts of

entering freshmen and surveying them each year, Terenzini and the rest of us
at Albany have been able to document the personal and intellectual growth of
our students and to identify the sources of that growth.

The freshman to

senior year surveys were supplemented by surveys of recent graduates.

In

addition, we have undertaken a similar survey followup of entering transfer
.*

students, and have participated in periodic administrations of the ACT Student
Opinion Survey.

Our dissatisfaction with the earlier surveys of recent

graduates led us in 1987 to carry out an intensive followup of alumni in five
fields of study who graduated 5, 10, and 15 years earlier.

With both Kellogg Foundation and University support, the Office of
Institutional Research has since 1980 conducted a series of outcomes studies
resulting in a series of research reports:

FIGURE 3
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EXISTING AND PLANNED STUDENT OUTCOMES DATA sus
AT THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
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Business, Social Welfare.

Chemistry, English, History
Student Satisfaction Survey
Spring 1988
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Research Report No, 1: The Frequency and Nature of Informal Student
contact with Faculty
Research Report No, 2: Changes in Students' Perceptions of the
Importance of Three Major Goals of College

ResearCh Report No, 3: SUNY-Albany Undergraduates:
What Mappens to Them Here? Where Do They Go?

Who Are They?

Research Report No, 4: An Assessment of the Impact of General
Education Requirements on Freshmen
Reseal-0i Report Po, 5: A Study of Graduating Seniors at Albany
Comparing Those Who Entered the University as Freshmen with those
Who Entered as Transfer Students

Research Report No, 6: Assessing the Impact of the Undergraduate
General Education Program

Research Report No. 7: Retention and Graduatm Rates of SUNY-Albany
Under-Graduates
ResearcIkleport No. 8: Albany Graduates from Five Fields of Study:
A 1987 Description and Assessment

In addition, we have authored over 20 conference papers and journal
articles over the years.

A list of these can be obtained from the Office of

Institutional Research at Albany.

During the Panel Session, the presenters summarized the results from
these studies and displayed overhead transparencies which supported the key
findings.

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE FRESHMAN TO SENIOR YEAR COHORT STUDIES

- There are significant freshman to senior year increases in the highest
degree expected by the students.
- During their four years, students reported increases in the importance
of Liberal Education and decreases in the importance of Career Skills
- Large differences are found among Schools & Colleges in student
attitudes toward Liberal Education and Careerism
- Consistent Intellectual and Personal Growth is reported from the
Freshman to the Senior year for each Cohort

r-

c)
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- Intellectual Growth Is Unrelated to Pre-College Traits and Achievement,
but significantly associated with Campus Experiences, especially
Academic Experiences
- Personal Growth Is Unrelated to Pre-College Traits and Achievement,
but significantly associated with Campus Experiences especially
Peer Relations and Activities

- Academic Integration is more influential in the growth of Freshmen and
Sophomoi,. and first-year Transfer Students.
Social Integration is more
influential for Juniors and Seniors.
- Comparing Seniors who enter as Transfer Students with those who enter
as Freshmen, we find that their differences lie mostly outside the
classroom.
The Transfer Seniors report having academic exeriences and
intellectual growth comparable to that of native seniors. Transfers
appear to be less socially connected to their peers and more
vocationally oriented in terms of their educational goals, but in most
other important respects (including academic performance and future
plans), there are no statistically reliable differences between the two
groups, even though they enter Albany possessing markedly different
backgrounds and experiences.

- We found consistent increases in Satisfaction Levels from Freshmen ta
Seniors to Alumni

KEY FINDINGS FROM OUR RECENT SERIES OF ALUMNI STUDIES

- Most Alumni start out living in New York State and only gradually leave
the State with the passage of time.
- There are significant differences in alumni outcomes, such as
subsequent degrees earned and in47ome levels, by major field of study.

- Graduates from most departments report high levels of satisfaction with
the extrinsic and intrinsic rewards of their careers. The most highly
paid are the most extrinsically satisfied, the lowest paid are the most
intrinsically satisfied.
- The overwhelming majority of Alumni in all fields agreed that there are
twelve abilities and skills which are highly important to success in
In most cases the Albany experience enhanced those skills only
life.
moderately.
- The correlation between Albany GPA and five subsequent alumni outcomes
is relatively low in most cases, especially for English majors.
Chemistry alumni showed significant correlations between GPA and three
of the five outcomes.

r
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- When asked to grade their Albany experiences, most Alumni give higher
marks to the quality of instruction and to the quality of student life,
than to academic advisement. These assessments across majors are more
congruent than expected.
- When asked, "If you had it to do all over again,..." most Alumni would
attend Albany again and select the same major and same career.
Recent
Alumni are much more likely to do so, however, than earlier alumni.

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE ATTRITION/RETENTION SiUDIES

- Using both SUNY and National comparisons, Albany has one of the
highest rates of retention and one of the lowest rates of
attrition.
- The attrition/retention statistics for all undergraduates tend to
mask large differences among sub-groups. EOP populations have 10%
to 20% lower retention than Non-EOP populations; and Minorities
have a 10-15% lower retention than Whites. The highest attrition
rate for Whites occurs during the first year, and the highest rate
for Minorities occurs during the second.
Rates for Men and Women
are quite similar.

- Minority and White Students who leave the University exhibit some
characteristics in common, and some which are different.
Successful White and Minority Students both exhibit ambitious life
and career goals. The two groups differ, however, in their
attitudes about classroom learning, about foreign languages and
cultures, and about social concerns.
- Transfer Students also exhibit variable Attrition/Retention
patterns depending upon the Sending Institution. Transfer
Students from some Two-Year Campuses have consistently higher
Retention than those from others.
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Institutional images:
Factors Affecting
the student Enrollment Decision Process

David J. Metal°, Ph.D.
Associate Director,
Enrollment Mhnagement Research
Suf folk University
Boston, Massachusetts

Institutional administrators must be certain that institutional goals
are parsimonious in nature and that they reflect an image concurrent with
the institution's stated mission.

Ftir example, a typical institutional

goal is to enhance their student body by recruiting students with high
academic ability.

However, this goal may.ccnflict with another

institutional goal cl recruiting students who may be less academically

qualified but who are considered consisteft with the institutional
mission (i.e. first generational college students, academically challenged
students, low family income students, and so forth).

Conflicting

institutional goals may result in a nixed image being sent to the
cduoational marketplace and a potential lowering of enrollment yields.

This paper addreqses the issue of institutional images as they effect

the student enrollment demisimprocess. How an institution presents
itself to prospective consumers may affect the way consumers perceive the
institution.

It is my supposition that an institution may articulate

positive inatituticnal goals; however, these same institutional goals may
be self-defeating as they find their way to the educational marketplace in
terms of a mixed institutional image.

This study locks at three salient

institutional images, academic quality, institutional geographic location
and social/cultural activities as they impact upon the student enrol _pent
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decisicn process.

Two indicator variables, academic ability and family
income level, are analyzed as to their effect on the above three

instituticnal images and to their subsequent *pact on an institution's
enrollment yield.

Recent research demonstrates that students' perceptions of academic
quality are often dependent upon their perceptions of price. Bordigan
(1987) finds that there is a positive statistical relaticnship between

prospective students' perceptions of academic quality and price.

This

finding translates into the perception that high price equates, to same
extent, with academic quality. In a similar vein, Lay and Bradley (1981)
find that specific institutions, although ranking high in terms of

academic quality and prestige, lose potential applicants who peraeive the
price of attending these universities as too high. This applicant
enrollomit decision is made despite the fact that these students may be
eligible for large amounts of financial aid. TO further buttress this

latter point, Leslie and Brinkman (1987), in their carcreheisive review of
institutional pricing strategies, find that students are more sensitive to
tuiticn increases than to subsequent increases in financial aid.

An educational "catch-22" situation arises when institutions address
the relaticnship between price and academic quality. Institutions which
pride themselves an providing students with a low cost, quality education
may impede their recruitment procmss by actively recruiting high academic
ability students. These students may not be receptive to an institution
because of its low pricing structure.

Concurrently, by actively

recruiting high academic ability students an instituticn may be impeding
the recruitment of students from low income families with limited academic
abilities. This scenario occurs as financial aid dollars are expended to
recruit and retain higher academically qualified students.

lietbmicazix

This study was conducted at a private commuter school located in a
vibrant urban environment.

This institution enrolls approximately 5,500

students of which 2,900 are undergradUates.

The institution's mission

statement articulates a need to provide high quality edUcational
opportunities to a wide range of students in order that they may realize
greater social, economic and professional goals.

The data for this study result fram a.survey of fredhmen stwimIts who
were admitted to this institution for the Fall, 1987 semegter.
Approximately 60 percent of all accepted applicants completed and returned
this survey.

The survey instrument asked each student to evaluatsthis

institution, an twenty characteristics, with other institutionalx)whidh
they considered attending.

The characteristics evaluated ranged from

'quality of faculty' and 'costs' to 'ability to live at home' and 'campus
attractiveness'.

To facilitate understanding of tpe student responses a factor analysis
was conducted an these characteristics.

Using a varimax method (a mettxxi

which attempts to maximize the varianoe of factor loadings for each
factor) and assuming an orthogonal relationship, three primary factors
emerge from these twenty characteristics.
loadings for emdh characteristic.

Table 1 shows the factor

Three image factors emerge and are

labelled 'Academic Quality image', "Geographic Location image" and
'Social/Cultural image' respectively.

TWo additional data elements, academic ability and family income

level, are used as indicatarvariables in this analysis.

Stucients with

an

SAT score of 900+ or a self-reported GPA of 3.00+ are categorized as 'High
Academic Ability' students.

Students not meeting these criteria are
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Three-Factor Matrix of

Tab.. le

Academic
QUality
lmage*

Characteristics

Geographic
Location
Image*

Social/
Cultural
Image*

Academic Reputation
Variety of COurses
Undergraduate EMphasis
Access to Faculty
Academic Facilities

0.779
0.718
0.661
0.657
0.643
0.637
0.557

0.125
0.191
0.080
0.160
0.240
0.219
0.109

0.129
0.144
0.245
0.214
0.174
0.074
0.392

Ease of Getting Home
Ability to Live at Home
Can Attend With Friends
Part of COuntry
Similar Student Type
Surroundings
Cost of Attendanoe

0.095
0.077
0.121
0.189
0.309
0.248
0.207

0.762
0.753
0.654
0.558
0.512
0.509
0.475

0.031
0.109
0.252
0.293
0.314
0.294
-0.141

Religious Activities
Campus Attractiveness
Extracurricular Oppt.

0.016
0.317
0.263
0.135
0.233
1/206

0.060
0.131
0.201
-0.026
0.282
0.289

0.663
0.625
0.621
0.601
0.581
0.556

Clharacteristic

Quality of Faculty

ONalityma Major

Cii-Canpus Hi
Quality of Social Life
Off-camas /Activities

* Figures represent each dharacteristic initvidual factor loadingon
each factor.
Note:

Sample size m 576 due to pair-wise deletion.

classified as 'Ism Academic Ability'' students.

Similarly, students with a

self-reported family income ot >m30,000 dollars are classified as mill
Family Income' students while those not meeting this criterion are

classified as 'Low Family income' students. A dichotomous variable is
created based on a student's enrollment status (enrolledl
non-enrolledr0).

This study employs a multivariate regression model which

measures the effect of five independent variables (Academic Abdlity,

Family Income, Academic Quality Image, Geographic Location image and
Social/CUltural lmage) on the dependent variable, enrollment status.

The

following propositions are tested to measure the effects of institutional
images an the student enrollment decision process.

6
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Prcpcsitions:

Enrolling Students will have a more positive image of an institution's
academic quality than will non-enrolling students.

EnrollingStudents will have a mare positive image of an institution's
geographic location than will nonrenrolling students.
Enrolling Students will have a more positive image of an institution's
social/cultural activities than will norrenrolling students.
Academic Ability and percepticns of three instituticnal images will
interact so as to affect a student's enrollment status.

Family Income Level and perceptions of three institutional imageswill
interact so as to affect a student's enrollment status.

For the above propositions eadh instituticmal image and indicator
variable is tested for both its individual and interactive effect on a
student's enrollment status.

Table 2 displays the results from a

preliminary t-test analysis of three 4rotitutiona1 images by enrollment
status.

Two student sub-groups are tested (High and Low Academic Ability

students and High and Low Family Income students) for differences based on
their enrollment status.

Table 2 reveals preliminary evidence that two institutional images
nave a significant impact upon the enrollment decision process.

Enrolling

students evaluate this institution more positively than do nonrenrolling
students on images relating to 'Academic Quality' and 'Geographic
Location'.

These findings hold true when controlling for academic ability

and family income level.

Enrolling students, with a self-reported low

family income, evaluate the social/cultural environment more positively
than do their non-enrolling counterparts.

(Note:

the lower the mean

score rating the more positive the institarticnal image).

When focusing strictly an 'Family Income Level' and 'Academic Ability'

these findings show that students with 'Low Academic Ability' evaluate

(1 4)
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Table 2:

D-Test Analysis of Three Institutional Images Mean Score
Ratings by Enrollment Status

Academic
Quality
Variable

111133.

Geographic
Location

M

Social/
CUltural
Mmage

N

,

Controlling For
Family Income
Lai Acad.
Ability

High Acad.
Ability

Enrolled
N-Enrolled

-0.3053***
0.1062

-0.2297**
0.1208

-0.1431
-0.0005

140
86

Enrolled
N-Enrolled

-0.2564***
0.2167

-0.18394*
0.1268

0.0439
0.0754

87
108

83
69

COntrolling Far
Family Income
Low Family
Income

Enrolled
N-Enrolled

-0.2853***
0.1463

-0.2526**
0.1320

-0.1464
-0.1149

High Family
Income

Enrolled
N-Enrolled

-0.2152***
0.1860

-0.1621*
0.1026

-0.0089*
0.1934

109
102

Aldlity

High
Low

0.0056*
-0.1488

-0.0118
-0.0963

-0.0888*
0.0614

226
195

Family
Income

High
Low

-0.0213
-0.0894

-0.0780
-0.3414**

-0.1321*
-0.0888

211

-0.2866**
0.1677

-0.21214*
0.1241

-0.0714
0.0418

227
194

Academic

Enrolled
Status

* p <.05,
Note:

Enrolled
N-Enrolled

** p <.005 and
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*** p <.0001.

Negative numbers represent a positive response.

this institution more favorably in regard to its academic quality than do
students with self-reported 'High Family Income' levels.

Coccurrently,

students with 'Low Family Income' levels evaluate this institution's
geographic location more favorably than do students reporting /High Family
Income' levels.

Oonversely, 'High Family Income' students evaluate this

G' 3
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institution more positively than do their 'Low Family Income'
counterparts.

These findings indicate that an institution's inve can

impact upon the student enrollment decision process.

Furthermore, these

results reveal that institutional images ars interpreted differently by
these two different accepted applicant sub-groups.

Table 3, below, displays the Pearson correlation coefficients among
the six variables involved in this analysis.

This analysis shows very

little relationsbilp among the three instituticnal image items.

Conversely, these three images do correlate significantly with enrollment
status.

'Table 3:

Code

Pearson's Correlation Coefficients, Means, and Standard Deviations
for Three Image Variables, Family Income, Academic Ability and
Enrollment Status+

Variable

Enrolled Status

(E)

(FT)

AA

AQI)

(LI)

11000

Mdianda5td.

0.549*

(0.000)

FT

Family Income

Academic Ability

AQI Academic Quality
image
LI

Location
Image

SCI Social/CUltural
Image

0.005

1.000

(0.916)

(0.000)

0.597*

-0.186

0.113

1.000

(0.001)

(0.013)

(0.000)

0.046

0.101

1.000

(0.001)

(0.380)

(0.039)

(0.000)

-0.221

0.029

0.056

0.010

1.000

(0.583)

(0.255)

(0.837)

(0.000)

-0.296

(0.001)

-0.076
(0.120)

0.150

0.101

(0.004)

(0.039)

0.444

-0.039
(0.430)

-0.077
(0.766)

0.010
(0.833)

-0.057
(0.759)

-0.019
(0.744)

*

reflect proportion° rather than mean scores.

+

the nadber in parentheses reflects the correlation coefficient probability.

Note:

Sample sizes vary due to pairwise deletion of missing cases.
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Table 4 reports the degree of interaction between a student's
enrollment status and five independent variables.

This table shows that

theme five indicerkkintvarfables explain aver 23% of the variance in
enrollment status.

Table 4:

Enrollment Status as a FUnction of Three Institutional Images,
Family Income and Academic Ability Using Plegnissizn Analysis

ibgreseica
Coefficient

Independent Variable

Intercept

AA
FT
AQI
LI
SCI

Academic Ability
Family income Level
Academic Quality image
Geographic Loc. linage
Social/CUltural lmage

Standard
Error

T-teet

0.581

0.051

11.510***

-0.170
-0.018
-0.213
-0.153
0.019

0.082
0.069
0.065
0.066
0.070

-2.080*
-0.270
-3.170**
-2.320*
0.280

0.086
-0.200
-0.057
-0.201
0.043
0.020
-0.209
-0.145
-0.312
0.043

0.104
0.128
0.108
0.154
0.105
0.093
0.103
0.099
0.084
0.079

0.820
-1.560
-0.530
71.300
0.410
0.210
-2.210*
-1.460
-3.730***
0.550

First Order Interactims
(AA * FI)

(AA * AM)
(AA * LI)
(AA * SCI)
(FI * AQI)
(FI * LI)
(FT * SCI)
(P4I * LI)
(AQI * SCI)
(II * SCI)

R-Sguared 2* 0.233

*

**

p<.005
*** p<.0001

The five independent variables directly explain 15% of the variance in
a student's enrollment status. The interaction among these five varizibles
explains an additional 8% of the variance in enrollment :tatus. Three
significant finst-cardereffects are identified.

Students 'Academic

Ability' level and their image of this institution's 'Academic Quality'
interact to effect their enrollment decision.

C

Skailarly,
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interaction effects are seen between the 'Family
Income' and 'Geographic
Iccation' images and images related to 'Allademic
Qpality' and IGemcgraphic
Location'. The most robust indicators
are institutional images relating
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to perceived academic quality and geographic location.

LUEsarzoico

In regard to the series of propositions offered
earlier, this study
finds that two images, 'Academic QNality°
and 'Geographic Location'
directly impact upon the student enrollment

decisionpmees.

As

hypothesize, those students with positive
institutional images are more
likely to enroll than those students with less
positive images. Table 2
shows that the 'Academic Quality Image' does
vary based an one's academic
ability; low academic abilfty students view
thip institution more
positiveay than high academic ability students.
Similarly, one's family
income level significantly influence their images
surrounding an
institution's geographic location and its social/cultural
environment;
students from families with low family income
levels view this
institution's geographic locstionmore positively
than their more affluent
counterparts but less positively an the image regarding the
social/cultural environment.

Table 4 shows that a student's academic
ability has a direct impact on his/her
enrollment &wisdom process. Table
4 affirms the above finiingutich shows that an institution's
social/cultural image is influenced by
a student's family income level.

Given the above findings, it is appropriate
to show hcmrperceptians of
an institution impacts upon the student enrollment
decisicn process.
Table 5 illustrates how family income
and academic ability impacts upon
our yield controlling far the effects of these
three institutional
images. This table clearly
shows that academic ability and family income
level do impact upon one's enrollment decision.
This institution

C) 6
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Table 5:

Ths Effect of Family lnoome and Academic Ability an
Enrollment Status Oantrolling FarThres Institutional Images
Yield Estimates

.61

o Low Family Income Level
o Lao/Academic Ability

.59

o High Fmsily Imams Level
o Lod Acarkomic Ability

-

.44

.42

-

o Low Family Income Level
o High Academic Ability

o High Family Income Level
co High Academic Ability

increases its enrollment yield by aiming its messages at low academic
ability students. This finding is not surprisdngwhen
noting that these
students perceive this institution's academic quality mare positively than
those high academic ability students.

The relatively law enrollment yield

among students with low family income levels but poseessing high
academic
skills is an area that can be tapped for intensive recruitment.
This
study shows that one's family income level influences
one's perception of
an institution's geographic location. Stu:lents with low family income
levels have a more positive image of this institution's
location than do
their more affluent counterparts. When reamitingthese students,
emphasis must be placed an the academic quality of the institution.
Hy
raising the academic quality image, in the eyes of these students,
enrollment yields will increase. Similarly, when reanaitimstudents
with
high family income levels the emphasis should be
on the institution's
geographic location and social/cultural environment than an its academic
quality. These findings support the
argument that an increase in
financial aid to the low family income student with
high academic ability,
may increase the enrollment yield among this group. This institution
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stands little chance of recruiting students who possess high academic
abilities and are from families with high.income levels.

=salmi=
This study shows that this institution, in order to maximize
enrollment yields, should develop two different marketing messages; one
strensing academic quality while another stressing geographic location.
The first message should be aimed primarily at students from families with
The second message should, be aimed primarily at

low family income levels.

more affluent students who are looking for an institution which can help

This study reveals that

them reassert themselves academically.

institutional images are received differently by particular

subpoculations.

Given this, it is imperative that an institution clearly

understand its niche in the educaticoal marketplace and =aft a uessage
which is consistent with its stated mission statement.

Failure to do this

may lead to a mixed message being sent to the educational community and a
subsequent decline in enrollment yields.
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POST BACCALAUREATE PLANS: FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE
GRADUATE SCHOOL SELECTION'
Dawn Geronimo Terkla
Institutional Planning
Tufts University

In his 1986 study, Students in Graduate and Professional Education: What We Know

and Need to Know, Arthur Hauptman concluded that current aggregate data collection

efforts do not provide sufficient insight into "students' decisions to continue their
education beyond the baccalaureate level" (p. 90). The primary objective of this paper

is to describe what one New England University has been doing for the past two

years to gain a better understanding of the factors that influence graduate school
choice. This paper will examine two aspects of graduate school choice: (1) the major
;actors in the applicants selection of a graduate school, and (2) the influences of
specific sources of information on the graduate school selection process.

The data for this study have been gathered over the past two years. The major
source of information was a survey instrument administered to those applicants who

were accepted to the Graduate School of International Affairs.2 The questionnaire3
was designed to gather the following information: (1) the graduate and professional
schools to which the accepted applicant pool applied, (2) the institutions' admissions
decisions, (3) financial aid information, incl-tding whether the individual applied for

aid, was granted aid, and the amount of the award; (4) the institution of matriculation,

rd like to express by appreciation to Peter Secakusuma the project research assistant.
2

Approximately one month after applicants were notified of the admissions decision, questionnaires were mailed
to all applicants who were offered admissions. For the Class admitted for Fall 1987, the response rates for
matriculants and non-matriculants were 63 percent and 45 percent respectively. For the Class admitted for Fall
1988, thc response rates were 58 percent and 49 percent respectively.
3

Copies of the questionnaire are available from the author.
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(5) how influential specific sources of information and attributes of the institution
were in the final.matriculation decision and (6) general demographic characteristics.
Influential Factors

Accepted applicants were asked to list the three factors that most influenced
their decision to attend a specific graduate/professional school. Applicants' responses

were fairly consistent over time (Tables 1 and 2). Factors that were important in the
applicants' matriculation decision included the academic reputation f the institution,

the appropriateness of the academic program, the cur iculum, and the amount of
scholarship awarded. Somewhat higher proportions of the matriculant population

identified academic program and appropriate program as important factors. This may
partially be explained by the fact that the matriculant population tended to apply only
to graduate schools of international affairs whereas the non-matriculant population
applied to a variety of graduate programs including economic, political science, and

law. The amount of scholarship awarded was identified as a important factor more

frequently by non-matriculants. In both years examined, approximately thirty percent
of the non-matriculants cited the amount of scholarship as a factor as compared to ten

percent of the matriculants.

e"1
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TABLE 14
1987

MOST FREQUENTLY LISTED FACTORS
INFLUENCING ENROLLMENT DECISIONS

Matriculants
Rank
1. Academic reputation
1. Appropriate program
3. General reputation
4. Curriculum
5. Location
6. Faculty reputation
6. Crozn-registration
& Placement record
9. Other
10 Better scholarship

Rank
L Academic reputagon
2. Appropriate program
3. Better scholarship
3. Location
5. Other
6. General reputation
7. Better aid
& Curriculum
8. Joint degree option
10. Campus life
10. Crow-registration
10. Placement recolJ

50%
50%
46%
30%
20%
15%
15%
13%
11%

9%

42%
38%
31%
31%
23%
21%
14%
11%
11%
10%
10%
10%

TABLE 25
1988

MOST FREQUENTLY LISTED FACTORS
INFLUENCING ENROLLMENT DECISIONS

Matriculants
Rank
1. Academic reputation
2. Appropriate program
3. Curriculum
4. Other
5. General reputation
6. Faculty reputation
7. Placement record
8. Contact with Faculty
9. Cross-registration
10 Better scholarship

4

5

Non-Matriculan
67%
49%
46%
38%
29%
17%
13%
12%
11%
10%

Rank
L Academic reputation
2. Appropriate program
3. General reputation
4. Better scholarship
5. Location
6. Curriculum
7. Overall cost
8. Placement record
9. Faculty reputation
10. Annual tuition

Percentages given arc the proportion of all respondents citing that factor.
Percentages given are the proportion of all respondents citing that factor.

1.44

40%
38%
34%
30%
25%
21%
16%
13%
11%

10%
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Contacts made with school personnel or admissions activities
were not listed as
the most important factors in the graduate
school selection process. However, these
individuals and activities were identified as important
sources of information.
Sources of Information

Accepted applicants were queried to ascertain the
sources of information of
which they availed themselves when
considering the GSIA. These sources are
highlighted Table 3. Applicants obtained
information about the graduate school
through the course catalog as well as through a variety of
individuals familiar with
the school.

TABLE 36
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Matriculant
Non-Matriculant
1. GSIA catalog
2. College friends

3. GSIA alumni/at
4. Work colleagues

S. Undeltraduate faeult,
6. Other
7. Peterson guide
& Carter placement office
9. Newspaper articles citing GSIA
l& GSIA on-eampus recruiter
11. GSIA current students
12. GSIA faculty
13. Government organization
14. Interview at GSIA

1987

Matrkulant

Non-Matriculant

1987

1988

1988

04%

96%
64%

97%

53%
54%
49%
45%

81%
47%

52%
44%
39%

60%
42%

29%
24%

29%

22%

51%

43%
91%

30%
32%
44%
89%

29%

15%

19%

31%

la%

20%

18%

17%

25%

21%

8%

24%

7%

NA

3%

NA

NA

21%

NA

60%
59%

NA

NA

NA

NA

36%
31%

25%
19%

14%

6

Percentages given are based on the number of
respondents (matriculants and non-matriculants)
who gave some
answer to the item, and represent those who answered
affirmatively that the given category was an information
source.
7

For the Class of 1987, examination of the "other"
category, suggested OSIA faculty, past or present
OSIA
students, interviews at the OSIA, and contact with
professional or governmental organizations were additional
sources of information. As a result these items
were added to the 1988 survey instrument.

J.
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For the class entering in 1987, there appear to be no obvious distinctions

between matriculants and non-matriculants in either the ranking or the percentages of
these sources. The most frequently cited source of information about the GS1A in
eithcr group was its catalog. It appears from an exar.ination of top ranked items that

applicants also obtained information about the GSIA through a variety of means
involving a network of people familiar with the school at various levels. Somewhat
morc nJn-matriculants listed college friends, their career placement office, or a GS1A

recruiter as information sources, though these differences are not large.
For thc class entering in 1988, there appear to be greater differences in the

magnitude of the responses for matriculants and non-matriculants. Irrespective of
these differences, their rank ordering arc quite similar. The most frequently cited

source of information for the matriculants was the GSIA catalog. In contrast, nonmatriculants cited :lost frequently thc category "other". Their responses included a

potpourri of information sources including faculty at other graduate and professional
schools, correspondence with the USIA, various acquaintances, and "hearsay".8 The

second most frequently citcd source of information for non-matriculants was the

GSIA catalog, It appears that, at least at the level ot observation afforded by this
survey, matriculants and non-matriculants are relying on a variety of individuals for
their information.
Best Sources of Information

Accepted applicants were asked to identify their best sources of information

about the USIA (Table 4). The relative importance of each of these information
sources within the matriculant and non-matriculant groups is quite similar. The
It is disconcerting that such a large proportion of non-matriculants arc relying on information sources over which
the institution has virtually no controL This is a potential area of great concern, especially given the proportion of
non matriculants who cited "other" as their best source of information.

;.1
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pattern of responses is fairly consistent horn one
year to the next. During both years
the catalog was consistently identified
by matriculants and non-matriculants as the
best source of information.

TABLE 4
1987

BEST SOURCES OF 1NFORMATION9

Source

1. GSIA catalog

2. Other
3. thutergrsduate faculty
4. GSIA mamma/se

5. GSIA student:
6. Interview it GS1A
7. Work colleagues
8. GS1A faculty
9. College friends
10. Cariu placement office

Matrkulant

Non-Matriculant

1987

Matriculant

1987

Non-Matriculant

1988

1988

41%

40%

SS%

18%

15%

56%
33%
7%

12%

9%

13%

11%

11%

NA

9%
6%

NA

10%

NA

10%

NA

6%

7%

2%

NA

NA

5%

8%
5%
5%

5%

2%

1%

2%
0%

0%

2%

11%

la%

There appears to be a difference in the frequency

3%

in which "GSIA catalog" was

cited as the best source. Non-matriculants,
in both classes, cited with greater
frequency the GSIA's catalog as their
best source of information. From this and the
fact that a large percentage of
non-matriculants indicated that they relied on thirdparty sources for information, one might speculate
a that these applicants did not
have as much actual contact with
the USIA as did those who enrolled.
Perhaps the
non-matriculants, who applied on average to a larger number
of schools, were less
likely to pursue more in-depth
information from any one school and relied more
on
peripheral sources such as catalogs.

Percentages given are based oil the number
of respondents who provided an answer
to this item and exclude
individuals who did not.

(
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ACTIVITIES

Accepted applicants were asked to evaluate a list of activities in which they
might have participated directly. The information garnered from the survey
instrument was very consistent over the two year period (Tables 5 and 6), It appears

that little difference exists between matriculants and non-matriculants with respect to

activities relevant to their final matriculation decisions. Those activities that involved
interaction with individuals closely associated with the school consistently received

nigh marks. Based on average ratings; interaction with faculty, meeting with current
students, and class visits were important activities. It appears that activities that

promote increased familiarity with the institution are critical. Thus, it may prove

advantageous to increase the frequency of such occurrences.

TABLE 510
1987

Activities Relevant to GS1A or Alternate School Acceptance.
Matriculant and Non-matriculant

Activity

Average rating
Matriculant

Faculty meetings
Student mc 'tings
Reception io, students
Interview
Class visit
Mail from admissions
GSIA representative
Phone contact

ID

1.4 (1)

(2)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(6)
23 (7)
27 (8)
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.9
2.1

Non-matriculant
L6 (1)
1.7 (2)

2.4 (7)
1.9 (3)
1.9 (3)

2.3 (6)
2.2 (5)
2.6 (8)

'n 1987, respondents were asked to indicate the importance of each activity
on their decision to matriculate at
the:, institution of choice.. The values for thc matriculant group
represent activities important for acceptance of
GSIA's enrollment offer, while those for the non-matriculants represent
activities important for acceptance of
enrollment at the respondent's chosen institution. Respondents could rate
an activity as Very Important (value of
I), Important (2), Somewhat Important (3), and Not Important (4).
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TABLE 611
1

Activities Relevant to GSIA or Alternate School Acceptance,
Matriculant and Non-matriculant

Activity
Matriculant
Faculty meetings
Class visit
Interview
Reception for students
Student meetings
GSIA representative
Phone contact
Mail from admissions

Average rating

3.27 (1)
3.25 (2)

324 (3)
3.16 (4)
3.04 5)

236 (6)
2.24 (7)
2.16 (8)

Non-matriculant
3.17 (2)
3.18 (1)

2.90 (4)
2.53 (7)
2.82 (6)
2.89 (5)
236 (8)
2.94 (3)

Preferences

In 1988, the survey instrument was modified in order to capture more

accurately accepted applicants' preferences regarding various activities. Specifically,
respondents were asked to evaluate for each of the activities in which they

participated which institution was preferable (Table 7). Matriculants were asked to

compare the GSIA or the institution they would have attended if they had not chosen
the GSIA. Non-matriculants were asked to compare the GSIA and their
institution of
matriculation.
The responses to this question were somewhat surprising and perhaps even
counterintuitive. In five out of the eight items presented, the majority of matriculants
and non-matriculants indicated they did not prefer one institution over the other. I
found this lack of discrimination on the part of applicants to be quite
surprising.

In 1988, respondents were asked the following question: For each of
the activities in which you participated.
indicatr. the importance of each on your decision to attend graduate/professional

activity as Very Important (4), Important (3), Somewhat Important (2), and Not

schooL Respondents could rate an
Important (1).
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Table 7
Preferences

OSIA

L Meeting with school rep.
2. Mail from admissions
3. Telephone contact
4. Interview on campus
5. Meeting with students
6. Visit to Classes
7. Meeting with faculty
S. Iteception for students

Matriculants
No. Pref.

Non-Mstrkutants
No Prcf.
Other

Other

GSIA
9%
29%

73%
43%

33%

60%

63%
40%
50%

31%

7%
6%

50%

10%

11%

50%
47%

0%

15%

33%
52%

cl%

3%
7%

9%
0%

43%
58%

,' Yo

7%

7%

55%

48%
42%
38%

..10%

3%

0%

73%

27%

50%
25%

48%
47%

18%

28%
56%
33%

For example, in the question regarding important activities we learned that
meeting faculty was very important on their decision to attend graduate school.

Given this one might assume that faculty contact at the institution of matriculation
would receive high marks. It is true that the institution of matriculation received

higher marks than the other institution. For example, forty-eight percent of the
matriculants indicated that the GSIA was preferred on this item and thirty-eight

percent of the non-matriculants chose their institution of matriculation. However, the

surprising twist is the fact that forty-five percent of matriculants and fifty percent of
non-matriculants indicated that they did not prefer one institution over the over,

Summary

Examination of the accepted applicant population for the past two years has
provided considerable information regarding the characte;istics to the pool, the
institutions to which the GSIA applicants applied, institutions at which these
applicants were accepted, differences in financial aid awards between the GSIA and it
s competitors, sources of information that were utilized and admissions related
activities in which individuals participated.
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Some of the most valuable information that was this type of research provided

was to give the GSIA a better understanding of the competition at the various stages
of the admissions process. Also, the comparative financial aid data that was collected
has proven to be very useful.
This type of research :s begi-ining to give the GSIA a better understanding of

the factors that go in to the graduate/professional school choice process. It appears
:hat like their undergraduate counterparts that issues of quality are of primary
concern. Alf.), those activities that provide prospective students with a personal touch

contact with faculty and current students, tours of facilities, attending classes
appear to be important influences in the decision making process.
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WHEN IS IT GOING TO STOP?:
A SPECULATION ON TUITION RATES AT ONE PRIVATE UNIVERSITY

John A. Dunn, Jr, Vice-President for Planning
Dawn G. Terkla, Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

Reviewing thirty years of national and institutional data, the authors look for

reasons for the sharp tuition rise from 1980 on, and speculate that self-imposed
enrollment restrictions may have been a major contributor.
DATA AND DISCUSSION
This paper is based on data for Tufts University, in Medford and Somerville,
Massachusetts. Tufts is private selective institution in the "Doctoral-Granting I"
Carnegie Commissiln classification, The University enrolls about 7,400 full-time
students, 4700 of whom are undergraduates; the balance are in a variety of graduate

and professional program& Tuition levels and total resident charges (tuition,
mandatory fees, room, and board) at Tufts are among the highest in the United States.

The speculation outlined in this paper will not be broadly appliczble to
institutions of higher education. However, since tuition larges at Tufts have been
rising at about the same rate as those at many competing institutions, we suggest that
researchers at other colleges and universities examine their own recent trends, Lo see
whether the argument is relevant to their history or to their future plrnning.
From 1960 through 1980, tuition rates and total resident charges at Tufts
University rose only slightly faster than national economic indicators such as the
Gross National Product Deflator (GNP Deflator) and the Consumer Price Index (CPI).

The charges that students and their parents faced grew in real terms, but slowly.
(Table 1 and (3raph 1)

While it is not relevant to this inquiry, it is worth noting that national income
measures such as Median Family Income (MFI) or Disposable Personal Income Per
Capita (DPI) also grew in real terms. In general, their increase paralleled that of the
Tufts tuition charges. In other words, the charges at Tufts, though rising in real terms.
about kept pace with measures of income: college was terribly expensive in 1980 (46%
of MFI), but it took no larger a share of the family budget than it had in 1961 (44%).

I
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Starting about 1980, two changes took place that made "the cost of college" a
national issue. The first was that the prices for an undergraduate education at
selective institutions started to climb much faster than national economic indicators.
In real terms the charges rose much more rapidly than they had before 1980. (Table L
Graph I) This is the trend we focus on in this paper. The second change, however,
was almost as important though it was less visible to the public: the rate of increase
in national measures of income declined, so that families experienced no real growth
in their ability to pay for college. Income measures closely paralleled inflation
measures during the 1980s. The combination of these changes was explosive: the price
of higher education rose much faster than it had in prior decades, and average family
incomes ceased to grow. By 1987-88, Tufts' total resident costs amounted to over 60%
of MFI.
Why have the charges for undergraduate education gone up so rapidly in
recent years? Many of the explanatory factors affected higher education throughout
the country; Tufts was no exception:
Plant upkeep and renewal. For several decades, Tafts, like most institutions, had

been underspending on maintenance of its physical plant. Starting at about the

turn of the decade, we began to expand these plant upkeep and renewal
expenditures significantly.
2.

Faculty salaries have been increased somewhat faster than inflation.

3.

Equipment expenditures grew sharply, especially as the University tried to keep

pace with demands for computlr resources and demands from science and
engineering faculty for state-of-the-art laboratory and teaching equipment.
4.

Library materials costs escalated very sharply.

5.

Federal student aid cutbacks. As Washington reduced funds for student financial

aid. Tufts, like many other institutions, tried its best to replace those funds.
Since other expenditures could not be reduced, this replacement put added strain
on revenues.
6.

Increasing regulation (whose social desirability we do not contest) raised the cost

of construction and renovation and required additional expenditures on legal.
personnel, and ar7counting matters.

These are the factors that affected most comparable institutions; they

arP the

arguments traditionally (and correctly) advanced when college presidents and others
argue the case. There were other causes as well, which may nave affected Tufts
differently from other institutions:
7.

Inadequate growth

in other revenues.

There are only two other significant

discretionary revenue sources besides tuition. (Sponsored research revenues are
only usable for the purpcse for which the grants or contracts are givm.) Private
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gifts for current use did in fact increase somewhat faster than inflation, but
constitute so small a share of total revenue (3%) that they could not contribute
substantially to offsetting rising costs. Endowment income available for

expenditure, at least in the first five years of the decade, grew more slowly than
inflation. At Tufts, this is also a minor source of funds (3%),
increased costs have to be borne by tuition revenues.
8.

most of the

Staff and faculty growth.

At Tufts, the increases about kept pace with other
dimensions of University life, and did not materially affect the student/faculty
ratio.

9.

Financial stabilization. Many institutions, and Tufts was no exception, started the
decade of the 1980s with inadequate financial strength As noted in a previous
NEAIR paper (Dunn, 1986), we consciously built up operating funds and reserves

during the decade. This improved financial leverage contributed to the
operating budget by making it possible to avoid short-term borrowing, by
earning interest, and by lowering interest rates on long-term debt.

We suggest that there is a tenth factor, at least at Tufts, and that this factor
has been of major importance: we stopped growing. From 1961-62 through 1979-80, a
period of 18 years, Tufts' undergraduate population rose 1,897 students, over 100 per
year. Then, at the turn of the decade, persuaded that a further enrollment increase

would heighten our vulnerability to potential demographic declines, and feeling that
the campus was already crowded, we put a tourniquet on our enrollment levels. With
the exception of an unexpectedly high yield rate in 1987, we have stayed level since
then. (Table 2 and Graph 2)
It may not be immediately clear why halting an enrollment growth should
cause tuitions to rise.

In describing his "revenue theory of cost", Howard Bowen (1981) observed that
colleges and universities use all the funds they can obtain. There is no fixed level at
which there is "enough" revenue. There are always pressing and persuasive needs for

additional faculty, better laboratory Lt./ aipment, expanded library collections, increased
student aid, renovated or expanded facilities. We would state the point more
aggressively: institutions of higher education have a steady and insatiabie appetite for
resources. There are always more worthy projects than funds to support them, and
there are articulate advocates for each. It may be that this drive for growth is typical
of all organizations, in the sense that C. Northcote Parkinson observed (1957).
However, it seems more pressingly true of higher education.

Tuition and fee revenues remain the principal flexible sources of income.
During the 1960s and 1970s, we had met our tuition revenue growth needs through a
combination of enrollment increases and tuition riscs. Halting enrollment growth
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shut off one source. The appetite for incremental money then could be satisfied only
through a much more rapid rise in tuition rates. (Table 2 and Craph 3)
The importance of this tenth factor is easy to quantify. At the tuition rates
prevalent during the 1980s. each year in which we declined to increase enrollment by
the historical 100 students, we sacrificed from $600,000 to $1,200,000 of revenue. That
revenue continued and multiplied so long as the students stayed in the system. This
amount far outweighed the annual costs of any of the incremental expense factors
identified above.

It can properly be argued that adding students increases both immediate short-

term costs and long-term costs. The marginal cost of adding one student is
vanishingly small. Adding ten or twenty may mean an additional teaching section
here or there. The long-trrrn costs of adding several hundreds of students, however
slowly, can be substantial: added classroom buildings and laboratories, expanded
libraries, incremental faculty. We are not arguing in favor of expediency, but we do
recognize the reality that in year-to-year budget planning it is often less painful to
increase enrollment slightly ("just for this year") than to refuse planned program,
faculty, or facility improvements.
In the sections above, we laid out the positive arguments that underlie the case
for tuition increases
the improvements in program, faculty salaries, facility upkeep,
and the like. Increases in price would not have been possible, however, if there had
been countervailing pressures in the market.
Tufts could not have raised its rates as fast as it did during the 1980s if other
institutions had not been increasing at about the same rate. We did not significantly
change our market position in terms of relative price, though we did increase our
selectivity. What Tufts and other institutions found is that there was a segment of the
population that could continue to meet the increasing prices, and that was persuaded

that those higher fees gave the institutions the resources they needed to provide
superior educational experiences.

Further, we believe that the generally optimistic economic outlook of the 1980s
also contributed. The econcmy was improving, inflation came under control, the stock
market soared, the United States regained its sense of importance on the world's stage,
and there was even some progress towards arms control. Families are much more
willing to take on the costs of a Tufts education if, when the prospective student is a

high school junior or senior, they feel fairly confident about the family financial
future over the next five or six years.
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The implications of this speculation for the future are rather intriguing. The
rapid-tuition-rise strategy is unlikely to be viable for much more than another couple
of years. At that point, if the institution's appetite for money is to be satisfied, we
need to start growing again. If Tufts is at all typical, other schools will start to do the
same. That strategy will run into the reality that it isn't until the middle 1990s that the

potential enrollment pool goes up materially, and that those new high school
graduates will be very different from those we are used to serving.
Back to the question in the title: when is it going to stop? We have two
comments and a prophecy. First, tuition rate escalation is not going to stop. The
economic and the political realities of the industry are such that its costs will continue

to increase at or above the overall national rate of inflation. That has been true for
decades, and will continue. Second, the rate at which tuition rates escalate relative to
inflation will be determined by the absence or presence of outside market constraints.
The rates will moderate only if outside pressures such as declining student populations
or imposed tuition ceilings force institutions to cut back expenditures. The prophecy
is that Tufts (and perhaps other institutions in similar situations) will begin again to
expand enrollment if their ability to raise tuitions is significantly constrained.

We challenge others in NEAIR to reexamine and rethink what the real
motivations behind their institutional behavior have been, so that they can better
understand the past as they plan for the future.
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Graph 1:

Tufts Charges and Economic Indicators:
Index Values, 1961-62 to 1987-88
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Graph 3:

Tuition Revenue Increase Contributions:

Enrollment Growth vs. Tuition Rise
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Table 1:

TUFTS UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE CHARGES vs. NATIONAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS

RASE DATA

Tufts University

INDEX NUMBERS

National Stats.

Total

Calendar Academic
Year

Year

Undergrad.Resident
Tuition

(S)

Tufts University

Consumer
GNP

Charges Deflator

Price
Index

(S)

National Stats.

Total

Undergrad.Resident
Tuition

Consumer
GNP

Charges Deflator

(S)

Price
Index

CS)

1962

1961-62

1,300

2,225

31.3

90.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1963

1962-63

1,500

2,450

30.9

91.7

115.4

110.1

98.6

101.2

1964

1963-64

1,500

2,450

30.4

92.9

115.4

110.1

97.0

102.5

1965

1964-65

1,700

2,650

35.9

94.5

130.8

119.1

114.7

104.3

1966

1965-66

1,700

2,775

37.0

97.2

130.8

124.7

118.2

107.3

1967

1966-67

1,900

2,973

38.1

100.0

146.2

133.7

121.7

110.4

1968

1967-68

1,900

3,200

39.8

104.2

146.2

143.8

127.1

115.0

1969

1968-69

2,300

3,400

41.9

109.8

176.9

152.8

133.8

121.2

1970

1969-70

2,475

3,718

44.1

116.3

190.4

167.1

140.8

128.4

1971

1970-71

2,700

3,993

46.3

121.3

207.7

179.5

147.9

133.9

1972

1971-72

2,850

4,305

48.2

125.3

219.2

193.5

153.9

138.3

1973

1972-73

3,050

4,550

51.0

133.1

234.6

204.5

162.9

146.9

1974

1973-74

3,200

4,815

55.5

147.7

246.2

216.4

177.3

163.0

1975

1974-75

3,300

5,140

60.7

161.2

253.8

231.0

193.9

177.9

1976

1975-76

3,600

5,635

63.8

170.5

276.9

253.3

203.8

188.2

1977

1976-77

3,800

5,995

67.6

181.5

292.3

269.4

215.9

200.3

1978

1977-78

4,150

6,498

72.5

195.4

319.2

292.0

231.5

215.7

1979

1978-79

4,500

7,084

78.8

217.4

146.2

318.4

251.7

240.0

1980

1979-80

5,050

7,770

86.0

246.8

188.5

349.2

274.7

272.4

1981

1980-81

5,850

8,934

94.3

272.4

450.0

401.5

301.2

300.7

1982

1981-82

6,725

10,268

100.0

289.1

517.3

461.5

319.4

319.1

1983

1982-83

7,650

11,716

103.8

298.4

5R8.5

526.6

331.5

329.4

1984

1983-84

8,534

12,791

107.9

311.1

t.)6.5

574.9

344.6

343.4

1985

1984-85

9,280

13,836

111.5

322.2

713.8

621.8

356.1

355.6

1986

1985-86

10,100

14,937

115.0

330.2

776.9

671.3

367.3

164.5

1987

1986-87

10,900

15,958

340.4

838.5

717.2

375.7

1988

1987-88

12,092

17,032

354.4

930.2

765.5

391.1

Notes:

Source:

Tufts data are for academic years, National data for calendar years
Tufts data from Tufts University; National data from Dept. of Labor.
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Table 2:

CONTRIBUTIONS TO TUFTS UNDERGRADUATE TUITION REVENUE INCREASES, 1961-62 THROUGH 1987-88

YEAR-TO-YEAR ORANGES

THREE-YEAR MOVING AVE.

Tuition

Result.

Tuition

Academic

Under-

Tuition

Tuition

Revenue Enrol Tuition

Year

grads.

Rate

Revenue

(S)

(V000)

FT

Incr.

From

Incr.

From

Incr.

(S1000)($1000)($1000)

From

From

Revenue Enrol Tuition
Incr.

Incr.

Incr.

2352

1,300

3,058

1962-63

2453

1,500

3,680

622

131

1963-64

2544

1,500

3,816

137

1964-65

2494

1,700

4,240

424

1965-66

2737

1,700

4,653

413

413

1966-67

2824

1,900

5,366

713

148

1967-68

2836

1,90L

5,388

23

23

1968-69

2983

2,300

6,861

1473

279

1969-70

3037

2,475

7,517

656

124

531

1970-71

3263

2,700

8,810

1294

559

734

878

1971-72

3332

2,850

9,496

686

186

500

1972-73

3404

3,050

10,382

886

205

681

1973-74

3743

3,200

11,978

1595

1034

1974-75

3687

3,300

12,167

190

-179

1975-76

3803

3,600

13,691

1524

383

1976-77

3937

3,800

14,961

1270

482

1977-78

4198

4,150

17,422

2461

992

1978-79

4346

4,500

19,557

2135

614

1979-80

4249

5,050

21,457

1900

1980-81

4193

5,850

24,529

3072

1981-82

4169

6,725

28,037

1982-83

4277

7,650

32,719

1983-84

4215

8,534

35,971

1984-85

4396

9,280

40,795

1985-86

4178

10,100

42,198

1986-87

4222

10,900

46,020

1987-88

4587

12092

55,466

9446

From

Incr.

Incr.

65%

330

16%

84%

166

49%

51%

162

355

31%

69%

195

188

51%

49%

736

150

586

20%

80%

717

142

573

20%

80%

1141

321

820

28%

72%

290

588

33%

67%

955

317

638

33%

67%

1056

475

581

45%

55%

561

890

353

537

40%

60%

369

1103

413

690

37%

63%

1141

994

229

766

23%

77%

787

1752

619

1133

35%

65%

1469

1955

696

1259

36%

64%

1521

2166

390

1776

18%

82%

-437

2337

2369

-35

2404

-1%

101v

-283

3354

2827

-287

3113

-10%

3507

-140

3648

3754

101

3653

3%

97%

4683

726

3956

3814

37

3777

1%

99%

3252

-474

3726

4253

599

3654

14%

86%

4824

1545

3279

3160

-318

3477

-10%

110%

1403

-2023

3426

3350

-11

3361

-0%

100%

3822

444

3378

4890

800

4090

16%

84%

3979

5468

6634

2211

4423

33%

67%

245

394

64

324

158

o

517

565

383

0

1193

379

137

o

-75

499

Notes:

"Resulting tuition revenue" is full-time students times tuition rate.
"From enrollment increase" in year 2 is enrollment increase in year 2 over year 1,
times tuition in year 1.

"From tui 'on increase" in year 2 is tuition increase in year 2 over year 1,

Tufts Fact Books

From

Enrol Tuition

35%

134

491

I

Source:

Pct.

($1000)(51000)($1000)

1961-62

times enrollment in year 2.

Pct.

11::
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THE INTERACTIVE EFFECT OF CONCERN ABOUIY- PRICE
ON COLLEGE CHOICE
Yuko M. Mulugetta, Ph.D.
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Susan H. Murphy
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid
Cornell University
BACKGROUND

Theory and research on a student's college choice behavior
indicate that it is still inconclusive how the pricing of
postsecondary education and financial aid policies affect the
student's application and enrollment decision (Young and Reyes,
1987).

Econometricians have applied demand theory in economics to
inverse
an
hypothesizing
research,
education
higher
demand for
attendance and
relationship between cost of
educational services (Becker, 1965; Schultz, 1982). Leslie and
Brinkman (1987)
analytic

reviewed 25

They

method.

using a meta-

empirical studies,

found

that

higher

prices

reduced

year-old age group, every $100
increase in tuition led to a drop in the enrollment rate of
Their study also
about three-quarters of a percentage point.
students historically have been more
that
out
pointed
responsive to tuition prices than to (offsetting) student aid.
this cost-benefit approach does not entirely
However,

enrollments;

in

the

18-24

explain why various subpopulations such as different ethnic
groups still differ in postsecondary education application and
enrollment rates, despite minimizing differences of educational
Such
1985).
et al.,
cost through financial aid (Gardner,
attributed to noneconomic social or
cultural factors. The classical work conducted by Spies (1973,
1978) indicated that price had little effect upon the decisions

differences

of

2,545

could

be

high-ability

students

to

apply

to

SS

high-priced,
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institutions.

selective

such as the academic

educational considerations

Rather,

reputation

of

institution

the

and the

of
the
prospective applicant were the primary
ability
determinants of college choice.
A series of studies recently
conducted by the Consortium On Financing Higher Education

has

(COFHE)

also

tested-ability,

substantiated

parental

the

education,

previous
and

finding

family

positively associated with a high incidence

that

income

are

of applications to

highly selective, elite colleges (Litten, 1987).
In sum,

demand theory

education significantly
enrollment

decision.

supports the

affects the

notion that price of

student's application and

contrast, socioeconomic approaches
emphasize the significant influence of sociological as well as
economic factors on a student's college choice.
Recently,
In

however, greater attention has been paid

to a

third approach,

that is, the consumer approach of educational marketing (Kotler
and Fox, 1985).
From the consumer behavior perspective, the
enrollment decision-making process is seen as a hierarchy of
increasingly mot.: specific decisions.
Kotler and Fox (1985)
identified
student

five

develop::

decision
an

stages.

initial

In

interest

the first stage, the
in

college

("need

arousal").

In the second stage, "information gathering" takes
place and the student collects infoti:tation about postsecondary
alternatives, depending

upon the

level of his/her information
need.
The third stage is "decision evaluation",
in which the
student evaluates benefits and costs of alternatives and
narrows the choice.
This stage is followed by "decision
execution," when the student makes a final enrollment decision.
The

last

stage

of

the

decin-making

process

is

the

"postdecision assessment" which occurs after his/her enrollment
decision.
The approach addresses intriguing research questions
such as
how perceptions
of the costs
and benefits of
alternative choices are developed by the information available
to the

student and how these perceptions are factored into the

final enrollment decision (Kotler and Fox, 1985).
The present study adopts the consumer
approach

S

and
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investigates how perception of cost of education interacts with
monetary and nonmonetary variables to explain the enrollment
It

decision.

assumed here that monetary and nonmonetary

is

a student's

factors weigh differently in

enrollment decision,

how the student perceives the cost of attending
possible to argue that
It
is
the educational institution.
nonmonetary factors such as a student's academic ability or
parental expectations may weigh more heavily as the level of

depending upon

price of

concern about

As the level of

education decreases.

concern increases, monetary factors such as amount of financial
home and college may become

traveling between

cost of

aid or

more influential.
At least

one

study

Surveying

hypothesis.

interaction

school seniors and parents
Brodigan

others

and

attempted

has

(1980)

large

found

number of high

metropolitan areas,

major

six

in

a

such an

examine

to

that as the concern about

price decreases, the impact of SAT scores on the probability of
preferring and actually applying to expensive, highly selective
based on
However,
the conclusion was
colleges increased.
limited, descriptive statistics.

CONCEPTUALIZATION: price vs. Concern about price

and "concern about
education is

price"

a fixed

evaluation
for

by the institution, while
personal judgment

education involves

process
example,

is

very

that

personal.
$10,000

affordable, while Ms. B might judge
can afford,

"Price" of

clear.

on one's financial capability to pay that price.

or evaluation
interpret,

very

not

is

price charged

"concern about price" of
This

the distinction between "price"

previous studies,

In the

it to

annual

Mr.

A

might

tuition

be beyond

is

what she

they have the same assets and income.

even though

Most probably, they will behave quite differently, according to
their

own

evaluation

of

"price."

It is well-documented in

information processing literature that people undertake actions
based on

perception and evaluation of information available to

them (McGuire, 1978; Bettman, 1979).

"Concern about price of
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education" is a key concept in
"concern

about

price

the present

study.

We define

of

education" as anxiety created by
personal evaluation of one's own financial ability to pay a
given price charged by an educational institution.

MEASURES AND HYPOTHESES
Except

for

foreign

students,

all

freshmen (N=4399)
accepted to the Endowed Colleges of Cornell University for the
fall of 1987 were ex,-Imined in the present study.
In a previous survey (Brodigan, et al. 1980), the concept

of "concern about price" was

measured by asking students to
evaluate how concerned they were about the price charged by the
institution to which they intended to apply.
"Low," "medium,"
and "high" choice categories were presented to the respondents.
In the present study,

concern about price was measured in
an unconventional,
unobtrusive manner.
That
is,
their
financial aid application status was used to measure the degree
of their concern about price.
1916 students who did not apply
for financial
aid were
labeled as "Non-Applicants
(for
financial aid)" and were considered tc have had a low level of
concern about price charged by Ccrnell.
643 students were
named "No-Need."
They applied, tut were judged
to be
unqualified to receive financial aid by the institution because
their parental contributions met the cost of attendance. These
students were highly concerned about price even though they

were objectively judged to
that

of

Non-Applicants.
financial aid recipients.
level of concern about

have financial
The

remainin

These

1840

price

than

strength similar to
1840 students were

students

had

a higher
did the Non-Applicants.

Although we might argue that the function of financial aid is
to reduce the level of price concern, we cannot assess from our
data whether the aid recipients actually had a lower level of
price concern than did the no-need students.
College
enrollment
behavior
was
measured
by the

dichotomous variable which assigned 1 to the students who were
admitted by and actually enrolled in Cornell University and 0
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to the students who were

accepted,

not matriculate.

did

but

The following hypotheses were then formulated.
As Brodigan and others observed, the concern about price
ability on

may lessen the influence of academic
enrollment decision.

the impact of academic

other words,

In

be greater

decision will

ability on the enrollment

the student's
among the

students with little price concern than among the students with
Therefore,

high concern.

Hypo I: The impact of academic ability on the student's
enrollment decision will be significantly greater in the
"Non-Appljrant" group than in other groups.
previous

A

study

(Hoenack

Weiler, 1974) converted

and

university into

distance between home and

value and

a dollar

the cost associ-ated with traveling between home and

found that

university can be used
attending a

as

university.

valid

a

of

cost of

the

words, students who live a

In other

considerable distance away muSt

measure

to attend

pay more

a college

than students who live close to the college.

The distance between home and university, then, may have a
significant

impact

students with
have

on

enrollment

the

great concern

minimal impact among

decision

among

the

about college price, while it may
those with
little price concern.

Based on this argument,

Hypo II: The impact of distance between home and
university on the student's enrollment decision will be
significantly smaller in the "Non-Applicant" group than
in other groups.
ANALYSIS DESIGN
The

following

student

population

subcategories:

"Non-Applicants" based

was

"Aid

on their

first

divided

Recipients,"
financial aid

into

"No-Need," and
status.

logit regression analysis was applied to each subgroup
our hypotheses.

Our

dependent variable

coding 1 for matriculants and
independent variables

0

for

the

Then,

to test

is a dummy variable,

non-matriculants.

Five

used in the regression equation were: 1)

SAT math scores; 2) SAT verbal scores; 3) a dichotomous measure

of gender (1 for male, and 0 for female); 4) a dichotomous
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measure

of

ethnicity

(1

for

Blacks,

Hispanics, as well as
American Indians, and 0 for others); and 5) a rank-ordered
measure of distance between home region and Cornell University.
Of
particular interest is how these independent variables
differently influence the dependent measure for each of the
three different groups.

Logit regression is superior to ordinary regression in the
analysis of dichotomous
(or discrete)
dependent variables.
This is because, as a consequence of the discrete nature of a
dependent variable(s), the distribution of the random component
of

the

regression

equation cannot be independent of the
"independent" variables, thus making the full set of ordinary
regression
(Gauss-Markov) assumptions untenable.
In logit
regression, for each dependent variable, the logistic function
is created by taking the logarithms of the ratios of two
probabilities.

That is,

the denominator of the ratio is the
marginal probability corresponding to the last observed level
of the
variable, and
the numerators
are the marginal
probabilities corresponding to each of the other levels.
Then
the maximum likelihood method is used to estimate regression
coefficients, which maximize the probability of having obtained
the observed value of the dependent variable (Aldrich and
Nelson, 1984).

RESULTS
Before

reporting the logit regression results, it is
useful to summarize the descriptive analysis results below.
1)
Table 1 indicates that the No-Need group had a 37.0% yield
rate, which was significantly smaller than the Non-Applicant
group (44.7%)

and the

Aid Recipient Group (42.8%). There was
no
statistically significant difference
between the NonApplicant and the Aid Recipient group. The concern about the
price of an education might have had
depressing effect on the

student's enrollment

decision and thus the No-Need Group with
strong price concern had the lowest yield rate.
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Table 1

Yield Rates in Endcwed Sector
by Financial Aid Status

Non-Applicants
No-Needs
Aid Recipients
Total

Accepted

Entered

1,916
643
1,840
4,399

857
238
788
1,883

Not Enter
1,059
405

1,052
2,516

Yield
44.7%
37.0%
42.8%
42.3%

* Foreign students were excluded from the analysis.
2)
Table 2 (a),
(b)
and (c)
represent means and standard
deviations of the independent variables for the Non-Applicants,
No-Need and Aid Recipient

groups respectively.
In all three
groups, we observed that the non-matriculants had significantly
higher SAT verbal and math scores than the matriculants.
Students with higher academic abilities tend to enroll in other
rival Ivy League schools.
The results seem to reflect this
trend, although

from our

data we cannot specify which college
the non-matriculants decided to enter.
3)
The mean distance, measured by a rank order of the distance
between home region and Cornell University, was significantly
smaller for the matriculants than for the non-matriculants in
the No-Need Group as well as in the Financial Aid Group. A
significant difference of the mean distance, however, was not
observed in the Non-Applicant Group.
Distance may have
affected the

enrollment decision morc; creatly among those with
strong price concern than those with little concern.
4)
As far as the dichotomous variables
measuring minority
status and gender are concerned, mean values of
.5 would be
obtained if there were an equal number of minority
and
majority, or male and female students.
In the Non-Applicant
group, the ratio (.01) of the matriculants from the minority
groups was significantly smaller than the ratio (.04) of the
non-matriculants from the
significant difference in

same

ethnic

origins.

Such

a

ethnicity between non-matriculants
and matriculants was not observed in either the No-Need or in

4
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Table 2 (a)

Distance
SATverbal
SATmath
Gender
Minority

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables
Non-Applicant Group
(N=1916)
T-test
Group
Matriculants Non-Matric. Matric vs.
(N=1916)
(N=857)
(N=1059)
Non-Matric
2.88 (1.90)
2.82 (1.88)
2.92 (1.92)
n.s.
621.9 (83.7)
605.8 (79.8) 635.1 (84.6) p <.0001
697.3 (72.8)
688.0 (71.7) 704.8 (72.9) p <.0001
.61 (.49)
.02 (.15)

.61 (.49)
.01 (.09)

.60 (.49)
.04 (.19)

n.s.

p <.0001

Table 2 (b)

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables
No-Need Group
(N=643)
Group
Distance
SATverbal
SATmath
Gender
Minority

(N=643)
3.1 (2.0)
637.0 (76.6)
707.1 (69.0)
.64 (.48)
.03 (.18)

T-test
Matric vs.
(N=238)
(N=405)
Non-Matric
2.80 (1.79)
3.27 (2.10)
p <.01
623.0 (72.5) 645.2 (77.9) p <.001
699.7 (60.4) 711.5 (73.3) p <.05

MatricuJants Non-Matric.

.65 (.48)
.03 (.18)

.63 (.48)
.03 (.18)

n.s.
n.s.

Table 2 (c)

Means and Standard Deviations of
Variables
Aid Recipient Group
(N=1840)
Griup
Distarce
SATverbal
SATmath
Gender
Minority

(N=1840)
2.8 (2.0)
611.3 (86.7)
682,9 (81.4)
.62 (.48)
.10 (.31)

T-test
Matric vs.
(N=788)
(N=1052)
Non-Matric
2.63 (1.88)
2.92 (2.00) p <.001
594.4 (89.5) 623.9 (82.4) p <.0001
675.6 (86.6) 688.4 (76.9) p <.001
.66 (.47)
.60 (.49)
p <.005

Matriculants Non-Matric.

.09 (.29)

.11 (.32)

n.s.

Notes:
1: Entries are means and (
entries are standard deviations.
2: Distance is a rank order of
(New York-I, New England-2, distance between home region
Mid Atlantic-3, South East-4,
Mid West-5, South West-6,
Far West-7) and Cornell U.
3: SATverbal is an SAT verbal score.
4: SATmath is an SAT math score.
5: Gender is a dichotomous
)

with value 1 assigned to
male students and value 0measure
to female students.
6: Minority is a dichotomous
measure with value I assigned to
under-represented mincrities (Blacks,
Hispanics and Native
Americans) and value 0 to others
(Asians and Whites).
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Table 3

(a)

Correlations among variables
Non-Applicant Group
(N=1916)
Matric Distance SATverb
Matric
Distance
SATverb
SATmath
Gender
Minority

1.00

-.03
1.00

-.17 **
-.08 **
1.00

SATmath

Gender

-.11 **

.01
.05

.01
.43 **

-.01

1.00

.20 **

1.00

** p <.001

Minority
-.09 **
-.04
-.11 **
-.21 **
-.03
1.00

Table 3 (b)

Correlations among variables
No-Need Group
(N=643)

Matric Distance SATverb
Matric
Distance
SATverb
SATmath
Gender
Minority

1.00

-.11 *
1.00

-.14 **
-.14 **
1.00

SATmath
-.08
-.13 **
.53 **

1.00

Gender

Minority

.02

.01

-.04
.08
.28 **

1.00

** p <.001
*
p <.01

Table

3

-.06
-.13 **
-.17 **
-.01
1.00

(c)

Correlations among variables
Aid Recipient Group
(N=1840)

Matric Distance SATverb
Matric
Distance
SATverb
SATmath
Gender
Minority

1.00

-.07
1.00

*

-.17 **
-.03
1.00

SATmath

Gender

-.08 **
-.03

.06
.04

.51 **

-.01

3.00

.25

1.00

** p <.001
*
p <.01

Minority
*

**

-.03
-.05
-.21 **
-.35 **
-.06 *
1.00
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the Aid Group.
5)

The Endowed

Colleges of

Cornell University, particularly
the Engineering School, traditionally hold the larger male
student population.
The ratio (.66) of male matriculants was
significantly greater than the ratio (.60) of male nonmatriculants in the Aid Recipient Group.
6)
Although Table 2 (a), (b) and (c) have provided useful
univariate information, the results must be interpreted with
caution,
since the independent variables are significantly
correlated with each other as presented in Table 3 (a), (b) and
(e).
We must then apply multivariate analysis to see how much
each variable weighs on
to Cornell.

the student's

decision to matriculate

LOGIT REGRESSION ANALYSES
Table
analysis

4

from

statistic test
verbal scores,

(a)

represents

the results of logit regression
the Non-Applicant
group.
The Chi-square
on each coefficient estimate revealed that SAT

math
scores,
and
minority status
significantly affected the student's enrollment decision at the
.0001
level.
Distance and gender appeared to be minor
contributing factors.
The results from the No-Need group presented in Table (b)
are somewhat different from those in Table 4 (a). Distance
SAT

most significantly affected the student's decision to enroll in
Cornell (X =11.99). The student's academic ability measured by
SAT verbal scores was statistically significant with the Chisquare value of

10.93,

while SAT math scores, gender, and
minority status made rather insignificant impacts. The results
from the Aid Recipients grov,p in Table 4 (c) are interesting.
SAT verbal
score most
significantly contributed to the
student's enrollment decision (X
=38.76), with distance,
minority
status,
and
gender
also
making
significant
contributions.
SAT math scores,
on the other hand, again
turned out to be in'ignificant in explaining the financial aid
recipient's enrollment choice.
By comparing Table 4 (a),

(b) and (c), it can be stated

I 3
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Table 4 (a)

Analysis of Logit Regression
Non-Applicant Group (N=1916)

Distance
SATverb
SATmath
Gender
Minority

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

-0.0482
-0.0044
-0.0033
0.1405
-2.2326

0.0250
0.0006
0.0008
0.1011
0.4323

Likelihood Ratio

ChiSquare
3.7

Significance
Level
n.s.

43.26
14.83
1.93
26.67

p<.0001
p<.0001

2038.5

p<.0001

n.s.

p<.0001

Table 4 (b)

Analysis of Logit Regression
No-Need Group
(N=643)

Distance
SATverb
SATmath
Gender
Minority

Parameter
Estimate

Standatd
Error

-0.1537
-0.0042
-0.0016
0.1780
-0.4075

0.0444
0.0013
0.0016
0.1852

Chi-

Square
11.99
10.13
0.94
0.92
0.71

0.482,;

Likelihood Ratio

761.44

Table 4

Significance
Level
p<.001
p<.005
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

p<.0001

c)

Analysis of Logit g.egression
Aid Recipient Grou,) (N=1840)

Distance
SATverb
SATmath
Gender
Minority
Likelihood Ratio

Parameter
Estimate

StandaLd
Error

-0.0939
-0.0042
-0.0015
0.3338
-0.0612

0.0252
0.0006
0.0008
0.175

ChiSquare

Significance
Level

13.89
38.76
3.53
9.93
12.1

p<.005
p<.0005

2065.3

p<.0001

p<.0005
p<.0001
n.s.
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that as the level of concern about price
of

distance

between

hypothesized.

concern

may

In

home

other

enhance

and

words,

increases, the impact

university
the

also increases as
higher
level of price

the

effect of distance between home and
University in choosing a college.
Another interesting findina
here is the influence of academic performance on the student's
enrollment decision.
SAT verbal score is an important factor
in

the

student's

whereas SAT math
enrollment

enrollment decision for all the groups,
score substantially affected the student's

behavior

only for the Non-Applicant group.
The
results thus partially support the hypothesis that a higher
level of price concern may reduce the effect of academic

performance on the enrollment decision.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The study focused

on

which

factors

would significantly
influence the student'e enrollment choice of a college and how
the level of concern a'oout price of education would interact
with those factors.
The data of freshmen accepted to the
endowed sector of Cornell University indicated that:
1)
The "No-Need" group, who applied for financial aid, but
failed to receive aid, had a significantly smaller yield rate
(37.0%) than the Non-Applicants for aid (44.7%) and the Aid
Recipient group (42.8%).
2)

In

all

three

groups,

the

student's academic ability,
measured by SAT verbal score, was found to be a significant
factor affecting his/her college choice decision.
SAT math
score,
however,
significantly accounted for the student's
enrollment decision only for the Non-Applicant group, not for
the No-Need nor for the Aid Recipient group.
The finding
partially supported our expectation that the impact of te
nonmonetary factor such as student's academic ability on the
decision would
decrease,
the
level of price concern
increases.
e.,.s

For the No-Need and the Aid Recipient groups, distance
between home and University was a significant factor in the
3)
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student's enrollment decision, but

not

the Non-Applicant

for

This supported our hypothesis that the higher level of

group.

price concern may enhance the effects of cost-related, monetary
as cost

factors such

of traveling between home and University

on the college choice decision.
implications

The

formation
students

of

evident.

are

from

the

implemented so

present

the

continuing

First,

that these

strata

income

lower

for

polcy

efforts

to e-d

findings

students can

should

be

fully

make their enrollment

decisions based on nonmonetary considerations, such as academic
ability and interest, rather than monetary factors. More
importantly, some form of
need-based loan,

upper-middle

financial

aid,

for

example

a non

must be established to help students from the

income

These

strata.

are

students

who

are

strongly concerned about educational cost, but not qualified to
receive need-based aid.

As

enminating

cost

addressed,

present

the

has clearly

study

anxiety would enable students to

make the decisions on the basis of academic factors.

The present study measured the level of concern about price
in

an

status.

unobtrusive

This may

way,

be a

using

the

student's

financial aid

threat to validity since the level of

price concern was determined indirectly by the researchers, not
by the
respondents. In the future study, this concept can be
measured by a questionnaire so that

our interaction hypotheses

can be tested in a different manner.
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TRENDS IN STUDENT AID: 1980 to 19881

Gwendolyn L. Lewis
The Cullege Board
1717 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Financial aid to students in postsecondary
education from federal,
state, and institutional
year 1987-88.
funds.

sources amounted to $24.5 billion in academic

Federally supported programs generated 75 percent
of these

Institutions awarded 19 percent of all aid, and
states accounted

for 6 percent.

The largest single source of aid, amounting to
$11.3 billion (46 percent), was the Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) program,2

which includes the regular GSL loan
program, Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), and Supplemental
Loans for Students (SLS).
(See Table 1.)

In 1987-88 the purchasing power of aid available to
students surpassed its 1980-81 level for the first
time.

The value of student

assistance dropped early in the decade,
largely because of budget cuts
approved by Congress during President
Reagan's first year in office, and
has recovered slowly since then.

In inflation-adjusted (constant) dol-

lars, total available aid in 1987-88
was 6.5 percent larger than at the
beginning of the decade.
(See Table 2.)
On the other hand, federal aid
which has been increasing in real
terms since its 1982-83 plunge, hasn't

yet overtaken its 1980-81 all time high.

Four sources of aid contributed

most of the real growth during the 1980s,
counteracting considerable
shrinkage in other federal programs.

They were, in order of absolute

size increases, the GSL
program, institutionally awarded aid, the
Pell
grant program, and state grant programs.

0 9
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Some of the recent growth in borrowing has been in the regular GSL
program as a result of higher loan limits set by Congress and increased
eligibility of graduate students, virtually all of whom are now classified as independent under federal rules of need analysis.

From a much

smaller base the PLUS program grew more rapidly than the regular program.

The most dramatic growth, however,

has occurred in the ELS pro-

gram, which jumped 269 percent just in the last year.
surge are not altogether clear.

Reasons for this

In 1987-88 all borrowers of regular

GSLs, but not PLUS or SLS, were required to undergo need analysis.

Many

students may have been encouraged to take out SLSs, thus boosting its
volume, rather than go through the more complicated GSL application process.

Congress has now acted to stem this tide by requiring that in the

future schools determine eligibility for the regular GSL program, as well
as for a Pell grant, before a student may obtain a SLS.
The composition of aid distributed through grants, loans, and work
has changed considerably over the years.

In the mid-1970s, grants ac-

counted for 80 percent of all aid; this proportion declined to 56 percent
by 1980-81 and 47 percent in 1987-88.

(See Table 3.)

During the same

period, the proportion of aid provided through loans grew from less than
a fifth to over half of all aid available,
this last year.

achieving its highest point

Work accounted for the rumaining 3 to 4 percent through-

out the decade.
Figure 1 illustrates the purchasing
power of grants and loans and the

changing balance between them in the 1980s.

It underlines the patterns

of dropoff and recovery in grants and the general increase
in loan volume.

Figure I also shows that contributions from the various
grant pro-

grams have shifted a great deal over time.
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Institutions and states
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together in 1987-88 contributed more than half of all grant aid, whereas
in 1980-81 federal grants accoented for over two-thirds of the total.

Trends in the number of aid recipients and average awards by program
show a mixed picture.

(See Table 4.)

After a lean 1986-87 due to imple-

mentation of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985 (referred to as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings), generally both the number of
recioients and the average amounts awarded were up in 1987-88.
ber of Pell recipients peaked at 2.9 million in 1987-88.

The num-

After decreas-

ing early in the decade, average Pell Grants grew steadily through 1985-

86, even after adjusting for inflation, and declined in purchasing power
only slightly in the last two years.
For federal campus-based programs (Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants, College Work-Study, and Perkins loans), inflationadjusted dollar support declined 17 perc.Nit during the 1980s.

The num-

bers of recipients decreased in the first two programs, and all three
programs show declining average awards in constant dollars.
The number of regular GSLs fluctuated around 3 million in the first
four years of the decade, reaching and maintaining a peak of somewhat
over 3.5 million loans for the past four years.
SLS loans grew throughout the period.

The numbers of PLUS and

Average loans in these programs

increased somewhat in current dollars but declined in purchasing power
until the last year or two when slight upturns occurred.
From 1980-81 to 1987-88 the number of recipients in the combined
state grants and State Student Incentive Grant programs increased by 39
percent.

Average awards declined in the early 1980s but increased stead-

ily after 1982-83 in both current and constant dollars.

2

.1
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The cost of attending all types of institutions cutpaced inflation in
the 1980s.

(See Table 5.)

Meanwhile, median family income increased

slightly more than inflation and per-capita income rose a bit more, but
far less than tuition and the cost of room and board.

To help fill the

widening gap between college costs and family income, many institutions
(especially the more costly) and states have increased their financial
aid significantly faster than inflation.

But with the federal effort in

student aid eroding during the 1980s, the purchasing power of aid from
all sources has increased little more than inflation.

Thus, three ad-

verse trends--rapidly escalatidg college charges, lagging family incomes,
and slow growth in student aid--have made financing postsecondary education, on average, more difficult for families and students during the
1980s.

ENDNOTES

1 This report reproduces much of the information presented in
Trends in Student Aid: 1980 to 1980 (New York: The College Board,
1988). More than thirty-five staff members in public and private agencies
contributed the basic data, as well as their insights and expertise.
Lawrence E. Gladieux and Janet S. Hansen furnished valuable advice and
suggestions. Todd E. Hoffmann provided excellent clerical assistance.
2 This program was renamed the Stafford Student Loan Program as of
July 1, 1988.
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Sources

Tables 1

2, 3, and 4:

Pell
1987-88:

Unpublished data and estimates from the Office of Student
Financial Assistance and the Office of Policy Development in the Office
of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education.
1980-81 to 1986-87: Office of Student Financial Assistance, U.S.
Department of Education, Pe'l Grants End of Year Reports. 1980-81 to
1986f198Z.
Supplemented by unpublished data.

SEOG. CWS. and NDSL
1984-85 to 1986-87:
Unpublished data and estimates from the Office of
Student Financial Assistance, U.S. Department of Education and Distribution of Awards in the Campus Based Programs for 19864987.
1980-81 to 1984-85: Office of Student Financial Assistance, U.S.
Department of Education, Campus-Based Programs Annual Report.
SS1G
1984-85 through 1987-88: 17th through 19th Annual Survey Reports of the
National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs, Table 12.
Office
of Management and Budget, Executive Office of the President, Appendix:
Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1987 (1986).
Unpublished data from the office of Student Financial Assistance, U.S.
Department of Education.
1980-81 to 1983-84: Unpubli,ned data and estimates from the Office of
Student Financial Assistance, U.S. Department of Education.

GSL/PLUS/SLS
1987-88: Estimates based on projections made by the Office of Student
Financial Assistance, U.S. Department rj Education.
1980-81 to 1986-87: Uroublished date from the Office of Student
Financidl Assistance, U.S. Departme it of Education.

5ocial Security
1980-81 to 1984-85:
Unpublished data from the Social Security Administration, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Veterans Benefits
1980-81 to 1987-88:
Benefits Program Fiscal Year 1987 Volume 1, Office
of Budget and Finance, U.S. Veterans Administration and unpublished data
from the same agency.

Military
Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship amounts were obtained from
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Defense (Health Affairs).
ROTC
program funds were obtained separately from the Air Force, Army, and Navy
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program offices. The Education Policy Directorate of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense provided Armed Forces tuition assistance amounts.

Other Grants and Loans
The amounts were collected through conversations and correspondence with
officials (f the agencies that sponsor the programs.
State Grant Programs
lith, 18th and 19th Annual
1980-81 to 1987-88: 13th, 14th15th, 16th
Survey Reports of the National Association of State Scholarship and Grant
Programs.
Institutionally Awarded Aid
1986-87 and 1987-88:
Estimates based on the assumption that awards will
grow by eight percent in real (inflation-adjusted) dollars.
1980-81 to 1985-86: Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of
Education, Digest of Education Statistics 1987, p. 226 and unpublished
data from that office.

Table 5:

Cost of Attendance Data: Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, Digest of Education Statistics 1987, pp. 222-223.
Revised figures

for 1985-86 through 1987-88 were provided by the Center for Education
Statistics, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education.
Income Data: Median Family Income--Bureau of Census, U. S. Department of
Commerce, Current Population Reports, Series P-60, Nos. 137, 142, 145,
151, 154 and 157.
Disposable Personal Income Per Capita--Bureau of
Economic Analysis, U. S. Department of Commerce, National Income and
Wealth Division, Survey of Current Business, July 1987, pp. 78.

Consumer Price Index:

The Consumer Price Index for current and past years is frum Bureau of
Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, unpublished compilation of
monthly CPIs since 1949 (base year 1967=100). Forecasts of the CPI are
from the Congressional Budget Office.
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Figure 1

Purchasing Power and Changing Composition of
Grant and Loan Aid in the 1980s
(Constant 1982 Dollars in Millions)
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Table 1. Aid Awarded to Postsecondary Students in Current Dollars
(in Millions)
Academic Year

Federally Supported
Programs
Generally Available Aid
Pel Grant
SEOG
SSIG
CWS
Peridrs Loan (NDSL)
Ircome Contingent Loan

GSL, PLUS, and SLS
(GSL)
(SLS)
(PLUS)
Subtotal

Specially Directed Aid
Social Secunty
Veterans
Military

Other Grants
Other Loans
Subtotal

Total Federal Aid

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-.86 Estimated Estimated Percent Change
1986-87 1987-88 80-81 to 87-88
2,387
368
77
660
694

77

624
580

2,418
343
74
615
597

2,792

3,033

361

374
76
645
677

60
683
682

3,567
410

3,443
400

3,739

76

73

656
703

641
764

76
665
853
5
11,270
(8,976)
(1,776)
(517)
002

6,203
7,222
6,698
7,576
8,608
8,839
9,099
(6,200) (7,150) (6,497) (7,260) (8,143) (8,328)
(8,330)
(16)
(78)
(145)
(221)
(265)
(462)
(3)
(57)
(122)
(171)
(244)
(246)
(307)
10,388 1-1,164 10,744 12,155 13,414 14,251
14,419
1,883
1,714
203

733
1,356
269
89
216

220
1,148

62

1,996
1,351
235
109
109

65
263

1,032
333
64
327

3,988

3, 799

2,662

1, 996

14,376

14,963

13,406

921
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State Grant Programs
801
Institutionally Awarded Aid 2,060

ibis! Federal, State, and
Institutional Aid

2,299
362

17,237

35

56.6
7.7

3%

-1.3
0.7
23.0
81. 7

63.7

780
364
64
315
1,524

0
773
359
72
234
1,440

-100.0
-54.9

1, 760

0
849
346
68
372
1,635

14,151

15,174

15,887

15,943

18,442

22.3

1,006

1,106

1,222

1,311

1,432

1,540

92.3

2,247

2,507

2,881

3,221

3,674

4,056

4,565

121.6

18,130

16,918

18,137

19,616

20,871

21,431

24,547

42.4
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0

76.7
- 40.1
277.2

Notes
Several of the federally supported prugram include nnall amounts of funding frown sources other than the federal government Fee example, College
Work-Seudy (CWS) includes contributions by institutions though
most ol
the funds in the ;engrain are federaL Perkins Loans (mita 1987 called
National Direct Student Loans (NDSL)) are funded frcen federal and institutional capital contriburic.an and collections freers borrowers.

Federal State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) expenditures
are reported
under federally supported aid Ind are excluded from state awards.
Guaranteed Student Loans ((;SL), Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), and Supplemental Loans for Students (SIS)
are programs
which rely on private sotucts foe their-award funding. The federal
government subsiifixes interest paymerin and repays defaults. Amounts
reported
herr represent loan commitments rather than actual amounts loaned,
but the
difference between the two is insignificant
Veterans benefits are payments for postsecondary education and
trairang to
veterans and their dependents authorized under Chapters 30, 31, 32, 34,
35,

and 106 of the U.S. Code. These are often referred to as "readiustment
benefits' because they are designed to re.acclimate veterans to
civilan
Military eapendit Ares for education axe reported for three
types of pro

grams: the Armed Forces Health Professions

Scholarship program. Reserve

Officen' llairiing Corps programs for the Air Force, Anny, and Navy,
and
higher education tuition assistance for the active duty Armed
Forces.
Other grants include Higher Education Grants for Indian Students,
FeBowships for Inchan Students, Amencan Indian Scholarships, National

Science
Foundation pre-doctoral fellowships (general graduate and minority
pro
grams), National Health Service Carps Schatrahips (thsccetinued
1988),
National Institutes of Health predoctoral individual awards, Nursing
Fellowships, Indian Health Service Scholarships, fekwships awarded
through the
Council on Legal Educational Opportturity, and the Jacob K. javits
Fellowship
Prultram-

Other loans include AMCWIS loaned under the Health Professions
Student
Loan Pnagram. the Health Education Assistance Loan Program and the
Nursing Student Loan Program
Institutional awards indude, in addition to institutkinally funded
aid, scholarships, fellowships, and trainee stipends firm government and
private programs that allow the institution to select
the recipient Estimates of institutionally awarded aid in 1986-87 and 1987-88 assume
a yearly eight ,x mnt
rate of gruwth in addition to inflation
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Table 2. Aid Awarded to Postsecondary Students in Constant
1982 Dollars
(in Millions)
Academic Year

Federally Supported
Programs
Generally Available Aid
Pe Grar2

Estimated Estimated Percent Change
1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-841964-85
1985-86 1988-87 1987-88 80-81 to 87-813

2,660
2,353
2,377
2,648
2,768
3,163
2,986
SEOG
410
371
337
342
341
364
347
SSIG
86
79
72
57
69
67
63
CWS
736
640
604
648
589
582
556
Perkins Loan (NDSL)
773
595
587
647
618
623
663
Income Contingent Loan
GSL, PLUS, acid SLS
6.913 7,407 6,584
7,183
7,856
7,838
7,893
((x3L)
(6,910) (7,332) (6,387) (6,884)
(7.431)
(7,385)
(7,226)
(SLS)
(16)
(77)
(137)
(201)
(235)
(401)
(P.vs)
(3)
(58)
(120)
(162)
(223)
(218)
(266)
Subtotal
11,577 11,449 10,561 11,525 12,241
12,638 12,507

Specially Directed Aid
Social Security
Veterans
Military

2,099

2,047
1,385

721

3,116
330
63
554
711
4

9,393
(7,481)
(1,4so)

17.1

-19.5
-26.2
24.7

-8.0
35.9

(431)

14,1,.

22. 4

69
4,356

111

87
212

3,804

2,513

209
1,088
285
62
250
1,777

16,022

15,345

13,178

13,417

13,847

14,088

13,829

893

15,370

945

989

-75.8
-4.1

1,049

1,115

Institutionally Awarded Aid 2,296

1,162

1, 242

1, 284

2,304

2,464

43.8

2,731

2,939

3,258

3,518

3,805

65. 7

16,631

17,198

17,901

18.509

18,589

20,459

65

Other Grants
Other Loans
Subtotal

lbtal Federal Aid
State Grant Programs

Ibtal Federal, State, and
Institutional Aid

1,911
727
135

19,210

241
112

18,593

1,333
265

Note
Constant dollar figures are based on data in Table 1, For an explanabon of
constant dollar c'mversiona, see page 14.

32
915
304
58
298
1,470

0

330
1,297

0
677
316
56
273
1,168

753
307

60

0

100.0

645
299
60

-66.3
-55.2

195

182.0

1,054

32.1
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II

'Bible 3. Grants, Loans, and Work in Current and Constant 1982 Dollars
(in Millions) and as a Percentage of ibtal Aid
Current Dollars

Grants
Loans
Work

Tbtal Aid

1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

9,618
6,958
660

9,595

18,130

8,933
8,521
683
18,137

9,359
9,612
645
19,616

10,301

17,237

8,793
7,510
615
16,918

7,911
624

9,914
656
20,871

Estimated
1986-8T

Estimated

10,612
10,179
541

11,521
12,362
665

21,431

24,547

Estimated

Estimated

1987-88

Constant 1982 Dollars

Grants
Loans
Work

Total Aid

1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

10,720
7,755
736
19,210

9,840
8,113
640
18,593

8,644
7,382

8,470
8,079
648
17,198

8,541

9,135

8,772
589

8, 792
582

17,901

18,509

604
16,631

1986-87

1987-88

9.205
8,829

9,602
10,303

556

554

18,589

20,459

Estimated

Estimated

Percentage

1980-81
Grants
Loans
Work

Total Aid

1981-82

55.8
40.4
3.8

52.9
43.6
3.4

1(X).0

100.0

1982-83
52.0
44.4
3.6
100.0

1983-.64
49.3
47.0
3.8
100.0

Notes
Based on data tram llble 1.
The category 'grams' includes Pell Grants, SEOG, SS1G. Social Security

Benefits, Veterans Benefits, Other Grants, State Grant Programs. and
institutionally Awarded Aid. 'Loans includes all remaMing pmgrams except
CWS, which makes up the 'work" compotient.

1984-85
47.7
49.0
3.3
100.0

1985-86
49.4
47.5
3.1

100.0

1986-87
49.5
47.5
3.0
100.0

1987-88
46.9
50.4
2.7
100.0
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'Bible 4. Number of Recipients and Aid Per Recipient
(in Current and Constant 1982 Dollars)
SEOG Program

Pell Grant Program

Recipients
Number
(000)

Aid per Recipient

Current
Dollars

Recipients

Constant
Dollars
982
870
942
960

1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84

2, 708

881

2, 709

2,523

849
958

2, 759

2 ill?

1984-85

2, 747

1,104

1985-86
1986-87

2,813
2,732

1, 268

1,008
1,124

1,260

1,093

1987-88 (est )

2, 862

1,306

1,089

Number
(000)
717

659
641
649
652
686
631
660

Number
(000)
819

1930-81
1381-82
1982-&3

1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88 (est. )

Aid per Recipient

Current
Dollars

739
720
772
735
728
700

806
844
854
886
877
901
915

738

900

Recipients

Constant
Dollars
898
866
839
MO

800
799
794
750

Number
(000)
813
684

675
719
697
701
716
814

1980-81
1981-82

3, 135

19g2-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86

2,942

1986-87 (est.)

3,499
3,548

3,147
3,546
3,536

1987-88 (est.)

Recipients

Aid per Recipient

Current
Dollars
2,135
2,280
2,208

Constant
Dollars
2,379
2,339
2, 171
:

2,307
2,297

2, 1

2,355
2,381

2,088
2,065
2,109

2,530

2,0%

SLS Program

Recipients
Number
(000)
0

1980-81

Aid per Recipient

Current
Dollars
0

526
52s
523
530
549
500

Aid per Recipient
Current
Constant
Dollars
Dollars
950
853
848
870
884
869
900
949
971
1,003
1,067
1,048

886
889
925
873

Constant
Dollars

Number
(000)
1

Aid per Recipient
Current
Constant
Dollars
Dollars
2,500
2,786

22

2,541

49
66
93
93

2,505
2,596
2,636
2,647

112
176

2,744
2,933

2,606
2,463
2,461
2,405
2,348
2,380
2,445

State Grant and SSIG Programs
Recipients
Aid per Recipient
Number
Current
Censtant
Dollars
(000)
Dollars
770

858

1,448

689

707

2,524
2,501

1, 493

723
763

711
724

1.580
1,543
1, 552

822
899
970

750

2, 729

2,445
2,369
2,403

2,906

2, 468

1, 580

1,023

852

2, 524

1983-84
1984-85

56
84

2, 582

1985-86

100
169
611

2,641

1987 -88 (est.)

572
563

1, 140

31

(est.)

Dollars

513
549
535
557
573
598
633
600

0
2, 477

2, 334

16:1-82
1982-83

1986-87

Constant

1lars

PLUS Program

GSL Program

Recipients
Number
(000)
2,904

Current

Perkins Loan (NDSL) Program

CWS Program

Recipients

Aid per Recipient

2,631

1,528

797
841

Notes
est.

estimated.

same average award per quarter in FY84 ar,l. FY85 as their combined
To estimate the quarterly particioanou in PLUS and SLS in academk total average award. We derive the nurrrers ol participants from this
years 1983- 84 through 1985-86, we assume PLUS and SLS each had the

average award and from quarterly award amounts for each program.
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SYMBIOSIS: THE HIGH SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

Alan J. Sturtz
Director of Institutional Research,
Planning and Development
South Central Community College
New Haven, Connecticut
Introduction
Symbiosis is the biological condition whereby two organisms evolve a dependency on each

other that is mutually beneficial. This is the important part of the relationship.

Given certain

demographic conditions in our present society--an increasing age swell in the over-forty range due to

the baby boom of the post- World War H years and the baby bust of about ten years ago that has
caused a decline in the now secondary school and soon-to-be traditional college-age population-our
higher education systems, probably our primary and secondary education systems as well, need to think
about such relationships.

The High School Partnership Program, as developed by the Connecticut Community Colleges,
is a logical component of the community college philosophy of providing postsecondary education to

all who could benefit from it. The unique aspect of this program is that it is aimed primarily at those
students who are not at the top of their classes. The Partnership Program is intended to involve more
students than existing programs for the gifted;

is designed for the student who is not sure about
college, its demands, its commitments on a student's educational responsibilities. Eligibility for the
program is dependent upon a minimum scholastic average of 80 percent and upon the recommendait

tion of the high school's principal and program coordinator.

In June 1987 the Board of Trustees for Regional Community Colleges in Connecticut
authorized each community college to enter into partnership agreements with the superintendents of
the public school districts in their respective service areas (see APPENDIX I). These arrangements

would allow high school seniors and juniors to enroll in credit courses offered by the community
college. The anticipated outcome--the development of stronger linkages between the area high schools
and the community colleges. The hook--the community college would pay the cost of tuition and fees

would be waived; and the courses would fulfill both high school graduation and college program
requirements. The student or the school district would be responsible for hooks and transportation
costs.
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The Program at South Central
South Central Community College entered into partnership agreements with four school
districts in its setvice region during the summer of 1987. Thc president of the college contacted thc
superintendent of each school district in the service area and explained that, at no charge to either the

student or the district, high school juniors and seniors with a B average or higher could enroll in any
regularly scheduled credit courses at South Central in the fall semester. After a contact in the
superintendent's office was named, the College's director of admissions explained the procedure: one
counselor from each high school would identify the students and send their names and addresses to the

college; the president then sent a letter to the parents, congratulating them and asking them to
contact the school counselor for an application and recommendation. The counselor then scheduled
an orientation session with the students and parents; either the president or the director of admissions

attended as well. After thc College received the completed application and recommendation,
the
students were invited to register for courses. [They also had the advantage of advanced registration

sessionsafter continuing, matriculated students--and not having to brave the crowd during open
registration.]

Fall 1987
During fall 1987. 142 students from eight high schools in four towns enrolled in 34 different
courses; nine students enrolled for more than one course. No limit on the number of credits was

established in the agreement.

Almost 80 percent of the students were female (compared to the

college's 70 percent female population); almost 46 percent were black (v. 21 percent for the student
body), 40 percent white (v. 66 percent) and almost 8 percent hispanic (v. 7.3 percent). Other
or No
Response accounted for the remaining students. [See APPENDIX 2 for tabular statistical information
for each semester.]
While more than half the students (54.0 percent) performed at a better than satisfactory level
(C or higher), there was concern about the one-third who either withdrew or did not show for classes.
College officials felt that some students might not have been sufficiently prepared for the courses in
which they enrolled. Beginning in spring 1988, high school partnership students were given reading

placement tests before registration (as is the policy for regular enrollees); further, depending
on the
courses for which they were enrolling, English and/or mathematics placement tms would also be administered (again, standard College policy). An analysis of the spring grades showed that less than 28

percent of the students either withdrew or did not show for classes; 56.3 percent
completed their
courses with grads of C or higher.
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Spring 1988
Ninety-nine students participated in the high school partnership th-: during spring 1988 from
15 high schools: 33 students continuing from fall to spring and 66 new students enrolled in 36 different

courses; 14 enrolled in more than one course. The same procedure for selection was maintained from
fall.

Fifty-five students (50.5 percent of those not returning) responded to surveys indicating reasons

why they did not return in the spring and what their plans for college were (see APPENDIX 3).
Thirty-seven respondents were seniors and 18 were juniors, all of whom said they have already enrolled

or planned to enroll at another college. The most important reason most often selected for not
returning was other responsibilities became too great (10: 3 seniors, 7 juniors), followed by could not

work and go to school at the same time (9: 6 seniors, 3 juniors) and achieved academic goals (8:
5 seniors, 3 juniors). The second most important reason most often selected was, again, other
responsibilities became too great (11: 8 seniors, 3 juniors) followed by achieved my personal goals
(6: 5 seniors, 1 junior). Informal discussions between students and the director of admissions indicated
that the other responsibilities were their high school courses: they were just over-extended.

Females constituted 75 percent of the high school partnership students enrolling in spring
1988; 28 percent were black, 49 percent were white and 20 percent were hispanic. This is attributable
to the fact that most of the new students came from suburban high schools; the return rate from the
New Haven high schools was only 12 percent.

Fall 1988
In its third semester of operation, the High School Partnership program enrolled 144 students:
132 new students, 12 returning (10 for a second semester, two for a third). Thirteen h:gh schools were

involved, three for the first time. The agreement was expanded, as well, to include non-public schools.
Students enrolled in 46 different courses; seven students enrolled for more than one course. Seventy-

six percent are female; more than two-thirds are white, 25 percent arc black and four percent arc
hispanic. Again, suburban towns increased their participation; the New Haven school district did not
actively participate.

In a program of this sort, a college also expects to receive some dividend for the time and
effort expended. Nine students who participated in the High School Partnership Program during fall
1987 and/or spring 1988 enrolled as either full-time or part-time degree seeking students in fall 1988:

a 4.3 percent return on investment.
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Conclusions
It appears that the program is fulfilling its objectivs. During fall 1987, the first semester of
the program, only South Central, of all the community colleges in Connecticut, recruited for the
program. All 12 community college participated in spring 1988. Palicularly for South Central, even

though the number of participants declined by 30 percent from fall to spring, participation increased
again the following fall. Spring 1989 enrollment will be watched closely to ascertain if this may be a

developing trend (high fall, lower spring, as with regular college enrollment patterns) or just the
newness of the program. In all, 339 students have participated in the program to date. Also, the
number of participating high schools increased from fall to spring and three new schools were added
in fall 1988. More than half the students in both fall 1987 and spring 1988 received grades of C or
higher. These grades can he satisfactorily applied to high school graduation requirements, applied to
degree program requirements or electives at South Central Community College or transferred as
requirements or electives to most four-year collegt. s and universities.

Implications
The success of the High School Partnership Program has three primary implications: provide

an early postsecondary education opportunity for a high school population that

is

usually not

recognized, i.e., those who are not included in programs for "exemplary" students; permit some students

who might have some trepidation toward attending college "try it for free;" and, in times when the
number of high school graduates is declining (and this trend should continue for the next six years),
allow the college to "recruit:" students may decide to enroll in a degree program after they graduate

from high school. A secondary implication is that the High School Partnership Program serves to
strengthen interinstitutional cooperation between the community college and the school districts. This
type of a program could lead to a multitude of faculty exchanges, a better understanding of what is
required in college that will hopefully assist the school districts in assessing their curricula, and the
development of 1+1 or 2+2 programs with the districts for certificate or degree programs.

This project is the beginning of a longitudinal study for each semester the partnership
agreement is in force.
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APPENDIX 1

Board of Trustees Policy
Community College - Iligh School Partnership Program
The board of trustees approves the establishment of community college-high school partnerships
program as outlined below and authorizes the e, s.utive director to implement administrative policies
and procedures necessary for the operation of the program. The executive director is authorized to
allocated an amount not to exceed $50,000 from the resources of the tuition fund to support the cost
of tuition for high school students in the program in the 1987-1988 fiscal year.
Community College

High School Partnerships Program

In August 1986, the national governors association issued a comprehen. ;ve report on education

at all levels in the nation.

One concern expressed in thc report addressed the conviction that

educational effectiveness and responsiveness are best achieved when students have choices about the
programs and institutions thcy will attend. While making a number of recommendations concerning

the expansion of choice for students, one which is of particular interest to the community colleges
concerns a call for states to expand opportunities for high school students to attend accredited public
postsecondary degree-granting institutions during thcir junior and scnior years.
Such opportunities can provide especially talented high school students with more challenging
educational experiences than may be available in high school. Particularly for such students in school

districts which are unable to provide a broad range of course options, being able to enroll in a
community college course can benefit both the student and the school district by making those options
available. For capable students who may be turned off by high school, having the option to enroll in
a college course or two, perhaps to meet high school graduation requirements, may prove an incentive
to remaining in high school to graduate rather than dropping out.
Community colleges can benefit from such a program by providing opportunities to make high
school students more aware of the range of community college programming available to thcm after
high school as well as by offering the possibility for high school students to design a coherent program
combining the junior and senior years of high school with the first two years of college to prepare for
immediate employment opportunities after earning an associate degree.
In furtherance of thc goal of expanded educational opportunity for high school students through
increased educational choices, the community college-high school partnerships program is established.
In the implementation of the program, it is intended to go beyond traditional programs which
concentrate primarily on serving gifted high school students. Rather, it is intended that the community
college-high school partnerships program bc more expansive in providing an early college experienc
to a more diverse group of high school students, consistent with the mission of the community colleges.

Admission of high school students to community college classes under the community collegehigh school partnerships program shall be accomplished consistent with the following guidelines.
I.

Each community college, acting through the preident, may enter into written agreements
with (a) the superintendents of schools of area school districts, (b) the directors of state
regional vocational-technical high schools, and (c) the administrative heads of parochial hie,
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schools for the admission of high school students to community college classes. For the
purposes of this program, high school shall include any local or regional high school and

those incorporated or endowed high schools or academies operating as quasi-public
institutions under sections 10-34 througn 10-36 of the Connecticut general statutes and any
nonprofit, nonpublic secondary parochial school approved by the state board of education,
provided that no such community college classes may be held at a parochial school.
2.

Commonly accepted admissions guidelines must be established by the community college
and the school district, within the following parameters:
a. Juniors and seniors with a minimum of eighty percent scholastic average will be eligible
for admission.
b.

Final selection will be based on the recommendation of the high school program
coordinator and the principal.

c.

With the recommendation of the school principal, a flexible interpretation of the
minimum scholastic average will be permissible.

3.

The school district may offer concurrent or supplemental hig., school credit for coursed
taken at a community college in accord with program guidelines.

4.

High school students admitted to the program will be eligible to enroll in a maximum of
two community college credit courses each semester on a space-available basis following the
initial registration period for that semester. In the case of high school seniors in their last
term, the two-course limit may be exceeded on the recommendation of the school principal.

5.

The community college must make provision for academic advisement and other appropriate
supportive services for the participants in the program.

6. The community college should utilize the preregistration process to assist participating high
school students to make their preliminary selection of community college courses when they
are preparing their high school schedules for the forthcomirv, term.
7.

The community c',.dlege.may provide courses which would be of interest to high school
students at exis,ing off-campus sites in ,,rder to increase access to the program for high
school students lacking transportation.

S.

The --alunity college should attempt to schedule sufficient courses at times convenient
for high school students to attend college classes (e.g., late afternoons, evenings, and
Saturdays).

9. The community college will pay the costs of tuition for the high school students participating
in the program and will waive all fees.

10. community college-high school partnerships program tuition will he paid for general fund
credit courses only; extension and non-credit course costs will not be supported through the
program.

11. The school district and/or the participating students will be responsible for the cost of books
and transportation. The school district will be encouraged to purchase books to loan or give
to participating students.
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12. Subject to the limitation on the number of high school students who may be admitted to
an individual community college within the program resouras available to the system as a
whole, the community college and the school district should agree upon the total number
of participating students prior to the beginning of each semester.
(Adopted June 15, 1987; amended
February 22, 1988)

ANIENDIX lA
Facsimile Letter to Superintendents of Schools
Superintendent of Schools
1, eT
Dear

:

As I recently shared with you, the Regional Community College System has developed a High
School Partnership Program. I am enclosing a copy of the program as approved in a recent meeting
of the Board of Trustees of Regional Community Colleges.

Dr. Joseph E. Magyar, our Director of Admissions, is the person responsible for the program
and has already had initial discussions with your coordinator, [ J. We at South Central are very
excited about the opportunity this program will provide both our institutions in better sewing students
from the [ ] area. I look at this opportunity as the beginning towards a long-lasting cooperae e
relationship between our systems.
I wish you an enjoyable summer and I am sure we will be discussing this issue as the program
progresses.
Sincerely,

Antonio Perez
President

21a
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APPENDIX 18

Facsimile Letter to Parents
[Separate letters sent to daughters and sons)
Dear Parent:
In recognition of your daughter's/son's academic achievement, her/his counselor at [ High
J
School has identified her/him as eligible to receive a scholarship, under the High School Partnership
Program, to attend South Central Community College.
This scholarship is for the Fall 1987 semester and covers all tuition and fees. We are pleased
to provide this opportunity for your daughter/son to continue to challenge herself/himself as well as get

a head start on her college education.

If she/he wishes to take advantage of this exceptional

opportunity, she/he should contact her/his counselor at [telephone #I.

As a parent you should be proud of your daughter'bon's academic success and continue to
challenge her/him to achieve at a higher level. We look forward to having her/him take advantage of
this opportunity and seeing her/him this fall.
Sincerely,

Antonio Perez
President

APPENDIX 2

Statistica; Information
Item
Enrollment

Total
New
Continuing

Sex

Female
Male

Fall 87

Spring

Fall 88

142
142
0

99
66
33

144
132
12

112

76
23

109
35

30
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Item

Courses

Office
Administration
Physics
Political Science

Psychology

Reading
Sociology
Spanish

Fall 87

Spring 08

Fall 88

9

7

2

1

4

0

1

0

19
1

32
6

5
41

4

1

0

0

1

2
2

APPENDIX 3

Questionnaire for Former Partnership Students
1.

The decision to leave a particular college can be motivated by a variety of reasons. Please
circle the It Aers of all the reasons that cPntributed to your decision to leave our college.

[Composite of all reasons of all respondents.]

Academie Reasons
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

achieved my academic goals (13)
needed a break from college (13)
dissatisfied with my academic performance (7)
dissatisfied with the quality of teaching (6)
dissatisfied with the learning environment (5)
course work not what I wanted (13)
unsure of my academic goals (7)

Other Reasons
H.
1.

J.
K.

L.
M.
N.

0.
P.

Q.

achieved my personal goals (8)
accepted a job (7)
college experience not what I expected (3)
few people could identify with (3)

moved out of the arca (0)
could not work and go to school at the same time (19)
other responsibilities became to great (25)
(could not go to high school and college at the same time)
personal problems (4)
transportation (7)
other (9)
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2.

From the list of reasons in question 1, please select the three most important reasons and enter
their codes below.

LN_I Most
Important
3.

LAJ Second Most

LM J Third Most

Important

Important

Do you currently have plans for additional education?
0.
1.

2.
3.
4.

not at this time (4)
yes, I plan to re-enroll at this college (0)
yes, I have already enrolled at another college (27)
yes, I plan to enroll at another college (22)
I am currently undecided about any additional education (1)

B. If you circled responses 2 or 3, please write in the name of the college you plan to attend
or are attending.
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INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES TO STATE MANDATES FOR OUTCOMES
ASSESSMENT: STRATEGIC CHOICE BASED ON RATIONALITY,
BUREAUCRACY, AND POLITICS
Angela C. Suchanic
Office of Institutional Research
Trenton State College

Graham Allison, in his volume, Essence of Decision, applied
three diverse decision-making models or "conceptual lenses" to
the Cuban Missile Crisis.

These three paradigms: a rational

actor model, an organizational process model, and a political
model, can be used to study decision-making in any organization.
This paper applies the paradigms to one institution's choice of
a strategic response to a state mandate for outcomes assessment.
Organizational Setting

The institution under consideration is a public, comprehensive four-year institution which enrolls approximately 7800 students of whom 90% are traditional undergraduate students.

The

College offers bachelor's degree programs in Arts and Sciences,
Education, Business, Technology, and Nursing.

This institution shares the history of many of its peer
state college.i--a teacher training institution which emerged as

a mid-sized comprehensive college by the mid-19701s.

Faced with

the prospect of a decreasing pool of college-bound students from
which to select, the college chose to deliberately limit enrollments and raise admission standards.

The academic profile of

the entering freshmen has steadily improved.

A focus on

increasing minority enrollments has resulted in a proportionally
greater percentage of Black and Hispanic students.

As the

quality and diversity of the student body has increased, ores-
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sure to improve the quality of offerings has also intensified.

The state has viewed the evolving nature of the college
positively and has been supportive of efforts to upgrade all of
the state colleges, including through the provision of financial
resources.

Most of the state colleges have received multi-

m'

dollar Challenge grants, as they were termed by the Gov-

el

The college received a Challenge grant of almost three

million dollars which is in its final year of implementation.

A second contextual factor worth noting is recently passed
autonomy legislation.

In 1986, the governor signed legislation

that granted the state colleges operational autonomy similar to
that of other public senior institutions.

The Board of Higher

Education is overseeing the transition to full autonomy.

Just as the state has increased both available funding and
operational autonomy for the state colleges, it has also aggressively pursued the issue of accountability--asking for evidence
of outcomes from its public institutions.

Basic skills assess-

ment has long been a requirement in New Jersey.

The move for

broader assessment began in 1985 when the Board of Higher Education created the College Outcomes Evaluation Program (COEP) to
demonstrate to decision makers and the public the contributions
of higher education.

An advisory committee was appointed to

build a framework for assessment and solicit input from the
higher education community.

Four sub-committees were formed to

develop recommendations for assessment of: student learning;
student development/post-collegiate activities; research, scholarship and creative expression; and community and society outcomes.

In 1986, the College Outcomes Evaluation Program spon-
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sored a state-wide conference on outcomes assessment. The Advisory Committee reported its initial set of recommendations to
the Board of Higher Education in 1987.

While the college conducts follow-up placement surveys of
its graduates and examines the pass ratio of students cn various
licensure examinations, outcomes assessment as defined by COEP
is not existent.

General education and general intellectual

skills are not assessed and academic study within the major is
assessed in only a rudimentary manner.

To meet the state

requirements, the college must develop instruments, interpret
the collected data, and use the findings.

A few of the state colleges have begun to aggressively seek
out and produce the requested data.
limited efforts.

Most, however, have made

The state has deemed this as a period of plan-

ning and initial implementation for the state colleges.

To

date, planning is occurring but implementation is not immediate.
To simply be immersed in this unfolding event is educational in and of itself; to examine,it through each of Allison's
conceptual lenses offers an enriching appreciation of the variety of factors affecting the decisions being made at the College
about responding to the call for outcomes assessment.
Application of the Rational Actor Model

According to Allison's Tational actor model, the organization is one unified actor.
as

The institution is thus considered

a single actor responding to the actions of the state of New

Jersey.

This model proposes that in making decisions, the actor

(in this case, the college) gathers all available information to

make a rational choice between alternative courses of action.
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The information is examined in terms of potential consequences
likely to accrue from adoption of each alternative and a choice
is made based on cost-effectiveness.
The rational actor model has as its basis Taylor's (1911)

work on scientific management and Fayol's (1949) administrative
principles.

According to Gore and Silander (1959), the rational

model was evident during the World War II when a quantitative
approach to solve war effort problems was employed by economists, statisticians and industrial engineers.

In more recent times, theoriticians have attributed far
less rationality to the process of decision-making in organizations. Simon (1957) was among the first to recommend a concept
of "bounded rationality," an acknowledgment that decisions are

not made on the basis of pure rationality but are subject to
constraints on available information.

Cohen, March and Olsen

(1972) have even argued that rational decision making is not

employed in any organization but that a "garbage can" model better describes how decisions are commonly made.
Even

sough recognized limitations to pure rationality in

decision making exist, the rational paradigm has utility.

The

issue in this case is how the college can best respond to the

state's mandate that the institution assess student outcomes.
Supplel .ntal to the issue is concern with maintenance of opera-

tional autonomy and good fiscal health through continuation of
desired funding through the State.

In responding to the State's

mandate, the college has three basic alternatives:
(1) Move quickly ahead to begin outcomes assessment as man-

dated by the state following the example of fellow state col-
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Should the college elect this alternative, the State may

leges.

view the efforts favorably and operational autonomy and supplemental funding could be expected to be maintained.

Conversely,

if the results of such assessment reveal deficiencies in the
production of outcomes (as defined by the State), the institution might expect to find punitive measures forthcoming.

The

college has developed a reputation for bringing in strong inputs
If the results of outcomes

and offering a strong process.

assessment indicate that the level of outcomes are not the level
expected given the reputation of the inputs and process, negative effects might occur in the inputs phase.

(2) A second alternative would be to reject the proposal of
the state mandate, arguing vociferously in opposition to the
idea of state establishment of outcomes assessment methods for
individual institutions.

The potential benefit of this action

would be postponement of the process.

Costs, however, would be

substantial with the state possibly reducing both operational
autonomy and supplemental funding available to the institution.
(3) The third alternative would be to move into outcomes
assessment with caution.

The college could express its concern

about a state-wide mandate of outcomes assessment while slowly
commencing the process.

The state might view such an effort

somewhat negatively but would not likely cut off supplemental

funding or reduce operational autonomy since the desire to participate had been expressed.

Benefits of such an action might

include more time for the institution to develop an assessment

process molded to the institution's informational needs for
self-improvement rather than a state accountability measure.

.2

r

I
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In making a decision of which choice to make among these
three alternatives, delegates were sent to conferences on outcomes assessment to gather information.

The College also knew

from previous experience with Basic Skills Assessment that the
state is usually successful on such issues.

The costs of adopt-

ing a hostile stance, therefore, would probably be unbearable.

The benefits of diving into the effort, on the other hand, were
not justified in comparison to the possible costs of such an
effort.

The choice of the slow and paced alternative, from the

rational actor model perspective, was therefore selected because
it was found to be cost-effective, consistent with the college's
goals and yet not threatening to the state.

Application of the Organizational Processes Model
Unlike the rational actor model, Allison's organizational
processes paradigm reflects the components that make up an orgaBased upon

n ization and allows for their separate functioning.

Weberian (1947) concepts of bureaucracy, it supports the concept
of an organization as a hierarchy with differential authority
accorded to those lower

n the chain of command.

Members of the

o rganization are divided by the labor they perform and each is

technically competent in his or her area of work.

The special-

ized structures of the organization bring different perspectives
to the alternatives of choice in the decision-making process.
A primary consideration in this model

is how structures

w ithin the organization affect the distribution of information
to decision-makers.

Much has been written about information and

communication amcng and between organizational units.

Wage

(1980) supports the view that the hierarchial nature of an orga-
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nization is positive to the coordination of communications.
Conversely, Katz and Kahn (1978) have written extensively on how
limited upward communications generally are.

Guetzkow (1965)

highlights the problems of omission and distortion which occur
when information is transmitted upwards in an organization.
Whether one views a hierarchial construction as conducive or
harmful to the decision-making process, its influence on available information cannot be discounted.

The organizational structure of the college is similar in
complexity to that of other institutions.

In responding to the

state's mandate for outcomes assessment, the decision process
would require information from all academic departments, several
committees including the General Education Advisory Committee,
the Facilities Planning office, and offices within the Student
Life component of the College. While the Basic Skills assessment
process provides history of how units produce information to
respond to a state mandate, the effort and interaction was of a
far less magnitude to afford comparison.

Of central importance in this interaction are academic
departments.

Academic departments provide data to the Vice-

President for Academic Affairs as a part of their self-study
process for regular program review.

The information required

for outcomes assessment varies from previously produced data.
Most academic departments do not provide capstone experiences

and do not collect information on the outcomes of the departmental educational experience like that requested by the state.
Furthermore, several department chairs have stated that

the.ir

willingness to acquire and report the required information would

',2 9
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be dependent upon forthcoming resources.
The implementation process has necessarily been slowed
because of limited information.

The administration has communi-

cated to the academic departments the importance of the state
mandate.

The choices of the administration in responding to the

state's request, however, have been limited by the sparse information made available by departmental units.

Through the

bureaucratic model, therefore, the decision to slow the implementation of outcomes assessment at the college can be explained
as

a

result of dysfunctions of the hierarchy in communications,

limiting the courses of action available.

Aulication of the Political Processes Model
Whereas the first lens examined organizations as unitary
actors and the second considered organizations as composed of
hierarchial units, this final lens will propose that organizations are hierarchial units with relative degrees of political
influence.

As the rational decision-making model came to be

criticized for its deficiencies in explaining human behavior,
other plaugible explanations were sought.

Power relat,ons and

their.impact on decision-making were recognized by Cyert and
March (1963) in their writing on political behavior and interest
groups.

Pennings and Goodman (1978) in recent literature have

described in detail how "dominant coalitions" are formed within
organizations and exercise power to affect decisions.

Each of the players (or units) within the political paradigm has a different type of power to affect the decisions made.

A historical context of relations between faculty and administration is necessary in order to better comprehend the political
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processes.

As at many institutions, relations between faculty

and administration over the last decade have been strained.

The

decision to reduce enrollments was not received positively by a
number of departments.

Opportunities for promotion and for

tenure decreased as the intention to hold hiring and tenure
ratios constant became evidenced.

Faculty union relations with

the administration have not been positive.

Two years ago, the

faculty and administration jointly engaged in a Task Force on
College Governance to discuss the lack of collegiality and poor
relations between faculty and administration.

The final pro-

posal of the Task Force was rejected by the faculty.
Recognizing this latent and, on occasion, open conflict

exists stages the setting for outcomes assessment implementation
at the college.

The majority of the work of outcomes assessment

will reside with the faculty.

They will be responsible for

creating capstone experiences and developing instruments to
assess learning within the major.

Through committees, they will

be responsible for determining outcomes and means of measuring
outcomes of the new general education curriculum.

And, ulti-

mately, they will be held responsible for many of the indicators
(e.g. general intellectual skills, program completion rates,
licensure/certification exam results, and research activities).

The administration will coordinate oany of the activities of the
academic departments and report on them to the state.
Each semester, all department chairs, deans and the VicePresident meet at an Academic Leaders Retreat. Last Fall, the
Vice-President invited the Director of COEP and the chair of the
Student Learning Outcomes Subcommittee to speak.
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chairs were introduced to the proposed initiatives and their
respective roles.

The Vice-President thus allowed COEP, the

source of the mandate, to describe the proposed program,

rather

than permitting a view to develop that outcomes assessment was a
form of administrative control.

The session at the Academic Leaders

(-,treat revealed for

the first time the magnitude of faculty resistance to the
effort.

Department chairs returned counter-arguments to propos-

als of the two presenters and raised questions about test
reliability and validity, the role of academic freedom in this
process, the uses of the collected information, and the
resources available to help them in the undertaking.

Each

department chair protected his or her particular parochial
interests with strength, but as a group, they were clearly a

"dominant coalition" in the language of Pennings and Goodman.

The slow development of voluntary compliance remains the
focus of effort for this academic year.

The Academic Leaders

Retreat this Fall will again address outcomes assessment.

While

the Vice-President has the authority to order the process put in
place, it would not be in his best political interest to do so.

The state has urged that compliance be viewed not as a reporting
requirement but as an active process for improvement of curriculum.

Department chairs are also aware of the power they exert

in the process of outcomes assessment.

The deadline that will

force the issue to resolution is approaching with plans to be in
plac', by May and field-testing by May 1990.

The political pro-

cess model offers one explanation of the decision to delay
implementation of the state's mandate--the political power at
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stake within the organization.
Conclusions

Large organizations have long been recognized as slow
implementors of change.

Kaufman (1971) described resistance to

change as the result of perceived collective benefits of stability, calculated opposition to change by groups within the organization, and even an inability to change.

The call for out-

coraes assessment by the state is clearly a call for change.

response to that call has been slow.

The

Each of the lenses magni-

fies a different reason for the resistance. The rational actor
model portrays the decision to slowly adopt the change as the
result of findings of a cost-benefit analysis between alternative courses of action.

The organizational processes model

explains the choice as an outcome of systemic obstacles to
change that inevitably occur within organizations.

The politi-

cal processes model proposes that the decision to delay a
response to the mandate could be explained as a result of calculated opposition to change by groups within the organization.

Overall, of the three lenses, the political processes model
describes the most influential reason for the resistance to
change.

However, none of the three models alone provides as

complete an explanation as do the three models applied and the
resulting explanations contrasted.

The paradigms, however, have utility not only in explanation of past decisions and actions but in the shaping of future
decisions.

As implementation of outL:omes assessment continues,

consideration of the rational choices and their associated costs
and benefits, understana.og of the organizational characteris-
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tics related to resistance to change, and recognition of the
powerful political force brought to bear by faculty groups can
precede, rather than follow, the process.
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Providing Distributed Access to Student Data
Through the use of an Integrated Database System

Dianne P. Bills
Data Processing Department, School of Business Careers
Building 14-2423
National Technical School for the Deaf
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York 14623

For the past several years, I have served as analyst on a project to

develop an integrated student database for the academic schools

at

the

National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID), one of the college3 of the
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)

The purpose of this database is to

.

provide faculty and counselors who are in the *front lines" of student
interaction timely access to accurate student status and history
information.

Student

information

is

generated

administrative forms processing.

by

academic

department

through

However, as generally happens in college

situations, this data is actually collected and managed elsewhere, in our
case by NTID Student Records and the RIT Registrar's Office.

As a result,

the people who actually work with students often have limited access to
their own data by being forced to wait for periodic reports received from
these

other

areas,

or to wade through copies of paperwork

folders.

Unfortunately,

reporting

cycles

is

over time,

to

not

requirements of their users.
needs,

meet
So

difficulties

As a
of

result,

student

the natural tendency of established
the

information

needs

and

timing

in an attempt to better satisfy these

the NTID academic departments began setting

databases.

in

up their own student

they became entangled in the extra

reprocessing data

officially managed

elsewhere

work and
in

the

institute.

Ignoring problems with inconsistencies between official and

departmental

data,

standpoint.

this

practice

is

very inefficient

from an institute

For academic departments, time spent tracking down and managing

information is time taken away from students.

Plus these "islands" of

student information do not provide the consistent info..-ation base which is

so necessary in college situations.

For example,

when students change

majors or matriculate in dual majors, both academic departments need to
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In addition, NTID, because of the
access the same student information.
special nature of its student body, has a large counseling support staff.
Without a common source of student information, these counselors are often
chase

forced to

down

the

to

chairs

academic

These

information.

get

activities slow down work flow, decision making, and waste time aneenergy
that could be better spent on the students themselves.

As a solution to the information flow problems, the NTID School of
Business Careers promoted the idea of an integrated student database.

As

the term "integrated° implies, this database pulls together student academic

from

information
departments,

various

student

sources

around

and

counseling

mathematics

advising,

academic

the

institute:

thP

and

English

support services, the NTID Student Records Office, and the RIT Registrar's
Office, and provides one centralized user access.

THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Our project team consists of two analysts (one for user needs, and one
for the computer hardware and software),

We began the design and development

department, and our programming staff.

with one academic school.

represeltatives from each academic

Once the initial pilot was up, we encouraged

other schools to join the project.

This had the advantage of starting off

with a smaller group of users so that the initial design could be determined
quickly.
project.

However, we did worry about other schools not buying into the
This turned out not to be a big problem.

First, we emphasized in

all demonstrations and training sessions that the design was only the "way
the pilot is now,

The other schools

not the way the database has to be.

accepted the pilot with the understanding that they could contribute to
We encouraged them to voice their ideas and opinions which we
revisions.
recorded.

for review.

And we have promised to discuss them when the database comes up
Second,

we

found that

one school

was

very anxious to be

involved, readily accepted the pilot, and thus carried others along in their
Naturally

enthusiasm.

some

people

and

schools

enthusiastic about this project than others.
individuals

who

were

the

most

enthusiastic,

tended

to

be

more

We simply focused on those
and

let

them

drive

the

development.

Occasionally, the development process tended to move too slowly for our
technical staff.

Since the database design was generated by faculty and
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counselors, our progress tended to be limited by the amount of time they had
left over from their student responsibilities.
meetings.

Rarely could everyone attend

In addition, faculty generally do not work between acidemic terms

or during the summer.

We kept the project moving with careful planning, and

by presenting design options for discussion, rather than trying to generate
ideas, at meetings.

THE DATABASE

Technical Specifications

The NTID Student Database pilot is currently running on a VAX 8350 in

the RIT VAXCluster network.

It

is

implemented in

Ingres,

a relational

database management system (RDBMS) by Relational Technology, Inc.

Ingres is

a fourth-generation computer language which means that it provides relation-

non-procedural

based,

application

generator

applications

with

access

to

data.

package.

QUEL,

SQL

The

However,

users

relational

(both

heart

query

of

can

Ingres

also

is

an

generate

languages),

or

by

embedding QUEL commands in a variety of third generation computer languages
such

as

COBOL.

The product

also includes

a query interface

for

data

retrieval and maintenance, a report-writer, a forms generator for setting up
computer screen formats, and a graphics package.

Structure

The database was originally designed with five components:

general

student academic information (major, current status, placement tests, etc.),

academic department-specific information (progress flags, placement tests,
etc.), complete course and grade histories, counseling information (private
notes, etc.), and coop and permanent placement information (employer, etc.).

The pilot, which has been in testing for the past year and a half, contains

all components excRpt the

job information.

Since placement information

comes from a non-academic area, it was decided to let it wait until all the
academic components were implemented.

The database is designed primarily for academic chairs and counselors.
They access the database through a specially designed menu which allows them

to avoid interacting directly with Ingres.
mix of information.

The database itself contains a

Data are extracted from official institute sources and

2
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input by the users.
student

name,

or

Student information can be retrieved using either

student

In general,

id.

only users who are directly
responsible for a data item are able to modify it. However, individual
fields may or may not be updatable depending upon both the original data
source and the user view.
Registrar's Office,
reasons)

Grades, for example, are the property of the RIT

and are not updatable in the database

(for security

Academic status, on the other hand, is updatable.
The components above are actually organized into user views based upon
the needs of the different people who access the
database and the
sensitivity of the data items themselves.
A view is the predefined portion
.

of a database shown to

a given

user.

Every effort has been made to

facilitate the free flow of information while maintaining necessary data
security
Diagrams of the main menu screen and current views are included
below.

The views currently defined are:

General student academic information, considered to be non-sensitive
and open to all database users,
such as student names,
current
academic status, and major, etc.
Department-specific information, such as probation information, and
placement test scores; this.view is intended for academic chairs, but
counselors can access non-private portions on their students;
Counseling information, access to which is limited to counseling
faculty only;
Student courses and grade histories, sorted either by quarter taken
or academic area; this data is viewable by both academic chairs and
counselors;
A degree audit capability, which allow chairs and counselors to audit
a student's courses against any major in the institute;
.

.

.

And an online report generation option which allows users to run

screen-versions of predefined reports on their students.

There are a small number of standard-schedule

reports,

such as quarterly

counselor caseloads, and projected graduation lists.
And users can request
ad hoc reports.
Users are also able to access the VAX electronic mail
system directly from the database.

Security

In general, the database security is intended to allow users to see
only the students for whom they are responsible.
However, at user request,
this

was eased to allow the

departmental

information,

information across schools.
private information.

and

academic chairs
counselors

to

to

share portions

share

of the

counseling-specific

Users were encouraged not to enter extremely
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Fig. 1 NTID STUDENT DATABASE MAIN MENU
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS

for the past three years.

This project has been under development

During that time, we have struggled with many decisions and problems.

In

general, these can be put into three categories: software, hardware, and the
design process itself.

Hardware

Our first development task was to determine which computer system to
Our choice was the RIT VAXCluster network because it

use for the database.

is dedicated to academic use and is accessible from almost anywhere on
RIT has a mainframe IBM system, but it was already over loaded and

campus.

over accessed.

And a network of personal computers (PCs) alone would not

provide the centralized data access we required.
First, our users had a variety

We had several other hardware problems.

of terminals and PCs they wanted to use to access the database on the VAX.
However, Ingres requires specific key strokes to work correctly.

We solved

this problem by setting up "captive accounts" on the VAX for each Ingres

When a user signs on he/she

user.

is

asked to

identify the type of

equipment used, and a special command file for that equipment automatically
sets up the correct communication procedure.

Secondly, during development,

the database was moved from a standalone VAX 750,

where it was initially

installed, to its current machine, a VAX 8350, which was added to the RIT
network.

the move seemed to go smoothly,

Initially,

space limitation problems caused by the network.

but later we found

So we had to increase all

users' space allocations.

Software

RIT did not have a database package on its VAXCluster system when we
started this project.

So another team member and I attended a national

symposium on databases and fourth generation languages to get acquainted
with our options.

There we attended presentations, talked with current

users, and ultimately picked Ingres.
first

that

the

database

distributed data storage,
approximately 36 nodes.

is

Our reasons for selecting Ingre, were

designed

for

both distributed

access

and

a good match for RIT's VAXCluster network of
Both data access and application generation are
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conveniently

menu-driven.

microcomputer compatibility.

The

product

line

has

full

mainframe

to

And finally, that security is possible down to

the field level.

Because of the variety of user hardware mentioned above, we were not
able to settle on one terminal emulator package for PC users.
So we ended
up selecting a wbest options for each type of hardware, and documenting the
signon procedure for each in our user's guide.

Naturally, Ingres itself gave us some problems.

First it was too slow.

And we had record access conflicts.
reorganize

the

way

the

Our technical people were able to
database tables were stored to resolve these.

However the database still tends to be

slow when doing a degree audit.

Users will have to live with this because of the complicated logic and the
large number of recorus to be processed.
We also had problems implementing
the database security.
This turned out not to be as straight forward as it
initially seemed.

And

it tqc some time and effort

to get

it

set

up

correctly for all the views.

Design

For our database, we pull together data from sources institute-wide.
Some fields are retrieved and updatable, others are
retrieved but not
updatable, while others are solely user input.
For most data items, the
database

is

not

the primary data

source.

So,

before beginning this

project, we had to get agreements to share information.

Then, we had to

determine updatablity and update responsibility for each field.

we defined a data dictionary with field sources, values,

To do this

and maintenance

schedules.

We also determined how long students should be maintained in the
database, and under what conditions rk 'ords should be removed. And special
programs were written to load and maintain the database.

CONCLUSION

The database pilot is in its final stages of development and testing
this academic year.
If all goes according to schedule, we plan to have a
user review and accept suggestions for revisions this coming spring.
things that we know will come up are the postponed
job

Two

placement

information, and an academic planning component for counselors.
Also we
have found that for greater efficiency, we want to jump directly between
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views without going through the main menu which is not Ingres-standard.
This will mean that we will need to write some of our
own interface logic.
Overall the database has received a positive response from its

users.

Undoubtedly, this is mainly due to the heavy user involvement
in its design.
The two database components which have generated the most
enthusiasm are the
department-specific information and the degree audit logic.
Both of these

directly
students.

looking

support

better

information

These are both critical

for ways to increase their

sharing

and

improved

service

issues today when institutions
student

database will support that effort at NTID.

retention.

to
are

Hopefully this
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN FRESHMAN PERFORMANCE AND
THEIR RLLATIONSHIP TO USE OF THE SAT IN ADMISSIONS

Dr. Ellen Armstrong Kanarek
Research Associate
Office of Educational Policy Studies
Rutgers-The State University of New Jersey

INTRODUCTION
In

recent

years

has

it

been

amply demonstrated

(if

inadequately

explained) that women earn lower SAT scores but higher college GPAs than
men.

The purpose of this study is to explore the extent to which this is

true at Rutgers-The State University of New Jersey, and its consequences
for admissions.

No one has so far attempted to deny that there is a gap between males

and females in their performance on the SAT.

For Rutgers University as a

whole, this gap averaged 59 points between 1981 and 1985: 7 points for the

Verbal section and 52 points for the Math.

In addition, means for both

men and women and differences between them have increased somewhat over
the five-year period.

The debate has

arisen over

the causes of the

observed gap, and the extent to which the use of SATs in the admissions
process may

put women

at

a

disadvantage,

since

at

many colleges

and

universities, including Rutgers, women tend to earn higher GPAs than men.

Clark and Grandy (1984)
College Board,

and Stewart

attribute the females'

(1987),

the President of

t.'e

large deficit on the mathematics

portion of the SAT (SATM) and declining advantage in the verbal (SATV)

in

part to a significant increase in the number of woren taking the test

in

the last 20 years, and to shifts in population cha) acteristics of female
test

takers.

Stewart

educated

points

out

that

female

test

takers

come

from

slightly

less

incomes.

In addition, women take fewer courses in mathematics and in the

physical sciences:

families

and

from

families

with

lower median

"The more mathematics women study in high school, the

better they do on t:le SAT mathematical section."

While some argue that gender differences in SAT scores are the result

of biological or social differences between the sexes

(e.g., Benbow and
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Stanley,

1982;

Goleman,

1987),

others

feel

strongly

that

gender

differences in SAT are largely attributable to bias
in the test itself.
Test anxiety, attitude toward mathematics, and
social discouragement are
also
proposed as
explanations for poor female performance on the
mathematics portion of the SAT (Coleman, 1987; Levine
and Ornstein, 1983;
Dorans and Livingston, 1987, examined the question of whether
females who
score high on the SATM do so because they have very high verbal skills,
but their results were inconclusive).

Some point to the fact that women tend to earn higher grades than men
in both high school and college (see, e.g., Clark and Grandy,
1984) as
evidence that the SATs are not an accurate indicator of female
ability.

According to Rosser (1987),

"If the SAT predicted equally well for both
sexes, girls would score about 20 points higher than boys,
not 61 points
lower."
Several studies have shown that there is a higher correlation

between SATs and freshman grades for women than for men, that is, females'

grades are more predictible

(Bejar and Blew,

1981; Linn,

1973).

The

underprediction of grades for women has a direct and negative effect
on
their eligibility for scholarships based on academic merit (Rosser, 1987).
Pallas and Alexander (1983) provided a test of the extent to which
sex differences

in the SATM may be due to differences

in high school

coursework.

They found that there were no significant sex differences in
certain background variables such as parents' education,
race, or ninth
grade quantitative test performance.
By the end of high school, however,

there was a decided female disadvantage in SATM performance
of about 38
points.
In addition, they found that females were much less likely than
males to take certain higher-level math and science
courses, but earned
somewhat

h;gher

grades

in

the

courses

quantitative

test

performance,

but when differences

performance was

by
in

they did

far

the

math and

best

take.

Ninth

predictor

of

grade
SATM

science coursework were

controlled,

the male-female SATM difference shrank to about 14 points.
Finally, their evidence suggests that if females
had not outperformed
males in the math courses they did take, the SATM
gap would have been even
greater than it was.

at

The purposes of the Rutgers study were, then, to document
the SAT gap
the University (see above); to compare men and women
in terms of

cumulative freshman GPA and of freshman-year GPAs in humanities, social
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sciences, and math/science; to relate SAT
scores to the various GPAs; and,
by means of regression analyses, to consider the
consequences of using the
SAT scores in the admissions process.
METHOD
SAT

and

cumulative

GPA

informatlon

were

University's undergraduate longitudinal f les.

taken

from

Rutgers

In addition, separate GPAs

were calculated for courses taken in humanities, social sciences,
and math
and sciencel.
These subject area GPAs were unweighted in that each course
counted as one unit, regardless of the number of credit
hours associated
with it (courses within each subject
area had similar credit hour values).

The cohort
College

(the

colleges) as

under scrutiny consisted

largest

of

new freshmen

Rutgers
in

of students entering Rutgers

University's

the fall

of 1985.

ten

day

undergraduate

In order to arrive at

predicted GPAs (PGPAs), cumulative and subject
area, for the 1985 cohort,
the first-year grades of 1984 entering freshmen were regressed
on their
total SAT score; the coefficients from
these 1984 regression equations

were then used to calculate the PGPAs.
used

by

the

University

University uses the two

Admissions

[This is similar to the method
Office,

SAT scores separately,

although,

in

fact,

along with high

the

school

percentile Rank, to calculate an Admissions Index, which is
but one of the
factors considered during the admissions process.
Use of the total SAT in
this exploratory study simplifies understanding of
the results.2]
Two regression analyses were performed on the 1984 freshmen:
one for
the total entering cohort, and separate
ones for men and women.
Thus each

1985 student had two

sets of PGPAs: one using the coefficients from the

total regression, and the other using the men's
or women's coefficients as
appropriate.
The two freshman PGPAs were then compared to actual freshman
CUM, and a difference score
was calculated by subtracting

the. PGPA from

lAn average was also calculated for
Arts courses but was omitted from

the analysis because very few students in the liberal
any arts courses during their freshman
2The multiple

arts colleges took

correlation between freshman-year CUM on the one hand

and SATV and SATM on the other is very slightly higher
than the simple
correlation between CUM and total SAT.
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A positive difference score would indicate that CUM had been

the CUM.

underpredicted, while a negative difference would imply overprediction.
RESULTS

College

Rutgers

and this fact

undergraduate colleges,

of

selective

most

the

is

University's

the

reflected in the SATs of its

is

students: for the 1985 cohort the mean total SAT was 1098 for the men and
1048 for the women, a 50-point difference: 12 points on the Verbal section

and 38 on the Math.

The Verbal gap is greater than that evident for the

University as a whole, while the Math and total gaps are smaller.

GPA differences in favor of the women were observable by the end of
While there is a popular theory that women

the freshman year (Table 1).

earn higher college GPAs than men because the latter take more of the
and science courses, women outperformed men even within

difficult math

subject: women entering Rutgers College in 1985 had a significantly higher

GPA than did men
courses.

women's

The

significantly

for the freshman year as

so.

It

math/science
is

true,

GPA

a

whole end

was

also

humanities

in

higher,

but

not

that Rutgers women take more

however,

humanities courses and fewer math/science courses than men during their
freshman year.

(Freshmen

this college differ from those of other

at

colleges in the University in that Rutgers College women do not take more
social science courses as well.)

Plotting freshman CUM against total SAT reveals that there is indeed
a stronger correlation between the two for women alone (r=,422) than there
is

for

the group

SAT

whole

a

(r=.369)

(and for the men

separately--

This difference becomes particularly acute at the upper end of

r=.353).
the

as

distribution,

that

is,

regression

the

lines

are

very

close

together for most values of total SAT, but diverge as total SAT increases.
Table 2 adds to the comparisons shown in Table 1 the same comparisons

for men and women

in the top 10% of their respective SAT distributions

(the cutoff being

1280

for men

and

1230

for women).

The difference

between the ma7e and female CUMs for the top 10% (the women's CUM being
.26 higher than the men's) is more than twice the difference for the total
cohort (.10).

While the difference in Humanities GPA is somewhat larger

for the restricted group,

GPA, going from .00 for the group as
difference

is

also

is

in Social Science

.30.

The Math/Science

the most dramatic change

larger,

in

a whole to

favor

of

the

women,

but

again

non-
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Male and Female SATs and
GPAs
1985 Rutgers College Freshmen

MEN

WOMEN

DIFFERENCE
(W-M)

SATV

516

504

12 *

SATM

582

544

38 *

1098

1048

50 *

2.54

2.64

.10 *

Humanities GPA

2.73

2.91

.18 *

Social Science GPA

2.65

2.65

.00

Math/Science GPA

2.23

2.26

.03

2.6

3.1

3.2

3.1

-.1

3.0

2.4

-.6 *

952

1004

Total SAT

Total CUM

# Human. Courses
# Soc. Sci. Courses
# Math/Sci. Courses

.5 *

* p < .05

TABLE 2
Comparison of Male and Female and GPAs
1985 Rutgers College Freshmen
in Top 10% of Respective SAT
Distributions
MEN

WOMEN

DIFFERENCE
(W-M)

Total CUM

2.92

3.18

.26 *

3.11

3.37

.26 *

Social Science GPA

3.03

3.33

.30 *

Math/Science GPA

2.69

2.85

.17

# Human. Courses

2.7

2.9

.2

# Soc. Sci. Courses

3.2

2.9

.3

# Math/Sci. Courses

3.1

3.0

-.1

112

106

Humanities GPA

* p < .05
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significant.

Note that

there

are only minute sex differences

in

the

number of courses taken in all three subject areas by freshmen in the top
SAT range.

The differential

slopes of the regression

equations for the total

group and for women as a whole can also be illustrated by looking

at

predicted levels of GPA for various values of total SAT (Table 3).
Once
again, it is evident that for each type of GPA the differences
between the
sexes grow as total SAT increases.

One other point is that the part-whole correlations of the subject
area GPAs with freshman CUM also differ between men and women (Table 4):
for men only and for the total
Social

Science

averages.

GPA,

For

followed

women,

group, the correlation is greatest with
in

order by Math/Science and Humanities

however,

the

Humanities

and

correlations are identical, followed by Math/Science.

Social

Science

This lends support

to the idea that the women's advantage in total CUM is strongly
related to
their advantage in Humanities.
TABLE 4
Correlation between Freshman CUM and
Subject-Area GPAs

Correlation of
CUM with:

MEN

Humanities GPA

WOMEN

TOTAL

.751

.805

.775

Social Science GPA

.823

.805

.813

Math/Science GPA

.818

.788

.801

To examine the effect of the underprediction for women on admissions
decisions, the regression equations were solved backwards for SAT.
This

procedure answers the

question,

"To reach

a given level

of PGPA, what

total SAT would have been required for ail Rutgers College freshmen, and
for women only?" The lefthand portion of Table 5 shows, for example, that
the group as a whole would need an SAT total of 730
to achieve a PGPA of
2.0, while women would only need 720 if the original equation had been
based on women alone.

The righthand portion of the table then looks at the women who were
admitted to Rutgers College in 1986 to see how many of them would have
been affected if there had been various cutoffs for admission.

If there

TABLE 3
Predicted Total Freshman and Subject GPA at Different Total SAT Levels
Women Separately
Using Predictions Equations Based on Total Cohort and
Freshmen Entering Rutgers College in 19F

TOTAL
SAT

PREDICTED
FRESHMAN CUM
Diff
Total
Women

PREDICTED
HUMANITIES GPA*
Diff
Women
Total

PREDICTED
SOCIAL SCIENCE GPA*
Diff
Women
Total

PREDICTED
MATH/SCIENCE GPA*
Diff
Women
Total

,

700

1.95

1.96

.01

2.26

2.28

.02

1.88

1.77

-.11

1.40

1.44

.04

800

2.13

2.15

.02

2.41

2.46

.05

2.08

2.02

-.06

1.62

1.67

.05

900

2.30

2.35

.05

2.56

2.64

.08

2.29

2.27

-.02

1.84

1.90

.06

1000

2.47

2.54

.07

2.72

2.82

.10

2.49

2.52

.03

2.07

2.13

.06

1100

2.64

2.74

.10

2.87

3.01

.14

2.70

2.77

.07

2.29

2.36

.07

1200

2.81

2.94

.13

3.02

3.19

.17

2.91

3.02

.11

2.51

2.59

.08

1300

2.98

3.13

.15

3.17

3.37

.20

3.11

3.27

.16

2.74

2.82

.08

1400

3.15

3.33

.18

3.32

3.55

.23

3.32

3.52

.20

2.96

3.05

.09

1500

3.32

3.52

.20

3.47

3.73

.26

3.52

3.78

.26

3.18

3.29

.11

1600

3.49

3.72

.23

3.63

3.92

.29

3.73

4.03

.30

3.41

3.52

.11

*Freshman year courses

- t

r;

4'; r 9

111

TABLE 5
Total SAT Needed to Reach Given PGPA, and Percent in Given Range
Rutgers College Freshmen

Number & percent of 1986 female Rutgers College
Freshmen who would be disadvantaged at given PGPA:

1985

Iota] SAT needed
to reach PGPA of:

TOTAL
COHORT

WOMEN
ONLY

SAT scores

2.00

730

720

720

2.25

870

850

2.50

1020

980

2.75

1170

1110

3.00

1310

3.25

3.50

N

% of total 1986 RC women
3

0.3%

850,860

19

1.9%

980-1010

85

8.2%

1110-1160

164

15.7%

1230

1230-1300

93

8.9%

1460

1360

1360-1450

21

2.0%

1610

1490

1490+

1

0.1%

253
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had been a cutoff of 2.5 on the PGPA, for example, 85 women would have
been rejected if their PGPA had been calculated from an equation based on
men

and

women

combined,

but

would

have

equations for men and women had been used.

been

accepted

if

different

If the cutoff were raised to

2.75, more than 15% of the 1986 Rutgers College female freshmen would have
been affected.

DISCUSSION

At Rutgers University the SATs are used as one of several variables
in an admissions process that is both quantitative and qualitative.

The

first step in this process involves calculating an Admissions Index based
on the SATs and high school Rank.

As the above analysis has shown, for most of the students in the
range of SATs where admissions decisions may not be obvious, the difference between actual and predicted GPA is small

(the regression lines

for the total group and for women alone are very close together in the
middle part of the SAT range)

Nevertheless, there are real people, from

all levels of ability, affected by any policy decision.
Fortunately, Rutgers University does not use a cutoff score, does not

rely solely on the SAT, and does not even make a PGPA the only criterion
for admission.

Because the University does include high school Rank in

its calculations and does look extensively at non-academic credentials,
women are not particularly disadvantaged when it comes to admissions3.
addition,

the

In

use of separate prediction equations for men and women,

while seeming to alleviate the problem of underprediction for women, would

have other consequences:
men,

the current combined equations overpredict for

so that the use of a separate equation for men might result in the

rejection

of

some

men

who

are

currently

accepted.

Given

limited

enrollment capacity, admissions is a zero-sum game: one student's gain is
another's loss.

There is one area where the consequences of placing heavy weight or
the

SAT

have yet

to

be

fully understood:

Rutgers's most prestigious

scholarship program has traditionally relied fairly heavily on the SAT,

with the result that

3In

1937,

in the past,

fewer women than men appeared to be

38.7% of the women who applied to Rutgers College were

admitted, compared to 37.0% of the men.
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eligible for the awards, despite the fact that
on the average, women earn
higher college GPAs than men. The first criterion for
eligibility is that
the student be the "top" student in his
or her high school, so that when
it comes time to decide on scholarship awards, there is
no variability in
Rank to balance SAT scores.
The fact that girls earn better grades in
high school results in a predominance of women in the pool
of eligible
recipients, but can no longer help them in the final
ranking.
CONCLUSION

The solid evidence that female Rutgers freshmen
earn higher grades
than male freshmen, and that the current equations for
predicting freshman
performance underpreaict for women, is not lost on those
responsible for
admissions policy at Rutgers University. While there seemed valid
reasons

years ago not to use separate equations for men and
women, the advisability of continuing this policy (as well
as the possibility of using
achievement test scores instead of or in addition
to the SATs) is just one
of the issues under consideration by
a Task Force convened to examine th
entire area of admissions at Rutgers University.
The committee charged
with awarding the no-need scholarships has already
modified its procedures

to reduce the wuight given to SAT in the
ranking of eligible students.
Additional research underway at
the University considers whether some
other criteria altogether (for example, probability
of graduation) should
guide admissions decisions.
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ADMISSIONS STANDARDS AND THE UNDER-PREPARED
STUDENT IN AN URBAN CONTEXT - HOW INSTITUTIONAL

RESEARCH IS HELPING TO FRAME THE DEBATE

Jennifer B. Presley and Peter Langer
University of Massachusetts at Boston
Institutional Research and Planning
Harbor Campus, Boston MA 02125
THE INITIAL POLICY CONTEXT
THE INSTITUTION:

The University of Massachusetts in Boston is an urban university

with an enrollmEnt of 11,000 undergraduates and 2,000 graduate
students. As th only baccalaureate public institution in Boston, its
mission is to prcvide access to University-level education for the
diverse population of the region. Thus, its undergraduate enrollment
significantly non-traditional: almost two-thirds are transfer
students, 18% are minority, the median age is 24. Sixty-four percent
is

of freshman applicants qualify for admission, as do 85% of transfer
applicants. As with most urban institutions, the retention rate is an
issue

of

concern

on

campus,

and

some

faculty

question

the

adpropriateness of the academic skill level of some of our entering
students.
THE CONTRIBUTION OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:
in 1987 the Office of Institutional Research and Planning (OIRP)
completed a longitudinal study of undergraduate retention. The major

finding was that

our urban commuter university, the strongest
predictor of retention was GPA at our institution. That is, those that
did well stayed, on the average, and those that did not left. A second
unsurprising but nevertheless sobering result was the size of our first
year attrition
40%.
The results of this study were presented at
in

NEAIR in 1987 and are contained in the Proceedings ( 1).
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The first reaction to the report from a segment of our community
was "let's raise admission standards". But we had done enough
exploratory data analysis to suspect that this was not the answer to
our retention problem. We needed to shape the institutional debate to
ensure that we did not jump to the wrong strategic conclusion.
From
a research perspective, the question deserving our attention was the
relationship between admissions characteristics and subsequent
performance at UMB. At the same time, our College of Arts and Sciences
(CAS), which provides a significant amount of basic preparation, was
anxious to know the extent to w -1- this instruction was successful.
OIRP met with CAS and designed a ,_,earch project to address both of
our concerns.
THE STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION

Under extant admissions policies, the University of Massachusetts
at Boston (UM/B) admits into the College of Arts and Sciences students
with a wide range of academic abilities. In order to evaluate the
academic strengths and weaknesses of entering students, CAS requires
all new students, including transfers, to take placement examinations
in English and mathematics. On the basis of these examinations
students either move into the CAS core curriculum or are required to
take one, or more, pre-college English or mathematics courses.
This study investigates whether the students who are evaluated as
nunder-prepared" on the basis of enrollment in
pre-college courses
subsequently do as well at UM/B as the other CAS students. (Ideally we
would like to know if the effort to provide extra academic assistance

to these students is successful.
However, in order to have a valid
test of "success" we would have to match the under-prepared students
who go through preparatory coursework with under-prepared students who
do not go through such coursewerk. This is not possible, because there
are few students who are at-risk by objective standards and who do not
take pre-college courses. Therefore, we cannot evaluate the success of
the pre-college coursework as such, but we can assess the chances of

success of CAS students with different levels of initial academic
preparation.)

ti
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II.

RESEARCH DESIGN

We measure student preparedness by performance on our required
English and mathematics placement
ms.
We
studied all new students, both first-time freshmen and

transfers, entering CAS
(N=1520).

in Fall, 1984 (N=1507) and Fall, 1985,
We analyzed the two cohorts separately, and, since we found

that the two cohorts have the same patterns, we averaged the results to
obtain the figures we present.
For the two years, 53.3% of all first-time freshmen (N=1437) were
"under-prepared" in that they took at least one pre-college course,
compared to 25.5% of all transfer students (N=1590).
Combining
first-time freshmen and transfer students, 38.1% of all CAS students
took some kind of preparatory coursework.
Under-preparation in
mathematics, however, is much more common than under-preparation in
English or ESL.
Many more students need mathematics assistance (29%)
than need English assistance (14%) or ESL coursework (8%).
In the
remainder of this report we compare prepared students with students
under-prepared in mathematics or English.
Because the number of
students who take ESL courses is too small to be reliably analyzed by
itself we do not present separate information on these students, but we
do include them whenever we talk about under-prepared students in
aggregate.
We measure success at UM/B by retention and
cumulative GPA.

(See

(2) for baseline information on retention at the University and CAS.)
We first present our research findings comparing the academic
careers of under-prepared and prepared CAS students. We then move one

step back and analyze certain admission criteria and their relation to
placement in pre-college courses. We, thus, have two different
predicaws of academic success: performance on required placement

examinations, and prior performance as measured by admission criteria.
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III.

ACADV.IC CAREERS OF UNDER-PREPARED STUDENTS
Retention:

"Under-prepared"

students have the same retention rate as
Figures
and 2 show that for both native

arecpL'sLJdents.

1

freshmen and transfer students there

is no difference in retention

between students who take pre-college courses and other CAS students.

Figure
CAS RETENTION - FRESHMEN
"PREPARED" VS "UNDER-PREPARED" STUDENTS
EXCLUDING DSP STUDENTS
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Among freshmen, after thret. semesters the retention rate for
prepared students is 54.4%, compared to 55.6% for students
under-prepared in English and 60.4% for students under-prepared
mathematics.

in
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- After six semesters, prepared students have a 38.2% retention
rate, compared to 32.2% for students under-prepared in English and
37.1% for students under-prepared in mathematics.

At each semester marker, there is no significant difference in
the retention of prepared vs. under-prepared students.
transfer students, the same pattern holds with
under-prepared students having the same or better retention rates
as prepared students.
For example, after three semesters the
Among

retention rate for prepared transfer students is 59.9%, compared
to 65.4% for transfers under-prepared in mathematics and 67.0% for

transfers under-prepared in English.
Figure 2
CAS RETENTION - TRANSFERS
"PREPARED" VS "UNDER-PREPARED" STUDENTS
PERCENT EIVOLLED
100

'UNDERPREPARED':
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Me.
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investigated

We

whether

the

retention

parity between
under-prepared and prepared students was the same for white and
minority students.
We found no differences b race in the patterns.
The third semester retention rate for under-prepared white
first-time freshmen is 63.4% compared to 63.5% for under-prepared

minority first-time freshmen.
leads

to

the

conclusion

Similar findings at other points
that

the

relationship
between
under-prepared and prepared students is the same for white and
minority students.
Grade Point Average:
Students under-prepared in mathematics have GPAs as good as prepared

students, but students under-pr<Tared in English tend to have lower
GPAs.

Among

freshmen,

third semester GPA for students
under-prepared in English is 2.22 compared to 2.46 for students
the

under-prepared in mathematics and 2.53 for prepared students. The
sixth semester GPAs show an even wider difference, 2.32 compared
to 2.71 and 2.73 respectively.
Among transfer students, the third semester GPA for students

under-prepared in English is 2.02, compared to 2.44 for students
under-prepared in mathematics and 2.70 for prepared students.

The

sixth semester GPAs for transfers show a reduced difference,
2.61
compared to 2.81 and 2.92, respectively.
What these patterns suggest is that the
student who is
under-prepared in mathematics is not very different from the rest of
the CAS student population.
Deficiency in mathematics, as measured by
our placement exam, is something that affects a sizeable number of our
students, but these students are given the assistance they need through
pre-college courses and go on to do as well as other CAS students.

On

the other hand, however, deficiency in English skills, while affecting
a much smaller number of students, may continue to hamper the student's
academic accomplishment even after taking pre-college courses.
It may
be that a student who has trouble in mathematics can successfully plan
and complete a major that requires little
mathematical ability, whereas
a
student in need of English assistance will have to

difficulty in any furthei course of study.

confront that
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IV.

ACADEMIC CAREERS AND ADMISSION CRITERIA

We have shown that students who enter CAS under-prepared in
mathematics or English have the same retention rates, but somewhat
different GPAs (for English only) than students who enter CAS prepared.
Although we cannot say that the under-prepared students do as well as
they do because of the special courses they are required to take, we
assume that if this special coursework were to be eliminated these
students would not do as well as they do.
Is there any way to predict
what percentage of the students who enter CAS will be required to take
pre-college courses?
The standardized measures that are used as part

of the admissions process for first-time freshmen are SAT scores and
high school rank in class.
The measures used for transfer students
include GPA at Vie prior institution attended.
These admissions
criteria may be regarded as an alternative measure of "under-prepared"
status. How do the students who are low on any of these measures
compare to other CAS students in GPA or retention? We first look at
how the admissions criteria correlate with the performance on placement
examinations, and then analyze how the admissions criteria relate to
academic success.

Freshman admissions criteria and student success:

SAT Scores, Rank in Class and Pre-college Coursework
Students who take pre-college coursework have lower SAT seures than
other CAS students and lower rank in their high school graduatinii
class.

Among first-time freshmen, prepared students have a 964 mean
combined SAT score compared to under-prepared students' 839 mean
combined SAT score.

Among those freshmen in the top-fifth (first quintile) of their
high school graduating classes, 16'0 need to take pre-college
n Ahem at ics , compared to 29"e of students in the second quintile
and 38% of ;tudents in the third quintile. This relationship
between high school rank and the need tor pre-college mathematics
courses is clear and direct.
The relationship is not strong for
pre-college English coursework, Among the top quintile of high
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school

graduates 5% need to take pre--college English courses,

compared to 14% of students in the second quintile and 8% in the
third quintile. Again, the relatively small number of students who
need to take pre-college English courses makes this relationship

difficult to interpret.
What is clear is that on the basis of SAT scores and high school
rank in class there is a clear relationship between prior academic
performance and the performance on the required placement tests in
mathematics and English.

There is consistency in measurement between

these two independent assessments of student preparedness.

SAT Scores, Rank in Class and Student Success
SAT scores have a positive relationship with GPA, but no direct
relationship with retention. In general, students who are retained and
have acceptable GPAs have higher SAT scores than their counterparts,
but the strength of the relationship is low making it inappropriate to
use SAT scores as a predicLor of student success at CAS.
Students with combined SAT scores between 700 and 849 have a
fifth-semester retention rate of 48.4%, compared to 50.2% for
those with scores 850 - 999, and 57.0% for those with scores 1000
and above.
There is a very small group of students who have
comb'ned

SAT

scores

below

700

and

who

were

not

in

the

pre-enrollment developmentsl studies summer program, about 20
students a year. It is interesting that this small group has a

fifth semester retention rate of 70.2%, the highest of any SAT
category. Obviously, for certain types of students SAT scores have
no relevance for predicting success at UM/B and the alternative
criteria used for admission are appropriate.
Using these same SAT categories, in the fifth semester the top
scoring SAT group has 16.8'; with CPAs below 2.00, compared to the
other three groups haviny between 20.2% and 21.4% below 2.00. We
see, therefore, that a high SA T score is related to less academic

difficulty, but below that top group there is no relationship
between SA T score and suLsequent CPA.

Rank in high school class has no significant relationship with
CPA and retention, but the general direction of the association is
as hypothesized with the top quintile by high school rank having
higher GPAs and higher retention rates than oer students.

204
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Transfer admissions criteria and academic success:
Prior GPA and Pre-college Coursework

For transfer stucints, GPA at a previous institution

is

related, but

not at a statistically significant level with placement in pre-college
courses.

17.9% of :ransfers with GPAs above 3.00 take pre-college
mathematics courses, compared to 24.3% of transfers with GPAs
between 2.5 ;aid 2.99, and 24.6% of transfers with GPAs below 2.50.
2.3% of th._ high GPA transfers take pre-college English courses,

4.6% of the medium GPA transfers, and 6.9% of the low GPA
transfers.
Prior GPA and Student Success
For transfer students, students with high GPAs at their previous

institution have higher UM/B GPAs and retention rates than students
with medium or low GPAs at their previous institutions.
60.5% of transfer students with high GPAs are retained in the
fifth UM/B semester, compared to 51.9% of medium GPA transfers,
and 48.3% of low GPA transfers.

By the fifth semester, the three GPA categories of transfers
have UM/B GPAs of 3.10, 2.77 and 2.68, respectively.

Although both retention and CPA are positively related to
previous GPA, both of the relationships are relatively weak and
retention, in particular, cannot be confidently predicted.
In summary, there is a consistency between performance on the CAS
placement examinations and the freshman admissions criteria of SAT

scores and rank in high school class. For freshmen, both SAT scores
and high school rank in class are related to performance on placement
exami.lations,
but, like the placement examination itself, after
remedial coursework neither measure is significantly related to
subsequent UM/B CPA or retention.
is

Among transfer students, prior GPA

not related to placement into pre-college courses, although prior

GPA is somewhat related to subsequent UM/B GPA and retention.

With regard to admissions, it appears that the standardized
measures currently available are only weak predictors of academic
success at UMB.
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THE NEW POLICY CONTEXT

The study contributed to framing the strategic choices facing our
intitution. It showed that there are no simple answers a result that
does not always bring joy to the hearts of decision-makers. But we can
draw some conclusions:
o

We learned that adjustments in freshman admissions standards are

unlikely to result in a student body that demonstrates improved
It is probably better to focus on ensuring that the
pool of applicants continues to be as diverse as we believe it should
be. (Large changes probably would result in improved retention but
would also undermine the mission of UM/B to provide educational
opportunity for the non-traditional student.)
o
We also learned that there is little difference in the success of
academic success.

"under-prepared" and "prepared" students in CAS.

The student

performance on required mathematics and English examinations which

places a student into pre-college courses is related to previous
academic preformance (SAT scores and rank in high school for frehman,

GPA at previous institution for transfer students), but students who
take these courses have similiar UM/B retention rates and only slightly
lower GPAs than other students. It seems that our under-prepared
students need help, get it, and then go into the broader course
curriculum where they are measured by subsequent academic performance
and succeed as well as other CAS students. This result is similiar to
the evaluation of remediation programs in New Jersey public colleges
and universities (3). The only significant correlate of retention at
UM/B is UM/B GPA which is not related to under-prepared status.
o
We are still faced with a significant retention problem.
We do
not want to resolve it by changing the very nature of our student body,
so we are choosing to focus even more assertively on the first year
experience of our students.
o
And finally, our work has not provided an easy answer tu a recent
phenomenon, more qualified students than we have space for. Perhaps

the inter-institutional competition caused by the demographics of the
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next seven years will result in a natural decrease in this demand, or a
more favorable fiscal enviroment may again allow for expansion. But
we do know now that the "obvious" answer (raise admission standards)

is

not necessarily the best one. We cannot tell with any degree of
certainty who wil; flourish and who will not so we continue to strive
to provir4e as man,' candidates as possible the opportunity to try, and
the support that will increase the probability of success.

(1)

Langer, Petcr "Student Retention at

a

Non-Residential University,"

Proceedings. NEAIR. 14th Annual Conference, 1987,pp 69-84.
(2)

Student

Retention

at

UMass/Bostons

Office of
Institutional Research and Planning, Boston, Mass, September,1987.
(3) Effectiveness of Remedial Progris in New Jersey PubLic Colle 9es
1981-1987.

and Universities, Fall 1983-Spring 1985, New Jersey Basic Skills
Council, Department of Higher Education, November, 1986.
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A STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL FOR ADMISSIONS

Anthony Lolli, Director
Enrollment Management Systems and Research

315 Meliora Hall
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 14627

Over the course of the past several years the term "strategic
planning" has become part of the zeitgeist. The term has been applied to

several activities, some new, some simply new descriptions of old ways.

A few descriptions of the process, however, offer important insights
which are as useful today as when originally offered. From Keller's (1983)
perspective, "Strategic planning looks outward and is focused on keeping

the institution in step with the changing environment" (p. 145). Kotler and
Fox (1985) defined strategic planning as "...the process of developing and

maintaining a strategic fit between the institution's goals and
capabilities and its changing marketing opportunities" (p. 73). The scope
was thus broadened to include both internal and external considerations.

By strategic planning for admissions, I mean the identification of
admissions activities which are necessary for responding to changing
needs and changing environments. Included is the requirement for frames

of reference which define, both internal and external environments, needs,
and opportunities.

2

S

In press, The Admissions Strategist, The College Board, 1988.
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The problem at hand is how to give structure to the strategic
planning function. The creation of a planning paradigm is useful for it

breaks a relatively complex activity into several smaller, more easily
understood, activities. This model serves to help get one's arms around the

problem. it represents a starting point. lt should change over time as
expertise and experience with modeling grow. Use of this model is

intended to create a portfolio of differentiated targeted marketing
opportunities. An underlying tenent of targeted activities holds that

certain activities are optimally effective for specific groups under

particular conditions. Generalized, nondifferentiated activities, while
perhaps more convenient and less costly, may be less effective in meeting

objectives. The model can be used not only to identify new activities but

also to create a context withir. which to view and evaluate existing
activities. The objective is to view recruiting as a complex set of
activities which vary along several dimensions. These dimensions are
shown in Figure 1.
Modet Dimensions ansi Cattwories

Besources is the first dimension. It is comprised ot groups which
can participate in the recruitment function. Admissions staff, enrolled
students, faculty and alumni each would be included. This category might

also include materials such as institutional publications, videos and other
26
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Figure 1

STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL

IIARKET TYPES
( EPS )

Maintain
RESOURCES

Enhance

New
SEGMENTS

Freshmen

Staff

Transfers
Minorities

Athletes

Faculty

eqacies

Alumni

Enrolled
Students

* other influencers eg, counselors, coaches, teachers, etc.
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recruitment materials. in favor of simplicity, however, the discussion

will be limited to people.
It is important ilia to view each Resource subgroup as

interchangeable or exchangeable for any other subgroup. For this reason,

we should not consider using each Resource group for identical purposes.

instead, we should remember that different audiences (prospective
students, parents, high school counselors, etc.) each have a preference for

specific sources of particular types of information (Litten, 1986). For
example, prospects will accept general Information regarding
requirements and deadlines from admissions .staff. However, prospects

prefer enrolled students as their source for descriptions of "what life is

really like" at any given school. As each year's prospects become better
informed consumers of higher education services, they become more wary

of what they perceive to be "party line" information disseminated by
nissions officers. Understanding this potent strength of enrolled
students should cause us to think about how we can take advantage of this
particular Resource subgroup. Many institutions ask enroHed students to

host visiting prospective students. But, how many give hosts an

explanation of how critical they are as a source of information? Such an
explanation would establish the objective behind the hosting program and

could promote dissemination of information that strongly influences
prospects.
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Another potent Resource subgroup is volunteer alumni. All too

frequently, however, alumni are enlisted to serve the roll of admissions

adjuncts with the objective of prescreening applicants. Consider how
much more effective alumni could be in converting prospects into

applicants if thought was given to unique Information alumni could offer
to prospects. Specifically, alumni are in the exclusive position of having
experienced the benefits obtained from their alma matter. Alumni should

focus on outcomes which include opportunities for graduate education,
professional employment and preparation to meet the responsibilities of

society. To relegate alumni to the prescreening recruitment role is to

miss a great opportunity.
Faculty also have a unique contribution to make to recruitment.

Their role, however, should not be limited to helping prospects identify
majors and concentrations. Instead, they should focus on what it is like to

be a major in a given area, what one learns and how is it learned. Again,
outcomes should be stressed and faculty can be effective in pointing out

examples of employment and life skill opportunities associated with
particular academic concentration choices.
The college selection process is a trying experience for adolescents.

Litten (1986) recognized this and introduced the notion of universal costs
(both financial and psychological) and benefits experienced by students

272
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during the application process. An awareness of these cogent issues would

help an institution to craft messages of recognizable importance to
applicants and deliver them through cost-effective means. In addition,
such communications provide a service because prospective students come

to realize they are r

alone i

their concern over these issues.

Market iy,g2.. This second dimension is delineated by the
College Board's Enrollment Planning Service Fnarket definitions. These
definitions divide markets into subgroups on the basis of how well an
institution is known within geographic areas. Markets requiring

maintenance are those in which an institution is already well known. Such

existing markets are important because they represent geographic areas

in which the institution already captures an important share of the
available SAT score reporters' interest. Markets which must be enhanced

are those in which there is a pool of students similar to students

traditionally attracted by the institution. A larger market share could be
attracted if enhancements to the recruitment strategy were undertaken.

Finally, new markets are those in which a particular institution receives
virtually no share of the available pool in spite of the presence of

students who are similar to those traditionally attracted.
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Recruitment activity requirements are qualitatively different for
each type of market. In a new market, much of the work can be
accomplished by the admissions staff. Basic imormation must be made

available and contactr mur be established. Traditional activities such as
high school visits, college nights, college fairs and contact with high
school counselors would each be executed by the admissicis
professionals. At the same time, alumni groups would be establishe.( and

trained by the admissions staff. Over time, the new market would evolve
into a market to be enhanced or maintained. At that point alumni might be
rItroduced to high school counselors and the alumni could serve as the

local institutional representative. The benefits of this arrangement
include increased person hours available to any given high school and

establishment of local contacts for both high schools and prosp9ctive
students.

In established markets, those to be maintained, enrolled students

might take on a greater role. With the assistance of admissions staff and

local alumni, students might visit their former high schools during
semester breaks and talk wi4

prospective students about college life.

atuagai aniagnis. is the third dimension. It includes prospective
student groups which are determined to be of particular importance to the
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Institution. Many Institutions recognize the necessity of strengthening

P

representation from such groups as a means toward improving student

diversity and achieving other institutional objectives. This dimension
might Include minorities, freshmen, transfers, athletes, legacies, etc.
Different groups can be recruited more effectively when an Institution is

able to craft an appeal specifically addressing issues of interest to
particular student segments. It Is not uncommon for institutions to have

special communications targeted for minority prospects. Fewer

institvtions have adopted similar strategies targeted to other Important
student segments.

ftvciplerit lirsual. This fourth dimeision identifies audiences which
might be targeted for specific activities Or communications.

It includes,

at least, prospective students, th9ir parents and high school counselors.

It

might also Include independent college counselor agents and junior college

officers responsible for placement of two year degree recipients. Each
group requires a message which is targeted to their needs. Resources ars
underused when the same, undifferentiated message goes to every group.

Several methods are available for discovering the desired information
content preference of each group. These methods vary from the use of

formai questionnaires, to focus groups, to individual conversations with
t°

r

members of the group.
I

NO

I

No

"

p-
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Application Chronology. At this point the model becomes
too complex
for representation in a two-dimensional
space. However, there is an
additional dimension which must be noted. The
points of the Application

Chronology often dictate the form or content of any given
contact. This is

understood by most institutions and is demonstrated
by the difference

between inquiry activities and materials
versus activities intended to

influence matriculation decisions.
The Model as, Fuer1tic

Cells are created as a result of the intersection
of dimensional

categories. Each cell, theoretically, represents a unique marketing
opportunity. Each distinct opportunity may require a distinct
set of
activities. For example, imagine a cell which
reprosents the following

intersection:
Resouce
Market

faculty,
enhance,

Student Segment - female freshmen interested in
engineering,

Recipieit Group - student, and,
Chronology - admitted applicant.

One possibility, appropriate for this cell, miaht be a faculty letter
to the
admitted student welcoming her to the
school/department, explaining
6
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research opportunities available to undergraduate women engineers and

offering an invitation to become a member of the department's association
for women in engineering.
it is important to note the overall goal is nat to completely fill
every cell in the matrix with an activity. The goals are, first, to identify

current effective activities and, secondly, to identify new opportunities.
The selection of additional activities must be done with an eye toward
internal environmental factors such as budget, staffing and volunteer

resources. The selection of activities should also be made with an

awareness of what the competition is doing to attract the same
applicants.

The question of marketing mix is central to strategic planning.

Planning for the most efficient use of limited funds and resources first
requires identifying the current mix and then deciding on a desired mix.
The model under discussion serves both objectives. First, the model

facilitates identification of current activities via cell by cell analysis.
Secondly, this portfolio approach iaentifies opportunities for new
activities. The desired mix varies by institution. The mix depends upon the

institution's mission, goals and current status vis a vis each of its
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constituencies. In the simplest case, probably not reflected at any viable

institution (Figure 2), there is only one category within each dsmension.

In

this overly simplistic case, the admissions staff carries all recruiting
responsibilities and activities are not differentiated with regard to
markets, nor student segments, nor recipients, nor chronology. All
admissions operations are more complex than that which is shown in

Figure 2, but are less differentiated than what is represented in Figure 1.
Again, the model serves as heuristic and helps one decide on the

appropriate degree of complexity required.
Figure 2
UNDIFFERENTIATED MODEL
JIARKET TYPE
RESOURCES

Maintain

SEGMENTS

Staff
None

(All students)
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Appropriate levels of complexity depend on several issues including

commitment to strategic marketing, budget restraints, research support
and staff experience. It is unreasonable to expect an emerging plan to

spring full blown and represent the entire range of possible complexities.
A model which fills every cell could only be used as a strategic response

in an environment with infinite resources. It should, therefore, be viewed
as an unobtainable ideal. The extent to which it can be approximated,
however, depends upon creativity from many sources. The creative process

starts with evaluation of current activities. Program evaluation is
necessary to determine which activities meet their respective objectives.
It

is not sufficienZ to know which activities are not being successful. It is

also desirable to identify what can be done to alter activities which do
not meet objectives.

Program evaluation should also be applied to

successful activities to estimate the transferability of successful

elements to other applications.

Research also has a role in planning a portfolio of activities (Litten,
1984). Several recr3nt writings explain both how to design such research

and how to apply

it

to the recruitment function (Litten, Sullivan &

Brodigan, 1983, Lay & Endo, 1987). One purpose of research is to collect

information regarding recipients' perceptions of services, materials and
r",

e-

0,9
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processes. Methodologies include formal, traditional survey research
design and less formal approaches such as focus groups. An existing
in-house research which

focuses on existing activities, should be

reviewed. New research should be executed, as appropriate, for each

active cell in the model. The utility of such information is the prime
criterion for determining whether or not to conduct the research. Research

must lead to interpretations, strategies and applications if it is to be of
vaiue. Complexity is not necessarily the hallmark of valuable research.

Similarly, research which is overly simplistic may not be useful. A
balance must be struck, ever with an eye toward helping to plan and

evaluate recruitment activities.
The role of the admissions staff win change under an approximation

of this model. It is their role, by virtue of their responsibilities, to
identify both existing and desired activities across each dimension. This
accomplishment requires an awareness of research results,

interpretations, implications and strategies. Sources include in-house
research, consultants' efforts and the Enrollment Planning Service data.
Success also requires divergent rather than convergent thinking. Most

often, we revert to convergent thinking because it has been successful for

us in the past. This is true particularly when tne objective has been tc,

identify the one correct answer. Successful planning requires divergent

2S

i

L.
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thinking to identify several alternatives, each of which may be valuable.
Such contributions from staff can only be made when the staff
understands they are participating in the discovery of a plan to chart new

ways of doing business. Staff activities also evolve from that of simply
being implementor to one that includes training and coordinating other
Resource subgroups such as faculty, alumni and current students.

Obviously, the execution of these roles is equally as important as the
planning phase.

A vehicle is required to facilitate the strategic planning process.

In

the long run, a "tor down" planning model is limited by the volume of fresh
ideas available. In addition,

it

fails the critical task of enabling staff to

feel psychological ownership of the activities. Planning must become the

responsibility of persons from several administrative 'levels. One central
core committee should be formed, however, for the purpose of keeping the
planning process in focus and in motion. These tasks cart be accomplished

via several approaches. Some institutions have established Enrollment
Committees with broad-based representation, Others have chosen to

organize administratively so all offices which have an impact on

enrollments report to one senior level administrator. Alternatives vary
according to several factors including perceptions of cur nt enrollment
suci:ss and availability of enrollment management leadership.
S

mar

I

1.
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An ancillary benefit of adopting a model is the creation of insights
which suggest distribution of budgeted recruitment resources. Estimates
of resource requirements within market types are more easily developed

via cell by cell analysis. Similarly, the administrator in charge of the
recruitment budget can more easily understand where to target funds so

as to accomplish the most important goals among several which are

competing for attention.
Qonclusion

Planning is a difficult task. Planning for an efficient use of limited
resources to accomplish a complex task is even more difficult. This task
can become more easily managed when a planning model is used. It

facilitates an understanding of the total task at hand by each of those who
are responsible for some component of the process. Finally, a word about

planning and plans per se. The least Lrfective plans are those "cast in

concrete" and relegated to the bookshelf. The result, in such instances, is
often a rigid plan incapable of meeting changing environmental needs.

It is

often accompanied by a desire of former participants to avoid subsequent
planning exercises. The processes which appear to work best are those

which recognize planning as an ongoing activity, free to evolve in response
to changes in both internal and external environments. Successful planning

not only makes e'ficient use of limited resources, but also engages staff

2

,1/45

`)
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in a manner which contributes to their feeling ot empowerment. The result

Is an institution which, although formerly reactive to recruitment
demands, becomes proactive. Such a process is difficult and often

complex, but always rewarding in its success,
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FACULTY SALARY EQUITY:
INTEGRATING POLICY AND
PRACTICE THROUGH DECISION SUPPORT

Jeffrey E. Dutton
Kathleen K. htssonnette

Introduction
Despite the recent emphasis in higher
education on strc!rogic

data-based decision

making,

the

issue of faculty salary equity

remains one to which institutions continue
to react on an ad hoc
basis.

The issue

Judicial

is

indeed complex and

intepretations

of

difficult to contain.

federal

and

state

laws

and

regulations are by nature situation specific
and even these have
varied historitallv.
Such variations
and situation-specific
interpretation;
yield
little
guidance
for
more
general
applications.
Further,
the
very nature
of
faculty

decisions,
judgments

thit

is,

regaiding

dollar

academic

r.ranslations

quality

and

of

salarY

administrative

merit,

compound

the

problem.

But the costs of an ad hoc approach are very high,
monetary costs of repeated litigation

The

and relatJ actions

obvious.

Less

institution

obvious,

is

the

but

perhaps

violation--or

even more

apparent

costly

are

to

violation--of

ar

the

contemporary social ideal of equity; an ideal clearly
espoused by
most higher education institutions.
The

issue

strategically.
inequity.

range of

But

real

of

faculty

salary

equity

can

be

approached

"An institution can never resolve every perceive.:
it

can review and attempt

or potential inequities
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in

to understaud the
a

structured way

full

and
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then assign priorities and respond
(Cloud,

salary

1980).

By

equity

integrating

into

its

appropriately,

its

regular

stated

policy

decision-making

institution can move from rhetoric to action.
an

aggressive,

visible,

between policy
purposes

of

equity

as

and practice

this

systematic,

fully integrated

paper

are

is

key

(1)

to

data-based review of
part

process, and,

of

(2)

the

regular

feasible"
on

faculty

process,

an

The development of

decision-support
this

link

transition.

present

the

faculty salaries
budget/salary

case
in

The
for

terms

a

of

decision-making

to describe a practical procedure available to

institutional researchers
link and helps

to

as

that supports the

development of this

to ensure its effectiveness and continuance.

The Case Upr Systematic Equity Review

fundamental
institutional

to

an

approach

to

informed
faculty

decision
salary

equity

understanding of the issue and its many facets.
a

brief

review

of

conceptual, historical

the

literature

as

regarding

it

is

the

basic

a

The following is
pertains

to

the

and legal aspects of the issue within the

context of highor education.

The concept of faculty salary equity.

While the dictionary

definition of equity seems rather clear and
unarguable, agreement
on what constiTuteL equity is difficult,
if not impossible, to
achieve.

This

faculty salaries.

statement

is

particularly

Hendrickson and Lee

deceptive simplicity of "equal

true when examining

(1983)

suggest

pay for equal work"

that

the

breaks down
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the nature of colleges and univeisities and

when one considers
the

variation

wide

complexity of

the

emphasir.es

issue

and overlap

intersect

comparable

of

Kaplowit

More recently.
issue

the

as

he summaliZes

"Three issues that affect faculty

research findings as follows:
salaries

disciplinary

talents.

individual

and :scholarly productivity.

prestige,
(1986)

among

worth,

in

the

a

tangled skein:

impact

the

of

legal

the

non-academic

marketplace and concepts of fairness on campus."

concept for

complexity of operationalizing the

The

education

lead!,

to

and

Hendrickson

p,:ocess.

compounded

is

and

by

contend

(1983)

Lee

decision

salary

the

highe,-

that

salaries and slary increases ale "often based upon subjective
evaluations
person

or upon abstract notions

of performance

trained

in

marketplace."
disciplines,

a

certain

discipline

"wide

variations"

These
while

and real,

true

'worth'

is

provide

among
a

of

what

a

in

the

talents

and

fertile basis

potential disagreement and individual interpretat:on.

for

One might

say that. it is the perception of the issue, not its reality, that
defines

what

potential

will

be

acceptabl,,

disigreement

as

a

varying

and

response.

reduce

To

interpretations,

the

procedures and Ireasures used to make salary detel-minations must

be established, written and applied consistently.
of

procedural

uniformity

and

inattention

to

a

lack

differential

treatment of faculty institution-wide has resulted in colleges'
being found Ijalle

(Hendrickson and Lee, 1983)

2S6
I

Ir
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While the issue of faculty salary equity is

Point #1.
complex,

the establishment of

terms

in

of

a

decisions

ability

institution's

uniform procedural

written,

salary

faculty

functional definition

a

to

base

for

to

the

disseminate,

and

critical

is

clarify,

implement its policy on equity.

In 1972,

ii.aletILLEAL.AMAL_LR.W.CLUJUJL_EL_SAEISAIM.

both

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and the Equal Pay Act of 1963
were amended

to apply

to higher education.

two federal

These

statutes provide redress for salary discrimination on the basis
of

gender,

and ethnic background.

religion,

race,

under Title VII,

Generallyi,

a plaintiff must demonstrate that the job used

for comparison is comparable and "establish a prima facie case
provides

that

evidence

that

discrimination

ie

a

explanation for the differential salary," and not dut
factors
The

to market

(Hendrickson and Lee, 1983).
Equal

Pay

Act

protection applies

only

being

equal

compared

effort,

plausible

be

responsibilities,

Equal Pay Act,

once

a

differs

from

gender

to
in

and

each

of

orking

and

Title

VII

requires
the

four

that

a

the

Under

and

working

conditions,

jobs

the

prima facie case

that the positions being compared require equal skills,

responsibilities,

its

skill,

areas:

conditions.

plaintiff establishes

that

in

it

effort,

becomes

the

The reader is referred to Hendrickson and Lee (1983) foc
a
more
detailed description of
these
statutes
:heir
and
respective requirements.
1

L,

Nal
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responsibility of

employer

the

to

demonstrate

the salary

that

differential is justified by one of four exceptions listed in the
law.

According to the law, a differential salary is justifi,,d if

the salary is bised on (a) a seniority systi.m, (0 a merit system
based

on

obje:tivt

measures

quality

evaluation
or

criteria,

quantity

of

(c)

production2

differential based on any factor other than sex.
most

cases

in-olving

focused on the
The

ina.

literE,ture

alleged

faculty

exception
on

system

a

salary

or

that
(d)

a

Historically,
inequities

have

(Hendrickson and Lee. l93)

faculty

salary

equity

massive

is

and

predates the application of federal statutes to higher education
by several yeals.

Similarly,

a

thorough analysis of litigated

cases of alleged faculty salary inequity cited in the literature
clearly

is bey(nd the

generalizable

scope of this paper.

essons

learned,

howeves,

Common threads and
can

be

gleaned

and

summarized.

Probably tle most pervasive thread is
documentation

c,f

salary

decisions.

the need for careful

Salary

differentiAls

arc,

permissible but must be justified on the basis of "factors other
than

sex."

systems,

In

examples

addition
of

to

such

established
factors

which

seniori;.y

have

and

merit

successfully

justified salary differentials include:
o
o

o

heading an academic program;
membership on governance committees;
merit if based on clearly articulated criteria;

2 Usually
limited
eoTmission or piece-work.

to

r;

employees

L...) 0

paid

on

the

basi

t,

ot
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market if based on accurate and complete data on market

o

value
variables such as highest
and type of degree.

o

Hendrickson

cannot

ani

Lee

documint

(1983)

degree,

years of experience,

summarize:

objective

"But

factors

where

responsible

a

college

for

salary

differences between male and female faculty, and especially where

most or all of the individuals making salary decisions are male,
a court may conclude that the differences reflect discrimination
rather than some neutral factor (Mecklenberg v.
Montana State
Board of Regents, 19/6).n

Point

*2.

decisions

Careful
is

documentation

critical

to

of

all

salary

institution's ability

a:1

to

act strategically regarding faculty salary equity.
The

other

safeguards
The

to

dominant
ensure

equity

literature suggests

determinations which

articulated,

thread

that

is

lie

and guard
a

need

against

for

systematie

discrimination.

standaidized system

for

salary

is uniformly applied and based on clearly

widely

disseminated

criteria

provides

the

institution a strong position of informed control over the issue.
Conversely,

the

more

decentralized

the

criteria, and subjective the decisions,
institution
Some

it;

factors

productivity,

teaching

to

faculty

quality)

flexible

the

the more vulnerable thc

to "blind-sided"/surprise
rolating

system,

litigation.

salary
are

Obvi,.)usly,

decisions

difficult

to

measure

objectively and are most appropriately administrative,
subjective
judgements.
The ciution is in the balenee of objEctiye measures
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and subjective judgements, and the uniformity of application of
hoth.

Point #3.

The best defense for an institution is

offense.

A

salaries

defined

well

basis

the

)n

system
clearly

of

defining

for

stronr,

d

articulated

faculty
criteria

provides the framework for that offense.

Use of reLression analysis.

Regression analysis has been

established as an acceptable means to review current salaries for

indications of discrimination.

Regression is said to pelmit

a

quantitative es_imate of the effects of a variety of independent
variables

Theoretically,

equation

dependent

specific

on

independent

the

reflect

faculty

variable,

variables

entered

salary.
into

the

institution's/college's/department's

the

The variables should

decision-making criteria.

thel,

be

those

most relevant to the salary decisions, and together the variables

should measure the
by

the

important faculty characteristics as defined

instiLution.

literature,

and

that

cautionary

One
is

that

the

permeates

note

validi._y

of

a

the

regression

analysis on faculty salary equity is dependent on the nature of
the

independent variables

practices

linked

to

in

terms

independent

an

of

Discriminatory

equity.

variable

(e

g.

rank

oi

promotion) will confound the results of the analvsiq and weaken
its decision-support value.
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Point #4.
an

Regression analysis has been established as

acceptable

means

to

review

current

salaries

for

indications of discrimination.

Methods

In order for equity to be effectively integrated

as

true

a

standard into the administrative decision-making process, chairs,

deans and academic affairs administrators need decision-support
information which quantifies a basis for salary decisions before
decisions

made

are

rather

after

than

defense

in

prior

of

decisions.

In addition, salary equity information needs to be relevant,

personalized,
supporting

conceptually

decision

making

determining decisions.

understandable,
rather

Foremost

than

realization that equity issues are
and

emotional

rather

than

our

in

and

viewed

interfering
minds

should

administrative,

purely statistical.

with
be

as

or

the

conceptual,

This

approach

provides a baseline or benchmark from which salary decisions can
be reviewed for equity.
Procedure.

The decision-support materials described below

are prepared annually and forwarded to the academic deans prior
to

the

discussions

increases.

These

leading
and

distributed by the deans

discussions

proceed

and

to

other
to

the

award

aFpropriate

of

annual

materials

salary
may

the departmental chairpersons.
decisions

are

made

at

be

As

sucreeding

administrative levels, these materials are carefully reviewed and
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become a crucial element in establishing
equitable salaries.
At
each
level
of
discussion,
salaries
that
fall
outside
predetermined limits are thoroughly reviewed and justifications
or recommended corrective actions are required and recorded.

At

the conclusion of the annual cycle, these
reports become part of
the official documentation of the salary equity
review process.
Cumulatively, they represent the institution's effort and record
to ensure salary equity among the faculty.

Salary equity decision-support materials.

Prior

to

the

annual faculty salary review period, salary
predicl:ion models for
each academic college are developed centrally
using multiple
stepwise regression.
These models are based on information
pertinent to the incumbent faculty members of
ttlat unit and on

academic and market factors

that have traditionally been viewed

as non-discriminatory determinants of faculty salary (e.g., ears
of

professional

experience,

highest

degree,

disciplinary

affiliation, full-time equivalent, administrative over-rde).
available, relevant,
to

include

and objectively measured,

measures

effectivenes

,

and

Unfortunately, ,)bjective

of

research

contribution

it is appropriate

productivity,
to

If

reaching

public

measures of those factors for each and

every faculty m.Imber are almost nonexistent in
higher education.

These resulting models are then used to predict "ideal"
salaries
for the incumbent faculty members and reports
displaying actual
salary,

projected

salary,

and

difference

,

between

actual

and

projected salar.! for each individual are generated (See Figure

1
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You wY1 note that

below).

shown

in

Figure

are

I

the

individual salary differences

displayed

in

one

of

three

columns.

Personal experience

has

these repnrts

ane indeed need the ability to separate the

taught

differences int,' "reasonabl.e"

that

the

individuals

reviewing

and "unreasonable" categories. This

is currently dcwa on the basis of the srandard
error although any
otvier appropria.7e value can be used.

Experience has also raught

that know/edge nf individual faculty characteristics is impnrtnnt
in
he process.
Not all decision-makers know eliel faculty member

personally, and 1f they do they are seldom aware of such factors
as

Years

of

professional

exnerience.

occasionally be inaccuracies
be

corrected

b-fore

there

may

in the personnel data that need to

further

informatton per-ainnp,

Indeed,

examination.

For

to each faculty member

these

reason,

ts shown on each

an0 every report.
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It

should

be

noted

decision-maker,

the

that,

while

magnitude

initially

of

the

important

difference

to

the

between

the

actual and projected salary should not determine the sample of
faculty

to receive further consideration.

Indeed,

differences

between actual salary and projected salary that are not larger
than the standard error should also be reviewed.

In the model

used to create this example, there are no measures of scholarly
prodqctivity,

teaching

important

factors

important

to

a

to

performance,

many

standard

for

particular

whom

error will be

the

unit

service,

these

If

college/faculty

differences

differences will negatively

public

institutions.

apparent evidence of discrimination,
individuals

Or

and

are

there

why it

indeed
is

no

it is likely that the only
will

positively

"stars",

and

exceed

those

the

for whom

exceed the standard error will be

those not meeting the minimum expectations of the unit.

is not the case,

all

If this

the decision-maker should consciously consider

is that the most productive and the least productive are

paid at similar levels.3

Discussion

Bringing the issue of salary equity to the decision making
table so that it is no longer simply an institutional or system
issue

but

a

clear

factor

in

salary

decisions

is

one

of

the

3 One tendency that is difficult to overcome is the readers
inclination to view the projected salaries
as
absolute.
Statistically, they provide estimates based on known but limited

information.
Substantively, they provide guidance in identifying
potential inequities, not definitive answers.
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primary outcomes at
information

the implementation of

generated

is

relevant

discipline-specific

and

personalized,

individual

in

that

this procedure.

since

accounts

it

for

reports

is

college

market
are

The

and

factors:

produced

which

identify individuals whose work productivity and
credentials are
known rather
than merely
focusing on broad classes of
individuals; conceptually understandable by
presenting in a clear
and

straightforward

manner

results

which

rely

c)!

standard

academic variables rather than illegal discriminating
variables;
and supportive of decision making since the results
are presented
in a non-threarening, non-directive

manner, not to be vewed

conclusive but rather as guides or aids
fully

acknowleiged

salary

equity

are

that
too

the

questions

compiex

to

to discussion.
surrounding

be

resolved bv

It

salary

as
is

and

statistical

manipulations.
Therefore,

charges

nf

unlike approaches

inequity,

this

which seek

approach

is

The

difference

rather

in

defend against

designed

effective decision support by incorporating
equity policies

to

to

provide

institutional salary

into the fabric of the decision-making
process.
is

terms

not

in

of

monitoring for equity

terms

of statistical

institutional

procedure,

philosophy

versus defending against

and

but

posture:

discrimination:

strategic versus reactive decision support.
Also,

salary

predictions

generated

by

this

approach

axe

based solely on quantifiable academic
variables (credentials and
experience);
that
is
without regard to face.,
st.x,
VT
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national

age,

religion,

approach permits

origin

or

handicap

Such

.

implementation of policy pursuant

the

to

an
the

contemporary and social ideal of salary equity.

Postscript

The bulk of this paper stresses

legal aspects of the

the

faculty salary issue and presents a case for data based salary
decisions.

This perspective clearly reflects the

focus of the

literature on the subject over the past twenty years.

This fact

is disturbing.
As

early

NCHEMS

1980,

as

considerations must

be

secondary education

to ensure

all

resource

plans,

equire

into

that

all

that,

infrastructure of post-

the

allocations,

processes,

affirmative

employment

actions

and

activities"

action regulations

including

determinations be documented and reviewed for equity.
o ne

common

thread

"documentation."
few

institutions

permeates

that

the

salary
And,

the

literature

is

But,

if the literature is any indication, too

have

made

pclitioned themselves
equity issues.

"Equity

that they become integrated into

Additionally,

1980).

(Cloud,

built

recommended

to

equity

a

strategic

assume control

initiative

and

and responsibility for

Instead, they have tended to allow control to be

exerted from outside, primarily from federal legislation.

The

concept of equal opportunity, or in this case equal pay for equal
work,

is not going to go away.

Why then,

is higher education

still, after 20 years, reacting to the issue on an ad hoc basis?
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Why do we continue to abdicate control?
at

least

in

part,

in

the

administrator's decision

Perhaps the answer lies,

following observation

costly and damages

millions

salary

of

dollars,

(Hendrickson and Lee,
document

in

its

class

while

discrimination

can

1983).

inequity is found.

to

litigation

action suits could be

some

salary decisions

wcluld be responsible

an

to settle or proceed with litigation.

"It would seem that administrator's lose either way:
is

regarding

attempts

actually
Indeed,
and

to

ameliorate

engender

in

the

prior

litigation"

if an institution were to

review

them

for equity,

it

take positive action where evidence of

Therein lies the commitment--and the control.
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PATTERNS OF FUND-RA1SING PROCEEDS AND COSTS,
1982-83 THROUGH 1986-87
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes a set of recent studies on patterns of private support,
costs, and staffing for a group of private universities and colleges. For 69 colleges,
total private support averaged $5,874,000 during the five year period from 1982-83
through 1986-87, rising 15% per year, and amounting to 30% of the educational and

general expenditures of those institutions. For 33 universities, gifts totalled an average
of $42,055,000, rose 18% per year, and amounted to 20% of E&G expenditures. The

ranges on all these values were very wide.

For the colleges, gifts from alumni

constituted an average of 43% of total support, and amounted to $172 per alumnus of
record; for the universities, they represented 29% of total support, and amounted to
$161 per alumnus.

Additional studies for a subset of 18 universities and 31 colleges showed that
the percent of alumni contributing and the average alumni gift size rose steadily and
substantially with time since graduation. About the same proportions of alumni and
of alumnae gave, but alumni gifts were noticeably larger. A higher proportion of
alumni of undergraduate and medical programs gave than did those from graduate

programs or other professional programs.

Graduates of medical and other

professional programs gave larger gifts. Both the colleges and the univeisities were
heavily dependent on large gifts: gifts of $100,000 or more constituted 50% of total
giving to these colleges and 61% of giving to these universities.
The 31 colleges dedicated 4.4% of their E&G budgets to fund-raising, spending
132 cents per dollar raised. Equivalent figures for the 18 universities were 1.9% and

10.1 cents. For the nine universities that participated in both the 1984-85 and the 198687 surveys, the portion of the budget spent on fund-raising and the cents per dollar
raised rose for seven of the nine; six ot the nine saw their fund-raising proceeds rise
in relation to their budgets. Although the universities employed more people and

spent more on fund-raising than did the colleges, the distributions were remarkably
similar. For expenses, 63% went for salaries to staff, 4% non-employees, 2%
equipment, 31% other expenses. For personnel, half were on direct fund-raising, 15%

2
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on annual funds, 35% on other programs; of the balance, 10% were in management,
40% support services.
#1`

E.

BACKGROUND

Under the auspices of the Tufts-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project. and with
funding from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the authors have conducted
a series of studies of fund-raising proceeds, cost, and staffing in recent years. (See
bibliography for complete listing.)
The circulation of these papers has been restricted, since they contain data that

the institutions involved agreed to share only with the other study participants.
Several of the papers were based on data that have since been published in the annual

Voluntary Support Of Education surveys by the Council For Aid To Education
(CFAE ) since these data are now public, we have identified the institutions in this
summary. Other papers were based on information supplied in confidence to the
Tufts-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project. In these cases we provide a list of the
institutions involved, and are publishing only statistical summaries of the data.
Researchers wishing to learn more about the methodology or to obtain access to the
base data are encouraged to contact the authors directly.

The eighteen universities included in the confidential study were Brown
University, Case Western Reserve University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College.

Duke University, Emory University, Georgetown University, George Washington
University, Lehigh University, University of Miami, Northwestern University, Rice
University, Southern Methodist University, Syracuse University, Tufts University.
Tulane University. and Washington University (St. Louis.) The thirty-one colleges
were Allegheny College, Bowdoin College, Bryn Mawr College, Bucknell University,
Carleton College. Claremont-McKenna College, Colgate University, Connecticut
College. Davidson College. Denison University, Drew University, Gettysburg College

Haverford College, Hollins College. Juniata College, Kenyon College, Macalester
College, Mills College, Moriavian College, Oberlin College. Randolph-Macon College.
Scripps College, Swarthmore College, Trinity College. University of the South, Ursinus
College. Washington College, Wheaton College, Whitman College. Williams College.
and Wittenberg University.
For simplicity, the term "alumni" is used throughout to designate all male and
female graduates; where the distinction is important. other terms are used.
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FINDINGS
Trends in overall fund-raisins proceeds

Fund-raising results are notoriously choppy, varying significantly from one
year to the next depending on the timing of sizeable gifts. For that reason, we
calculated average values for the five-year period from 1982-83 through 1986-87,
working from data the institutions supplied to CFAE
For the 69 private colleges studied, the mean total private support for this
period was $5,874,000, but ranged from a high of $18,296,000 to a low of $774,000. The

colleges achieving the highest mean total support during the period were Smith,
Pomona, Wales ley, Trinity University, Williams, Vassar, Lafayette, Mt Holyoke, and
Amherst, all of which averaged over $10,000,000. (Table 1)

The total support received was equivalent

to

a mean of 30.4% of the

educational and general (E&G) expenditures these colleges incurred, but the range was
from 75.9% to &1%. For Pomona, Claremont-McKenna, Reed, Washington College,
Whitman, and Southwestern, private support totalled over 50% of E&G expenditures.
(Table 1)

On average, these schools had increased their total private support at an annual
rate of 14.8%, well above such economic indicators as GNP (4.8%), CPI (6.8%) and the
Higher Education Price Index (6.9%). The colleges whose total private support

increased most rapidly during the period were Lafayette, Allegheny, Wheaton,
Washington College, Grinnell, Hamilton, Trinity University, Oberlin, Bucknell, Mills,
Hobart and William Smith, Gettysburg, and Scripps, all of which achieved rates of
increase of 25% or better. (Table 1)
The magnitude of the dollar figures for the 33 private universities studied is far
higher, but the lev erage provided by those dollars is smaller, given the range of the
activities in which these institutions engage. Their mean total private support for this
period was $41055,000, but ranged from $141,398,000 to $3.284,000. The universities
achieving the highest =lean total support during the period were Stanford, Cornell,
Yale, Columbia, Washington University, Princeton, Pennsylvania. Chicago. Johns
Hopkins, and Duke, all of which averaged over $50,000,000 for the five-year period.
(Table 2)

The total support received was equivalent to a mean of 20.2% *of the
educational and g:neral (E&G) expenditures at these universities, but the range was
from 43.0% to 6.8. For Princeton, Baylor, Rice, Dartmouth, Brandeis, Washington
University, Texas Christian. and Southern Methodist, private support totalled over 25%
of E&G expenditures. (Table 2)
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On average, these schools increased their total private support somewhat faster
than did the colleges
18.4% per year. The universities whose total private support

increased most rapidly during the period were Washington University, University of
Miami. Cornell, Syracuse, Johns Hopkins, Stanford, Carnegie Mellon, Vanderbilt,
Duke, and George Washington, all of which achieved rates of increase of 25% or
better. (Table 2)
Trends in alumni giing
The 69 private colleges realized an average of $2,757,000 from their alumni
during this five-year period. Smith, Wellesley, Vassar, Williams, Lafayette, Amherst,
Swarthmore, Grinnell, Mt. Holyoke, Bryn Mawr, and Colgate all received an average
of $5,000,000 or more. (Table 1)

These schools are heavily dependent on contributions from alumni, whose gifts
accounted for an average of 42.7% of all support received during the period. Those
colleges most reliant on alumni support were Gustavus Adolphus, Swarthmore, Vassar.

Lafayette, Holy Cross, Grinnell, Bowdoin. Wellesley, Denison. and Smith. where
alumni contributions amounted to 65% or more of all gifts received. (Table 1)
A composite measure
alumni support per alumnus of record
is affected

both by the proportion of alumni that give and the average size of their gifts. The
two components arc important, but data to calculate them separately were not
available until 1985-86. On the combined measure, these colleges received alumni
support amounting to an average of $172 per alumnus of record.
"iams. Reed.
Lafayette, Scripps. Amherst. Hamilton. and Swarthmore all received in excess of $400
per alumnus of record. (Table 1)
The 33 private universities realized an average of $11:204,000 from their alumni
during this five-year period. Stanford, Yale, Princeton, Cornell, Columbia and
Dartmouth all received an average of $20,000,000 or more. (Table 2)

These schools arc less dependent on contributions from alumni than are the
colleges. Alumni gifts accounted for an average of 28.6% of all support received
during the period. Those universities most reliant on alumni support were Dartmouth,
Lehigh, Princeton. Brown, and Yale, where alumni contributions amounted to 40% or
more of all gifts received. (Table 2)
In terms of alumni support per alumnus of record, these universities resembled
the colleges studied. The universities received alumni support amounting to an
average of $161 pc:- alumnus of record. Only Princeton and Dartmouth received in
excess of $400 per .ilumnus of record.
Alumni givineshv dite of graduation. gender and school.

29 2

Alumni giving for 1986-87 were examined for patterns of giving by decade of
graduation, by gender, and by school from which the degree was received.
The growth patterns of these colleges and of these universities differ
significantly, a factor that needs to be borne in mind in any comparison of alumni.
While graduates of the 1980s constituted a mean of 21% of the total alumni of record
for the colleges and 22% for the universities, these new graduates represented as much
as 30-31% at some institutions (indicating rapid recent growth and a younger alumni
body) and as little as 13-14% at others (indicating a very stable historical enrollment
pattern and an older alumni populeion.) (Table 3)
The most aggressive colleges and universities in the group solicited gifts from
all alumni The colleges solicited 89% of their alumni on average; the universities,
with larger alumni populations, solicited 83% on average. All colleges in the sample

solicited gifts from at least two-thirds of their alumni; some of the universities
solicited as little as one third. (Table 3)
For 1986-87, this group of colleges received gifts, on average, from 38% of their
alumni. The participation rate rose steadily, from 28% for 1980s graduates to 52% of
graduates of the 1930s. A similar pattern appeared among these universities on
average, 29% of the alumni contributed, but the percentage rose from 21% of the 1980s
graduates to 38% of the 1930s graduates. A cautionary note: it may be that some
institutions purge from their records those alumni with whom they have completely

lost touch, and those who ask not to be solicited or associated with the university.
The result is that, over time, the count of "alumni of record" drops. Thus, a constant
number of faithful donors could, over the years, appear as a rising percentage of
"alumni of record." (Table 3)

The average size of gifts from alumni alo rises sharply over time. For the
colleges, it rose from $64 for 1980s graduates tr $1,707 for 1930s grads. The equivalent
figures for the university sample were $137 to S1139. (Table 3)
The colleges and universities seem to solicit gifts from their male and female

graduates with the same intensity. Among college alumni and alumnae, about the
same proportion contributed
36% and 38% For the universities, 34% of the men
gave, vs. 27% of the women. The average gift size was noticeably larger for men than
for women, however, in both colleges and universities
$572 vs. $324 in these
colleges, and $808 vs. $396 for the universities. We did not have data in this study to
determine whether this pattern of different gift sizes changed with time since
graduation. Since the proportion ot women is much smaller in older classes, and since
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giving rises by time since graduation. it is possible that this pattern of larger gifts
from men will fade. (Table 4)
These universities solicited gifts from 75-80% of the graduates of all their
programs. Participation rates by alumni of undergraduate programs and of medical
programs were 30%, well above the giving rates of graduate program alumni (16%) and

alumni of other professional programs such as law and business (24%.) Those alumni
of other professional programs who did give, however, gave much more generously.
with an average gift of $1464. vs. average gifts of $836 from medical graduates. $565
from undergraduates, and $300 from graduate program alumni. (Table 4)
The importance of large gifts
Both these 31 colleges and these 18 universities were heavily dependent on
large gifts. Gifts of $100,000 and more constituted 50% of the total dollars received by
these colleges in 1986-87, and 61% of all gifts to these universities. The colleges
received one quarter of their total gifts in anounts of $100.000 to $500.000. and another
quarter in gifts of $500,060 and up. The universities received 34% of their total gifts in
amounts of $1.000.000 and up. and 27% in gifts of $100.000 and more. Note: the

Danforth Foundation gift to Washington University was large enough to have
increased the university percentages somewhat over what would otherwise have been
expected. (Table 5)
Fund-raising cost and staffing
For 1986-87. total private support represented an average of 34.7% of E&G
expenditures for the 31 colleges sampled. and 20.6% for the 18 universities. The
colleges spent 4.4% of their E&G budgets on fund-raising. whereas the universities
spent 1.9% of the4 larger budgets. The fund-raising expenditures for these eollezes
amounted to 13.4 cents per dollar raised. on average. vs. 10.1 cents for thc universities.
which tended to receive larger gifts. (Table 6)
Nine universities had participated in a 1984-S5 study as wen as the ore for 19S687. permitting a comparison of the results. It is interesting to note that. ln averare,

the leverage provided by private support remained about the same for these nine
institutions, but that the percentage of budget spent on fund-raising rose from 1.9(T to
2.2%. and the cost per dollar raised rose from 10.6 cents to 12 cents. Si, of the nine
institutions increased their fund-raising leverage. Seven of the nint.. spent larger
shares of their budgets and saw their cents per dollar raised go up. (Milk! 7)
Although these universities spent considerably more than did the colleges on
fund-raising, their patterns of expenditure were remarkably similar: 63% on salaries
tor stall. 4% for payments to non-employees. 2% for equipment. and 31C't, for other

C3
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expenses (except computing.) Because institutions differed in the way they incur and
allocate computing costs, these costs were omitted from this comparison. (Table 8)
On average, the colleges employed 22 people for fund-raising, the universities

Again, the patterns of use were remarkably similar. In both colleges and
universities, about half were involved in direct fund-raising, 1.5% on annual fund
programs and 35% on other fund-raising programs. The remaining half were split

88.

about 10% to administration and management, about 40% to support services. (Table 8)
There were minor differences between the college and university groups in the

composition of their fund-raising staff, with the college group having more exempt
personnel (50% vs. 45%) and fewer non-exempt (43% vs. 46%). This difference may

reflect the size of the support activity required for some of the larger university
operations. Both colleges and universities found 7-8% of their fund-raising work force
from students. (Table 8)
NEXT STEPS

We intend to repeat the studies of fund-raising proceeds each year. since
institutions already collect these data for CFA E. The studies of fund-raising cost and
staffing will be pursued perhaps every other year, potentially with a larger number of
schools participating. The Council for the Advancement ar d Support of Education

(CASE) is currmtly engaged in a joint project with the National Association of
College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) to refine the categories for
reporting fund-raising cost and staffing, and is collecting data for a sample of colleges

and universities of all types.

We arc using their definition sets so that outcomes

should be comparable with their findings, when released.
It will be useful in the next detailed study of giving patterns to collect data on

alumni and alumnae giving by time since graduation, to see whether and to what
extent the pattern of bigger gifts from men is continuing or fading.
An attempt will also be made to ascertain whether a purging of names from
counts of alumni of record accounts for the fact that the proportion of alumni who
give appears to rise with time since graduation.
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Table 1:

TRENDS IN TOTAL PRIVATE SUPPORT AND IN ALUMNI SUPPORT
SELECTED PRIVATE COLLEGES, 1982-33 through 1986-87

Average

Institution

Average

Average

Alumni

Alumni

Annual

Support

Support

Support

Support

% Incr.

From

ea % of

Per Alum.

Support

as 2 of

In Tot.

Alumni

Total

Of Record

($000)

ELG Exp.

Support

(1000)

Support

(S)

Total

Total

Private

Albright College

1,202

10.42

7.62

383

31.9%

41

Allegheny College

4,027

23.5%

69.2%

1,753

43.5%

97

Alms College

2,532

23.1%

2.7%

541

11.4%

56

10,018

33.1%

16.6%

6,370

63.62

412

Amherst College
Augustan@ College

2,147

14.3%

1.1%

636

29.6%

29

Austin College

4,087

37.7%

8.9%

446

10.9%

48

Babson College

1,477

8.1%

-23.5%

671

45.4%

42

Barnard College

4,203

15.2%

11.1%

2,330

55.4%

107

Bowdoin College

6,334

29.2%

9.7%

4,391

69.3%

35

Bryn Maur College

9,860

37.5%

6.3%

5,450

55.3%

351

Bucknell University

7,142

19.5%

26.3%

3,568

50.0%

115

Carleton College

8,213

34.9%

18.3%

4,108

50.0%

229

Carroll College

1,188

11.8%

2.7%

375

31.6%

33

Centre College

3,510

49.6%

-2.6%

1,076

30.7%

142

Claremont-McKenna C.

7,987

67.8%

16.7%

988

12.4%

147

Colgate University

8,168

25.5%

15.9%

5,080

62.2%

234

Colorado College

7,116

32.7%

22.9%

1,940

27.3%

124

Connecticut College

4,716

22.9%

15.6%

2,338

49.6%

151

Davidson College

6,307

41.1%

10.7%

2,86g

45.5%

197

Denison University

4,144

23.1%

3.9%

2,764

66.7%

152

Dickinson College

2,345

11.4%

4.1%

1,130

48.2%

76

Drew Uniyersity

4,415

21.2%

17.4%

345

7.8%

29

Franklin & Marshal!

3,934

17.0%

12.1%

1,451

36.9%

74

Gettysburg College

4,089

21.9%

25.0%

1,739

42.5%

100

Grinnell College

8,082

44.3%

35.0%

5,616

69.5%

283

Gustavus Adolphus C.

4,456

29.5%

9.2%

3,661

82.2%

269

Hamilton College

7,272

30.4%

31.0%

3,953

54.4%

411

Hemline College

2,799

18.0%

2.0%

1,053

37.6%

81

Haverford College

4,393

27.4%

3.9%

2,312

52.6%

323

Hobart & Wm. Smith

3,594

18.5%

25.8%

1,553

43.2%

108

Hollins College

3,278

34.4%

17.1%

1,359

41.5%

112

Holy Cross, Coll. of

5,534

26.1%

9.0%

3,851

69.6%

189

Juniata College

1,957

18.7%

15.3%

964

49.2%

112

Kenyvn College

4,452

27.8%

16.5%

1,227

27.6%

133

10,635

41.8%

76.0%

7,733

72.7%

437

Lawrence University

5,081

37.2%

22.6%

1,893

37.3%

107

Lewis & Clark C.

2,399

10.2%

3.4%

210

8.8%

14

Lynchburg College

1,385

11.6%

8.2%

411

29.6%

33

Mecalester College

4,427

23.5%

-3.4%

922

20.8%

56

Middlebury College

7,967

26.3%

22.1%

2,910

36.5%

169

Milts College

6,426

48.9%

26.0%

3,776

58.8%

266

Lafayette College
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Table 1:

TRENDS IN TOTAL PRIVATE SUPPORT AND IN ALUMNI SUPPOR7
SELECTED PRIVATE COLLEGES, 1982-83 through 1986-87
(continued)
(*)

Average

Institution

Moravian College

Average

Average

Alumni

Alumni

Total

Total

Annual

Support

Support

Support

Private

Support

% Incr.

Fr'm

as % of

Per Alum.

Support

as % of

In Tot.

Alumni

Total

Of Record

($000)

E&G Exp.

Support

($000)

Support

(S)

2,104

18.5%

5.2%

341

16.2%

30

10,171

34.9%

19.2%

5,610

552%

221

2,328

16.5%

11.4%

759

32.6%

60

'Oberlin College

8,479

25.7%

27.6%

4,752

56.0%

135

Pitzer College

2,208

27.1%

21.8%

121

5.5%

36

Pomona College

18,161

75.9%

24.8%

4,230

23.3%

131

Randolph-Macon C.

3,056

38.5%

18.8%

806

26.4%

131

Reed College

8,584

60.0%

21.8%

4,330

50.4%

514

Ripon College

2,290

27.4%

9.9%

938

41.0%

105

Scripps College

4,266

47.8%

25.0%

2,048

48.0X

427

18,296

48.5%

4.4%

12,154

66.4%

318

5,774

50.0%

2.4%

500

8.7%

51

774

17.1%

-31.1%

172

22.3%

52

8,083

31.5%

14.0%

5,990

74.1%

410

Mt. Holyoke College
Muhlenberg College

Smith College
Southwestern Univ.

St. Johns College
Swarthmore College
Trinity College

4,874

22.4%

13.9%

2,732

56.1%

182

13,953

47.1%

28.8%

309

3.6%

33

Union College

5,666

20.0%

-3.3%

2,624

46.3%

163

Univ. of the South

7,079

42.7%

8.2%

1,826

25.8%

168

Ursinus College

1,621

17.7%

1.0%

618

38.2%

62

12,256

39.7%

22.0%

9,016

73.6%

339

3,810

53.1%

44.6%

1,060

27.8%

144

16,693

41.8%

13.8%

11,393

68.2%

365

Wesleyan University

7,667

17.3%

15.8%

4,011

52.3%

215

Wheaton College

4,875

30.8%

48.3%

2,441

50.1%

184

Whitman College

Trinity University

Vassar College
Washington College
Wellesley College

6,803

50.8%

8.6%

2,358

34.7%

254

Williams College

13,082

42.1%

7.9%

8,474

64.3%

516

Wittenberg Univ.

3,349

16.0%

0.5%

1,712

51.1%

82

Wooster, College of

5,771

28.0%

14.6%

2,586

44.8%

128

18,296

75.9%

76.0%

12,154

82.2%

516

5,874

30.4%

14.8%

2,757

42.7%

172

774

8.1%

-31.1%

121

3.6%

14

Maximum
Mean

minimum
Source:
Note:

Tuftf-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Report e88-7.
(*)

Period covered is eight years, 1979-80 through 1986-07
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Table 2:

TREPOS IN TOTAL PRIVATE SUPPORT AND IN ALUMNI SUPPORT
SELECTED PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES, 1982-83 through 1986-87

Aversge

Institution

Average

Average

Alumni

Total

Total

Anruai

Support

Support

Support

Private

Support

% Incr.

From

as % of

Per Alum.

SLneore

as % oi

In Tot.

Alumni

Total

Of Record

($000)

EF4 Exp.

Support

($000)

Support

(S)

Alumni

Baylor Univ.

26,564

40.9%

7.2%

6,585

24.8%

110

Boston Univ.

23,409

7.6%

18.8%

7,913

33.8%

56

Brandeis Univ.

20,433

27.1%

16.1%

657

3.214

35

31,202

24.8%

23.5%

15,692

50.3%

297

Carnegie Mellon U.

26,347

22.5%

27.1%

7,005

26.6%

159

Case Western Res. U.

29,173

18.9%

4.2%

8,409

28.8A

105

Chicago, Univ. of

58,954

21.2%

8.3%

11,932

20.2%

132

3,284

11.9%

-1.4%

1,048

31.9%

62

Columbia Univ.

85,957

16.814

14.4%

23,145

26.9%

128

Cornell Univ.

98,033

17.0%

34.0%

35,169

35.9%

201

Dartmouth College

36,852

29.4%

16.7%

20,912

56.7%

Duke Univ.

472

53,451

21.7%

25.3%

8,566

16.0%

118

Emory Univ.

23,040

15.8%

22.0%

2,927

12.7%

62

George WAshington U.

11,865

6.8%

25.0%

4,135

34.8%

Georgetown Univ.

36

25,669

14.1%

10.0%

6,672

26.0%

105

Johns Hopkins Univ.

58,744

15.1%

29.9%

11,602

19.7%

178

Lehigh Univ.

18,350

23.6%

12.2%

10,113

55.2%

311

Miami, Univ. of

36,387

17.0%

35.6%

2,872

7.9%

New York Univ.

44

47,782

10.5%

6.4%

8,840

18.5%

49

Northwestern Univ.

45,685

15.4%

12.5%

13,428

29.4%

77

Pennsylvania, U. of

64,116

13.9%

16.1%

11,911

18.6%

67

Princeton Univ.

74,822

43.0%

15.1%

37,827

50.6%

Rice Univ.

706

22,797

30.5%

-1.3%

6,025

26.4%

245

Rochester, Univ. of

25,393

11.9%

7.7%

5,072

20.1%

So. Methodist U.

87

23,614

25.5%

4.5%

7,618

32.3%

117

141,398

23.9%

28.1%

41,957

29.7%

346

Brown Univ.

Clark Univ.

Stanford Univ.
Syracuse Univ.

15 573

9.5%

31.6%

5,362

33.8%

.41

Texas Christian U.

14,017

27.6%

5.6%

2,699

19.3%

65

Tufts Univ.

19,017

14,1%

17.0%

4,801

25.2%

Tutane Univ.

80

26,887

21.8%

-9.0%

8,964

33.3%

130

Vanderbilt Univ.

31,468

18.4%

26.6%

10,848

34.5%

153

Washington Univ.

77,238

26.2%

94.8%

11,801

15.3%

Yale Univ.

165

90,278

23,1%

22.4%

40,209

44.5%

382

141,398

43.0%

94.8%

41,957

56.7%

706

42,055

20.Z.4

18.4%

12,204

28.6%

161

3,284

6.8%

-9.0%

657

3.2%

35

Maximaa

Mean
Minimum

Source:

Tufts-EOUCOM Oita-Sharing Project Report #88-5

3('S
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Table 3:

ANALYSIS OF ALUMNI GIVING FOR AIL PURPOSES, BY DECADE OF GRADUATION
1086-87
--31 Private Colleges--

M.

Mean

18 Private Univs. --

Min.

Max.

Mean

Min.

-Alumni in decade as percent of alumni of record:
198Cs

30%

21%

13%

31%

22%

14%

1970s

36%

26%

16%

32%

25%

19%

1960s

23%

18%

13%

20%

18%

16%

1950s

18%

14%

11%

17%

15%

7%

1940s

14%

9%

1%

14%

10%

4%

1930s

20%

9%

0%

17%

9%

1%

Not indrc.

29%

3%

0%

3%

a%

0%

Percent of alumni of record in decade soliciteo:
198ns

100%

92%

66%

100%

85%

28%

197qs

100%

90%

662

100%

85%

35%

196s

100%

91%

60%

100%

85%

38%

1950s

100%

90%

72%

100%

84%

42%

194s

100%

90%

65%

100%

83%

39%

193,s

100%

88%

49%

100%

74%

2AA

Not indic.

100%

88%

78%

100%

81%

35%

Totil

100%

89%

61%

100%

an

34%

Percent of alumni of record in decade giving:
198ts

55%

28%

9%

55%

21%

6%

197Cs

68%

35%

14%

61%

28%

14%

196(s

72%

42%

23%

62%

32%

17%

195(5

75%

43%

21%

63%

33%

15%

194(s

76%

48%

22%

69%

35%

18%

19%

81%

38%

6%

193Cs

85%

52%

Rot indic.

100%

35%

11%

naz

35%

3%

Totzl

69%

38%

21%

62%

29%

13%

Alumni dollars given per alumnus of record,

in decade:

(dollars)

1980s

127

20

4

163

37

4

1970s

183

51

14

133

54

12

1960s

1,131

224

23

761

184

18

1,155

293

53

1950s

931

254

20

1940s

1,755

317

39

939

319

56

1930s

2,658

756

37

2,415

883

136

Not indic.

18,182

3,516

4

12,748

2,105

3

Total

673

198

25

682

217

39

Alumni dollars given per alumni donor (average gift size), in decade: (dol(ars)
1980s
321
64
32
334
137
45
1970s
353
141
64
403
190
80

Not

Source:

1960s

2,782

457

66

908

399

1950s

1,716

584

95

1,817

656

206

1940s

7,002

915

100

1,922

892

288

1930s

9,652

1,707

168

3,884

2,139

386

indic

50,002

7,637

34

37,108

5,343

32

Tota

1,961

549

113

1,211

608

268

Tufv-EDUCOm Data-Sharing Project reports #88-14 and 088-15.

309

98
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Table 4:

ANALYSIS OF ALUMNI GIVING FOR All PURPOSES BY GENDER
AND BY SCROOL Of GRADUATION, 1986-87

--31 Private Colleges-Max.

Mean

Min.

-- 18 Private Univs. -Max.

Mean

Min.

BY GENDER:

Percent of alumni of record soticited:

Nen

100%

89%

61%

100%

80%

28%

Women

100%

88%

63%

100%

79%

31%

Percent of atumni of record giving:

Men

72I

36%

8%

51%

34%

20%

Women

63%

34%

22%

35%

27%

14%

Alumni cWllars given per atumnus of recoPd:
Men
813
252
3
Women
967
139
10

(dOttars)

588

194

SO

360

110

13

Alumni dialers given per atumni donor (average gift size):
Men
1,421
572
32
2,770
Women
1,961
324
40
756

(dollars)

808

147

396

116

BY SONCON. OF GRADUATION:

Percent of alumni of record solicited:
Undergrad.

100%

84%

33%

100%

80%

23%

100%

80%

41%

100%

76%

17%

Undergrad.

62%

30%

12%

Graduate

26%

16%

4%

Medical

48%

30%

5%

Other

37%

24%

12%

Graduate
Medical

Other

Percent of alumni of record giving:

Atumni dottars given per atuanus of record:
Undergred.

Graduate
Medical

Other

(dollars)

682

205

28

75

37

6

374

213

76

1,612

243

49

dollars given per alumni donor (average gift size):
Undergrad.
1,211
Graduate
1,381
Medical

Other

Source:

(dollars)
565

224

300

44

1,923

836

360

13,327

1,464

92

Tufts-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project reports 088-14 and #88-15.
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Tabie 5:

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL GIVING, BY GIFT SIZE, 1986-87

--31 Private Colteges--

DOLLARS CONTRIBUTED: (S000)

Up to

Max.

Mean

Min

Total

S

999

2,105

684

S

1,000 to S

4,999

2,141

612

0

18,991

$

5,000 to S

9,999

3,617

481

115

14,923

0

10,000 to S

24,999

1,936

635

221

19,670

S

25,000 to S

49,999

1,823

609

126

18,894

S

50,000 to S

99,999

2,288

663

115

20,556

$

100,000 to S

249,999

2,587

1,186

187

36,735

S

250,000 to S

499,999

1,870

655

0

20,299

S

500,000 to S

999,999

1,854

1,011

0

31,329

11,476

845

0

26,208

Up to
$

S
$

S

49,999

50,000 to $

99,999

100,000 to S

499,999

500,000 to $

999,999

$1,000,000 to $4,999,999

$5,000,000 and up
Up to
$
S
$

Max.

18 Private Univs.
Me16.

Min.

Total

21,195

S

Cum. $1,000,000 and up

--

35,840

14,837

5,522

267,068

11,044

3,621

997

65,173

24,745

9,528

1,801

171,505

13,183

3,827

0

68,890

29,023

8,954

0

161,169

55,000

7,611

0

136,994

5,522

267,068

I.

49,999

11,622

3,021

462

93,673

35,840

14,837

50,000 to S

99,999

2,288

663

115

20,556

11,044

3,621

997

499,999

65,173

4,457

1,341

187

57,054

24,745

9,528

1,801

171,505

1,854

1,011

0

31,329

13,183

3,827

0

68,890

11,476

845

0

26,208

86,023

16,565

0

298,163

65,2%

34.9%

15.5%

30.7%

12.7%

7.7%

3.9%

7.5%

42.7%

21.6%

7.0%

19.7%

17,7%

8.6%

0.0%

7.9%

43.2%

18.0%

0.C%

18.5%

49.8%

9.3%

0.0%

157%

100,000 to $

500,000 to S

999,999

Cum. $1,000,000 and up

PERCENT OF TOTAL DOLLARS CONTRIBU1ED:

Up to

S

999

38.2%

10.9%

0.0%

S

1,000 to $

4,999

20.4%

9.1%

0.0%

8.3%

$

5,000 to S

9,999

25.3%

6.2%

1.8%

6.5%

S

10,000 to S

24,999

14.0%

8.8%

2.6%

8.6%

S

25,000 to S

49,999

13.7%

8.2%

3.8%

8.3%

S

50,000 to $

99,999

19.3%

8.9%

2.0%

9,0%

S

100,000 to S

249,999

46.8%

17.3%

6.3%

16.1%

S

250,000 to S

479,999

25.6%

9.2%

0.0%

8.9%

$

500,000 to S

999,999

31.5%

13.3%

0.0%

13.7%

60.6%

8.1%

0.0%

11.5%

cum. $1,000,000 and up

Up to
S

S
S

S

49,999

50,000 to $

99,999

100,000 to S

9.3%

499,999

500,000 to S

999,999

$1,000,000 to $4,999,999
$5,000,000 and up
Up to
S
$
$

S

49,999

111.6%

43.2%

8.2%

41.0%

657%

34.7%

50,000 to $

15.5%

99,999

307%

19.3%

8.9%

2.0%

9.0%

12.7%

7.7%

3.9%

7.5%

72.4%

26.5%

6.3%

25.0%

42.7%

21.6%

7.0%

19.7%

31.5%

13.3%

0.0%

13.7%

17.7%

8.6%

0.0%

7.9%

60.6%

8.1%

0.0%

11.5%

93.0%

27.3%

0.0%

34.2%

100,000 to $

500,000 to S

499,999

999,999

Cum. $1,000,000 and up
Source:

Tufts-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project reports 088-8 and 488-9
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Table 6:

FUND-RAISING LEVERAGE, EFFORT, AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS,
1986-87
--31 Private Colleges-Max.

Mean

Min.

E&G Expenditures (S000)

49,350

22,725

Grand Total Fupport ($000)

18,224

7,428

2,947

Fund-Raising Expense ($000)
LEVERAGE:

(upport as percent
of E&G Expcnditures)

EFFORT:

(Percent of E&G spent

--

Max.

(Fund.

Min.

9,073

645,013 225,662

86,827

2,527

149,702

46,693

15,251

930

252

7,918

4,006

927

94.7%

34.7%

18.4%

33.3%

20.6%

15.4%

4.4%

1.5%

3.3%

1.9%

0.4%

13.4%

4.8%

18.2%

10.1%

4.C%

23.6%

raising expense as percent
of support:

Source:

Table 7:

Tufts.EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project reports *88-8
and 488-9

CANGES IN FUND'RAISING

LEVERAGE, EFFORT, AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS
1C84-85 to 1986-87, SELECTED PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

Cost.

Leverage Effort Effect.
Inst. A:

1984-85
17.4%

0.7%

3.8%

21.9%

0.9%

4.3%

21.0%

2.1%

10.0%

23.9%

2.6%

10.8%

14.2%

2.0%

14.2;

16.4%

1.9%

11.8%

14.8%

2.7%

18.51.

16.0%

2.9%

18.2%

20.1%

1.6%

8.1

18.6'4

1.7%

9.0%

1986-87
Inst. 8:

1984-85

1986-87
Inst. C:

1984-85

1986-87

lnst. D:

1984-85

1986-87
Inst. E:

1984-85

1986-87
Inst. F:

1984-85

1986-87
inst

G:

31.9%

2.8%

8.7%

31.9%

3.1%

9.8;

16.3%

1.6%

9.87",

17.9%

3.3%

18.2';

10.5%

1.5%

14.4%

12.5%

1.L%

11.4%

25.3%

2.'

12.7%

1.9%

1984.85

1986-87
Inst. H:

1984-85

1986-87

Inst.

I:

1984 85

1986.87
Average, 9 Insts.:

1984.85

1986-87
Source:

-

Mean

on fund-ra sing)
COST-EFFECTINANESS:

17 Private Univs.

Tufts-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project reports #87.9 and 488.8

8.14

19.1%

1.9%

10.6%

19.1%

2.2%

12.0%

30 .3

ANALYSES OF FUND-RAISING COSTS AND STAFFING, 1986-87

Table 8:

'rivate Colleges--

-- 17 Private Univs.

n

Nin.

Nax.

Mean

Min.

1,468

555

18C

4,179

2,606

422

242

40

0

710

156

4

66

15

0

248

90

0

1,638

316

55

0

1,259

211

NIZA.

COMPONENTS OF FUND-RAISING COST:

Dollars ($000)

Salaries for own people
Non-employee payments
Equipment

Other (excect computing)

Percent of total:

Salaries for own people

79.9%

63.2%

33.7%

79.2%

62.'%

37.6%

hon-employet payments

18.0%

3.2%

0.0%

17.0%

4.14

0.2%

8.3%

1.6%

0.0%

4.9%

2.1%

0.0%

57.5%

29.4%

14.0%

59.0%

31.2%

15.8%

7.0

3.1

0.0

22.2

6.9

1.4

10.1

3.3

Equipment

Other (exce computing)

FUND-RAIS1NG FZRSONNE1. BY ACTIVITY AREA:

FTE personnel:

Annual fund
Other fund-raising
Subtotal, fund-raising

29.2

Admin. & mgrt.

4..3

0.0

57.1

33.0

6.0

80.0

47.0

9.0

33.0

5.0

1.8

0.0

36.0

9.0

1.0

Support

22.0

9.6

0.0

58.0

32.0

10.0

Total

46.5

21.5

9.0

137.0

88.0

26.0

42.9%

14.8%

0.0%

33.0%

15.4%

100.0%

34.5%

5.8%

71.5%

37.3%

14.8%

100.0%

49.3%

25.0%

73.8%

52.6%

21.9%

Percent of tot31:

Annual fund
Other fund--Aising
Subtotal, fund-raising

0.0%

Admin. & mgm7.

19.1%

8.5%

0.0%

27.8%

10.1%

1.6%

Support

63.4%

42.2%

0.0%

71.9%

37.3%

17.2%

25.5

10.7

0.0

61.0

40.0

3,0

Non-Exempt

9.0

19.5

3.0

70.0

39.0

15.0

Student

5.3

1.4

00

26.0

9.0

0.0

FUND-RAIS1NG P RSONNEL BY TYPE:

FTE Personnel:

Exempt

Percent of total:
Exempt

72.6%

50.3%

0.0%

62.9%

44.8%

7.7%

Non-exempt

66.7%

42.6%

21.4%

83.9%

46.3%

29.0%

Student

33.3%

7.1%

0.0%

25.5%

8.8%

0.0%

Source:

Tufts-EDUCOM Data-Sharing Project reports #88-8 ari #88-9
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THE USE OF MICROCOMPUTER IN DISCIPLINE COST ANALYSIS
Koosappa Rajasekhara, Ph.D.
Director of Institutional Research and Grants
Dundalk Community College
Baltimore, Maryland 21222

ABSTRACT
The Discipline Cost Analysis is one of the valuable tools of the
college administrators for making decisions of both short- and long-term
significance.

The cost per course, cost per student credit hour, and the

cost per full-time equivalent student by discipline can be analyzed using
Lotus 1-2-3 with a personal computer.

The microcomputer approach provides

flexibility in preparing the cost data and serves as a tool for "what if"
scenarios looking at past trends and future discipline and cost projections.

A step by step approach of determining the unit cost is discussed.
INTRODUCTION

The Discipline Cost Analysis (DCA) is considered important not only
for internal management purposes but also as a means of fulfilling the
requirements of governing agencies.
colleges will:

Among other uses, DCA data at the

(1) airi in long-range planning for curriculum develop-

ment, (2) provide a tvsis for resource al.ocation among disciplines,
(3) facilitate the decision making process with regard to efficient/
inefficient class size, (4) provide a basis for funding requests, (5)
aid in the process of budget preparation, review, and evaluation, and
(6) provide a financial basis for evaluating programs.
the governing agencies will:

OCA data at

(1) aid in the solution of problems re-

lating to the allocation of human and financial resources, (2) provide
community colleges with systemwide data on the cost per full-time
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equivalent student by HEGIS discipline, and (3) provide each community
college with cost data related to other community colleges of similar
size.

METHODOLOGY

One of thF goals of the analysis is to assign and measure costs so
that the course cost can be known and amalgamated to the discipline level.

Costs are assigned and measured at the end of the fiscal year when the
z:tual cost of operation is known.
Total costs to be analyzed 'ficlude all expenditures of the current

general restricted and unrestricted funds with the exception of federal
student aid.

These total costs are separated into three categories:

direct instructional costs, additional direct instructional costs, and
indirect costs.

Direct Instructional Costs are faculty compensations which include
salaries and cost payments for retirement plans, social security, medical
plan, disabilit:/, etc.

Compensation for a full-time faculty member who

does not teach & full-time load but who performs non-classroom related
duties is dividud between direct instructional costs (compensation for
courses taught). additional direct instructional costs (compensation for
department related responsibilities), and indirect costs (compensation
for institution-wide responsibiliti,2s).

The overload compensation is

divided among all courses taught by faculty members.
during the summer sessions are considered overload.

Courses taught
In cases where a

credit faculty member teaches non-credit courses, compensation for the
non-credit component is pro-rated and included in the expenditures for
Coryensation for those persons on sabbatical

continuing education.

lf,lve are treated as indirect costs.

3
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Additional Direct Instructional Costs are all costs of operating
an academic unit (department, division, etc.) other than faculty compensation.

Costs include salaries for secretaries, laboratory assistants,

pro-rated salaries for unit heads and curriculum coordinators, travel,
equipment, supplies, etc.

Additional direct instructional cost rate per

student credit hour (SCH) is derived by dividing the total ADIC by the
total number of SCH taught by the academic unit.

Indirect Osts are all costs other than faculty compensation and
additional dire:t instructional costs.

They are general administration

costs including the library, student services, plant operations, etc.

The indirect cost rate per student credit hour is derived by dividing
the total indirect costs by the total number of SCH plus total number of
equated student credit hours (non-credit).

Indirect costs are to be

assigned to continuing education area.

Total costs of continuing education should include both the direct
cost of operatirg the continuing education division and indirect costs
allocated to thE division.

The latter is the product of the number

of equated credit FTE students times 30 times the indirect cost rate
per SCH.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The Lotus 1-2-3 Program used for the Discipline Cost Analysis is
simple to operat.,?.

No knowledge of programming is necessary.

learn the operation in less than a week.

One can

It takes a minimum amount of

time to set up, develop,and use the system.

Once the system is in

place, it can be modified and maintained with a minimum of effort.
Different reports can be generated based on the needs of the institution.

Some examples include:

State DCA Report; DCA Trend Report;

'216
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Cost Analysis ty General, Occupational, and Continuing
Education; Cost

Analysis of Courses by Division of Academic
Unit; and DCA Institutional
Summary.
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Alumni Research in Practice:
Assessment of the College and Post-Graduate Experiences
Mary Ann Coughlin, Ph.D.
Crane WiHemse

Alumnae Biography Office
Smith College

Alumni research is an area of Institutional Research that is rapidly
developing, generating interest and
insight into the effectiveness of institutions of higher education.

As a product of the institution, the graduates of

colleges and universities present a valuable resource for evaluating

the benefits and shortcomings of the

education provided. Smith College, a four-year liberal arts college for
women, has been involved for many
years in developing a substantial alumnae database. The development of
the Alumnae Biography databases

entailed overcoming several impediments. This undertaking
required the cooperation of many departments and
70
a sizable investment of Vie resources of the college.
The Alumnae Biography office maintains biographical and

alumnae of the college. The goal of the office is to seek

statistical data on over 60 percent of the

out and maintain current information on the alumnae

population, acting as a n3tworking resource and producing reports needed
for varied applications

throughout

the institution. The futuri3 will bring growth in both the depth and
range of the Alumnae Biography databases.
Ongoing updates to the ,:urrent data holdings are scheduled, and the provision for
a greater level of interaction
between offices with direct alumnae contact is being established. Additionally,
the opportunity for longitudinal
studies of alumnae from the trne of graduation onward is
an cponunity that is being explored.

As an established resource, Smith College's Alumnae

Biography provides a timely example for many

institutions initiating a comprehensive alumni research component

to their Institutional Research offices. The

application of the great wealth of information contained
in the Alumnae Biography databases and its utilization

by many college offices has added greatly to the capacity
and potential of the Office of Institutional Research to
respond to the needs of Smith College community.
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PURPOSE

The major usage of the data focuses on the roles and patterns found in the adult lives of Smith
Aiumnae and their relationships to the college over time. Examples of the undertakings that have been
completed to date are a comparison of the Smith data with female graduates of other institutions of similar
stature, research for the American Chemical Society's Petroleum Research Fund on alumnae with
undergraduate majors in biochemistry and chemistry; and a report on alumnae in medicine with a specific focus
on cancer research. Further, the study of patterns of affiliation and ieadership, comparative salary categories
and the career paths based upon the undergraduate major of the alumna are areas of current investigation.
The databases provide a rich resource for many other areas of investigation that are being further explored.

The areas of investigation that are examined in this paper by the authors include: alumnae
assessment of the undergraduate experience, graduate education, occupational field categories of current
alumnae employment, influences on comparative salary categories, and alumnae affiliation. The assessment of
the undergraduate experience is analyzed across decades and through varied survey instruments. The
analysis of the graduate education experiences of Smith alumnae examines the number of respondents
attending graduate school, the type of graduate degree pursuediattainee, and the number of years between
college graduation and entrance into graduate school. These factors are also reviewed for indicators ot
patterns over time.

A pattern of change in career paths for women has been documented over the past several decades
(Hardesty & Jacobs, 1986) and is explored in this distinctive population of college educated women. The

United States Bureau of the Census (1988) has documented a Profile of Women: Income, Security and
Economic Status that includes a focus on the predictors of median earnings, such as marital status, age, and
education level. The relationships between comparative salary categories and these factors are reviewed for
the population of Smith alumnae. Finally, the level of affiliation of the alumna to her alma mater is explored
through her willingness to serve the college, participation in alumnae organizations and attitudinal assessment
of the institution.

3 10

METHODOLOGY

The questionnaire providing the foundation for the Alumnae Biography database was sent to aH of the
living alumnae from the r:lasses 1900 throDgh 1980. The twenty page survey requests demographic data,

career. milcation and vclunteer activity information, as well as attitudinal and assessment responses. The total
in

sample wa3 31,909 for all classes, with a follow up sent to 22,010 non-respondents. The final
pie size for living alumnae with working addresses is 30,880.

Alumnae from tie classes of 1981 through 1985 were surveyed with a Recent Alumna Questionnaire
that was proportionately tailored from the more comprehensive Alumna Biography Questionnaire.

Beginning

with the class of 1983, each senior is surveyed with a Senior Survey that establishes her alumna record upon

graduation. A follow up survey is conducted one year after graduation, and a Recent Alumnae Questionnaire
is administered two to three years later.
The Career Development Office administers a one year out update, and the Alumnae Association

conducts an update every three years for its Alumnae Register, a networking directory. A number of college

offices and departments provide additional information on llumnae. All of the updates are coordinated with the
Alumnae Biography format and the data is entered either as an update to the alumna's current record if one
exists, or a new record is created for the alumna. Ongoing Corredions and follow up surveys are planned to
maintain and update the growth of the Alumnae Biography databases.
The data is maintained in both biographical and statistical format, providing the basis for networking,

biographical composites and aggregate reporting. The biographical database is comprised of multiple record
types that reflect the format of the Alumnae Biography Questionnaires and contains both coded and text
information. Database management systems for this data allow for access to an individual alumna's record, as
well as general reporting of various classification of alumnae (e.g. a listing of all alumnae from the New York

City area employed in banking). The statistical data set is derived from the biographical database and contains
categorical elements of the alumna's record. The statistical databases are maintained and accessed through
SPSSX (SPSS, 1988).

2
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SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS
Several hundred alumnae from the classes of 1900-1919 responded to the Alumnae SOgraphy survey,

and over 65.1 percent (19,389) of the 1920-1980 class members have returned compieted questionnaires.
Over 55.0 percent of the alumnae from the classes of 1981-1985 (1,914) responded to either the Recent
Alumnae Questionnaire or the corresponding follow up survey. The response rates of the Senior Surveys have
been remarkably high, with an overall response rate of 91.4 percent of the classes of 1984-1988 in part due to
the proximity of the graduate to the college at this time. Table 1 further documents the response rates of the
various classes to the instruments that comprise an alumna's Biography record.
Table 1

Response Rates of Alumnae to the Alumnae Biography Questionnaires
by Class Years in Decades

Class Years

Original
Population

Alumnae Biography Questionnaire
13,159
1900-1949
11,358
1950-1969
1970-1980
7,392
Total
30,880

Returned

7,383

Response
Rate

4,580
18,984

56.1%
61.8%
61.9%
61.5%

670
683
692
740
695
3,480

428
458
382
327
319
1,914

63.9%
67.1%
55.2%
44.2%
45.9%
55.0%

740
595
664
685
704
3,488

731

96.5%
96.5%
95.6%
90.6%
74,0%
91.4%

7,021

Recent Alumnae Questionnaire
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
Total

Senior Survey
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
Total

671

635
621
521

3,179

r CT,

4

4.; 4 i
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The "returned" column of the figures in Table 1 incorporates ail information that has been updated from various
sources. To date, 6898 Alumnae Biography respondent records have been updated since their inception and
3466 former non-respondents have been added to the Alumnae Biography database from scheduled updates.
While the majority of the Alumnae Biography respondents from the classes of 1900 to 1986 are
Caucasian (79.4%), there has been an increase in the number of Black ;Ilumnas respondents in the more
recent classes; from less than one percent of the respondents in the dasses of 1940-1949 (0.1%) to almost
three percent from the classes of 1980-1986 (2.8%).
Smith Alumnae are cIspersed in all 50 states of the United States, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands. Notably, a large propertion of Smith Alumnae reside in the Atlantic seaboard states. Over 1200

alumnae are currently living in 94 foreign countries throughout the world.

RESULTSTINDINGS
The underiying intent of the presenters of this paper is to give an overview of the development of the

Alumnae Biography anc to review several major areas of research on this data. In organizing the results of this
investigation, the researchers have divided this section into the following divisions: assessment of the
undergraduate experience,alumnae affiliation, graduate education, occupational field categories, and influences
on comparative salary categories.

Assessment of the Undergraduate Experience

The satistction !Nei of Smith Alumnae with their undergraduate experience is extremely high. Of the
Senior Survey rssponJents from the classes of 1984 to 1988, 85.3 percent have assessed the Smith

experience as mostly positive or very positive. Alumnae who responded to the Recent Alumnae Questionnaire,
representing the classes of 1981-1985, responded with a similar positive assessment, as 87.4 percent report

their experience as mosly positive or very positive. Also, approximately 45 percent of the

respondents from the

classes of 1900-1980 have assessed their undergraduate experience at Smith as very positive.
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Alumnae Affiliation

A positive assessment is a natural predecessor to strong alumni affiliation. Moreover, alumni affiliation

can also be measured by a dompattliity of the attitudinal assessment of college objectives. The importance of
the contribution of a women's college is confirmed by Smith Alumnae, as 67.8 percent of the respondents

assessed the contribution as very poslive. Also, 46.6 percent of the respondents are very sympathetic with the
feminist movement and 81.9 percent of the respondents would encourage their daughter or a daughter of a
close friend to attend Smith.

Strong alumni affiliation is vital for college planning, fund-raising and public relations. Alumnae
Biography respondents have affirmed a strong affiliation to Smith College. Over 75 percent of ail Alumnae

Biography respondents (76.7%) are willing to advise students about their fields of work or study. kklitional4f, a
willingness to participate on some level in the Minority Alumnae Network has been of particular interest to
respondents from the class of 1980-1986, as 43.6 percent of those alumnae willing to participate in this network

are from these classes. ParticOation in fund-raising act vibes is of interest to 20.1 percent of the Alumnae
Biography respondants, and of those willing to participate in fund-raising, 37.0 percent are members of the
classes of 1980-1986.

Involvement in alumnae organizations is key to strengthening alumnae affiliation. Respondents to the
Senior Surveys from the graduating classes of 1985 through 1988 have responcimIthat they are interested ki
joining various alumnae organizations. From the class of 19

76.4 percent of the respondents indicated that

they are very Limy to join the Alumnae Association of Smith College.

Graduate Education
Higher education institution "quality can be most readily communicated to students and to parents via

high graduate/professional school admission rates (X9-1E, 1c186). The number of graduate degrees received
and the proportion of alumnae undertaking graduate education has increased greatly over time. Those
alumnae with one or more graduate degrees has increased from 23.2 percent of the respondents from the
classes of 1900-1939 and 30.4 percent of the 1940-1949 classes, to 68.5 percent of the classes of 1970-1979

(see Figure 1). The predominant type of graduate degree pursued is the Master's degree, other than the
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Master's of Business Administration degree. However, the proportion of Masters degrees
recipients has

declined over time (see Figure 2). Figure 2 also indicates that the attainment of all other types of graduate
degrees has increased in frequency over tim, with law degrees and doctorates showing
the strongest increase.
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Groduote Degrees

Number of Graduate Degees of Alumnae Respondents
by Decade
Figure 1

A varied pattern in the number of years between college graduation and entrance into

graduate study

for those Biography respondents who have pursued graduate education has been revealed by examining

groupings of class years by decade. The mean number of years between college graduation
and entrance into
graduate school for the classes of 1900-1949 is 12 years, while the mean number of
years for the classes of
1960 1969 is 5 years.
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Figure 3 displays this pattern in greater depth. An ongoing goal of our research is to further document
this trend through updated information, substantiating the decrease found in the pattern of delayed entrance
into graduate education programs.

Occupational Field Categories
Research into the occupational field categories of alumnae current and pre-retirement employment has
indicated an increase of alumnae involved in careers in government and law, while the service of alumnae in

the education field has shown a strong decline. The number of alumnae in the career of education decreases
from 33.3 percent of the respondents from the classes 1900-1939 to 14.4 percent for those respondents

reporting occupational information from the decade 1970-1979. The increase in the number of alumnae in the
fields categorized as government and law rose from 3.4 percent from the classes of 1900-1939 to 16.2 percent

:1
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of the resporxlents from the 1970-1979 classes,

while 12.2 percent of the alumnae from the classes of

1986 are employed in this field at a relatively early time in their c

1980-

veers (see Figure 4).
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Influences or Comparative Salary
Categories

Figure 3

While The Profile of Women: Income, Security
and Earnings (United States Bureau of Census, 1987)

focuses primarily on discrepancies between males

and females on various economic issues, a great deal of

information can be gained by examining influences
on comparative salary categories

those Alumnae Biography respondents who reported that

of female workers. Of

they were employed full-time and disclosed their
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approximate salary category, 32.4 percent reported their salary as $15,000-$24,999 and 26.9 percent disclosed

their salary as between $30,000-$49,999. When examining comparative salary categories there are many
influences to be considered, such as marital status, age, and occupational field.
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Of those Alumnae Biography respondents from the classes of 1970-1979, 34.2 percent disclosed

their

salary category as between $30,000-$59,999, while 15.9 percent of the respondents from these classes
reported an approximate salary category of $50,000-$99,999 dollars. If one assumes the traditional student
model then respondents from the classes of 1970-1979 are between the ages of 29 - 40 years. The United
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States Bureau of the Census (1987) reported that lht median income for women who worked
year-round, full-

time was highest for females 35 39 years old ($17,292)* (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5

"Me earnings of women are also related to marital status. Of those Alumnae Biography

respondents

who stated that they were widowed, separated or divorced, 29.0 percent disclosed
an approY:mate salary

category of between $30,000 -$49,000. Also, of the 139 nmpondents who indicated a salary category as
greater than 100,000 dollars, 94 alumnae (67.6%) reported that they were married or remarried, 20 respondents
(14.4%) stated that they were either widowed, divorced, or separated, and 25 individuals
(18.0%) reported their
marital status either as single, or single and living with a partner.

Conclusions and Implications

The development of the Alumnae Biography databases has simultaneously
provided an institutional database
and a resource for research on this distinctive population of college educated
such an undertaking has also provided a strong model for alumni research.
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women. Further, the process of
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A major implication for college planning and fund-raising has been the growth in alumnae participating

in occupational fields categori2ed as business. Also, a pattern of women college graduates delaying entrance
into graduate school has been revealed, and is a trend that is expected to be further documented by Alumnae
Biography research.

Smith College has an ongoing commitment to maintain and develop the Alumnae Biography

databases, thus expanding the research potential provided through this entity. Currently, the availability of the
data for honors theses is being explored, and faculty research on this data is encouraged and being undertaken

with increasing frequency. Future Alumnae Biography research will encompass longitudinal analyses of the
development and accomplishments of Smith alumnae and will continue to document such accomplishments
over time. Moreover, the future development of the Alumnae Biography databases will enhance the

capabilities of Institutional Research and Alumnae Biography to be proactive resources for the needs of the
many user offices represented throughout the institution.
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Introduction
It is difficult to imaene a better marketing tool for a postsecondary school than empirical
evidence of graduate success. In order to provide recruiters with this information,
increasing numbers of postsecondary institutions have initiated alumni follow-up systems.
The methods used vary somewhat, but usually a combinatioe of mail and telephone surveys are
employed. Information most often sou& includes employment status, additional education,
and satidaction with the institution. Collection of this information allows recruiters to
say, for example, that most alumni are employed as profeesionals, that they earn an average
of $500 per week, and/or that 50 percent have attained graduate degrees. Such information is
also valuable in dealing with external publics, such as funding eources, prospective
employers of graduates, alumni groups, and accrediting agencies. These data are not only
valuable, they are relatively inexpensive to collect.

Much less attention has been paid to the potential value of an alumni follow-up system to
internal audiences. In recent years, however, the demand for such data among academic groups
within the institution has increased, primarily due to accreditation requirements and the
need for curriculum modifications. Resource limitations have made it difficult or impossible
for offices of institutional research to adequately respond to these often quite numerous
and varied requests. Because of limitations in human and financial resources, and because
alumni should pot be asked to respond to an endless stream of questionnaires, administering
multiple surveys is frequently not an option that can be considered.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a methodology for developing and administeeeng an
individually tailored alumni follow-up instrument that is flexible enough to meet both the
broader data needs of the institution and the specific information needs of departments.
The technique, which uses relatively low-cost and generally available technology, was
developed at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute of
Technology (NTID at RIT). NTID has been involved in collecting data on alumni since 1978,
and, prior to last year, the NTID alumni questionnaire generally asked all alumni the same
questions. Data of this type were necessarily limited in their capacity to support program
evaluation, curriculum development, and/or many kinds of specific policy decisions. The
methodology described here makes it possible to address a wide variety of requests for data
from many sources, while continuing to meet the ongoing data needs cf the institution. Both
categories of needs can be met with relative efficiency, and without conducting a multitude
of separate surveys.

Procedures
A. Needs Assessment

Use of data by educational practitioners normally occurs in direct proportion to its

relevance to their needs. An important part of the development of any survey, therefore, is
the assessment of the data needs of potential users. As is the case with most institutional
research offices, this office responds to requests for data from a rather broad spectrum of
departments. 1 was necessary to take some pains to determine the needs of institutional
decision makers as precisely as possible. Several stops were taken.

Results of the 1987 survey were tabulated, and a report was produced that was sent to all
institutional academic managers and other upper and middle level administrators. Meetings
were set up with all groups in order to present data summaries and soliuic feedback.
Decision makers were asked to provide frank critique of the instrument, by deleting or
modi4ing existing questions as they saw fit, and/or by adding q iestions; academic
department chairs were invited to provide questions that were specific to graduates of their

I

I
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major. This resulted in 13 questions that would be asked of all alumni, 33 additional
questions of broad interest about a variety of behaviors (but which are neither of interest
to the total institution nor characteristic dependent), and literally hundreds of programspecific items.

B. Questionnaire Construction

To address the needs of a variety of users, we thought it necessary to create a
questionnaire that would be flexible enough to meet the needs of almost any request, given
the limits of space (which we arbitrarily determined to be both sides of one lepl-sized
page). We determined that there were three basic types of information:

Information that is collected from the entire population. This is usually, but not
always, the most important information, such as data that must be reported to funding
sources regularly, or data that are used to insure that the institution as a whole is
1.

staying on meeting a critical goal Examples might be graduate employment rate, the types of
jobs found by alumni, and their earnings.
2. Information that can be collected from a random sample of the populaticn. Sampling can be

used to collect data that, while important, need not be collected on everyone. Examples
might include additional education pursued by alumni, job satisfaction, and certain personal
items such as marital status or club memberships.

3. Characteristic-specific data, which are collected on a group that is identified by some
specific trait, Such traits include gender, age, race, and academic major.

After considerable debate and experimentation, the following format was determined to be
best to meet our needs:

FRONT

Population
Information

BACK I
Sample
Data I

Character.
Specific
Qu2stions

BACK II
Sample
Data II

Character.
Specific
Questions

BACK III
Sample
Data III

Character.
Specific
Questions

Some explanation is warranted. Information which we considered most important, and which we
wanted to obtain on all alumni, occupied the front half of the survey. The back half of the
survey was divided in halves. Three different upper halves were printed, each dealing with
a different content area; each was sent to one-third of the graduates. The bottom part of
the second page was characteristic-specific information. In our specific case, this method
produced forty-five different questionnairesl. Samples of questionnaires are appended.
1Fourteen different majors (our characteristic-sp3cific criterion was academic major),

each with three different top halves of the second page, iind three more with the =Orspecific area left blank

I
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In the past, to send mit questionnaires in this fashion would have meant a rather messy
cut-and-paste job, and the use of many hours of clerical help. We managed to circumvent that
inconvenience, however. The printing of forty-five different questionnaires, each of them
personalized with the graduate's own name and address, was accomplished by using Wperfect
to construct the pestiounaire by making each of the three pieces (front, top half of basic,
bottom half of back) separate and distinct documents2, and using the merge function within
Wordperfect to build all of the possible combinations. The questionnaires were printed on a
Dichronics DIJET1 laser printer. Addresses for envelopes (and for questionnaires) were taken

from another Wordperfect file; envelopes were printed on a Toshiba Page laser 12 laser
printer. Envelopes and surveys 'were printed in precisely the same ordel.

Applications of the Methodology
A. An example: NTID at MT

Many of the applications are probably readily apparent to most readers; perhaps it would be
helpful to show what this methodology has allowed us to do at at our own institution. At
NTID, this method allowed us to meet the data needs of both internal and external audiences.
Basic employment information (labor force status, employment rate, occupation, earnings,
etc.) was collected from all alumni. This is critical information for NTID. It provides an
excellent overall picture of the accomplishment of one of our most important goals (to help
graduates get good jobs), and is presented to Congress annually in support of our budget
request
The sampling sections (top half, rear) allowed the collectionfrom large random samples of

alumni--of data on job satisfaction, additional educational pursuits, and personal turd
social activities. As noted previously, were we to collect data on all three areas in ona
questionnaire, the instrument would simply have been too long---another full page, in fact
Use of sampling enabled us to collect data in ail thrte areaa

Applications of these data are numerous. Data on job satisfaction can be used by those
faculty preparing alumni for the world of work; personal/social activities are often of much
interest to professional counselors; and data on the nature af additional education pursued
by alumni can be very useful to divisions of continuing education.

The characteristicspecific section allowed department chairs to ask questions such as the
three listed below of their alumni:
°What tasks or procedures do you do on your job? Cheek all that apply.
Coding
Abstracting _Chart Analysis _Chart Assembly Admissions
:Release of information _Tumor Registry _Quality Assurance _Supervision
_PRO review _Insurance Claims _Other (sped&

'What skills have you learned in the last year in on-the-job training?

_Design _Code Anabsis _Client Contact 21eld Inspection _Graphic Presentation
_Spec Writing , _Energy Audit. _CAD _Other _None

2That is, the front was operationally treated as one questionnaire, the upper halves of

the rear were treated as three separate and complete documents, and questions asked of
graduates of particular mAjors were each treated separately as well.
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°What kinds of computer systems do you work on?

IBM _IBM compatible _DEC _CMS
-Ain _UNIX _Other (specify)

i

_VMS

The uses of such data in curriculum evaluatiot and development are obvious. Academic
departments can revise curricula as necessary t4, teach skills that will be needed by
graduates in real job situations.
B. Other Applications of Questionnaire Data

We have really only scratched the surface with regard to the applications of the system for
questionnaire construction outlined here. Such a system I an be used to ask some critical
questions of all alumni, and, simultaneously, some differen questions of younger and older

graduates; men and women; minorities and non-minorities; or many other subgroups. The
institutional research office can thus respond to the various and sundry data needs of both
the institution as a whole and of many smaller groups of data users.

Conclusions
The purpose of this paper has been to describe a methodology that can be applied almost
anywhere, using relatively inexpensive existing technologies, and that allows the
institutional researcher 47) address a broad spectrum of institutional needs. Wordperfect
permits the construction of questionnaires to include items of both college-wide interest
and of interest to a large number of data users with much more specific interests.
Equally important, it can do so in a relatively cost-efficient way; questionnaires need not
be several pages long, and multiple surveys are not necessary. Therefore, neither alumni nor
institutional researchers are overtaxed. We believe that this system maximizes the potential

for gathering data that is of the most use to the institution, while keeping resource
expenditure quite reasonable..
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APPENDIX ALUMNI FEEDBACK QUESTTONNAIRES
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THE IMPACT OF SPECIAL COUNSELING & ACAD.MIC SERVICES
ON DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

Marion Walker
Assistant for Educational Research

Cnrning Community College
Corning, New York

INTRODUCTION
Background

In 1984 Corning Community College received a Title
IV grant

to pro-ide special counseling and academic services to 235
disidvantaged students.

The definition for "disadvantaged" was

that they were to be first generation college students,
i.e.
neither parents had college degrees; economically
disadvantaged,

and/or disabled and needing assistance; high school average <=80,
non-grad or GED.

The Project's goal was to reach the same academic,
retention
and graduation rates for the 235 disadvantaged students

as exist

for the overall college population.

The Project's staff consists of the director,
reading/writing specialist,

a

a

lath specialist, a counselor, a

research assistant, an assistant for assessment and
remediation
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testing, and a secretary. Title IV funded 70% and the college
funded the other 30% of the cost of the program.

The director and the students signed an agreement

whereby

Special Services agreed to provide them with supportive services,

and promised to be available for discussion of the program at any
time.

In return the students promised to do their best to

maintain adequate academic standards in keeping with the college's

requirements. The students were expected to complete the required
learning skills courses, have acquired all tne financial aid that

was available to them, and have attended an exit interview with a

Special Services counselor, or the director, in the event that
they decided to withdraw from the college.

The students also gave perrission to Special Services to keep

records of their transcripts anc the financial aid received, and
gave permission to consult with other college professionals about

their progress.

The students were required to have weekly

counseling if they began to have problems, and

must have kept

appointment; with a tutor if one were assigned to them.

Purpose

The purpose of the research on the project was to measure the

outcome of the special counseling services to the students. The
results of which were for the benefit of those implementing the

project, and to provide data for the necessary reports to the
funding agency.
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METHOD

A Longitudinal Study from Fall 1984 to Summer 1988

The criteria used in choosing the groups to study for
comparison purposes were as follows:

Special Services Group (SSG1

The grant called for 235 students to be enrolled
program each semester.

in the

These were chosen from students who were

alr,!ady in attendance at the college, as well as first time
entering students. For the purpose of the study an initial cohort
of 94 students who entered both Corning Communi4 Collcr.le and the
Special Services Project in the Fall of 1984 was chosen.

Control Group (CG)

A Control Group of 83 eligible new entering students who were

invited to participate in the project, but chose not
themselves of the services, was selected.

These students

to avail
English

and math placement scores were approximately the same as the SSG

and had the same ratio of males to females. Their average age,
however, was lower than the SSG, 22.27 for the CG vs 26.84 for the

SSG. The average age for the overall college is 27. It was found

that the placement scores of the 18 and 19 years old were no
different than the older students. However, historically older
students are apt to be more motivated than younger students. This

was the only choice available for a control group at that time.

101

Overall College Group COCG1

All 1075 of the 1974 new el tering full and part-time students
were selected.

The students were tracked from Fall 1984 t) Summer 1988 using
the college's 1022 data base management system, (a powerful system

designed by CompuServe Data Technologies and compatible with the

college's DEC 2060 mainframe computer)

.

All the necessary

information, i.e. withdrawals, GPA's, graduates, math and English
grades, placement test scores etc. were drawn from the Registrar's

data base. Some of the data were dumred into a PC which supports

the SPSS statistical pa:kage, and Graphics packagf

MicroSoft

Chart.

Comparisons were made between the groLos on retention,
graduation, GPA, math and English grades, (bott

college level and

remedial). Chi Squares were used to test the differences of
retention and success rates anongst the throe cohorts. Also, ttests were used to test the diffTences betwee

the three group's

GPA's.

RESI LTS

As can be seen in Fig.1, the SSG showe( a higher retention
rate than the CG and as high or, in some semeters, higher than

the OCG. Chi Squares conducted at the sixth semester on retention

245
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there was a significant

(C

2

=

10.11, p <.005, 1 df.) difference

between SSG and CG. The ,lifferences were still significant
after

the 7th semester,( e = 9.74, p <.005, 1 df).
At the end of Spring 1988 the retention
rates between SSG and

OCG were almost the same, (54% of the SSG, and
55% of the OCG had
left the college). This more than
reached the stated goals of the

project on retention.

FIG.1
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The SSG's graduation rate after
seven semesters was 24%
higher than the CG, and 5% higher
than the OCG (See Fig.2). The
differences between the SSG and CG
were hignly significant 0e=

9.52, p <.005, 1 df). dere again,

3

6

the SSG graduation results
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reached the goals of the project.

F1G.2

GRADUATION RATES OP nu 1994 ENTERING STUDENTS
BY SPRING 19419
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As can be seen in Fig.3, the SSG had higher GPA's than the CG

each semester, although they were not statistically significant
until the 5th semester(t = 2.21, p <.05). Until the 5th semester
there was also a statistically cignificant difference between the

SSG and the OCG with the OCG GPA's being higher. At thE 5th
semester the ones who persisted had GPA's equal to or higher than
the OCG.

Fig.4 shows the percent of each group reaching a GPA of 2.0

or higher by the end of the second semester. The 24% difference
between the CG and OCG was highly significant with a Chi Square of
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13.09, p <.005, df.l. The SSG showed 15% more students with GPA's

of 2.0 and higher than did the CG students but this was not

significant, (le. 2.65).

While the percent of OCG students with GPA's of 2.0 or more
was higher than the SSG by 9%, the difference was not significant,

Chi Square 2.653. The academdc results tend to indicate that
Special Services had reached their goals.

Fig.5 presents the percent of students who passed the Basic

Writing course for each group. Basic Writing is a pre-college
course designed to bring stud3nts' English skills up to college
level, and does not count towarcs degree credits. The differences
in success rates between each of the groups were not significant.
However, in comparing those who took college level English courses

(Fig.6), CG with SSG, the differences were significant at .05
level

(x.3. 4.777, df 1). The difference between SSG and OCG of 7%,

with OCG percentage being higher, did not quite reach the 3.841
level of significance.(e

3.777).

Looking at the success rates of the Elementary Algebra course

(Fig.7), the differences between the groups were not significant,
but again when the SSG took the college level math courses (Fig.8)

we find that they performed significantly better than the control

group,tre. 9.311, df. 1). The SSG grades were almost equal to the
OCG in success rates. The above results indicate that the SSG who

took remedial English and math were prepared for college level
courses.

:r3 4 9
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FIG.7
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DISCUSSION

It is evident from the results that the Special Services
Group (SSG) showed more persistance than both the Overall College

Group (OCG) and the Control Group (CG), and were equally as

academically successfull as the Overall College Group. The
graduation rate was significantly higher than the Control Group
and, also higher than the Overall College Group.

Students who entered the program in succeeding semesters are
also being tracked in the same manner as the Fall 1984 groups. The

complete results of these data are too much to include in this
report. It is sufficient to say that the results appear to be very

similar up to this :oint in time. There is evidence of a slight
slippage in some of the rates. However, when checking the results

of placement tests each semester, we find a much greater
percentage of students being placed in remedial courses than

before. The percentage of entering students who have to be
recommended for remedial courses has increased from 26% in 1984 to
38% in 1987. This might account for some of the slippage.

A new control group-has been selected for Fall 1987. At that

time there were students waiting to get into the program, so in
the Fall 1987 study these students are the new control group. It
could be said that because the original control group had chosen

not to be in the program, they may not have been as motivated as
those who did choose to be in it, especially as this group had

.!%

more 18 & 19 year old students than SA.

However, the majority of the evidence to date would seem to
indicate that the services prosided have had a positive impact on

the students in the project. Coments from the students who were
asked to evaluate their cognselors and the program have shown a

high degree of satisfaction, and many felt they could not have

stayed in school without the help of the project. They were
impressed with the caring and concern the counselors had for the
students. One student went so far as to write a poem praising the
"Very special" Special Services Project.

With community colleges enrolling more and more disadvantaged
and disabled students, this kind of service is becoming a must.

It is worth noting that success at a community college is
measured somewhat differently than at a four-year institution.
Some students come to upgrade their skills for a job, some don't

intend to graduate first, so transfer to 4-year institutions
lacking a few credits. Fifty-three percent of our 1987 credit
course students were over twenty-one years old. Many of these are

married and have full or part-time jobs catsing them to take
longer to complete their studies.

The project has received a Certificate of Recognition by the

New York State Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, and has been
fun

.1

for another three years.

Project was supported

1.,y

the U, S. Dept of F.duc.,
Washinr:ton, D. C.
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ASSESSMENT OF FRESHMEN WRITING SKILLS:
FACULTY CONCERNS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENT
Zandra S. Goldberg Gratz, Ph.D.
Director of Institutional Research

State University of Hew York
College of Technology at Farmingdale
This paper documents the development of an assessment program
designed to assign students to either pre college or college
-n campus of a major state
level writing classes at a sub,
In particular, the efficiency, reliability, validity
and faculty acceptance of several measures were examined.
Research provided the data necessary for faculty and
university.

administration acceptance of a two stage assessment scheme in
which both essay and multiple choice measures were employed.
Described herein are the institutional studies on which the
program was based. These studies provoked confidence as to the
accuracy and effectiveness of decisions based on placement
program results.

The assessment of writing skills has sustained a controversy in
both higher education and measurement research (Follman and
Anderson, 1967; Breland and Gaynor, 1979; Breland et al, 1987).
Unlike other disciplines, it is feasible to measure writing
skills via each of two methods of assessment.

In particular,

college administrators interested in screening freshmen for
English class placement may select either an essay or multiple
choice format.

College administrators interested in an effective

and affordable assessment program sought guidance from writing
In so doing the
class practitioners and measurement experts.
crux of the controversy became apparent.

The essay provides a direct assessment of a students' writing
skills.

Those who teach writing perceive the contiguity between

writing in a classroom setting and writing on the essay exam as a

A.,

1

I

°I
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major asset. Psychometricians, looking beyond the test format
the essay but have demonstrated
accept the high face validity
the relatively low reliability of the single essay (Breland et al

Further compounding the sizuation are economic
limitations which may conflict with the use or expansive measures
1987).

or the need to use multiple measures.

By definition, low reliability severely limits the predictive
validity of a measure (Nunally,1964) and therefore causes serious
concern when using essay scores for placement. Multiple choice
exams, which purport superior reliability and validity indices,
relative to the essay, are met with destain by English faculty.
English professors fault the multiple choice test as an indirect
measure of writing; it is perceived as a test of reading skills

The charge of the college
or at best grammar and syntax.
administration is to deal with the concerns of each group while
developing an assessment program which best serves the student
and the college by facilitating accurate and efficient placement
decisions.
Development of the Program - The Pilot Stage
Driven by faculty concerns for the quality of students entering

freshmer writing classes, an essay exam was pilot administered to
over 2000 entering freshmen in the Fall of 1986. English faculty
Each
members, trained in holistic scoring, served as raters.
essay was scored by two raters on a one to four scale.
Administrators, cautious as to the accuracy of the exam and its
impact on students prohibited placement based on scores during
the pilot year.
Reliability - The Pilot Stage
Initial faculty review of the exam data yielded claims of success
and demands for placement based on test results. These reports
were based on the operational feasibility the program and the

contiguous agreement achieved between each of the two ratings on
approximately 90 percent of the essays. Although impressive at
first glance, contiguity of ratings is misleading. In fact on a
four point scale the chance of getting two scores that were at

36

least contiguous is over 62 percent.
However the actual
reliability approximates .4.
Barely acknowledging a limitation,
faculty remiined supportive of
the essay mode of placement
testing. An empirical study was designed
to gather more
pertinent and persuasive data.
Validity - Pilot Stage
A criterion other than class grades was
sought against which
essay scores could be compared.
In so doing, a model parallel to
that of the extreme groups method of establishing
a proficiency
score was employed (Zieky, 1977). To accomplish this,
early in
the semester/ English professors from each cf over 40 sectiscnis
of
college level writing were asked to identify
the two best and two
worst prepared students in their class. Those identified as
worst were considered not to have the prerequisite
skills to be
successful in a college writing class while those identified
as
best were considered most likely to have that which is
necessary
to succeed in a college level writing course.
The extent to
which essay scores discriminate best from worst identified
students

is a direct test of the essay's ability to be used in
student placement.

In that placement decisions have a direct impact on a student's
program as well as require cons derable resource
expenditures, a
substantial improvement over that which would be achieved by
chance is desirable. Within the extreme
groups paradigm, random
assignment would result in fifty percent of the designations
being correct.
In the college setting, fiscal and faculty
restraints allow for a maximum of 20 percent of
the freshmen to
enter pre college writing classes; the remaining
80 percent will
enter college level writing classes.
In this scenario, random
assignment will accurately place sixty eight percent of the
students.
For these reasons, eighty percent correct placements
was adopted as the minimum stancArd by which to judge
the

placement program as successful.
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Figure 1 depicts the accuracy by which the essay exam
discriminated between Lest and worst students. At three correct,
the essay correctly identified 95 percent of the best and 35
percent of the worst identified students for an overall accuracy
rate of 65 percent.
Four correct yields correct decisions for 62
percent of the worst students and 79 percent of the best students
for an overall accuracy rate of 71 percent. Using five as the
cut off score, correctly categorized were 92 percent the worst
students and 51 percent of the best students for an overall
rating of 72 percent correct.

As one might expect given the

reliability coefficient, regardl2ss of the cut off score
considered, the minimum standard of 80 percent correct was never
attained.
The persuasiveness of the above data was strengthened by
examining the efficiency of alternate measures.

The results of
RS, a measure developed solely for this stud}, appears in Figure
2.
RS scores range from one to nine. At a score of four,
accurately placed were 57

percent of the worst students and 50
percent of the best students for an overall accuracy score of 54
percent.
Although not as effective as the essay, RS's accuracy
at discriminating the worst students was positively considered
until the source of the scores were disclosed.
RS, which
accurately identified 57 percent of the worst students was the
last digit of the students social security number.
Although not administered as a measure of writing skills, the
results of a multiple choice test of reading were available and
appear in Figure 3.
Review of these data indicate that using a
criterion score of 52, 74 percent of the best students and 73
percent of the worst students were accurately identiiic.,1 for an

overall accuracy score of 74.

te relatively high accuracy rate
supports to some extent the general verbal factor in both reading
and writing scores.
SAT results, not required for admission,
were available for 30 of the best and worst designated students.
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As can be seen in Figure 4, a score of 34 or less on the Test of
Standard Written English (TSWE), 85 percent of the best and 61
percent of the worst students were accurately identified for an
overall rating of 73 percent correct.

Although a test of
writing, the TSWE is not geared to the appropriate difficulty
level to discern the two populations.
Although not selected to measure prerequisite writing skills,
either multiple choice exam was superior to that of the essay in
discriminating between the best and worst writers.

However,

neither alone was able to meet the 20 percent maximum
misclassification standard. However, these data diminished the
confidence of the English department faculty in the sole use of
an essay exam.

However, despite the evidence presented/ reliance

on a multiple choice measure did not have th,a complete support of
Compromise 3etween psychometric
the English department faculty.

principles and political realities facilitatad the implementation
of an assessment program which employs two measures of writing.
The Assessment Program
Although a second year of development would have provided
valuable data, the desire to identify students in need of
assistance prior to their entry into a college level writing
class prevailed. Thus, in the Fall of 1987, incoming freshmen
were both tested and placed in writing classes. The program
developed utilized that which was learned during the first year.
In particular a two stage process was developed.

The first stage

involved the administration of a nationally normed multiple
choice writing test developed for two year college freshmen.
Students scoring above the 52 national percentile was adopted as
All students scoring at or above this point
were placed in a college level writing courses. An essay exam,
taken by all students was used to place those students scoring
The essay exam was modified
below the multiple choice cut E,core.
the first cut score.

in an effort to increase the reliability.

In particular, rather

than a 20 minute exam, the time allowed for writing was increased
to one hour.
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Reliability of Exams

The best reliability estimate of holistically scored essays
require3 the identity of -aters to be discernible. In this
manner, errors over time within one rater as well as errors
between raters may be calculated. In that this was not
available, correlation methods were employed. Excluding one
error source, correlation estimates tend to overestimate the
reliability coefficient (Breland, 1987). Based on a sample of
300 of the over 2000 essays written, the correlation between'the
two ratings for each essay was .51. This approach, somewhat
analogous to halving the number of items on a test, was
statistically corrected to .68 (Spearman Brown adjustment).
Given the spurious nature of this figure, it is likely that the
true reliability coefficient of the essay is between .51 and .68.
Although an improvement over the pilot data, the essay's
reliability continues to be insufficient to confidently base
decisions.

The multiple choice writing test was selected because of the
appropriateness of the estimated difficulty evel for the
colleges' freshmen population. Published no:-mative data report
the reliability for the multiple choice exam to be .83.
Predictive Validity
In addition to comparisons between professor judgments, grades
were available against which to compare placement scores and
decisions.
In addition both faculty and students involved in the
process were surveyed as to their attitudes toward the assessment
and placement program.
Extreme Groups. Similar to the pilot year, in the sixth week
of the semester, faculty members were asked to identify the two
best and two worst students in their class. Unlike the pilot
year, students were placed into 2ither college or precollege
writing classes. Although somewiat confounded by placement, the
relative efficiency of either test in discriminating extreme
groups was high. For either exam, the number of students

misclassified is below 20 percent.

e
..)

V
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Correlation Analyses.

Correlation analyses were performed in
an effort to gather additional data as to the relationship
between test scores and professor ratings. Grades, in part
dependent on the entry skills of students, were included in the
analyses performed. As can be seen in Table 1, the multiple
choice test is a superior predictor of either grade or professor
rating.

For the college level writing class, combining the

multiple choice and essay measures increases the relationship
demonstrated.

Professor ratings are more highly correlated with
test scores than grades. This is not surprising in that grades
are dependent not only on a student's entry skills but other
variables such as instruction and motivation.
Table 1
Multiple Choice and Essay Tests Correlations
with Grades and Professor Ratings
English Class
Assessment
Criterion
Grade
Prof Rating

Pre College
Mult Ch Essay Comb*

College Level
Mult Ch Essay Comb*

+.21
+.14 +.23
+.25
+.46
+.22 +.46
+.52
* Multiple R from Regression

+.18
+.41

+.28
+.58

Reaction to Placement.
In total, 26 faculty surveys were
returned.
Faculty were asked to compare Fall 1987 students to

that of semesters past on several dimensions; response choices
ranged from 1=Better to 5=Worse.

These data, presented in Table
7, indicate that nearly half the faculty perceived students'

writing skills at the start of the semester to be better or
somewhat better than that of prior years.

It is interesting to
note that over three quarters of the faculty regard the end

product of either class to be better than that of earlier
semesters.
Thus a substantial number of professors who did not
perceive a change at the start of the semester, consider the end
product to be superior to that of prior years.
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Table

2

Better or
Score
Class
Dimension
Attitude
.
a
Motivation
Writing Skill
Start of Semester
End o: Semester
Attendance

Mean Rating
Pre Coll College

:,omewhat Better

Pre Coll

College

2.1
2.4

2.4
2.4

78
67

50
44

2.8
1.9
2.2

2.4
1.9
2.7

44
78

50
81
38

56

In total 558 college and pre college class writing class students
completed surveys at the end of the semester. Over 66 percent of
the pre college stude: :s agreed with their placement while 91
percent of the college level wr ting students did similarly.

Of

those disagreeing, students were nearly evenly split between
preferring a rore advanced writing class and preferring a more
basic English course. Nearly all students indicated their
writing improved as a result of the writing class.

In this manner, evidence to support the psychometric qualities of
the assessment program was gathered.
In particular, the combined
efforts of two measures of writing, though the auspices of both
rescarch and faculty interests resulted in an assessment program
which was supported by all factions of the college.
Summary and Recommendations

In reaction to a perceived decline in the entry skills of
students in college level writing classes, faculty pressured
administrators to institute an assessment program for placement
into college level and pre college level courses. This set the
framework for confrontation betwo.en faculty and researcher as to
the assessment measures to emplotr.
In particular, faculty were
supportive of a single essay exam, holistically scored, as the
sole placement tool. Research interests, concerned over the poor
psychometric qualities of the eslay exam, preferred not only
multiple choice measures of writing but multiple measures of
writing. Through the collectior and presentation of extreme
groups data, all college factiors were satisfied by the two step
assessment program which utilized both essay and multiple choice
exams.
.7!
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Placement decisions impact both the students and institution.
is imperative that colleges proceed slowly so that one may be
confident that decisions are based on the best possible
information.

It

Without these assurances, colleges may be expending
substantial resources to make important decisions that are no
more accurate than that which could be made by flipping a coin.
Data collected may be used by college administrators to not only
determine the ,7ectiveness and efficiency of the program but for
communication

1 and between campus constituencies.
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lit Community Lollege

For the past three years, Massasoit, like
many community colleges, has
been grappling with questions of
c ntent and
standards

for

a

general

education ucore" curriculum, and of

ow to enable our many underprepared

students

Jecember

meet

to

its

demands.

In

1987,

tne

approved a competency based Core Curriculum requirin
two

semesters

of

Englisn

Composition,

and

college

faculty

students to complete

estaoli hing

a

developmental

course, Introductory Writing, for those whose writilg skills are too weak
to

allow

proposal

them

to

begin

specified

mandatory

for

that

students

English

()mposition

placement
who

did

in

The

I.

development)]

not

demonstrate

Core

Curriculum

courses

adequate

would

De

skills

on

placement tests administered at new student orientation.

English department faculty recommended holistical
the

most

appropriate placement methid

orientation

,chedule,

availability

and cost considerations made

of

for

graded essays

y

writirg courses.

faculty

readers

immediate adoWon of

during

A

the

one

as

day

summer

this Oacement method

impractical.

A standardized, machine scc-ed test (MAPS Usage)
was chosen
as an alternative placement instrument,
but its validity was viewed with
scepticism by many Englisn faculty members.
Since faculty acceptance
of

mandatory placement depended
reconmendations were
credibility

of

to

appiopriate,

a

large creyree on belief
it

we-,

important

both

the MAPS test within

the

dapartmen

and

that placement
to

bolster

the

to explore
tne
faculty preferred placement method, holistically
scor .d writing samples.
Some form of placement te.--ing has been conclocf d
at the college for
fifteen years, althou c''. tests have beeo changed
a
iumber uf times.
ine

results of thE testing program, particularl
in lano:age skills, have been
urderutilized.
Few de elopmenta) courses i,ere offeced,
and placement in

370
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them was

advisory only.

Curriculum proposal

The mandatory placement provision

and

addition

the

developmental

the

of

effective testing of writing skills a critical

the Core

of

made

course

Tne writing sample

issue.

tests the ability to think analytically, organize information and express
ideas, as well as mastery of the mechanics of grammar (Crocker,1987).

The project described here was conducted

a pilot study

two stages:

in

completed in Spring 1988; and a large trial of holistic scoring that is
progress this Fall semester.
1)

develop

To

standards

in

It was designed to serve multiple purposes:
procedures

and

nolistically

using

for

graded

essays for placement in writing courses,
2)

To compare course placements made using MAPS Usage scores with those

made using holistically scored writing samples.
3)

To determine

if either essays

or standardized test scores can assist

in placing stuaents appropriately in writing courses.

Because

Spring

the

pilot

study

either placement method,

inconclusive

was

efficacy

the

to

some methodological

revealed

and

as

problems

of

with

the holistic scoring process, this paper takes the form of report on work
Results of the pilot were used

in progress.

scoring method before

a

large

trial

this

to

make improvements

used holistically

which

Fall,

the

in

scored essays in a two stage placement process for writing courses.

PILOT STUDY

Holistic Scoring Methods

scoring methods

Holistic

communicates

writing

a

are

prenised

"whole"

me,sage

on

fact

the
its

to

that

piece

a

audience,

and

of

that

zommunication relies on more than parlicular strengths and deficiencies
usage

overall

style.

or

impression of

according
by

Holistic scoring asks

which

to

measure
tests

that

standard English usage.
essays

from

the

the

ability
simply

to

ask

3

to

form

an

of writing and

to

rate

it

allows

students

Composition

assessments of basic academic skills.

It

reader

communicate

Tne method is used
English

evaluating

piece

a

to previously agreed standards.

standardized

of

the quality of

an

in

in

to

a

more airect means
writing

in

recognize

than

do

errors

ir

the Col'ege Board's scori,ig

Test

and

in

some

statewide
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which include essay,

There are several variations of holistic scoring,

analysis; primary trait scoring;

analytic and dichotomous scales; feature

and general impression marking (Cooper, 1977).
on

provicing

practicing the method with other

holistic scoring guidi,

a

of tne variations rely

All

and arriving at

raters before scoring to establish consistent standards,

readings

of

piece

single

a

revisions

or

quick judgements without making marks

used

often

are

writing

of

a holistic scoring guide,

similar backgrounds are adequately trained with

achieve 80-100%

agreement

students

individual

from

high

as

individual

of

ratings

in

writing, and scoring reliabilities as
pieces

an

When raters from

indicator that consistent standards are being applied.

can

establish

to

Rates of agr ement between readers are used as

reliability of scores.

they

Multiple

papers.

on

validity

Pred ctive

1977).

(Cooper,

of

sco-es of multiple

un

.90

pieces

coefficients for essay tests are in the range of .Zt-.b0, not much lower
than those for standardized tests of writing skills (rocker, 1987).

Procedures

All

tests

in

sessions.

Multiple

and

Assessment

Pl,cement

at

recommendations
test

scores.

Massasoit
in

ani Readin) basea

English, Mathemat :s

Students

who

scored

i

were

Students

1988.

Spring

in

below

or

advised to register in Introductory Writing,

on

those

student

new

(MAPS)

Series

this purpose

tests published by the College Board were used for
time

at

mathemat'cs

and

usage

language

reading,

orientation

first

given placement

incoming matriculated students at Massasoit are

their MAPS

usage

test were

or above

in English

the

21

course

given
on

the

for

Composition I.

During the first week of classes, ,,tudents in English Composition

Introductory Writing were asked to write
were given

a

a

300 word essay in class.

choice of three topics ,nd fifty minutes

Essays were collected and read

by

determine which writing course was

in which

fkir

eacn

They

asked

sJuaent

record there recommendation without maki,ig any marks on the essay.
were retained for later holistic scoring.

or

to write.

course instructors, who were
aporopf lute

I

and

to
t')

Essays
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The

holisitic

scoring

project

utilized

aspects

the

of

essay

and

dichotomous scale methods.

Instructors of the Introductory Writing course
developed a list of positive and
negative characteristics of writing and
provided examples of student essays that were
typical of students in
Introductory Writing or English Composition

a guide for readers.

as

I

No

formal training in holisitic scoring methods was given.
One

hundred

and

seventy-five

essays

were

selected

to

be

scored

according to the defined standards.

Essays were selected with the sample
weighted towards those which course instructors
had judged to be weak or
ambiguous,

since

identification

students

of

needing

the

developmental

writing course was the principal placement task.
Seven

readers

read

two

groups

of

different second reader for each group.
without

knowledge

of

the

placement

indicating

weak

a

Introductory Writing;
(i.e.,

ESL

uncertain
stud,?nt

or

the

for

that

recommended

disabled

for

placement

would

in

which the first two placements

other

tne

place

"borderline"
.nd

'3'

an

Composition

I;

English

by

clearly

wiiters),

placement;

English

paired

four point scale:

a

essay Vat was

an

appropriate

ready

consideration

'2'

learning

of

was

essay

each,

with

a

Readings werk done independently,

Readers were asked to rate each essay on
'1'

essays

25

that
essay

Composition

a

or

the

score of

student

in

problematic
reader

was

indicating

the

and

'4'

II.

The

differed were distriouted

a

reader.

to

suggesting
essays

for

four of

the

original seven readers to attempt to resolve differences and
uncertainties
in placement.
At

the

end

the

semester,

grades

in

English

Composition

I

were

compared with placement recommendations

made on the oasis of eacn method.

The

have been

fact that many students who

Writing

by

either

their

Usage

enrclled in English Composition

would
scores

or

their

placed
essays

in

Introductory

were

actually

allowed a comparison of success rates in
the :ourse between this "misplaced" gioup and those whose scores indicated
tnat they were prepared to begin the c,J1lege level
writing course.
I
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Results

There were

two problems with

methods

and

data

this

in

pilot

study

which make specific findings of the research inconclusive:

11

to

Although general criteria for evaluating essays were established prior
scoring, no formal train ng in holistic methods was conducted
for

readers,

nor

was

there

any

syster,atic

attempt

to

maintain

consistent

stardards among readers.

Usage scores were missing

21

eln

combined

unresolved

for

essay

of students

'5%

llacements

for

the

in

some

sample.

When

students

and

registration in two different course,, this meant that placements
based on
both methods could be compared with grade, in English Composition I for
less than half of the sample.

Results
larger

have
trial

nonetheless

useful

in

developirg

of holistic scoring methods,

inherent 'n selecting

Holi,tic

been

and

for

procedures
identifying

for

the

problems

placement method.

Scoring.

Agreement

importart indicator thrt

be ween

readers

on

essay

scoring st,idards are consistent.

scores
In

is

an

the pilot

study, readers agreed on placement for 60% of the essays in the sample;
one reader assigned a "borderline" score for 25%;
and readers disagreed
for

15%.

given

Essoes

to

a

on which readers did not agree

third

reader

for

placement was still unresolved for

resolution.

or

After

were
the

uncertain were
third

reading,

6'b of the essays.

Individual readers' likelihoods of assigning students to Introductory
Writing differed significanCy.
Agreement between individual pairs of
readers

-anged from 52% to 72

Th, lowest rates of agreement ocurred in
pairs whIch also assigned tne largest numbers of borderline scores.
When
.

multiple differences occured between two readers,
the same direction.

t.ey were most often

Individual readers also differed in

in

their scoring of

the three different topics.

There was variation in the

percentage of essay, on each of the three
topics whi.h were assigned to the developmental course, both for the whole
group and by individual readers.
The pattern of differences was complex,
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and suggested a number of contributing factors, including that some topics
chosen

were

weaker

by

students

elicited weaker

or

essays,

well

as

as

reader bias and differences in scoring standards.
with

Even

"objective,

most

the

legitimate differences

writing samples will

in

scoring w

contain

in

Any group of

which manifest marginal

But the many inconsistencies

the pilot study highlighted

the

need

system,

scoring

occurr among readers.

11

some essays

that make placement problematic.

applied

rigorously

for

further

skills

scoring

in

development of

the

holisitic scoring method before a large trial was attempted.

Essay vs. usage Test placements.
1u6

the

of

175

students

whose

MAPS Usage scores were available for

ess,ys

were

the

in

between the two placement methods was statistically significant
there

althougi

was

a

range

sco/es

of

(15-30)

in

Agreement

sample,

which

(p4".. .001),

recommendations

etween the

two placement methods was

high at the extremes of the score di,,tribution.

If the essay score is the

Consistency

frequently conflicted.

more accurate measure of writing skill, the Usage ttist

would place 24% of

students with scores between 10 and 30 in an inappropriate writing course.

Essay placements vs. Usage Test Scores

Essay placement

[Number of students (row percentage)]
Usage score
0-

5

Intro

Comp

Unresolved

or Il

I

1(100%)

-

-

Total
1

6-10

3(

75$)

-

1(Z;%)

4

11-15

4(

44%)

3(33%)

2(22%)

9

16-20

15(

56%)

9(331)

3(11%)

27

21-25

6(

20%)

20(61%)

4(13%)

30

26-30

4(

157)

20(74%)

3(11%)

27

12(921)

1( 8t)

13

31-35
36-40

1(

13%)

7(87%)

Total

34(

29%)

71(60%)

score

for placement

Note:

20 was

the cut

3

8

14(11%)

in

120

Introdui tory Writing,

t4k)
e'

I

I

14
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Placement recommendations

that placement tests
than

should be used

predict future success

to

placement testing

course

vs.

1987).

students

to be useful,

the major

fiut

goal

of

of academic success;

chance'

grades are the most available measure of success.
is

has been suggested

It

to measure current profiency rather

(Moraite,

to maximize

is

grades.

If

placement method

a

it should distinguish to some deg:ee be*,:ween adequately

and inadequately prepared students, when placements are compared to course
grades.

Essay and Usage score placements were compared with grades in English
Composition
students

eith

r

in appropriate writing cours

s

Composition
better.

determine

to

I

if

method

valuaole

was

at Massasoit.

Success

was defined as completi g the course witn

I

placing

in

Englisn

in

grdde of

a

Data was inconclusive for buth methods, alchough

it

or

'C'

did suggest

that weak positive relationships may exist between both scores and course
grades for some groups of students.
In

sample

a

students'

eight

of

class

sectio s

English

of

Usage score placements showed no relationship

succ ss in the course.
available,

placment

there

was

to

I,

likelihood of

For stuients in the essay sample whose scores were
a

likelihood

and

Composition

weak
of

positive

relationship

success

the

in

between

bt

course,

score

test
it

was

not

statistically significant.

Wnen an essay was unambiguous enough that the first two readers agreed
on the s, ore, the relationship between placement and success was stronger,
but

still

placement was

where

siginificant
success
tne

statistically significant.

not

negative

determined after
relationship

in English Composition

developmental

course

on

three

between
Stidents

I.

the

For

essay

ion

I.

more

difficult cases

eadings,

placement

there was

recommendation

a

and

this group wno enrolled in

in

attained

who e

those who enrolled in English Composi

tne

better

grades

than

did

regardless ot their placement

recommendation.

Conclusicns

The spring pilot study, although
regarding
usefil

the

results.

best
The

placement

metho,

exploration

of

t did not provide definitive answers
for

writing

holisitic

z)

courses,

had

scoring methods

f

several

suggested
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that they had the potential

to make essays

valid placement tool.

a

The

higher than expected correlation between essay and usage score placements
made

possible

it

placement
developed.

convince

to

method,

while

faculty
plan

a

that
use

to

Pilot study results
method

further

method

to

most

circumstances

than

sample

interim

was

being

ability of either method

to

I.

revealed the need to develop the holistic scoring

before

be

reasonable

a

writing

a

Questions remained rega'cling the

predict success in English Composition

was

it

making

decision

a

effective,

more

were possible

in

regarding

extensive
pilot

the

its

use.

training
stud),

firm conclusions as to its utility could be drawn

until

and

were

For

this

structured

required.

No

a more controlled

trial was conducted.

FALL 1988 PLACEMENT TRIAL

English

fatulty

arranged

for

a

workshop

oh

holistic

scoring

to

be

conducted for t e department py representatives of the Massachusetts Basic

Skills Testing Program, which uses this metnod for statewide assessment of
writing sk.11s of students at three grade levels.
Materials
from

pilot study were used

in

formal

the

training and standard setting exercises.

The exercises were designed to develop a consensus about scoring standards
and to give participants some experience in their application.
The result
of these exercises was a
equally

divided

on

"standard-setting" paper, for which the group was

appropriate

placement.

The

standard-setter

is

used in judging other essays; those papers demonstrating a higher level
skill
woLld
be
placed
in
English
Composition
I,
those
lower

then
of
in

Introductory Writing.

Faculty agreed on

a

two stage plan for placement in the Fall

semester

based on workshop discussions and pilot study outcomes.
Students would be
given preliminary course recommendations Lased on Usage test scores at
orientation

to allow them

students in

the two writing courses would again write

The

register.

to

English department agreed

writing

samples

using

the

During

to organize

holistic

a

scoring

the

first week
an

of

in-class essay.

two day mass reading
methods

class,

developed

of
in

the
the
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After

reviewing

experience of
essay

the

results

of

the

the workshop exerciset.

administration

and

the

pilot

number

a

scor ng

study,

and

with

the

changes were made

of

method.

The

workshop

in

leaders

confirmed our conclusions that topic had an important effect on scoring,
both through the quality of essays elicited by
ditferent types of topics
and through reader biases.
They suggested that a single non-narrative
topic would be most effective, and one was used in the Fell trial.
Placement was conducted as planned for the Fall 1988 semester, with
1400 writing samples scored in two days at the end of
the first week of
classes.
Twenty-eight
faculty
volunteers
and
three
administrators
participated

as

readers

at

different

per-ods.

standard

A

setting

and

training session was conducted

for readers at the beginning of the first

day

high

of

scoring.

standards

There was

(80-90%),

minimal

skills

identified.

and

a

of

consensus

standard-setting

a

needed

degree

for

entrance

to

paper

that

English

Readers who arrived after the initial

about

placement

evidenced

Composition

tne

was

I

training session were

trained individually or

in small groups, and their scoring "calibrated" to
the established standard.
To maintain consistent standards, readers were
"recalibrated" with

a

set of fJur essays at the

day and after longer breaks fron

beginning of

the second

scoring.

As of this date, placements have been analysed for almost
40% of
essays read.
The training and stand,rd setting exercises appear
to

been worthwhile, with agreement betwee
from 60% in

the pilot study 85%

the first

the

in

Fall

two readers

readings.

nave

increasing

this

In

the

sample,

only 6% of the preliminary placements baso.d
on Usagz scores disagreed with
those

based

concul.rent

study.

on

the

validity
count

A

essay
for

readings.

the

of course

Usage
change

This

test

suggests

than

was

somewhat

evident

retommendations

essay readings indicated that conflict

a

in

distributed

higher

the

pilot

after

tne

may be closer to the 15% figure of

the pilot study.
ome

apparent
in

the

of
in

differences

in

scoring

standards

spite of the improved training.

developmental

disagree with others

course
in

a

more

frequently,

omplete.

readers

remain

Some readers placed students

consistent direction.

analysed further when the data set is

between

or

were

more

likely

to

These patterns wili

be
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CONCLUSIONS

There were
provid4ng

data

a

number of

benefits deriving

answer

to

the

specific

this

fro-.

questions

research, beyond

that

initiated

the

project.

The English department engaced in a sustantive discussion of
tneir writing courses, and participated extensively in
the development of
placement standards.
They active1y demonstrated their committment to the
value of an essay as a placement instrument,
and reviewed their beliefs
about

the validity of

the

standardized

test that

in

is

use.

The

Fall

holistic scoring trial

proved the value of stanaard setting and training
in making an essay an "objective" measure of writing skills.
Pre'iminary analysis of

holistic scoring trial

the data

indicates that

alternative to a writing sample,
placement.

Questions

about

predict which students

from both

can

cannot be answered until

if

the

Fall

the Usage test may De

and

the

reasonable

a

standardized test must be used for

a

ability

succeed

the pilot study

of

either

placement

the college

in

semester grades

level

metnod

writing

to

course

are available.

But there
are a number of compelling reasons to continu,2 the exploration
of writirg
samples as a placement tool at Massasoit.
Although
be

high,

the 85% placement accuracy suggested for

15% misplacement translates

inappropriate writing

course

across course sections,
the

progress

placement
with

on

of

an

each

to

Fall

the U'.

200-300 students eni,:led
semester.

Unevenly

this number of underprepareo

entire

individuals'

class,

in

chances

instructors and students

as

of
a

test may

addition

the

success.

Essays

direct measure

of

impact
nave

an

distributed

students can

to

in

impede
of

poor

credibility

writing

skill

and

thus make the implementation of the mandatory placement policy easier.
A
writing sample offers greater flexibility than does a
standardized test;
form, content and grading standards can be modified to improve placement
accuracy.

Finally,

essays

measure

grammar and language usage cannot:

skills

that

an

objective

test

of

the abilities to think and analyse, and

to communicate ideas to an audience.
After
that

a

the large

trial

of nolistic

writing sample could be used

Is

scoring,
tne

the academic dean agreed

primary placement

.thoo

for

writing courses for the Spring and Fall

1989 semesters,

be made in scoring methods to simplify

the process where possible witholit

3

(i

Some changes will
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affecting validity.

Essays which c.early

placement standard will
will

still

be

given oily

used only when placement

be

be

used

when

needed

a

resolvL

single reading;
A

sample which does

pltin

not disrupt orientation

or

the

reader

will

Training

and

Tne English department

administering and scoring

for

below

second readers

third

disagreement.

"calibration" will be part of the sccring process.

has been asked to develop a

above or

well

questionable.

is

to

fall

regi tration

a

writing

schedules.

A

number of alternatives are being considered.

Appropriate placement in developmental courses will continue to be an
important issue as Massasoit implements the core curriculum.
Validation

of placement instruments
analysis will
students'

is

an ongoing process,

continue over the next

chances

for

success

and

several

maintaining

and data collection and

semesters.
the

Maximizing our

academic

quality

of

courses both give impetus to this effort.
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TEACHING INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
TO THE LEARNING-INHIBITED INSTITUTION
Mark Bagshaw
Special Assistant to ne President
Adjunct Associate Professor of Minagement and Education
Clark University

Because of their values and knowledge structures, colleges and
universities are frequently indisposec to make strategic choices based on
institutional research.

These organizations are "learning inhibited" as a

direct result of their dedication to producing, disseminating, and preserving
Consequently, institutional researchers who wish to be successful

knowledge.

practitioners by influencing an institution's direction throuyh their research
must be skillful teachers as well.

This papEr draws on individual and

organizational learning theory to discuss hov organizations learn, identities
and describes some of the more common learning disabilities that afflict
institutions of higher education, and proposes some practical strategms for
remedy.

theif

HOW DOES AN ORGANIZATION LEARN?
The current state of organizational learning theory derives from earlier
developments in individual learning theory, where there has been general
agreement, over the years, on the process by which learning takes place.
The P.ocess of Education, a seminal work first published in 1960, Jerome
Bruner characterized learning as involving
three almost simultaneous processes. First, there is
acquisition of new information -- often information that runs
counter to or is a replacement for what the person has previously
olown implicitly or explicitly.
.

.

.

.

A second asoLct of learning may be called transformation -- the
process of manipulating knowledge to make it fit new tasks. We
learn to "unmask" or analyze information, to order it in a way that
permits extrapolation or interpolation or conversion into another
form.

.

.

.

Cecking whether the
A third aspect of learning is evaluation:
vay we have manipulated information is adequate to the task. (1963,
48)

3

In
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Fourteen years later, in Theory in Practice (1974), Argyris and Schiin
described a similar three-part learning process, arguing that ". . . human
learning . . . need not be understood in terms of the 'reinforcement' or
'extinction' of patterns of behavior but ,ts the construction, testing, and

restmcturing of a certain kind of of knowledge" (1978, p. 10)
[italics mine]. More recent descriptions of the learning process do not
differ substantially. Lord and Foti (1986), for example, describe a learning
process that consists of gathering information and integrating this
information with a "highly structured, )reexisting knowledge system" in order
to interpret the world and generate "al.)ropriate behaviors" (p. 20)
mine].

[italics

If these later conceptualizations if the learning process display an

evolutionary development, it is in incorporating

the realization that

knowledge --whether derived from observation of the physical or social world-has action implications that shape the individual's behavior.

Like Lord and

Foti, a number of contemporary learning theorists follow Bartlett (1932) in

conceiving of the mental organization of the action implications of an
individual's knowledge system in terms of schemata, -- 'iypothetical mental

structures that predispoie an individual to particular ways of viewing
phenalena, integrating new information with his or her knowledge system,
retri ving it from memory, and using it as the basis for action:

"In essence,

a schema provides observers with a knowledge base that serves as a guide for
the interpretation of information, act on, and expectations (Graesser et al.,
1980; Tay'or and Crocker, 1981)" (Lord & Foti, 1986, p. 22).

OrgatAzational learning theory, while covering a different domain from
individual learning, has devel-ned by focusing on related problems with
similar ideas.

The critical linking concept between individual and

organizational learning is the idea of organizational social cognition:

organizations are social entities created by individuals who, through their
interactions, create the shared learning structure of an organization.

The

definitive formulation is Karl Weick's, described here by Dennis Gioia (1986):
Weick (1979) argues that it is not only behaviors that become
structured in organizations but also information and shared meaning
--meaning that has been socially constructed, negotiated, and
consensually validated. . . . Through the development and
structuring of shared meaning and understanding, cycles of
interlocked behavior become sensible [i.e., meaningful].
The
storehouse of knowledge about "cycles of interlocked behavior" are
the individual and consensual scripts held by organization members.
(p. 61)
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A good illustration of theoretical congruity between the individual and
the organization in the application of learning theory is shown in an article
that appeared in Harvard Business Review this past spring, written by the head
of planning for the Royal Dutch/Shell group et companies (de Geus, 1988).

In

this article, de Geus asks the question "How does a company learn and adapt?"
and describes a sequential learning process that consists of company
executives' absorbing new data or developing new ways of looking at existing
data; incorporating these new data as new information into their mental models
of the busiress; drawing conclusions from the revised mental models; testing
these conclusions against f,xperienco; and actiny on the basis of the altered

model (de Geus, 1988, pp. 70-71).

An attempt to model the lea-ning process as described by the researchers
cited above is shown in a heuris:ic framework in Figure 1.

Implicit in the

atteiNt in the model to movv beyond the individual oryanization participant is
the critical recoynition of the fundamentally social character of
oryanizational learning as eistinquished from individual
Organizational learning results

learn4ny:

rom shared assumptions, beliefs, and

values--and shared structures for realizing them.

As noted tv Argyris and

Schön (1978), "Organizational learning is not merely individual learning, yet
organizations learn onlj through the e(periences and actions of individuals"
(P. 9).

IMPEDIMENTS TO ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

Whether we advise presidents, provosts, deans, department heads, or faculty
committees, most of us can provide anecdotal

evidence of the difficulty of

attempting to modify existing knowledge structures in colleges and
universities, and there are a number of reasons why this type of organization
is likely to be more learning inhibif.1 than some others:

Effects of Institutionalization. Colleges and universities are
institutions of higher education: that is, they are social institutions as
distinguished from other kinds of organization.

One of their chief

responsibilities is to preserve and disseminate societal values --the
knowledge and attitudes toward knowledge that the culture deems valuable.
Some thirty years ago, Philip Selznick (1957) captured the value-centered
distinction between institution and orjanization:
'to institutionalize' is to infuse with value beyond the
echnical requirements of the tas,. at hand. The prizing of social
Hachinery beyond its technical role is largely a reflection of the
Whenever
unique way in which it fulfills personal or group needs.
.

.

.

"
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individuals become attached to an organization or a way of doing
things as persons rather than technicians, the result is a prizing
of the device for its own sake. (p. 17)
Unfortunately, the same characteristics that enable an institution to preserve
and transmit societal values make that institution risk-averse and inimical to
change.

New learning is a fundamental form of organizational change.

As a

result, who has greater potential to change (and threaten) the very identity
of an institution than the person whose avowed preoccupation is institutional
research?

Teachers as learners.

A second source of inhibition derives from the

specific technical functions performed by colleges and universities, namely,
teaching and research.
their own learning:

Teachers and researchers frequently are

disabled by

If learning consists of the transfer and integration of

learning structures, rather than "simply the mastery of facts and techniques"
(Bruner, 1963, p. 12), then the intrusion of institutional research with new,
alternative (and often, outside the social sciences, alien) knowledge
structures and unfamiliar ways of viewing presents, minimally, the need to
incorporate or synthesize this information and, maximally, the need to
"deconstruct" one's existing knowledge structure in order to reassemble around
a new structural principle that substantially revises one's knowledge base.
This revised knowledge base may have radically different implications for
individual and institutional action.
Kuhn (1970) in describing

A similar process has been posited by

at length the process of scientific paradigm

replacement in the sciences.

Lack of legiLmacl.

A distinct learning impediment is the perceived lack

of legitimacy of institutional researchers by members of the collegium.

It is

not so much that institutional researchers are singled out for malignant

neglect --some arts and sciences faculty viw professorial colleagues in
business and education with the ;ame contempt-- as that some faculty
(presidents, provosts, and so on) start from a mental model or knowledge
structure that differs from institutional researchers' and that, as a result,
renders much of institutional research unrecognizable or --as when researchers
lend 4.hemselves to such crass exercises as seeking to predict or increase the
size

)f the entering freshman class-- beneath notice.

:sior_pof_LioveL_a10ser
inauthorit.
i

In most organizations

there are

relatively clear lines of authority by which decisions that permit

oronizational action are made.

Despite the need for social interaction in
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order for organizational learninl to t ke place, what has passed for
organizational learning and acti ,n in lost large and complex business

organizations is limited to a centralied leadership cadre (i.e., managers
and/or owners).

In the de Geus (1988) example, once the Royal Dutch/Shell

executives had been mutually informed and had alt2red their mental models,

organizational action was understood to be a matter of course.

In

institutions of higher education, however, it is less simple to identify the
appropriate decision makers

because decision-making authority for most

decisions is dispersed across and up and down the organization.

Faculty

typically have a substantial voice in matters of curriculum development,
faculty promotion and tenure, and criteria for the adnission and evaluation of

students, as well as substantial influence on resource allocation and other
conditions of employment.

As a result, the watchword for presidents,

provosts, deans, and department heads in decision-making on matters of any
substance is always "adequate consultation."

In this governance framework, a

well-defined concept, a critical need, a strategic opportunity can be
diffused, unmet, unavailed, and the implications for organizational action
buried.

Suspicior ot dehumanizing quantification. The rudimentary quantitative
instruments of the institutional researcher are subject tu suspicion in some
quarters of the academy.

This 'suspicion typically comes to a head on

measurements of human performance within the in,titution that imply movement
)r reallocation of funds, positions, or personnel --particularly as they may

affect the teaching and research functions.

Quantitatively oriented student

outcome measures, teaching ef,ectiveness nuotients, quantitative research
productivity profiles, faculty flow models --all
resistance,

have generated hostility,

and monkeywrenching at ono time or another.

Given the ambiguity of the techni al functions of teaching and research,
and the bias toward the personal, the idiosyncratic, and the autonomous of
many who perform those functions, it is not surprising that any sign of
insensitivity to the essentially humane nature of much of the acaoemic
enterprise should provoke characterizations of institutional researchers as
"soulless quants" who, when they seek to focus on the central mysteries, i.ss
the point of the exercise.

Obviousiy, tiis characterization is just as

reductive as the assumption that those who challenge the indiscriminate
application of complex measures are uninformed romantics.

The point here is

that such prejudicial characterizations and suspicions can prevent
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institutions from learning how to use institutional research effectively.
Global displacement of expertise.

One of the greatest impediments to

incorporating the insights of institutional research in the organizational
knowledge system is a variation on the age-old theme of Ignorance Militant:
Presidents, provosts, deans, you, and I have been conditioned

to acquiesce

all too readily in the unexamined assumption that a faculty member's specific
disciplinarly expertise qualifies him or her as general expert on all
institutional issues and problems.

Of course, no one believes in the validity

of this global application of specific expertise more unexaminedly than the
faculty member who has used it to solve all ef the institution's problems.
Unfocused presentations and uncertain rewards.

For academics --including

presidents, provosts, deans, and department heads-- the rewards of focusing
their limited decision attention time on institutional research issues are
uncertain.

Consequently, the appeal of attending to inseitutionel research is

tenuous, even counterproductive, for many persons in the academy.

For

institutional researchers, this (rgues for making the best use of those
opportunities for presentation i

their paths.

A recurring example of a poor

use of an opportunity is enterta ning academic decisionmakers with long asides
on the glories of technical minutiae.

back on kurtosis, but I don't kncw one.

Maybe some presidents are keen to kick
On the other hand 'A the researcher

who, perhaps in order not to appfar presuming beyond his or her station,
present: the institutiooal leadership with the data, but without a sense of
their implications for impact on the institution and without a feel for their
implicdtions for institutional action.

REMEDIAL AND EVASIVE ACTION
If the learning of colleges and universIties is impeded by the attitudes and
values that buoy up and perpetuate defective organizational learning
structures, how can institutional researchers get their messages across?
Plant structure.

The most (seful starting point is to plant structuring

devices that will help faculty aid administrators to understand what
institutional researchers think they are doing.

One basic way of doing this

is to familiarize your institutien with the institutional research process,
whereby, as a result of observation and measurement, an institutional
researcher transforms phenomena into data, interprets this data and creates
information

and in exercising jIdgment about the meaning of this information

for the institution, adds to the institution's possibilities tor knowledge
e

"4
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about itself (Cleveland, 1985, pp. 21-23; Johnson & Christal, 1985, p.5).

The

usefulness of this approach is tnat it replicates what many academic
researchers do in their own work

(

as well as resembling the emerging learning

theory model shc.pon in column five of Figure 1).

As de Geus (1988) points out,

planners and researchers sometimes sta t out with a mental model that is
unrecognizable to those they are tryin9 to educate.

To connect new

information with some familiar aspect of academics' existing knowledge
structure is just good pedagogy.

Of course, knowledge for its own sake is not a sufficient end for the
institutional researcher, and so a necessary, second step in the
structure-planting process is to make apparent the links between, on the one
hand, possibilities for knowledge gained from institutional research and, on
the other hand, the resolution of institutional problems and the realization
of institutional values, mission, and goals:
the area's adult learners?

What shodd we be doing to serve

What's the regional market for new doctorally

qualified English professors?

H.s the oath aptitude ot our freshman admits

improved over the past ten years?

How does our ten-year experience compare

with those institutions with whom we share the greates'

number of applicants?

lust how vulnerable is the educational mission of this institution under a

scenario of no mandatory faculty retirement at age 70?
Institutional research will be valued and attended by other institutional
participants to the extent that it can be shown to help them generate arswers
to questions that have meaning and relevance for them, to the extent that
suggestive answers from institutional research account more satisfactorily for
troubling phenomena than other answers provided from participants' existing
knowledge structure, and to the extent that participants can be enticed to
enlarge their knowledge to consider questions that they have not formulated
before.

Capture the flag.

From the viewpoint of institutional survival and

prosperity, there is no higher calling than conducting institutional research.
If your institutional leadership doesn't know it, and show it, you have
major public relations problem.

What you will need to do in order to start to

turn the situation around is to capture the ear of the most powerful
legit mate authority on your reporting line.
ways:

a

source of

You begin to do this in three

(1) always giving full measure, pressed down; (2) never going around

your iffmediate supervisor (although talking loudly over his or her shoulder is

permitted); and (3) always giving clear indications --in a written memorandum
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with an appropriately targeted circulat ion--

implications for institutional action
blood in the water:

t,

ien your data show significant

t a high level

(The memo is is like

.

it guarantees the big fish will find you!)

As a result

of these actions, you now have the attention aid good will of someone like
your president or provost.

This person is the best solution to any legitimacy

problems you have with the rest of the institu_ion, and,

with a few

well-reasoned words from you, will serve willingly as the Institutional
Research office's public relations flak.

Furthermore, because people who play

with giants sometimes get crushed , this person wi 1 l protect you from chai red
professors run amok and other loose cannons.

Why this person does this is

because he or she knows the information you provide is crucial to the
institution, and believes that yoi

she believes this is because you

are yood at what you do.
onstantly reinforce

The reason he or

the belief by providing

additional evidence.

Disperse ownership.

The dispersio

of governing authority across the

nstituti on is a major impediment to or janiz, tional lear iiny and

organizational action.

One remedial accion is to strategically disperse

ownership of the institutional research office across the institution.

Anatol

Rapoport (1972) points out that one ot the reasons parables are so memorable
is that they permit their hearers to participate in the mystery of unfolding
their meaning.

In much the same way, institutional r,isearchers will yet their

message across to the extent they provide opportunities for faculty and
administrators to bui ld institutional research into thei r knowledge systems

and predispositions for action on behalf of the institution.
term is strategic:

The operative

Obviously, not all institutional information can be freely

disseminated to every institutioial participant or department, and not all
institutional participants or dedartme its are interested in the same

information; however, where there is a match, an opportunity is created for
the cultivation of ownership --by exploring inf2rests, supplying meaningful

informational reports, scanninc the environment and alerting participants and
departments to significant char ges.

Iti

s strategy is based on the

exploitation of a number of discrete ma-ket segments by the creation of a
"personalized" office of institutional
Exercise discrimination.

'esearch.

Professi)nal peer judgment --such as when

faculty evaluate their colleagues for t inure and promotion-- is at the heart

of the academic enterprise and central to what it means to be a faculty
member.

The process is inherentlyrective, and the addition of reliable
L.)

0
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quantitative measures that assist in these ,udgments is welcomed by most
faculty.

However, measures which seed to supplant this subjective judgment

--for example, by substituting a teaching performance score in the name of
objectivity-- often are seen as suspect by faculty, as are those who create
such measures and argue for their use.

The easiest way to convince faculty

that institutional researchers are not evil scientists who debase their
calling to curry favor with administrators and pander to legislatures is to
show a little judiciousness in the application of quantitative measures.

It

is important to convince faculty of this because, despite short-term

appearances, it is not leyislatures, boirds of governors, and administrators
who determine the strategic direction of an institution; in the long haul, it
is the will of the faculty.

Institutional researchers lose neither face nor

influence by public expressions of con:ern that their 'nstruments be applied

appropriately in the arenas of fdculty evaluation, stLient assessment, and
institutional policy-making.

Trade shadow for substance.

Anthropologists tel

us that among members

of the tribe of academe the word for bona fide members of the tribe is the
same as the word for human being: That word is faculty.

(It is said that thc

literal, root meaning of the phrase tenured faculty member is,

"he-who-walks-totally-erect-and-is-the-glory-of-the-viverse.")
observation suggests that if faculty want to represen

themselves as masters

of the university, there are few rewards for institutional
Dppose them.

My own

researchers who

With reyard to toe specific problem created by the tendency to

globalize expertise, the solution is to insist that faculty bring to the party

their legitimate strengths--the same analytical skill, reflectiveness, and
objectivity that they bring in their better moments to teaching and research,

aS well as the particular disciplinary learning model and personal experience
ot the institution that provide at once a unique perspective on the issues in
question and, in the aggregate, suggestive direction for future research.

To

paraphrase Socrates and former Education Secretary Bennett, if the unexamined
life is not worth living, the unexamined faculty pronouncement is not worth
nearing.

I know few academics so arrogant as to hold out against that logic.

Think stratellcallx.

All of the above argues for a "proactive," shaping

role in the institution for the practi .ioners of institutional

research: a

role that involves defining problems a Id opportunities; underlining their
relevance, pointing out the concatenations, interrelationships, and
interaction effects; talking about the consequences; selling the benefits.
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The operative mode for this rolt. is facilitative: succ!ssful teaching after

all, is less lecture and inspired revelation than providing opportunities in
whi-h discovery and learning can take place.

In operation, the technique is

not so much to impose structure as to plant it, and husband its growth.
Institutional researchers also need to master the art of distinguishing a
learning opportunity.

As a rule of thumb, changing circumstances are a golden

opportunity for educating members of the organization whose lives will be
affected by change.

Obviously, there is considerable room for individual

receptivity and ability here: Not every president is comfortable receiving

action recommendations from the Instititional Research office --even when the
existing knowledge base clearly is inadequate-- but +many, many of them don't
really know what they want till they see what they can get.

Presidents,

provosts, 3nd deans --like other people-- give their attention primarily to
those things that have meaning for them, and it is all

too easy for an

undereducated institutional leader to dismiss an array of admissions data to

be dismissed with thanks and an admonition to staff that we must all remain
truly mindful

of the importance of good scAdent enrollments to accomplishing

institutional goals.

To counteract the tendency for the Institutional

Research office to be

perceived primarily as the indefatigable source of a succession of Gibbonesque
"damned, thick, square" and pereunctory maintenance redorts

--and that is

indeed the default setting for expectations at many institutions-institutional researchers have to set the frame and shape the intellectual
expectations of the leadership.

You don't have to hit 'em with a board, but

you owe it to your profession and your self-esteem to teach them not to briny
garbage in to your interactions, and you do that by structuring, stretching,
and then rewarding their expectations.
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PLANNED ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE IN HIGHER EDUCATION USING THE
ENHANCED NORMATIVE SYSTEMS MODEL
Betty Millin
John Terry
University of Lowell

PURF)SE

This case study examines the application of an Enhanced Normative Systems
Model of planned change to a higher education setting.

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
Des!ite growing evidence in support of the effectiveness of pai-ticipatory
change p'ocesses (Allen, 1980; Argyris, 1977; Gross et al, .P71; 'leilman and
Hornstei 1, 1982; Lewin, 1951), most change efforts in higher education have

emanated from the top down with only token or minimal participation from the
faculty (Firestone and Herriot, 1981; Kozma, 1985; Olsen, 1983).
Academic organizations also commonly suffer from "goal

ambiguity"

(Baldridge, 1983; p. 39) and lack of a mission which looks beyond survival
(Hollowood, 1981).

To adapt and develop, however, their ultimate purpose

or mission ought to be clear (Baldridge, 1983; Hollowood, 1981).

Faculty

and administrators together need to envision new directions and create ways
to t?alize their shared vision.

The Normative Systems Model (Silverzweig

and Allen, 1976) enhanced by Metanoic Principles (Keifer and Senge, 1982)
provides a promising methodolpgy for those seeking such participatory change.
The Normative Systems Model, based on the action research approach advanced by Kurt Lewin (1951), has been applied as a model for change in
corporations, in businesses, and in community settings.

With the exception

of a reported study of its use to identify and establish a desired culture
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within a southern college dormitory (Allen, 1980), there is little evidence
of its use in higher education settings.

The model stresses the importance

of cultural influences on organizational development.
a group can facilitate or inhibit adaptation.

The cultural ethos of

When adaptation is necessary

and the culture is not facilitative, then ch,inge in the cultural norms becomes imperative.

By engaging the participants in the process of changing

goals and norms within the culture, not by rearranging boxes in the organizational table or adding new positions to already hyper-rationalized organization structures, lasting change is achieved.

The engagement of a

representative membership in the evaluation of alternatives is supported by
the work of Elden (Elden, 1979, 1983).

The model further invites researcher

and subject cooperation in gathering, analyzing, and employing data in the
process of change.

The model includes four developmental phases:

1.

analyzing the existing culture

2.

experiencing the desired culture by way of a select group
introducing and employing new systems

3.

modifying the existing culture by broadening participation
in the new systems

4.

evaluating and providing feedback to ensure sustenance and
adaptability of desired culture.

Metanoic Principles, a relatively recent development with roots in the
management theories of Douglas McGregor (1960), stresses a shared vision
and participatory decision making which lead to freedom and responsibility
(Keifer and Senge, 1982).

The four basic requirements of the metanoic

organization include:
1.

a deep sense of vision

2.

an alignment around the vision

3.

a focus on the organization as a system

4.

a balance of reason and intuition
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Combining the Metanoic principles with the Normatiwe System Model produces a synergetic design for planned organizational change, referred to as
the Enhanced Normative Systems Model.

The Enhanced Normative Systems Model

employs the following strategies:
1.

focus on a shared vision to provide purpose and motivation
for change

2.

participant decision making throughout all phases of the
process to strengthen the durability of the change

3.

cultural change congruent with the shared vision to sustain
the desired change and promote self-renewal.

THE SITE

The state university under study is a regional university attended by
10,000 undergraduate and 2000 graduate students.

Founded a decade ago,

when the state legislature manlated the merger of a state college with a
state technological institute, the university is composed of a College of
Liberal Arts, a College of Sciences, and five professional colleges.
occupies three geographically discrete and separate campuses.

It

The College

of Liberil Arts is housed on one campus and the College of Sciences on
another.

The geographical separation symbolizes a university culture frag-

mented by early loyalties and merner organizational arrangemonts based more
on political expediency than on a balance of intuition and reason.
In 1986, the president, recognizing the need for a new direction and
desiring greater faculty participatiol, appointed the Commission, composed
of sixteer faculty, tma administrators and a chair from outside the university, to study the academic organization.

The Commission was provided

a mandate to review all aspects of the academic life of the university and
to recommend to the president appropriate organizational changes to enter
the University into a new century.
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The Commission completed its work in May of 1987 formally recommending
to the President sweeping changes.

Tc enter the uhiversity into phase III

of its development, the Commission ww then replaced by the President with
a Council for Implementation composed of fourteen faculty.
mission's work, which spans phases
The Commissiont

It is the Com-

I and II, that this paper discusses.

early work was characterized by inquiry and discussion

which moved from the general notion of what is a university toward the
specific purpose of this University.

Readings, philosophical and topical,

were discussed, outside consultants were brought in and site visits made.
Foremost on the agenda was the creation of a vision and mission for the
future of the university.

To 011 the faculty on their attitudes and views,

a questionnaire was administertA to the entire faculty.

The Commission met

monthly; subcommittees addressed major issues; and retreats provided time
and focus to develop goals and methods for achieving them.
METHOD

In the role of participant observers the researchers followed the
organizational change process of the university through phase I and into
phase II.

Hired as consultants to the process the researchers had access

to Commission members, meetings, and documents.

Data sources included

demographic studies, official aocuments, reports, interviews, literature
sear hes, and surveys (Doctor, 1985; Jones, 1980; Gricar and Brown, 1982;
Gershenfeld, 1981; Wideen and Holborn, 1986).

The Commission's Final Report,

with the identification of goals and recommendations, provides a primary
basis for the outcomes analysis.
The researchers were ".
heads, but also to.

.

.

.resporsible not simply to the organizational

.the rank and file.

.

."(Whyte, 1984, p.168) and

workA as consultants to and facilitators of the process.

Adhering to the
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constructs of phases I and II on the Enhanced Model, the researchers worked

closely with the chair in developing the agenda, timetable and dynamics of
the Commission's deliberations and directed the staff in their data gathering pursuits.

Similarly data was organized and analyzed to assess the fit between
what actually occurred and what the Enhanced Model would predict to occur
in phases I and II.

RESULTS

Evidence, if theoretical constructs of the Enhanced Model are met,
should provide 1) support for the analysis of the existing culture,
2) the creation of a shared vision, 3) alignment around the vision, and
4) the experiencing of the new culture by a select group who introduce and
employ the new systems.

Examination of the data confirms that the process

in effect met the conditions of phases I and II of the Enhanced Mode
provides encouraging support for the use of the model

id

in higher educational

settings.

The first activity of the Commission to develop a shared vision of the
desired culture was documented fairly early on the process.

That self-

analysis was involved in the development of this vision is evidenced in the
goals stated below which clearly attempt to change the old fragmented culture based on pre-merger loyalties and merger political expediencies.

This

vision became the fountainhead from which flowed the Commission's choice
to aspire to a multi-purpose regional university of excellence rather than
a research of polytechnological institute, a mission statement, and goals
and recommendations leading to structural and cultural changes.

The major

goals recommended by the Commission provide evidence for alignment behind
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the vision.

They include:

1.

strengthen the undergraduate [rogram, forge strong ties
among humanistic, scientific, and professional education,
and improve the quality of undergraduate life

2.

strengthen the graduat2 program and improve the quality of
graduate student life

3.

encourage quality research, quality teaching and enhance
community service

4.

expand the relationship to th .? community as an educational
resource for life-long learni ig

5.

develop a more integrated university culture and a more participatory form of faculty governance.

For each goal, the Commission included specific suggestions for its achievement.

ThL existence of a stated vision alone, regardless of its goal specificity, however, does no: satisfy the conditions of the Enhanced Model.

Much has been written about the notion that the leader should create the
vision around which members align (Burns, 1978; Selznick, 1958; Kiefer and
Senge, 1982), this, however, runs contrary to the model under discussion.
Experiencing the new culture by a select group who introduce and employ the

new systems provides evidence for the sharing of lead,!rship according to
the model.

The select group, in this

vision and introduced the new systems.

ase the ComAission, created the
The President in providing the

mandate and supporting the process demonstrated the flexibility and creativity required by leadership under th s model.
By directing the change efforts oi Commission members to what was best
for the university, the vision counteracted tendencies toward guildism and
departmentalization (Beckhard and Harris, 1987).

In the Metanoic sense

(Keifer and Senge, 1984) it provided t e motivation and rationale for bold

recomendations to create a "new vital University" in which there is a
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strong unifying culture.

The strength of the commitment to achieve this cul-

ture is evidenced in the members

recommendation to merge two historically

separate colleges, the Col'ege of Liberal Arts with the College of Sciences,
to form a College of Arts and Sciences.

This constituted a major step to-

ward breaking down the barriers between the subcultures of science and the
humanities and toward unifyinc the University.

The vision of a new cohesive

core curriculum designed to strengthen the undergraduate program by forging
strong ties among humanistic, scientific, and professional education, further
exemplifies the comprehensiveness and power a vision may provide.

Alignment

behind these and other recommendations was apparent in Commission members'

presentation of them to a general faculty meeting which further supports
the notion of a select group who introduce and employ the new systems.

As earlier stated the decision making process of the study contrasts
with that found at most institutions of higher education.

Rather than

changes identified by the chief administrator (Firestone and Herriot, 1981;
Kozma, 1985), goals and recommendations were identified by the select group,
the Commission.

The analysis of this case strongly suggests a move toward

a more democratic culture.

The recommendation to create a faculty Senate,

in order to develop a more integrated university culture and a more participatory form of faculty governance, provides evidence of this direction.

The creation of the Council to enter the university into phase III represents
furtier expansion of this process.

To expand participation, the Council

established seven committees, each composed of five appointed and six ?lected
members and co-chaired by Council members.

The analysis raises questions regarding the leadership style presented
in the Kozma's findings (1982), which identify the chief administrator aS

decision maker, or Nelson's work (1984), which advocates the active role of
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the

eader in planned change.

This study suggests that a more effective

leader may be one who pursues a horizontal decision making style and
who

encourages and supports members 3f the organization to fulfill leadership
roles.

Clearly the direction aid tont were set by the President, suggest-

ing the importance of the leader in ititiating and supporting the process.
Rather than orchestrating and identifying changos to be made, he provided
the mandate and financial support that enables the Commission.

This leader-

ship style is further evidence in phas? III.
The influences of internal conditions (Allaire and Firsirotu, 1984;
Greiner, 1967; Gross et al, 1971) and the external environment on an organization (BaldriC4e, 1983; Gershenfeld, 1986) were evident in the case
studied.

Although history was purposefully played down in the process in

order to focus on the future, the case analysis supports the theory that
history affects planned change (Allaire and Firsirotu, 1984; Greiner, 1967;
Gross et al, 1971).

The desire to change a history of fragmentation and

isolation into community with broad communication lines was clearly expressed
by members of the Commission and through the faculty questionnaire.

The

brevity of the university's ten year tistory coupled with its undesirable
characteristics might have significant y contributed to its ability to
change.

The use of a faculty questionnaire served, as suggested by Katz and
Kahn (1978), to provide not only insight into areas of discontent with existing conditions and their possible rcliedies, but a real opportunity for

all the faculty to have formal input into th

change process.

The vision of

a university community,collegial and connected, may have been the reflection
of the frustration felt as a result from a sense of fragmentation and alienation from the decision making process.

The desire for a university balanced
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in research, teaching, and service may reflect the perceptions of a growing
imbalance among the three.

The Enhanced Model appears, in contrast to the views of Sarason (1982)
and Allaire and Firsirotu (1984), to provide evidence for the ability to purposively change an organizational culture (Ouchi and Wilkins, 1984), by unoerstanding and employing the principles of cultural change, explicit in the
model, and to support the new desired culture (Allen, 1980; Lewin, 1951;
Heilman and Hornstein, 1982).

Predictably the cultural change, in this case,

was toward the vision and participative decision making.

Moving from

vertically organized culture to a more horizontal one, from a hierarchical
to a more democratic culture, requires significant changes in the leadership
style of the chief exeLotive and the faculty.

Phase III activities promote

the notion that such changes strengthen the organizations sense of purpose
and ability to adapt.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the application of the Enhanced Normative Systems Model
suggests

i

practical participative model for planned change which is highly

applicable for institutions of higher education and other organizational
settings.

I

,

I
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Demographic Analysis of Connecticut's State Technical College System
Faculty and Professional Staff:
Ootential Retirements and Esti. ited Costs

Dr. Marian N. Steinberg
Director, System Research and Planning
Connecticut State Technical Colleges

PURPOSE

This research was conducted to irovide planning information for the
State Technical College system, consisting of five 2-year engineering
technology colleges and a central of'ice, on the potential impact of
faculty and professional staff retir4 nents.

Retirements have not been

particularly frequent in the pist, w th onl

one or two occurring per

year.

Nonetheless, aging of the administrators, faculty and

professionals suggested that it would be useful to learn more :bout
probable future retirements.

This had particular importance to the

system, as it is liable for certain severance costs.

When staff retire they often have accrued sick and vacation time,
for which they must be compensated.

In additioi

,

faculty, while hired on

a 10-month basis, are paid over a I.-month period, and are often owed the
balance of their salary (called "differential pay")

ipon retirement.

Since Connecticut does not provide centralized payment for severance
costs, each institution or agency is cxpected to pay these items from
their current personnel budget.

These have not been significant costs in

the past, but pose potentially damaging liabilities, especially to small
units.
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The demographic study was expected, then, to provide
answers to a
number of questions:
*

How meny retirements could be expected?

*

How much would these cost the system?

*

What would be the effect upon units within the system?

*

What would be the effect upon teaching departments?

METHODOLOGY

Data were obtained from the computerized State Technical College
(SIC) personnel system for full-time employees in three categories:

administrators (executives, administrators and managers), faculty
(faculty and librarians), and professionals (professional
non-faculty and
counselors).

Information was collected by employee including unit, years

with STC, years of state service, vacation and sick days accrued,
annual salary, retirement plan, and other variables related to retirement
status...,A,:snapshotio.masptakao-of-the system as of-Nbvember1V7.

Descriptive statistics were obtained using SPSS/PC and 20/20
spr?Adsheet software, by employee category and unit.

This included

frequency distributions, summery statictics, histograms and other

descriptive graphics for six variables;

age, years STC service,

longevity (total State service, including STC), salary, sick day and
vacation accruals.

Finally, an attempt was made to use Markov

simulation to project potential retirements.

This was quickly abandoned

when it became clear that basic data required by that modeling
method was
lacking.

Instead SPSS/PC was used to produce lists of individuals who

were eligible for retirement.
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With the exception of faculty, who must retire by their 70th
birthday in accordance with a federal law which expires on December 31,
1993, employees were not subject to mandatory retirment.

[Since the

time this study was initiated, Connecticut has acted to eliminate
mandatory retirement as of July 1,

1988.]

Employees included in this

study are covered by one of three major retirement plans:

(1) State

Employee Retirement System, (2) State Teacher Retirement, and (3)
Alternative Retirement Plan (TIAA/CREF).

In order to identify potential

retirees, provisions of the employee's selected retirement plan were
examined.

Employees were then placed into one of four categories:

ineligible for retirement, eligible for early retirement, eligible for
"normal" retirement, or subject to mandatory retirement (now moot).

"Normal" retirement refers to a set of conditions under which an
individual either qualifies for full retirement or reaches a "norMal"
retirement age, as defined by his or her retirement plan.

The rules

differ among the various plans, but generally contain two components

--

age (varying from 55 to 70) and years of service (varying from 10 to 35).
Early retirement refers to a set of rinimum conditions under which an
individual may, usually at a lesser payout

be eligible for retirement.

In most cases the minimum age is 55 and thf minimum term of service is 10
years.

As is the case for "normal" retirement, the rules differ among

the various plans.
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RESULTS

Age Distribution

Of the 305 STC non-classified employees (administrators, faculty
and professionals), 30.2 percent are age 55 or older, including 16.7
Within this larger group are 210

percent who are 60 or older.

faculty/librarians, over one-third of whom are 55 or older, and one out
of five of whom is age 60 or older (Figure 1).

Figure 1.
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There are significant differences in the age distribution of faculty
among the five colleges (Figure 2).

The most senior faculty is that

found at Norwalk State Technical College, with half age 55 or above, and
over one-third (35.6 percent) age 60 or older.

This contrasts with the

age distribution at Greater New Haven State Technical College, the newest
college, which has only 15.2 percent of its faculty age 55 or above, and
less than 10 percent age 60 or above.
Related Variables

The average SIC employee has accrued over 100 days of sick time,
and, excluding teaching faculty (who are ineligible), 45 days of vacation
time.

With average of $38,779, reimbursements for accrued leave

represents a substantial cost to the system -- one not usually budgeted
for.

Generally speaking, most mployees may not retire until they have 10
years of service.

Figure 3 shaws longevity by employee type.

The

average STC employee has worked 11.4 years; one-quarter have worked 19
years or more.

Faculty/librarians have the longest tenure: 58 percent

have been with STC 10 years or more.

They are followed by

administrators, nearly half of whom have at least 10 years service.
However, fewer than 40 percent of the professionals have been with STC 10
years or more.
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Figore 2.
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Longevity by Employee Type
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Potential Retirements

System-wide, of the 305 STC administrators, faculty, and
professionals working in November 1987, 75 appear to be eligible for
retirement.

This includes 58 faculty members who comprise over

one-quarter of our faculty (Figure 4).

Norwalk State Technical College

has the largest number of individuals in all three categories who are
eligible for retirement, including nearly half of their faculty.

Figure 4.

Retirement Eligibility
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Potential Cost

Should all those STC employees eligible elect to take either early

or "normal" retirement, payouts for accrued sick and vacation leave would
exceed $800,000.

Additionally, retiring faculty would be owed

approximately $500,000 for paychecks deferred until summer.

The combined

potential cost to the SIC system represents 10 percent of its annual
personnel budget.

;ii
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Retirements By Academic Department
Potential STC faculty retirements account for up to two-thirds of
the statf of some departments (Figure 5).

Unfortunately, there is not a

direct relationship between declining itudent demand and number of
In fact, one of tne youngest sets of faculty members

potential retirees.

can be found in the Data Processing T chnol,gy, where only 14.3 percent
of the 28 faculty are eligible for retirement.

Yet an earlier study

(Steinberg, 1987) found that this one program accounted for over half the
drop in the STC headcount enrollment in the three year period 1984-85
through 1986-87.

Figure 5.

Potential faculty Retirements by Department
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

Demographic analysis of the Connecticut State Technical College

system's faculty, administrators and professionals indicates an aging
staff:

2.

*

Nearly one-third of the employees a,-e age 55 or older

*

One out of six staff is age 60 or older

*

One out of five faculty is 60 or older

Staff members have considerable years of service with the State and

the system:

3.

4.

*

On average, employees have 11.4 years of SIC service

*

Over one-quarter have 20 years or more of State service

Employees have substantial accruals of sick and vacation leave:
*

The average staff member has accrued over 100 days of sick time

*

Excluding faculty, the average accrual for vacation is 45 days

A significant portion of the staff is eligible for retirement;
*

System-wide, one-quarter of the staff are eligible for retirement
-- 27.6 percent of the faculty and 17.9 percent of non-faculty
employees

*

Within the next 5 years an additional one-quarter of the staff
(26.6 percent) will be eligible for retirement

5.

There is a potential for substantial unbudgeted costs related to

retirements:
*

Payouts for accrued sick and vacation leave for those currently
eligible for retirement are estimated at more than $800,000

*

Retiring faculty will be owed approximately $500,000 for
differential pay (deferred summer paychecks)
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Survey of Part-time Faculty Members
Overview of Results
David A. Hemenway
Of fice of Planning and
Institutional Research
Montgomery College

Ruth S. Garies
Office of Planning
Institutional Research
Montgomery C011ege

Each semester of the academic year hundreds of individUals become
part-time faculty members at Montgomery College.

During the 1987 spring

semester the Faculty COngress proposed surveying all part-time faculty
members in the succeeding fall term.

The purposes of the survey were

1) to determine their reasons for teaching at Montgomery C011ege on a
part-time basis, 2) to identify aspects of their teaching experience at
Montgomery C011ege with which they were satisfied or dissatisfied, and
3) to develop a profile of the part-time faculty with respect to selected
demographic, academic, and employment variables.

Working with the Faculty

Congress, the Office of Planning and Institutional Research (OPIR)
developed the survey instrument.

To protect the identities of the

r-pondents the surveys were mailed from and returned to the Office of
Planning and Institutional Research.

All data presented in this report

are summarized.

During December, 1987, a survey was mailed to the home address of each
of the 629 part-time faculty members.

A second mailing was made in

mid-lJanuary, 1988, to any part-time faculty member who had not returned
his/her survey.

A total of 431, or 69% of those surveyed, responded.

COMPARISON OF FALL 1987 PART-TIME FACULTY
AND RESPONDENTS ON SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

Table 1 presents a comparison between all part-time faculty members in
fall 1987 and those who responded to the survey on selected demographic
variables.

The respondents are highly representative of the part-time

faculty at Montgomery College for the fall 1987 semester with regard to

_i

t
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Table 1.

The 431 respondents compared t, the 599' part-time
faculty
at tivatgomery College in fall :987 on selected
demographic
variables.

Respondents
Demograihic
Gender
Male
Female
(Missing data)
Total

Ethnicity
American Indian
Black, non-Hispanic
Asian
Hispanic
White
Other
(Missing data)
Total

Highest Degree Earned
A.A./A.S.
B.A./B.S.
M.A./M.S.
M.D./J.D.
Ph.D./Ed.D.
Other°

Campus (Fall 37)c
Germantowi
Rockville
Takoma Park
Off-Campus
(Missing data)
Total

e

All Fart-time
Faculty

[n]

58

In]

[247]
[180]

58
42

[350]
[249]

[431]

100

[599]

42

[

100

4]

*

[

2]

.*

6

[

6

3

[

24]
11]

1

[

5]

2

[374]

88

I
9]
[529]

12]
[431]

100

[599]

[

5]

*

[

61]

17
61

89
1

[

4

[

3]

[ 36]
[ 22]

3]

(

100

1

17
10

18

[

-9)
45)

2

[
3]
[101]
[369]
[ 10]
[105]
[
11]

14
63
21

56]
[
[255]
(
e2)

12
69
19

[ 69]
[416]
[114]

100

[599]

14
54
4

2

[240]
(

18]

2

(

(

6]

32]
(431)
[

100

Note.

Mlssing data are excluded from calculation
of percentages.
These 599 exclude administrators and staff
who held part-time faculty
positions dlring fall 1987. Administrators and staff
were included in the
survey.
0 Some respondents both selected
one of the listed academic degrees and
entered an additional response under "Other."
This resulted in more than
431 responses for this item.
c Figures for the
respondents reflect where classes
were taught; figures
for all part-time faculty reflect
campus through which they were hired.
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the distribution of members by gender, ethnicity, and campus.

Mbre than

half of both the respondent group and the total part-time faculty are men
(58% and 58%, respectively).

Eighty-nine percent of the respondents and

88% of the total part-time faculty classify theuselves as coming from a
white ethnic background; 6% of both identify themselves as coming from a
black, non-Hispanic background; persons of Asian descent comprise 3% of
Persons of Bispanic

the respondents, 4% of the total part-time faculty.

heritage are 1% of the respondents and 2% of the total part-time faculty.
Less than 1% of either group consider themselves from an American Indian
ethnic group.

The majority of both respondents and total group taught at

the Rockville Campus (63% and 69%, respectively).

Approximately 20% of

each group taught at the Takoma Park Campus, while 14% of the respondents
and 12% of the total part-time faculty taught at the Germantown Campus.
Although the highest academic degree of 61% ct the fall 1987 part-tine
faculty is at the master's level, they constitute only 54% of the
respondents.

An additional examination of all responses ct "Other" to

this item revealed that many of these were degrees at the master's level,
such as the M.B.A. or M.F.A., which had not been specifically listed on
the survey.

The respondent group is therefore more representative of the

total part-time faculty with regard to highest degree earned than the
initial comparison suggests.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
ON SELECTED PROFESSIMAL AND EMPLOIMENI' VARIABLES

Among the respondents to the part-time faculty survey, 51% are
employed elsewhere on a full-time basis and an additional 25% are employed
elseWhere on a part-tine basis (Table 2).

Approximately one-fourth (24%)

of those responding to the survey indicated that they do not have another
job.

Among those who are employed elsewhere, 167 (50%) indicated that

they teach.

One-third of the respondents belong to a professional

association related to teaching.

405

Table 2.

Distribution of 431 part-time faculty respondents
on selected
professional and employment variables.
Respondents

Professional/Employment Variable

[n]

Possess Professional License or Certificate
Yes
No
(Missing data)
Total

43
57

(176]

100

(230]
[ 25]
(431]

32
44

[138]
(191]

33

(143]

No
No, retired

16

Yes, part-time
Yes, full-time
Total

25
51

( 67]
[ 33]
(109]
[222]

100

(431]

61
28
11

(257]
[120]
( 47]

100

[431]

8

[ 34]
(177]
[128]
[ 50]

Belong to Professional Associationa
No
Yes, one related to full-time
employment
Yes, one related to teaching
Other Employment

Teach Elsewhere
No
Yes, part-time
Yes, full-time
(Missing data)
Total

Learned of Part-time Faculty Positiona
Newspaper Advertisement
Friend/Associate
Inquiry at Department
Inquiry at Pers'innel
Other

Classes Meta
Day
Evening
veekend

Note.
a

8

41
30
12
17

37
56

( 75]

[176]
[260]
( 34]

7

Except where indicated, percentages are based
upon total number
of respondents, excluding missing data.
Percentages based on total number of
respondents (431].
However,
since an individual could indicate
more than one response to each item
(eg. respondent could be a member of
a professional association related
to full-time employment and one related
to teaching) percentages will
not total 100.

s
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Only 8% of the respondents learned of a part-time faculty position at
Montgomery Callege through a newspaper advertisement; 12% inquired at the
Part-time faculty members in fall 1987 were much more

Personnel Office.

likely to have learned of a position fram a friend or associate (41%) or
by direct inquiry at an academic department (30%).

The majority of respondents (56%) taught classes which met during the
evening.

Thirty-seven percent taught classes during the 6:,y.

Weekend

classes were taught by 7% of the respondents.

FACrORS WHICH INFLUENCED DECISION
TO TEACH PARD-TimE AT MORD3OMERY OOLLEGE

Respondents were given a list of 12 factors which may have been
influential in their deciding to accept part-time faculty positions at
Montgomery C011ege.
to earn money."

These factors ranged from "Enjoy teaching" to "Desire

Each respondent indicated, in order, the five most

important factors influencing his/her decision.

These results are

presented in Table 3.

There are three ways to examine these results.

First, what factors

were the most popular, i.e. were selected as among the top five influenc*s
by the greatest number of respondents; second, what was the average
ranking of each factor; and third, what was the interaction of these two,
popularity and ranking.

The factor which was selected by the greatest

number of respondents is "Enjoy teaching."

TWo-hundred-ninety-nine

part-time faculty menbers, 69% of the rspondents, said that their
enjoyment of teadling was among the tap five reasons they accepted a
position at NC.

One-hundred-thirteen persons ranked this as the number

one influence in their decision to teach part-time at Mc.

The second most

popular influence listed was the "Desire to share my knowledge and
experience with students."

Fifty-six percent of the respondents (241)

selected it among the top five.

The third most popular reason, selected

Table 3.

Factors which influenced part-time faculty members' decisions to accept positions at Montgomery College.
Importance Assigned by Respondent

Factors

Interest in entering the college
teaching profession on a
full-time basis.
Interest in full-time faculty
position at Montgomery College.
Interest in continuing my
college teaching.
Increase the diversity of my
professional experience.
Professional development.
Proximity of teaching site to
my work place.
rroximity of teaching site to
my home.
Class time convenient fc,i my
schedule.
Desire to earn money.
Desire to share my knowledop
and experience with students.
Interaction with students.
Enjoy teaching.

a

b

.....-

(n)

Mean Rank',

27

(115]

2.44

1221

27

[116]

2.81

3

(151

29

(123]

2.46

[35]

6

(27]

44

[190)

2.71

(311

6
3

(281
[121

32

(2)

7

(137]
[
293

3.14
3.52

%

(n)

%

[n]

%

(20)

3

[11]

4

(18)

5

[201

4

(171

5

(29)

3

[12)

5

[221

10

(44]

8

[34]

8

6

[241

7

(321

7

(n)

%

[n]

%

(n)

10

(451

5

1211

5

6

1261

7

(311

10

(451

7

12

[501

5

[221

*

121

2

(71

1

(E)

2

171

4

1181

4

[171

9

[38]

9

(371

27

(1171

3.68

2

[10]

3

(12)

5

1203

7

(31)

8

(351

25

(1081

3.64

7

(311
156)

12
13

(50]
157)

10

8

(51]
[231

49
56

[210)
[241]

3.12

7

[3E]
130]

12

17

[421
1751

(11)
1113)

10
15

(421
(66)

13
10

(571
145)

11
11

(47)
[46]

[281
(291

43
69

(185)
(299)

3.21
2.37

13
3

26

5
6
7

Percentages are based upon number of respondents out of total (431).
Number of respondents among total [4311 who ranked factor among the top five influences:
Mean rank based only upon those selecting factor as among the top five influences.
Less than 1%.

Note.

Total N*

5th

4th

3rd

2nd

1st
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as among the top five by 210 respondents (49%), was the "Desire to earn
money." The fourth and fifth most selected factors were to "Increase the
diversity of my professional experience," selected by 190 persons, 44% of
the respondents; and for the "Interaction with students," selected by 185
persons, 43% of the respondents.

While it is necessary to consider how frequently a factor was selected
ar influencing an individual's decision to accept a pert-time faculty

pcsition, it is also necessary to examine how *portant eadh factor was
regarded.

FOr this analysis the mean rank assigned was determined.

Theoretically the possitle range of values would be from 1.0 (meaning
every person who selected a specific factor as among the top five
influences in his/her decision considered it the most important) to 5.0
(meaning that every person selecting a specific factor considered it the
fifth most important one in his/her decision):
the more important the factor.
3.68.

the lower the nean rank,

The range in this study is from 2.37 to

The most important factor ranked by these respondents is "Enjoy

teaching," mean rank, 2.37.

TWo other factors approach it in ranking!

"Interestjp entering the collegerteadhihg-profesgfon on a full-time
basis," (2.44) and "Interest in continuing my college teadhing," (2.46).

Factors which are within the mid-range in ranking by iwortance include
"Desire to share my knowledge and experience with students," (2.61);
"Increase the diversity of my professional experience," (2.71); "Interes.-

in full-time faculty position at Montgomery College," (2.81); "Desire to
earn money," (3.12); "Professional development," (3.14); and "Interaction
with students," (3.21).

Factors which have less influence, though still

among the top five for nany respondents, seem to relate to the convenience
of location and timing:

"Proximity of teaching site to ny workplace,"

(3.52); "Class time convenient for sy schedule," (3.64); and "Proximity of
teaching site to my home," (3.68).

Finally, it is instructive to consider the interaction ct these two,

tle relative popularity of each factor and the relative importance
assigned to it by each respondent who placed it among the top five.

The
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five factors selected by the most respondents listed in order of the mean
1) "Enjoy teaching;" 2) "Desire to share my

irportance assigned are:

knowledge and experience with students;"
professional experience;"
with students."

3) "Incrnase the diversity ct my

4) "Desire to earn money; and 5) "Interaction

In this examination it is seen that the factor selected

by the most respondents, "Enjoy teaching," also has been ranked as most
important.

Among the top five factors for most respondents, three

associated with teaching: enjoyment of teaching, desire to share
knowledge, and increase the diversity of professional experience, are more
important than a desire to earn money.

T40 factors, "Interest in entering

the college teaching profession on a full-time basis," and "Interest in
full-tine faculty position at Montgomery College, which approach "Enjoy
teadhing" in importance, were selected by only 27% of the respondents as
being among their top five influential factors.

Cne nay conclude that

although a full-time faculty position is important for just aver
one-quarter of the respondents, for those individuals it is a very
critical factor in their decision t4

SATISFAcr1

accept a part-time facuaty position.

I WITTI SEIECTED

ArriamsrRATIvE ASPECPS OF TEACHING PART-TDIE
Respondents were asked to indicate their degree of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with fourteen administrative aspects of their teadhing
experience at Montgorery College.

Categories of response were "EXtremely

Satisfied," "Satisfied," "Dissatisfied," "Extremely Dissatisfied," and "No
Experience/No Opinion."

TWole 4 presents each aspect and a summary of the

respcnses indicating a level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Respcnses of "No Experience/No Opin on" were excluded.

(riible 5 presents

the results for the complete range ,f response options.)

Among the respondents who indicated a degree of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with selected administrative aspects of teaching as a
pcst-time faculty member at Montgomery College, the majority of responses

(85%) are either "Satisfied" or "EXtremely Satisfied." Respcndents were

Table 4.

Respondents' satisfaction with selected administrative
aspects of teaching part-time at Montgomery College.
Degree of Satisfaction

Satisfied

V

AdministraLive Aspect
Clerical support at MC
Guidance from your department/
cluster/institute

Dissatisfie

[n]

for

[n]

Total
%"

[n]

36]
311

80
92

[346)
(396]

[

261
201
27]

56
77
76

(2421
[333)
(326)

16

(

.71]

43

(20:ij

[324]

14

[

521

87

[376]

[254]

15

[

50]

77

[334]

90
92

[310]
[365]

10

[

5

(

89
94
92

[21E)
[3131
[2991

11

(

6

[

84

(175)

86

55

ch,airperson

Guidance from your dean
Support from full4time faculty
Collegial atmosphere in your
department/cluster/
institute
Arrangement for teaching substitutes, if needed
Information available on campus
college policies
Invitations to attend meetings of
department/cluster/institute
Information in Part-time Faculty
Handbook
Part-time faculty evaluation
system
Availability of audio-visual
support (materials & equip.)
Photo-copying/duplicating serv.
Parking facilities
Parking fees
TOTAL:

"

10

96

[339)

4

[

14]

82

[353]

32

[2821

If

(

61)

20

[3431

'59

(264)

11

(

341

69

[292)

74
78
53

[243)
[310]
[166]

-,,
.4.

47

84]
871
[146]

76
92
72

(327]
(397)
[312]

(38901

15

(702]

85

26

[

[

Percentages are based upon the number of respondents indicating a degree of
Percentages
satisfaction ot dissatisfaction with each administrative aspect.
exclude those who indicated No Experience/No Opinion.
4311 who indicated a degree of satisfaction
Percentage of all respondents (N
or dissatisfaction with each administrative aspect.
x.

P4

[4592)
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most likely to be satisfied with the "Information in the Part-time Faculty
Handbook," (96% indicated satisfaction); the "Support from fUll-time
faculty," (94%); the "Collegial atmosphere in ycur department/cluster/
institute," (92%); "GUidance fram your department/cluster/institute

Aspects with

chairperson," (92%); and "Clerical support at MC," (901).

whicti respondents who expressed an opinion were least satisfied included

"Parking fees," (53% of those who expressed an opinion were satisfied, 47%
were dissatisfied); "Photo-copying/duplicating services," (74% satisfied,
26% dissatisfied); "Parking facilities," (78% satisfied, 22%
dissatisfied); and "Part-time faculty evaluation system," (82% satisfied,
18% dissatisfied).

Other areas for which dissatisfaction was expressed by

a number of those responding are "Arrangement for teaching substitutes,"
16% of respondents dissatisfied; "Irvitations to attend meetings of
department/cluster/institute," 15% Lissatisfied; and "Informaticn
available on campus college policie;," 14% dissatisfied.

FOr some itens

many respondents indicated that ther had 'No Experience/No Opinion" or
skipped it altogether.

This is especially true for "Arrangement for

ttaching substitutes," (52% did not indicite a degree of satisfaction/
d ssatisfaction); "Guidance from your dean," (44%); and "Availability of
audio-visual support," (31%).

Tble 5 includes all response options presented on the survey.
Ninety-five percent or nore of the resicridents rade same reply to each
item.

It is apparent that nany part-time faculty nenbers (49%) had no

experience/no opinion regarding arrangement for teaching substitutes and
27% had no experience/ no opinion regarding availability of audio-visual
support.

Fbrty-one percent of the Tesperdemts indicated "No Experience/No

Opinion" with regard to guidance from their dean.

This large number may

be due to the adndnistrative arrangements at the Rbckville Campus.

One-

hundred-twenty-seven of the 159 who responded in this way, taught at the
Rockville Campus, where department chairpersons, not deans,
responsible for part-time faculty.

are

TWenty-four percent of the respondents

selected "No Experience/No Opinion abcut the "Parking fees," 36% were
dissatisfied or extremely dissatisfied

lnd 40% were satisfied or

Table 5.

Respondent's degree of satisfaction with selected administrative
aspects of teaching part time at Montgomery College.
Degree of Satisfaction
Extremely
Satisfied

.(141 iistrative Aspect

Celical support at MC
Guidance from your department/
cluster/institute
chairperson
Guidance from your dean
support from full.time faculty
Collegial atmosphere in your
department/cluster/
institute
Arrangement for teaching substitutes, it needed
Information available on campus
college policies
Invitations to attend meetings of
department/cluster/institute
Int'ormation in Part time Faculty
Handbook
Part time faculty evaluation
system
Availability of audio visual
support (materials 4 equip.)
Photo-copying/duplicating serv.
Parking facilities
Parking fees

4 47:

Ics,

V

5

[n]

30

(126)
[169]

41

18

[
76)
(128]
[113)

31

27

12

[

17

[

20

[

41)

721
r,21

Satisfiod
%

Dissatisfied

[n]

%

[n)

44
47

(1841
[196]

34

[140]
(135)
[1861

5

[

4

(

6

[126)

5

44
45

31
f-,0

L....,

48

[202)

Extremely
Dissatisfied
S

In]

No Experience/
Ho Opinion
%

in)

%"

[n]

97
96

[4171
[414]

86)
86)

96
97
96

[414]
(419)
(4121

5

(

221

4

(

141

17

(

71)

7

[

27)

1

[

4)

4

[

18]

1

[

20)
181
25]

[

22)

[

6)

42

11721

1

23
21

21

(

21

(

1

(

'

1

121

49

[1991

'75

(408)

(

8)

10

(
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97

[4161

.,

11

(

44)

,

10

(

43)

,

t

7]

20

1

851

97

[419]

101

1

1

41

15

1

62)

96

[415)

[

141

17

[

701

96

(4131

9]

27

[1121

95

[410]

96

[414)
(4151
(4091

,

,

.

,,
,.

.,

14
25

(

[

52J

[101)

17

[

18

[

i

961

[

70)
73]
32)

59
54

40
42
57
32

(243)

[224]
(1631

(1731
(237)
[1341

All

Respondents

2

1

11

[

47]

4

f,

(

25)

,

[

13

(

531

7

[

31)

21

1

13

(

541
74]

3

(

331

4

[

81)
181

18

[

72]

24

(

973

18

[

,

96
95

Note.
Percentages (except those in last column) based upon total number
who responded to each item.
'
Number and percentage of total respondents (U = 431) who
replied to each item.
c",
°

Less than

1 V
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extremely satisfied.

This contrasts with its companion item, "Parking

facilities," to which only 4% replied they had no experience/no opinion,
21% were dissatisfied to sane extent with parking facilities, and 75% were
satisfied to extremely satisfied with the parking facilities at Mbntgamery
College.

SATESFACTI J WITH ACCIESS
TID SELECTED FICILTTIES/SERVICES

Part-time faculty were asked to rate the degree of their satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with their accem:;to selected facilities or services at
Montgomery Cbllege.

The overall percentage of responses indicating a

degree of satisfaction is 85% (rable 6), the same as that rating
satisfaction with administrative aspects.

This table presents the

distribution only of those who indicated a degree of satisfaction/
dissatisfaction; it excludes those wao indicated "No EXperience/No
Opinion.

Mbst of the respondents hied an opinion about the classrooms and

about part-time faculty mailboxes (94% and 92%, respectively).

Fewer

respondents had an opinion about laboratories (42%), food services (53%),
and office space (62%).

Among those who indicated a degree of

satisL.ction/dissatisfaction to each item, the majority (i.e., over 50%)
was satisfied.

However, looking at the percentages of those dissatisfied,

40% were dissatisfied with access tc office space and 23% were
dissatisfied with access to telephores.

An additional 18% were

dissatisfied with access to food seavices.

This report has presented a summary of the results of a survey of fall

1987 part-time faculty miters at Montgomery College.
several reports.
results.

It is the first of

Subsequent reports present additional analyses of the

Table C.

Respondents

satisfaction with access to selected facilities/services.
Degree of Satisfaction
Satisfied

Facility/Service
Office space
Laboratories
Classrooms
Part-time faculty mailboxes

Telepho-Bookstore
Library
Food services
TOTAL:

"

Total

Dissatisfied

90
90
77
92
96
82

[178]
[157]
(3621
(358]
1262]
[300]
[317)
[1871

40
12
10
10
23

[

8

[

4

[

18

1

85

[2121)

15

13791

60
88

(121)
22)
1
1

[

411
391
77]
251
121
421

Percentages are based upon the number of respondents indicating a degree of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with each facility/service. Percentages
exclude those who indicated No Experience/No Opinion.
431) who indicated a degree of satisfaction
Percentage of all respondents (N
or dissatisfaction with each facilit YIservice.

,1 2

V'

(n)

[n]

69
42
94
92
79
75
76
53

In)

(299]
(179)
[403)

[339)
(325)
1329)
[229]
[2500]
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FACTORS *NCH AFFECT IETENTEIN OF AMU LEARNERS DteMCI
ME FMST YEAR IN GRADUATE-LEVEL STIMY

Christine A. Otis Ed. D., Mks* of LowN
Addhood Is a the d change, and mod ad& beginnktg graduate
stuSes are alio kwohed ki anticipated tw actual tramline in other web d
their lives. The kanstbn to Rxmal gas:hide level education bet den adds

change and skeet to an shady chanOng add Ie. Successful kanation to

'adults education, vfien viewed within this larger conbxtd adult Wes and
kanstions, becomes not on* the scholar* pusult of knowledge and
research, or the acquislbon of more cc styles side, but also pert of the

process slanting and sustakfing change in adulthood. Many enterkig

gads*, students we Ate/ concerned abott how b go abott iniegating
that newmie of being a gadstie studert wth the rest of their
ibis research also focused on understanding mom abott pemisters'
and non-persisters' perceptions of the tanation beird entering

'ENO

etudes abng the blbwing dmensbr 3. role change, posiftinegative
affect, Mtn and Individuals' percep bns d their adaptation. Findings

strongly swat lrrportart aspects of a model developed by the mbar
(Otis, 1989) (see Figure 1) from a syrthesis d theories derived *cm
education (Crosmi, 1981) and psychology (Schlossberg. 1994); and further

clad), the relationship of persistence to adut learners perceptions d
emotional support clurkig the kanslbon of rekrrtng to school.
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TRANSITION

PERCEPTION OF THE
PARTICULAR TRANSITION

CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE INDIVIDUAL

\CHARACTERISTICS OF
TRANSITION ENVIRONMENTS

Movement through phases following
transition: pervasiveness tirough
reorganization, which depe ids on:
1. balance of indMduars resources and
deficits and 2. differences in pre-and
post-transition environments re: p3rception,
supports, and individuals
(from Sr#Ilossberg's Model)

(A)
Participation in Higher Education As A Response to
Mid-LifeTransitions
KIIMIIMIIMMEMM111111011.
(F)
SELF-EVALUAT1ON

A

t

(C,

INFORMATION

*

(B)
Importance of goals
and expectation
that participation

0'
001

will meet goals
(from Rubenson's Model)

(C)

(E)

OPPORTUNITIES
AND BARRIERS

PARTICIPATION

V
(G)
ATTITUDES ABOUT
EDUCATION

(from Cross's Model)

/41111111111MMMMIPMP

(Oatis 1988)

Figure 1

A theoretical framework for understanding adults
in the transition of returning to formal education.
.
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Schlossbengs' theory emphasized the kriportance of assessing not

only the indlvkivars perceptions of a particular transtion, but also the
characbmistics of pre.transitbn environments including: Irternal support
systems, network of friends, institution 0 supports and physical setting. As

Schlossbergs' thew/ hipights, suco ?ssful adiVation invokes movemert
through the transition Iser and depends, not only on the Individual's
balano, of resources and deficts, but also on the Individual's perceptions of
the envtonment- including the availability of stcport r there is a perceived

gap In the Inddual's Inner dries of strport (i.e. spouse/sign/kart other,
family, friends), then (becomes even more tripodal that support comes

from others including universk support systems and other students. For
example, divorced or separated individuals in this study WOfe more &ray to

become noopersisbers than ether married or single full-tkne gaduate

students. Extra stwort from counselors, advisors, faculty, ENNIO:Afton
and other studerts can become especially important to those who have
steady stressed support systems.
For some adults, the transition to gradate studies may be an

especialty Moult one. If many years have elapsed since undergraduate
studies, We has more than licely added increasingly complex roles and

responsbilities. In addition, there rm., be accunulabed fears and lack of
confidence based on previous educational experiences and initial conlads

wth the university. Cross hardly touched on this powirful intial effect of
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being In tmnstion In her Chain-of-Response Model. Therefore, the atthor

combined the Schlossberg model wth the Cross model to provide a more

accurate frarnewk for understandinq adults in hnstbn.
For some adds, particularty %men, minorities and Ibreign students,
the role of ertering gaduabe studert may Initially be experienced as

painfully incongruert wth their other adut roles, responsbilties and goals.
As priviously noted, Rther-Thompson suggested that higher education Is

often experienced by adut learners is a cutui (wth norms and procedures
developed for a younger, more traditional population). often "ott of sync"

with the realities and demands of adut lives. This study shows that those

who descrbed the transition to gaduate studies in more negative terms
litere also less Ikely to persist in gaduate studies.
Most of the previous research on persistence patterns of adut learners

has based exclusive), on demogaphics in e balling to desert*
characteristics of persisters and nompersisters b the exclusion of other

imp:dart variables such as the individuars perceptions of the Imnstion
iser and hisTher perceptions of emotional styport This study, in addtion to
selected demographic variables attempted tr determine whether or not any
stabstically significant clikrences existed fire the fist semester ink) the

second semester betwen persistem and non-persisters in the ways they
perceived: 1) the transition of entirring graduate school; 2) their anticbated

and actsl experiences of styport and 3) their ratings ot the helpfulness of

419

potential ServiCOS fOr ertering graduate etudents. Statistical analyses

revealed that for males and kmales alke, more positive perceptions of

antklpabed emotional support and of the Iran dion tier

re postively

related to persistence in the ftst year of graduate studies.

Signficantly more of the non-persisters viewed the transition to

graduate school as having had a negatiye input on their llyes, resulting in

keling "mixed or lovi energy rather than -high" energy; and they also
reported feeling "overvihetnecr or Inixed feelings- rather than feeling
"challenged°. Ins clear that many more non-persisters experienced dificulty

from the beginning wth thee transtion irto gaduate school. There was no
significant &Terence betwen persisters and non-persisters in diet
perteptions of the timing of the transtion in berms ot the demands of the rest

of that lives.
Overall, antkipated and actually experienced percepbons of support
'ARM signrcantly higher for persisters than non-persisters. The tendency
toward more negative perceptions on the part al non-persisters cortinued
through the fist semester. In fact, non-petsisters became even more

negative in thet peroeptions of actual support than persisters did. Part-the
graduate st Jetts who tsere also non-persisters WM* also move inclined to

be negative in thet anticpabon of support frcm friends, professional
associations, and other students. t is possble that some of these

non-persisters may haye had a 'mind ;ter which predisposed them coyard
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lowered expectations and stbsequent disengagemert from the

unlversly-even in the first semester. It is Mut to determine which came

first negative alludes, negative experiencef , or a contination of both.
Ghten that some aduts, especially nontracitio nal students, may be

experiencing more pervasive feelings of %dare shodr; it hardy seems fair

to only 'blame the vide" for failing to drive &ring the first year of gaduate
studies.

This study also found drat more persisters vtlere aviary, even from the

onset of their first semester of graduate studies, of the irrvortance of

receMng emotional sipport from others. Their anticipated soaves of
support, more often than for non-persisters, included friends and covakers

as %ell as people within their new context - the university community Iser

facuk administratbn, support staff as %ell as othsr students.

Findings fitter revealed that vionefn gr iduate students vote
significantly more **My

view emotional suf port tun friends as Important

to thet persistence in gaduate studies - whit h is consisted wth recert
research on wamen's development in higher education on "connected

learning'. Belerky et al. (1986), in findings from their i. 'NAM with women

undergaduate students, descrbed connected learning as a developmental
oacome of a learning process which promotes personal as well as
intellectual crovith within the contexts of the indtviduars life and
relabonships to kleas, others, and the world.

421

Findings frorn this current study also ernphasize the irnpertance of peer

suppott kr prolessbnal-level viviters .roho moll In 'adult, education:
there WM S

stically signrleart dfferences In the amount of sup,*

persisters and non- persisters expecto cl to receive especially from friends

and comforts. Non-persisters were less ikely to arteriale much turpott
from ether friends or covaters. Therefore, there is a relations* between
more negative anbcipations of sipport or absence of sippott from friends

and comkers and non-persistence. MuOvariate analysis of variance
revealed that kr %semen this is a critical variable.

Most of the entering graduate students in the study cted career as the

primary mdivation for retuning lo school. This finding is consistent wth
previous research on adut learners, including Asianian (1980) and Cross
(1981). Many of the peraisters involved in this study were highly motivabed

by a desire to ether advance In their careers or develop an aternat* career

path; whereas non-persisters were more Ike!), to descrbe 'keeping up wth
career as their prknaty motivation.

Implications for Univetsty Radices
The entering adut learners in this study had already experienced the
application process, initial advising wth faculty, and most of the registration

process. These inbal experiences (in addbon k other factors) may have

corilotted to non-persisters' loweted evectations ot receiving support
even bekre classes began. r this is so, then It becomes ever more
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hiportant to the continued paitickoation

nontmdtional studerts in

gaduatv education that the university as a co you* examine policies,
procedums and the existence of supports Midi might impact WO*/ Icon

enbering adut learners. t is especially inportant to develop approaches
which Integrate faculy, administration, staff, ad studert WACO
proiessiona Is in collaborative ways to involve everyone in heping to

integrate adut learners into the universily comunity. Such an approach

would eriable the insttutbn bo more effectively address the following

quesbon: Are curent university structures, policies and practices conducive
to assisbng aduts in their transbon to gaduate school?

t is clear torn the findings dal: ;stu&jl at many adut learners

anticipate and ma welcome more involvern .nt and emotional support fruch
the universty communly as they make the ik bansbons connected with
theb rettrn to formal education at the graduate level. t is also important b

offer a variety of swats and services becau * them is a great deal of
diversfly In the motivational and We patterns a ; weWl as in the needs of adut
Warners.

The atthor proposes that collaboration between student serf iCeS
professionals and academic affairs professionals muki enharre the design

and delivery of orientatbns, workrhops and suport services for adut
learners at the graduate level. Examles of models kr providing

collaborative facuty, staff and administrative support to adut learners at the

423

undeigaduate level have aready been presented by Chi:kering (1985);
(Knowles, 1984); (Lindquist and Marienau, 1981); and ((reenberg, 1981).

(*sponges to the questionnaire Items In this researth study Indicate
that most ot the adub surveyed at the beginning of !het studies (85.3% of
the persisters and 80.5% of the non-potters) rated gaduate orientations

as hekful. They also rated as helpful: canter development workshops (88%
of the persisters arki 72.7% or the non persistm); time management
workshops (76.3% of the persisters and 67.8% of the nonjoersisters); stress

management workshops (75.5% of tht. persisters and 66% of the
non-persisters); rellerrals to career counseling (782% of the persisters and

71.5% of the non-persisters); relenals to personal counseling (66% o( the

persisters and 57.8% of the non-perm:61s); and referrals bo familyknarbl

counseling (50.8% of the persisters and 36.2% of the non-persisters).
in the currert study, many of the %anon who vim Mbyte
non-persisters indicated that criertations for graduate staxients would be

'very heipfur and that math skills refresher %voricshops would be 'somewhat
helpful" Women did riot diTer signal:arty Itom male nonepersisters in their
perceptions of the transition beat of returning to school, or In MO

career-related motivations. Women %twig more likely than men to anticipais
st,pport from others - especially from friends.

Analyst of the results from the lb low-up survey of entering graduate
students three morths Into Met' first st mester Indicate that the folkming

3
z
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services viould continue to be helpful: childcare, math skills, refresher
workshops, referrals to tutors, and referrals to MOW, personal and

marbWamily counseling.
Additional corrrnents vokinteered by particOarts ttrough Inrkteri-in

comer* suggest that access to financial aid; refensis to part-the jobs;
placement IMAMS for jobs and mit experience in new career fields; as
%et as allbrdable housing are also concerns of some entering adut
graduate students at this particular instihtion. Several respondents asked

for oriertatiors to lbary resotstes; expander hotrs for &ivies arid
ccmptter services; a gradtate studert services coordinator, and a foreign
student advisor.

Other studies (Flannery, Kraskouskas, 1044 Sandler, Weicknan) have

demonsbaked the Mportance of support SWAM in promoting persistence

among entering gaduabe-level adut learner

The findings of this cunrent

study have hither clarified the kind of stwort-emotional styport, and

services that ertering gaduate students would find heVul.
Much remains to be done at the rational level in inproving the

university enykonmert for gaduate adut learners. in a recently ptibilshed
report entitled Post-eradtate Education in the 1981Ts, by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Developmett (1997), the a tAhors point out
that internationally, there is an 'ageing of the leneral st Uri population,

brougtt abott in part by policies for the admission of mature students, and

425

par* by *etching out of studies* (p. 75). Part-tkne study is not the whole

evianation kr this bind. The authors conclude that there are bw) Mitred
sets of !tic:tors at that: the first include preparation, socio-economic

circumstances and motivation; the second set of factors involve higher

education bet:
On the other hanctit is clear that a large measure ot responsbilly for
non-corrpletion must be placed at the door of the academic institution.
Here, significant elements seem to be the general quality of the

environment.There has been a faihn of the flexbilty Mho system. A
MOP) differentialad set of provisions is required.... Structures of

provisions (whether at the doctoral or master.; level) have not diversified

to the extert to whkh irterests (themselves in pea shaped by changing
employment prospects have diversified) (p. 76).
This study clearly indicated that, even before classes sta,rt, factors such

as: adults' perceptions of emotional support and thet Inkial reactions to the

banstion itser of ertering gaduate studies are signricandy related to
persistence during the first year. These are i ;iterating as viell as irriportart

findings in that perceptions of emotional wort are related to persistence
for adut learners-even at the gaduate level. More attention to the
perceptions of adults on campus will so mean more quality attention to all
learners. If the irnportance of emotional support to persistence in higher

education is accepted and acted tpon by the univers4 contnunly; this
realization will conbrbute ID the hum, laktion of tile education process and

the revbilzation of higher education

ail k vets.
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An Analysis of the Student Persistence ard Attrition
Process: An Urban College Perspective

David J. Costello, M.D.
Barbara Pfeiffer, M.B.A.
Enrollment Management Research
Suffolk University
Bostcn, 24assachusetts

Intmamtisag

urban, commuter institutions tend to have a mom transient student
population than traditional residential colleges (tlporaft, 1985).

It is

important to develop a student profile Which assists the university in
identifying students who are most likely to persist or withdraw.

lb understand

more clearly the student persistence process this study uses a nultivariate
regression approach to illustrate the relationdhip between six independent
variables and their subsequent effect an student persistenos.

There have been many studies conducted in the area of student persistence
and attrition. This student flow process has been analyzed in terms of
students/ backgrounds, their academic abilities and their future aspirations.

Each of these factors have been cited as potential causes of student
attrition.
It is imperative then, that an institution investigate the
relationship between these variables and shalom* cersistenoe before developing
a strategy far combatting this problem.

analyze the

variables,

It is the intent of this study to

gender, race/ enrolled program, prior academic

achievement and current academic integration as they impact upon an the student
persistence process.

3
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Voorhees (1987), inoorporating a logit analysis approach to understanding
student persistence, finds that gender is.significantly related to persistence
in a community college setting.

to persist than male students.

He cites that female students are mare likely

Conversely, Maine (1987), in his study of

financial aid and persistence concludes that gender does not significantly add
to the underztAnding of the student pers4stence process.

From a different

bent, Ott (1988), in her study of factor; predicting academic dismissal, shows
that gender does not significantly contribute to the understanding of why
particular students are academically dismissed.

Peng and Fetters (1978), reveal that black college Jtudents are more likely
to drcp out of school than white college students.

Hmever, Donovan (1984),

finds that low-income black youths persistence patterns are similar to those of
college students in general.

Mil, firxiing supports Pascarella and Twenzini's

(1980) studellhich finds no relaticriehip between ethnicity and persistenoe.

Similarly, Voorhees (1987) finds no direct relationship between minority status
and persistenoe.

Hers (1988), reveals that a student's choice of major may effect his/her
persistence pattern.

Yet, Mbline (1987), concludes that a student's major does

not contribute significantly to the understanding of the student persistence
process.

Ott, in her study an academic dismissals, finds that program choice

is a significant factor in predicting first semester academic performance.

Academic indicators are often used to help discern between persisters and
non-persisters.

Ott's study finds mixed results regarding the ability of SAT

Verbal scores to predict academic diamigmal.

However, SAT Math scores were

found not to be significant in helping to predict academic dismissal.

Jensen

(1984), in his study an financial aid and-degree attainment does not find a
significant relationship between cumulative CPA and degree attainment when
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controlling for recipient status.

Donovan (1984), finds that the direct effect

of college grades is the most robust factor in e4plainingpervistence among

lowincome black youthe.

Nearaciacsto

This study was conducted at a privatecomuter school located in an urban
envirorsent.

This institution enrolls approximately 5,500 studenta of which

2,900 are undergraduates.

Al multivariate researdh design was adapted to

measure the effect six independent variables have on student persistence.

Data

for this study were obtained from the institution's computerize student files.
All new freshmen who entered this institution during the Fhll semesters of 1983
- 1986 are included in this analysis.

The average enrollment size of each

entering cohort is approximately 425 students.

Only students registered after

the fourth week: of their first semester are included in this analysis.

Persistence status is determined based on these students' enrollment status
after their fourth semester.

As mentioned previously, persistence, gender, race and program are
classified as dichotomous variables where the values take an the following
attributes:

Persistenoe:

Persisterml and Non-Persisterm0;

Gerder

:

Rama leml and Mia1ep0

Race

:

iihiteml and ikn-44hite=0

Prcgram

:

Liberal Artewl and School of Mhnagementp0.

Three academic attainment variables are also used (SAT Mathematics score,
SAT veltda score and cumulative GPA).

A student's SAT score is an indicator of

his/her academic performance prior to entering this institution.

Similarly, a

student's cumulative GPA is indicative of the degre3 of academic integration at
this institution.

431

the effect
A stepwise multiple regression anal}sis is performed to measure
Thrtie
of six iniependent variables as they reCate to student persistenoe.
variables are considered characteristic or indicator variables 4mnier, ram
and program) while three are entered into the model as continuous variables

(SAT Math, SU Verbal and CUmulative GPA). This model tests eadh independent
variable separately as to its effect on student persistence and tests the
hierarchical relationship which exists bebaaen these independent variables.

Table 1 displays the results from a dhi-square test which shows that female
students persist at a significantly higher rate than do male students.
Similarly/ students enrolled in the School of Management persist at a
significently higher rate than do students enrolled in the Cbllege of Liberal
Arts.

Thera is no statiff:ical diffenamm between white and nonrwhite students

persistence rates.

Table 1:

Chi-Square Tests for Cataprical Characteristics and Persistame

ChAracteristic

Gender
Male
Female

terSL

N

Persisters

1,017
1,036

351
288

666
748

1,654
159

511
57

1,143

1,051
1,002

377
262

674
740

Race

Whits
NonrWhite
Program
Liberal Arts
Management

10.792*

1.655

102

22.620*

* Chi-square significant, pc,001.
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Table 2 displays the mean score comparisons of three academic factors and
persistence.

Persisting students do not differ significantly frog their

non-persisting cohorts in regard to the SAT scores.

&Never, persisting

students have a loch higher cumulative GP* (2.59) than their nompersisting
counterparts (1.74).

Table 2:

Mean Score Ccmparison, Three Characteristics and Persistence

,Chanicteristic

Mean Score

ShT Mathematics
Persisters
Non-Persisters
SAT Verbal
Persisters

Wn-Persisters

t-score

Df

1,297
528

445
441

11298
528

423
421

1,824+

-0.5247

1,414
639

2.59
1.74

2,051+

-23.4350*

937

-42.8960

Cumulative GM
Persisters
Ncn-Persisters
yomirma.=

Degrees of freekei based an equal variance.
* t-test significant, p.<.0001.

Table 3:

Correlation Coefficients, Means and Standard Deviations for Six
Variables Related to Persistence

Yarle

(P)

IG)

(R)

Mean

(IN

Persist (E)

1.000

0.69+

Gender

(G)

0.073** 1.000

0.50+

Race

(R)

0.030

-0.046*

1.000

Program (PR)

-0.105** 0.078** -0.014

SA:1/4

(24)

0.021

-0.117**

SATV

(V)

0.012

0.014

GPA

(GP)

0.460**

0.189**

S .0,

0.91+

1.000

0.157** -0.014

0.52+
1.000

443.72 84.871

0.223**

0.211** 0.487** 1.000

422.90 82.246

0.090**

0.052*

0.228** 0.251**

14 7

+ Reflect prcporticns rather than mean scores.
* Pearson correlation coefficient significant at p<.05.
** Pearson correlation coefficient significant at p<.0001

2.30

0.870
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Table 3, an the previous page, preeelbs the correlation coefficients among

the seven variables involved in this ana4sis.

Six variables differ

significantly from zero in regard to GM, while three variables differ
significantly from zero in regard to persistence.

Although not displayed, a

calculation of the coefficient of variation statistic shows that there is
substantially less variation around the mean in regard to SAT math and Verbal
(iv.191 and .195, respectively) than Program or Race (1"..962 and 1.00,
respectively).

Table 4:

r

Student Persistence as a Function of Six Independent Variables and
Their Interaction Terms

Regression
IP

Stardard
Nvv.)

LAR

SAT Mathematics
SAT Verbal
CUmulative GPA
Race
Race * SAT Verbal
Program * SAFIftthematics
Race * Program * SAT Math
Interoept

-0.00024
0.00094
0.28128
0.42469
-0.00135
-0.00068
0.00041
-0.26135

.00013
.00041
.00192
.15789
.00043
.00018
.00018

3.57
5.19
556.19
7.23
9.93
15.03
5.18

(.0592)
(.0029)
(.0001)
(.0072)
(.0017)
(.0001)
(.0230)

R-Square27.5%*

* Significant for p.<.0001.

Table 4 shows the remits of six independent variables and their

interaction terms regreeeed an the persiabmagymaiable.

As SAT Math and SAT

Verbal scores are required at this institUtion, these two variables are forced
into the regressian equation utile the remaining four variables, ars entered

The imivaximtvariables and their

into the equation in a stepwise fashion.

interaction terms are enterad the regression eqpatian if they meet the alpha
criterion of

.

'No variables (gender, program) fail to meet the .10

alpha criterion and are not entered into the equation.
significant and enters into the eqpatian.

CUmulative GPA is

CUmulative GPA is, by far, the most

rdbust indicator of student persistence and accounts far nearly 90 percent of
the explained variance in persistence.

Three interaction terms also enter the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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equation.

TWo first-morder interaction
lams (Program * SAT )athematics and

(Rape * SAT %WW1) and one

egooni-ortiei interaction tans ( boe * Program * SAT
Math) are significant and enter inbo
the equation. Overall this mo1M1
explains over 27 percent of the variance
in the deperrient variable persistence.

Table 5:

Multivariate Analysis of Variance for
Clumilati,ve

Source of
Variation

sum a squarm
& Cn les Products

=Umtata

caa

and Parsistence

=mints

Wi lkst

F(prcb.)

.----Earaiatant_03&Ladzia_Effisial_Baratistanoi_Sa_
Gender

Race

Program

SAT Math

(G)

(R)

(E)

(M)

SAT Verbal (V)

(F) * (V)

(P) * (M)

(R)*(P)*(MO

Error*
(Within)

1.255
6.769

6.769
36.519

.959(.001)

6.36(.012)

59.55(.001)

0.440
1.667

1.667
6.322

.993(.006)

2.23(.136)

10.31(.001)

6.764
-2.553

-2.553
0.964

.963(.001)

34.31(.001)

1.57(.211)

0.235
4.138

4.138
73.032

.911(.001)

1.19(.275) 119.08(.006)

18.229
21.620

21.620
62.862

.890(.001)

1.85(.001)

2.05(.001)

4.734
5.929

5.929
24.386

.959(.480)

0.77(.808)

1.28(.138)

11.230
7.540

7.540
24.360

.936(.502)

1.14(.237)

.79(.848)

5.269
5.244

5.244
25.048

.954(.050)

1.03(.425)

1.57(.034)

289.842
251.525

251.525
289.842

* Due to deletion of cases with nissing
values only 1,632

-- are used.
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performance, as measured by
Tables 3 and 4 clearly indicate thi.t college
The strong
Cumulative GPR, is the moat rdbust predictor of persistence.
evidenced above, suggests that GPA
relationship between GPR and persistenoe, as
Given this
and persistence share a mama dimension, acsimaidpisrftmmerce.
persistence and
conclusion, a multivariate analysis was perfoormalwhere
All nein effect variables
Cumulativo GFR are treated as depends* variatles.
found significant in Table 4
and those first and saaonirorder interaction terms
Table 5, on the previous page, details the
are included in this analysis.
results of this analysis.

for the Race * Program *
Table 5 reveals a signifiamtnuativariate F score
effect us best explained by
SAT Math interaction. However, this interaction
variable. No other significant
its relationship with the CUmulative GPA
noted for five
interaction effects are noted. S_gnificant simple effects are
regardingGender and SAT Verbal,
variables. Signifioant multivariate F scores
CUmulative GPA best explains
are accounted for by both depenlentvariablee.
the model and SAT Math and Race. Lastly, a significant

the interactimbetmeen

of dhoice, is best
multivariate F score, in regard to a student's program
stahmisvariable.
explained by its relationship to the persistence

FalsaltaamlicatigN
while attending the institution,
This study shows that student performance,
Female students
best explains why a student decides to persist or withdraw.
to both both persistence and
differ significantly filial:sale students in regards
and have a higher cumulative GPA than
cumulative GPA. Female students persist
the other independent
their male counterparts even When controlling for
persistence, am be best
variables in the uodel. Race, as it relates to
sjores and when looking at the
understood when it interacts with SAT Verbal
particular program in which a student enrolls. Ncnrwhite students, when

than white
controlling for SAT Verbal scores, persist at a lower rate
of Maragement,
Similarly, ncnrwhite students, enrolled in the School
students.
lower rate than their white
and controlling for SAT Math scores, persist at a

50
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studies* counterparts.

Those students, enrolled in tho Liberal Arts wogram,

when controlling far SW Nth SKIMIZIMB, perliet a: a higher rate than those

studefts in the &boa of Management.

=amigo§
The results of this study suggest that programs Should be developed which
identifies students who are doing poorly in terms of their academic
performance.

By developing early interventiontschrdques, an institution can

help students who are in need of acadmicassistanos ard improve their overall
persistence rate.

This study demonstrates the importanoe of undgemptarding the

student persistence premise and identifies variables which impact upcn this
process.

FUture research needs to focus an variables related to financial aid,

family background and social-psychological traits.

It is important toluxm why

same students stay at an institution as, well as well as, why same

leave. A

strictly quantitative approadh to persistence is too narrow in scope.

qualitative analysis, through such means as focus groups, can help
administrators understand the subtle nuances which affect how students perceive
a particular institution.

A
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An Analysis of Factors Related to Student Learning Outcomes
Moriock, J., Moran, T., Gonyea, T. and Green, D.

Enhancing student learning and cognitive development Is
central
clearly
to
the
mission
of
the
University
(Pascarelia, 1984).
In order to make improvements in the
processes by which universities promote learning, however,

there must exist a clearer understanding of those collegerelated experiences which exert the most salient influence
on student learning.
The attempt to identify these influences, and to explore their attendant processes and specific
variables has been the basis for a large body of research
(Bowen,
1977; Feldman and Newcomb, 1969; Lenning et.al.,
1974; Pascarelia, 1980).

Recent evidence presented by Lacy (1978) and Pascarella
(1984) suggests that the organizational, structural characteristics of colleges have little direct Influence on educational outcomes.
Their Influence tends to operate indirectly by shaping the quality and frequency of interaction
with major agents of socialization on the campus, particularly faculty and peers, who have an immediate, causal effect on student learning outcomes (Webb, 1982).
More generally, a growing body of literature In organizational theory
acknowledges the extent to which an organization's culture
and climate, and the Interpersonal communications which they
prefigure, can determine important organizational outcomes.
This research serves to highlight the connection In a college environment between student peer group interaction and
student learning.
A factor which has often been overlooked by researchers
estimating the impact of the col ege experience on students
is the quality of effort that the
individual student puts
forth (Pace, 1984).
Quality of student effort Is an intuitively obvious construct In determining learning outcomes.
It
leads to the hypothesis that some college environments
are more effective than others In engendering _:tudent involvement and effort; and that the involvement and effort of
students In the pursuit of their own education have a highly
significant effect on learning outcomes (Astln, 1985; Pace,
1984).

The evidence cited above suggesi-s that variables related to student/faculty relationship:
student peer interactions, and the quality and amount of student effort are
likely to have a significant impact on student learning.
Thls study attempted to identify, empirically, factors related to these broad categories or constructs. Furthermore,
the study analyzed the relative importance of these factors
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In
Influencing student
learnilg.
ihis paper details the
analyses undertaken In this study, presents the results, and
discusses their implications.

METHOD
INSTRUMENT

Data for the analyses were obtained from an instrument
entitled
the
"Academic
Development
Survey"
was
which
designed and administered at the institution where the study
was conducted, a four-year public university. Items which
were hypothesized to be related to academic success, as
mea3ured by college cumulative grade poin4 average, were
selected from the survey for
and
inclusion
in
factor
regression analyses.
These
items
includeo student selfperceptions on a variety of personal traits; questions
designed to measure the quantity and quality of student
effort and goal collmitment for acA-:emic achievement; and
questions about the nature, frequency of and satisfaction
with interactions with faculty and peers.
Most of the
questions required 5 point Like t scale responses, with the
exception of hours spent study ng, average missed classes,
and expectations to graduate fr( m this college.
While the cumulative grade point averace admittedly is
an Imperfect outcome measure, it was felt that it was the
best measure we have that is tied to faculty evaluations of
student learning.
To avoid attrition problems, the cumulative grade point average (GPA) at the time of the survey was
used. This study is, then, cross-sectional rather than longitudinal In nature.
All class levels were -epresented, and
students had varying durations of experience with the college environment
SAMPLE

Surveys were mailed to every matriculated undergraduate
student enrolled In good status In the Spring 1987 semester
(N . 4932).
Only 4699 were mailable.
No follow-up mailing
was done.
Completed questionnaires were returned by 1515
students, for a responSe rate of 32.2%.
Thls survey data
was then matched to a student data base file to capture personal
characteristics such as high school
average, SAT
scores, dorm residency, class level, sex, major, original
admit type (native freshman or transfer), and cumulative
grade point average at time of the survey.
Due to missing
or incorrect social security numbers,
152 records did not
match and were excluded from the analyses.

A Chi Square goodness-of-fit test was done on the sample with respect to the above-mentioned demographic variables. AS Is usual in survey research on this campus, the
sample was not representative with regard to sex.
Females

15 4
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returned surveys in greater propertions than occurred in the
undergraduate student population, see Table 1.
There were
also more dorm residents, because the help of the Resident
Assistants was enlisted to increase returns of the surveys.
This also resulted in fewer transfer students and more native Freshmen. The sample was representative with regard to
class level and major. Results of t tests showed the sample
to be representative with regard to math aptitude scores;
however, mean high school average, college GPA, SAT verbal,
and ACT English scores were slightly but significantly
higher
for
the sample.
The large N in the study was
responsible for very small substantive differences reaching
statistical significance, and, therefore, did not cause too
much concern about the conclusions which could be drawn from
the research. Presumably these higher scores were influenced
by the large proportion of females in the sample.
Results
were weighted to compensate for the over-representation of
females, but analyses using the weighted sample dld pot
produce notIceabl
different results.
The latter suggests
the relationships between the Independent variables and GPA
are
safe
to
interpret,
especially
for
this
type
of
exploratory research.
RESULTS

Data analysis began with a Pr ncipal Factor analysis,
w ith iteration, of the 44 variaoles assumed to comprise the
hypothesized factors.
The numter of subjects entered Into
this analysis was 1310 due to deletion of missing cases.
A
varimax rotation was done.
An 11-factor solution was found,
w ith eigenvalues ranging from .39 to 7.34.
The first 6
factors had eigenvalues greater then 1.0 and explained 85%
of the variance In the correkition matrix.
The eleventh
factor was uninterpretabie.
Table 2 displays the results of the factor analysis.
The hypothetical factors were cc,nfirmed, although they spilt
into finer components than .pre,licted.
Specifically, Items
designed to measure student/fIculty Interactions yielded
three factors.
The weakest of these was an academic advisement factor which may not nece;sarily reflect Interactions
w ith faculty because peers and staff also advise students.

Thls factor explained 2.8% of the variance.
The other two
faculty factors are similar to those discovered by Endo and
Harpel (1982). That Is, one reflects student satisfaction
w ith the helpfulness and accessibility of faculty in Interactions outside of the classroom (named "helpful faculty attitude"), which explained 35.5% of the variance, while the
second reflects student perceptions of how Intellectually
stimulating, enthusiastic, and encouraging their Instructors
are (named "faculty enthusiasm and encouragement", explaining 5.2% of the variance.
This latter factor deals more

w ith the teaching behavior of faculty.

TABLE
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1

REPRESENTATIVENESS OF ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT SURVEY 1987*
STUDENT DATA BASE
INFORMATION
SEX**
MALE
FEMALE
UNKNOWN***
TOTAL

CLASS LEVEL
LOWER DIVISION
UPPER DIVISION
UNKNOWN
TOTAL

DORM RESIDENrE**
ON-CAMPUS
OFF-CAMPUS
UNKNOWN

MAJORS BY FACULTY
BUSINESSS & ECON
ARTS & SCIENCES
PROFESSIONAL STUD
INDIVIDUAL STUD
NO MAJOR
OTHER
UNKNOWN
ORIGINAL ADMIT**
NATIVE FRESHMAN
TRANSFER
READMIT
VISITOR
UNKNOWN
ENTRANCE ANTI OTHER
SCORES

SPRING 1987
ALL MATRIC UG

ADS 1987
SAMPLE

466
897

34.2
65.8

209)
2830

42.5
57.5

152
1515

100

4932

100

44.2
55.8

42.2
57.8

--100

2085
2847
--4932

55.5
44.5

2511
2421

50.9
49.1

602
761
152
1515

756
607

--100

34
112
3

152

888
366
56
3

24.7
35.4
29
2.5
8.2
0.2
---

67.6
27.9
4.3
0.2

202

NEAN

30.55
DF=1
P(.001

1.56
DF=1
NS

8.87
DF=1

P.01

152

336
482
396

CHISQUARE

1276

25.9

1781
1282

36.1
26
2.3

113,.

471
9
---

2951
1528

232
9

6.78
DF=4
NS

0.2

62.5
32.4
4.9
0.2

11.81

DF=2
P<.01

211

N

MEAN

2837
2837
824
480
476
476

**

SAT-VERBAL
SAT-MATH
ACT-ENGLISH
ACT-MATH
ACT-NATURAL SCI
ACT-SOCIAL SC1
ACT-COMPOSITE

450
497
20.43
20.91
20.37
23.66
21.81

85d
852
270
152
152
152
291

444
495
19.7
20.8
20.2
E3.5
21.4

HIGH SCHOOL AVG

84.56

913

83.8

3039

**

CUMULATIVE GPA AT
PSUC

2.69

1321

2.61

4694

**

GPA IN MAJOR

2.88

1417

**

911

1515 COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRES WERE RETURNED OUT OF 4699 MAILABLE
SURVEYS FOF A 32,2% RESPONSE RATC.
**SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT AT p4.05.

**THERE WERE 152 STUDENTS WHCSE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER WAS BLANK
OR INCORRECT; THEREFORE, THEY HAVE NO STUDENT DATA BASE INFORMATION.
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TABLE 2.

FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS- ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT SURVEY
(N.1310 FOR 45 VARIABLES)

t VAWNQE

HELPFULNESS OF INSTRUCTORS
ATTITUDE OF FACULTY TOWARDS STUDENTS
OUT-OF-CLASS AVAILABILITY OF FACULTY
FACULTY WILLING TO DISCUSS ISSUES OUT-OF-CLASS
QUALITY OF EDUCATION
INSTRUCTORS, ENTHUSIASM FOR TEACHING
12

L.

-.Wm-

2,11

)5.sk

UELPFUL FACULTY A.TTITUPE

11

ramming

BXPLAINEU

EAgTOR NAME/VARIABLES

3.87
3.68
3.73
3.54
3.98
3.58

.765
.741
.651
.501
.451
.435

Lai

I. el

HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU DISCUSSED WITH OTHER STUDENTS:

13

f

2.76
2.92
2.35
3.11
2.70
2.57

.819
.728
.616
.581
.475
.461

SOCIAL 1ROBLEMS
POLITIC/L hND CURRENT AFFAIzS
IDEAS OF OTHERS
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
PERSONAL AND RELIGIOUS BELI :FS
THE ARTS

2-11

LE.ESSLIMLIMIsca2,acillcRIEvEriENT
EMPHASIS ON ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT
INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION BY PEERS
EMPHASIS ON VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CHALLENGE TO INTELLECTUAL ABILITY
PEER SUPPORT FOR ACADEMIC WORX
ACADEMIC COMPETITION AMONG sTUDENTS

.802
.561
.489
.474
.443
.419

NrETINGS WITH FACULTY

IAA

3.26
3.16
3.20
3.87
3.33
3.08

HoW OFTEN DID YOU:

IS

MAKE APPOINTMENTS WITH FACULTY
HAVE F(RMAL MEETINGS WITH INSTRUCTOR
OUTSID! OF CLASS
DISCUS
CAREER ASPIRATIONS WITH
FACULT MEMBER

.762

2.66

.693

2.91

.615

2.71

ENGAGE '2NT IN THE ARTS

1,21

1,11

HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU:

46

ATTENDED CONCERTS (OTHER THAN RocK)
ATTENDED A PLAY
VISITED AN ART EXHIBIT
DISCUSSED THE ARTS WITH OTHER STWDENTS

.748
.748
.666
.496

FACULY EYTHUSIASM ANO_ENCOURAGEMENT

1.3.1

2.37
2.41
2.42
2.57

FACULTY (INSTRUCTORS):

47

ARE INTELLECTUALLY STIMULATING
ARE ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT TEACHING
ENCOURAGE YOU TO THINK FOR YOURSELF
ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO YOUR BEST WORK

,679
.596
.562
.497

IETEILEMAL & ACAUMIC PEER INTERAcTIM

4.51

3.52
3.58
1.81
3.61

9,12.

HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU;

OS

HAD INTELLECTUAL CONVERSATIONS LATE
AT NIGHT
HAD INTELLECTUAL CONVERSATIONS DURING.
A MEAL
STUDIED WITH aTHER STUDENTS
ASKED ANOTHER STUDENT FOR A CRITIQUE

.751

2.86

.695
.406
.402

1.27
3.55
3.03

ACADEMIC QQAL ORIENTATION

2_,Q1

o_crt/

IMPORTANCE OF GOAL TO:
DO WELT.-A CA DEM cA LLY

INCREASE DESIRE TO CONTINUE LEARNING
MEET REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL
49

VITISFACTION_WITH ADVIIORS

.648
.498
.476

3.86
4.32
4.06

0.5Q

2-1_1

SATISFACTION WITH:

AVAILABILITY OF ADVISORS
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ADVISORS
IID

' 4 Z4

so.

4431.

OTHER STUDENTS ENCOURAGE ME TO
ACHIEVE ACADEMICALLY
STUDENTS ARE sUPPORTIVE OF ACADEMIC wcptic
*ONLY LOADINGS

.40 WERE LISTED AND INTERPRETED

.777
.743

3.94
3.86

2,11
.666
.564

2,31
I

P-

req

0 I

3.27
3.33
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Peer
interactions
split
into
four
factors:
the
strongest of these concerned discussions among
students
about Intellectual topic;; the second described the
peer
climate for academic achievement, i.e., how stimulating and
competitive students felt their peers were;
the third

described intellectual conversetions with peers and shared
studying; and, the fourth was
weak factor which was named
"Peer support and encouragemen.".
All of the peer factors
involved relationships with pears in an academic context,
because this was the intent of the survey; and academic factors, such as Tinto's academic
Integration construct, have
been shown to have the strongest relationship to academic
success, In terms of persistence and self-reported
academic
progress (Pascarella and Terenzinl,
1980;
Terenzlnl and
Wright,
1985).
There was some overlap
the
Items
comprising the factors, especially at smaller
loadings.
Th s was also true for the two faculty factors.
l

Two student effort factors emerged. Both also involved
ineractions with the college environment, i.e., with events
anc faculty.
These were named "engagement in the arts" and
"meetings with faculty".
The former involved attendance at
fine arts events, and the latter reflected
appointments w:th
faculty for career counseling and
Independent projects,
I.e., formal faculty interactions.
Both factors provided a
measure of the initiative and proactivity of
the student as
well as an indirect measure of
environmental Impact.
Two
otrer measures of student effort (hours spent studying and
average number of missed classes) did not load
significantly
on any of the factors; however, there were
marginal
loadings
of these variables on the meetings with
faculty and academic
goal factors.
The academic goal factor consisted of motivations to secure a good academic record,
usually with further
study In mind.
Factor scores were computed and were used as Independent variables In a stepwise, ordinary least
squares (OLS)
multiple regression analysis with college
grade
point average as the dependent varlabiu (Kerlinger
and Pedhazur,
1973).
Table 3 presents the results of several of these
analyses. The initial analysis tsed only the
college-experience factors,i.e., those relatec to student/faculty
and peer
Interactions, and student effort. These factors
together explained 11% of the variance In GPA. Faculty
enthusiasm
and
encouragement was the largest contributor, followed by peer
climate for academic achievement, Intellectual
with peers, engagement in the arts, helpful conversations
faculty attitude,
meetings with faculty, and two other peer-Interaction
factors.
All of the peer-Interaction factors loaded negatively on the equation.
goal
(R2)

When high school average, SAT scores, and
the academic
factor were added to the analysis, explained variance
increased to 38%, while the N decreased to 695 because

I5s
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TABLE 3.

COL41GF EXPrRITYcg FACTqRs D1i1Y___1142

ANALYSIS al

fAi-719.3
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

FACULTY ENTHUSIASM AND
ENCOURAGEMENT
PEER CLIMATE FOR ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT
INTELLECTUAL AND ACADEMIC
PEER INTERACTIONS
ENGAGEMENT IN THE ARTS
HE,'FUL FACULTY ATTITUDE
MEEVINGS WITH FACULTY
ACADEMIC PEER SUPPORT
PEER INTELLECTUAL DISCUSSION

ANA.LysIa a4

STIPA
1

2
3

4

5
6
7

8

9

10

2
3
4

5
6

7.
a

9

10

Rs4

RsQ0

&Th

cP_M_Eld

.190

.035

.036

.190

.193

.231

.052

.018

-.133

-.121

.265
.292
.318
.329
.339
.347

.068
.082
.097
.104
.109
.114

.016
.016
.015
.008
.007
.005

-.128

-.138
.130
.144
.095
-.103
-.017

FAcTpRs + GOALS + JGH ScHOOL AVERAGE + SATS

HIGH SCHOOL AVERAGE
SAT-VERBAL
MEETINGS WITH FACULTY
ENGAGEMENT IN THE ARTS
ACADEMIC GOALS
SAT-MATH
FACULTY ENTHUSIASM AND
ENCOURAGEMENT
INTELLECTUAL AND ACADEMIC
PEER INTERACTIONS
HELPFUL FACULTY ATTITUDE
PEER CLIMATE FOR ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT
ENVLRONMENT

.125
.126
.087

-.081
-.073

N'625

F$4

Fs_520

BETA

cOBIL

.498
.530
.550
.566
.580
.593

.247
.279
.300
.316
.332
.346

.248
.033
.021
.018
.016
.015

.498
.196
.147
.134
.130
.140

.498
.356
.200
.158
.163
.325

.603

.357

.012

.112

.156

.610
.617

.365
.373

.009
.00R

-.096
.092

-.118
.141

.621

.376

.005

-.070

-.123

FAPTPE

ANALYSIS f3
STEP t

27LTR

GOALS", SCORU, ANDJ_ELEqUDe PERSONAL T,RAIT5

FACTO

r/4123

ACADEMIC ABILITY
HIGH SCHOOL AVERAGE
ENGAGEMENT IN THE ARTS
INTELLECTUAL AND ACADEMIC
PEER INTERACTIONS
MEETING`' WITH FACULTY
READING JILITY
SAT-VERBAL
DRIVE TO SUCCEED
ACADEMIC GOALS
FACULTY ENTHUSTASM AND
ENCOURAGEMENT

D118

coRRL4

.665

.341
.428
.439

.342
.087
.012

.585
.323
.111

.585
.506
.165

.672
.679
.682
.688
.692
.695

.448
.456
.461
.467
.473
.476

.010
.009
.005
.007
.007
.004

-.100
-.076

-.142
.205
.135

.102
.089
.068

.350
.247
.153

.698

.479

.004

.065

.149

.585
.6',6

.096

*TRAITS WERE SELECTED THAT WERE HYPOTHESIZED TO BE RELATED TO ACAUEMIC SUCCESS (GPA).

ALIqRNATE ANALYSLB LI

nu 1

ORIGTNA_ADMIT- NATIVE kill:stint' ONLY

FAcToE

11-,777

R5i2

-5.QC4

BETA

COWL

.193

.036

.037

.193

.193

.251

.060

.025

.160

.169

.294
.322
.343

.083
.099
.112

.024
.017
.014

-.155

-.155

.171
.117

.154
.142

.362

.124

.014

.118

.111

.374

.132

.009

-.094

-.122

NULTB

COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ONLY (9 FACTORS)
1

3

4

5

6

MEETINGS WITH FACULTY
FACULTY ENTHUSIASM AV)
ENCOURAGEMENT
CLIMATE FOR ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT
ENGAGEMENT IN THE ARTS
HELPFUL FACULTY ATTITUDE
INTELLECTUAL AND ACADEMIC
PEER INTERACTIONS
ACADEMIC PEER SUPPORT

(4)
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entrance scores are available only for native freshmen.
Hlgh school average and SAT-verbal scores made the greatest
contribution to the prediction of GPA (R2 = .28), followed
In
the
the arts,
faculty,
engagement
by meetings with
With the addition of
academic goal factor, and SAT-math.
these more powerful variables, the contribution of the two
faculty factors fell from 5% to 2%. Peer interaction factors
were also of lesser Importance In thls equation.

The final analysis added two other measures of student
effort; namely, study hours and average missed classes, as
Thls
well as self-ratings on selected personal traits.
Increased the predlction of GPA; 48% of the varlance was now
College experlence factors now accounted for a
explained.
total of only 4% of the variance; only one of the faculty
factors remalned,i.e., faculty enthuslasm, along with meetings with faculty and engagement In the arts and a negative
conversations with peers. The
contribution of Intellectual
relationship of hours studied and missed classes to GPA was
in
the multiple regression equation,
Importance
not of
although the zero order Pearson correlation for hours
studl-A with GPA was significant (r = .115).
tralts, student self-perceptions of
Of the personal
their academic abillty and drive to succeed were positively
related to GPA, while reading ability made a small negative
contribution to the equation. Student self- perceptions of
their academic ability and grades In hlgh school had the
relatively strongest relationship to college GPA. (It must
be kept in mind that the relationship between self-reported
academic ability and GPA could be recursive, because the
assessment of these self-perceptions occurred after students
had enrolled at the college; therefore, their ratings may
have been Influenced by thelr siccess In college thus far.)
Next in importance were student engagement In the arts and
meetings with faculty. Intellec ual peer interactions made a
negative contribution ,while SAT verbal scores, drive to
enthusiasm
and
goals
and
faculty
succeed,
academic
encouragement made lesser positive contrIbutIons, to the
regression equation.

Sex was entered as a dummy-coded varlable in the analyses but was not selected as an important contributor to the
Also, weighting the sample to compensate for sex
equation.
disproportions did not change the results of the analyses.
However, GPA was more predictable for females when analyses
This could be explained
were done separately for the sexes.
by the stronger relationship between high school performance
Faculty relationand college GPA for females than males.
ships had more of an Impact on grades for females than males
as well.

An alternate multiple regression analysis was done using only the college experlence factors for native freshmen,

160
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for comparability to the second and third analyses which
included entrance scores available only for native freshmen.
Results were very similar to the first
analysis, with
slightly different beta weights; meetings with
faculty
switched places with faculty enthusiasm.

DISCUSSION

When we examined the relationship between academic success, GPA, and those factors related to the college experience, such as student/faculty interaction, peer group interaction, and student effort, we found a pattern In which student/faculty interaction dominates, as would be predicted
from the prior work of several authors (Pascarelia, 1980;
Volkwein et. al., 1987; Terenzini and Wright, 1985, etc.).
This Is true for the complete sample as we;1 as with native
freshmen only, see Table 3.
In all of the analyses,

faculty enthusiasm for teaching
made a greater relative contribution to the explanation of
the variation in GPA than the helpfulness and accessibility
of faculty outside of the classroom.
In addition, for native freshmen and analyses which Included background traits,
formal meetings with faculty was the most ImPortant faculty
interaction factor (it is also considered a student effort
factor here).
These findings are consistent with those of
Endo and Harpel (1982), who found only the frequency of formal interactions with faculty
to be correlated with final
GPA, (They found more impact cf informal
faculty interactions on other outcomes measures, however, particularly
on
progress toward intellectual growth.)
In
addition,
Endo
and
Harpel found that helpfulness of faculty did not
correlate
with GPA. But faculty helpfulness did correlate highly
with
the student's satisfaction with their
education.
In
our
study, helpfulness of faculty
was also less related to
'grades than were the more formai faculty
Interactions. Furthermore, we found satisfaction with the quality of
students' education to load on the "helpful faculty attitude"
factor.

Evidence was also found for the effect of student effort on academic achievement as seen through meetings with
faculty, and Indirectly through engagement in
the arts,
which may reflect that this latter factor Is a proxy for Intellectualism.
Two other measures of student effort (hours
spent studying
and classes missed) did not contribute to
the regression equation.
However, the simple r between
hours studied and GPA was comparable to other research,
r =
.115, (Schuman et. al, 1985).
Peer group Interaction, which was hypothesized to exert
a strong positive influence on academic development, actually appears to have the opposite effect in this study.
This may occur because the measurement of peer group Inter-
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this study tapped, in the respondent's mind, a
concept of social activity as ooposed to academic activity.
What we were then observing may have been the tendency of
socially active students to be less academically oriented
and to receive lower grades as a consequence. A more empirically derived interpretation Is that of Schuman et. al.
(1985), who found a slight but persistent relationship between good grades and studying alone in con4-.rast to studying
Furthermore, our own research (Moran, Morlock
with others.
and Green, 1985) indicates that students with higher aptitudes, as measured by SAT scores, experience less competition and intellectual stimulation from their peers at this
college, and may, therefore, spend less time engaged in discussions with them.
action

in

the second analysis, which incorporated the above
factors and added student aspirations, high school average
and SAT scores, we found the contribution of student/faculty

ft

In

interaction factors were overshadowed by hIgti school average
and aptitude scores.
This is not surprisirg because other
studies have concluded that achievements prior to college
and aptitudes are the best predictors of grades In college
(Willingham, 1986).
All of the variables In thls analysis
accounted for 38% of the variance in GPA, but, as can be
seen from Table 3, those factors most influenced by the educational context, such as relationships with faculty, peer
interactions and student effort, contributed less to GPA
than did the high school achievements and aptitudes. This Is
consistent with Endo and Harpel's research (1982) where only
a slight increase in R2 was found when student/faculty interactions were added to background traits when predicting
final GDA In college.

When personal traits were added to the regression equation, two of them emerged as primary predictors of GPA. They
were student's self-perceptions of their academic ability
and drive to succeed. However, these traits are intercorrelated with pre-college ability measures, such as goals, high
school average and SAT scores.
They may also be confounded
by the student's college experience because they were mea-

sured simultaneously with GPA and college experience factors.
Future research should adopt a more longitudinal approach, using traits measured at orientation before college
enrollment and exclude traits that are highly correlated
with other measures.
Neverthel,ss, the primary contribution
of student self-perceptions ma/ be an important indicator
for faculty and administrators In identifying students who
are likely to do well and, therefore, to persist to graduation from the institution.
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SUMMARY

The importance of stLdent/faculty interaction as a factor exerting significant influence on positive student outof
academic
self-reports
good
grades
or
e.g.,
comes,
studies
other
numerous
has
been
found
In
progress,
(Terenzini and Wright, 1985; Voikwein et.al., 1987; Endo and
Harpel, 1982; Terenzini and Pascarelia, 1980, etc.) and Is
Of course, this
supported by the findings In this research.
That the conIs to be expected and makes intuitive sense.
tribution of these Interactions with faculty did not account
for a greater proportion of the variance In student grades
Because these are such central
Is disappointing, however.
activities which are under the cortrol of educators, it
would be more encouraging If their apparent Influence on
The va lance accounted for by
student grades were larger.
student/faculty Interactions and other college experience
factors never exceeded 11% In this study, nor has It In many
other studies; therefore, it Is possible that our models are
simply inadequate and that other faculty-Initiated activities not yet examined are, indeed, highly influential and,
once identified, could be targeted for optimal Impact on
students. Conversely, there Is the explanation that we have
not yet identified the proper outcome measure(s).
Perhaps
achievement tests In academic programs, 1.e. comprehensive
examinations,
would provide the best correlations with more
specific faculty interaction variables, although this would
necessarily narrow the outcomes field to exclude more general educational goals.
Student ratings of progress toward
general education goals have been used as outcomes measures
In other
research (Terenzini and Wright, 1985), and have
yielded higher correlations with academic integration and
are less related to background traits.
The college GPA may
be mor t. apt to be overshadowed by the student's previous
academic performance.
In
fact, the student may have acquired "practical wisdom", according to Schuman et. al.
(1985), which has helped him/her sort out which Is the material in a lecture that should be studied for exams.
This
ability
iy mask the effect faculty interactions and student
effort, particularly hours spelt studying, are having on
achieving good grades In col!efe, but may not be a factor
when students assess their rrogress toward educational
Schuman et. al.(1985) found class attendance to be
goals.
the best predictor, among several student effort measures,
of student grades. They concluded that since exams were
based largely on lecture material, grades were not as related to hours studied as to classroom interactions with
faculty.
This suppositior Is consistent with our research.
Unfortunately, the notion of peer interaction, which
was hypothesized to have a strong positive Impact on student
grades was unsupported.
Indeed, student interaction on academic Issues was found to have a negative relationship to
high grades.
It would seem lik,!iy that this Is an artifact

t.i
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of the design of the survey questions which
have evoked
high responses from weak students who rely may
on
fellow
students to help them master material
they
would
be
unable
to
understand If working In Isolation.
Schuman
et.
al.
(1985),
as noted earlier, found a "small trend for
solitary study to
be
connected with higher grades".
Ethnographic
designs,
employing Intensive Interviews, completed
)y
Ayres
and Bennett (1983) and Triesman (1985) clearly
Performing students recogrize the benefits :iuggest that high
supportive and
encouraging peers who cha lenge them to do of
their best work.
Perhaps peer academie.: support Is an
Issue that
Is
less
amenable to traditional survey research
and
quantitative
analysis.
Future research will examine
raised by this study In more -etail some of the questions
in order to shed more
light on the factors which
Influence student learning.
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